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the universe between felt and wire: a new look
into the typology of western made paper
summary
By studying Western papermaking in its main aspects and variations, and both critically evaluate and systematically structure the acquired information, this thesis will provide
those in paper conservation and allied fields the necessary knowledge and tools to better
understand, describe and preserve for posterity this complex and diverse substrate, which
is often the carrier of imagery or texts of cultural significance. The knowledge required to
describe such paper is developed in seven chapters.
– chapter one begins with a short development history of paper conservation and the paper conservator. The research plan is then described, and also how this changed over
the course of the research.
– in chapter two, the types of paper that appear on the conservation workbench are analysed. A classification of paper types is given. Next, the steps in the papermaking process and the traces they leave behind are described systematically. Each phase of papermaking is described in order to explain how and which traces may or may not occur in
the paper.
– the third chapter sets out the papermaker's considerations and the choices they make
when making a paper with the properties desired by the user. To this end, the role of
rag sorting in the papermaking process is investigated. Also described is how the Hollander beater as pulping machine extends the papermaker's possibilities. The transition
to new, modern fibre sources, which are mainly wood, and the resulting consequences
for the paper thus made are further examined. The chapter ends with a look at the
effects on paper properties of using fillers and coatings.
– the fourth chapter is devoted to the fibres in paper. Studying its fibre composition reveals the inherent properties of paper. For this, samples must be taken. The method for
obtaining an optimal sample is set out, taking into account the potentially destructive
nature of sampling. The use of polarisation microscopy combined with the λ-retardation plate is described and recommended for obtaining a clear and fast sample analysis.
To underpin this method, fibre samples and their characteristic elements are typified
by means of micrographs. Additionally, micrographs of the most commonly occurring
fibre types are described in more detail in appendix XXV.
– chapter five treats the use of micro-chemical stains in determining the composition of
paper. The aim was to investigate whether other, simpler tests could be found that
were less hazardous to the conservator, and that could reveal the major properties of
paper fibres. Six tests were selected, but it emerged that only one produced a satisfactory result under the given conditions. The traditional tests, with all their drawbacks,
continue to prove their worth.
– chapter six binds together the preceding findings and systematically expands on the
paper typologies given in chapter 2. This involves describing the paper types under
four major properties: pulp sort, sizing, surface structure, and the range of paper
weight.
– the final chapter contains conclusions and suggestions for future research. Due to the
potential implications for collection management, the most important of these is
closer research into the pulping method of wood pulp types, due to the possible negative ageing properties of acidic-pulped pulp types.
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het universum tussen vilt en zeef: een nieuwe
kĳk op de typologie van westers papier
samenvatting
Door de Westerse papierproductie in zijn hoofdaspecten en variaties te bestuderen en
de verworven informatie zowel kritisch te evalueren als systematisch te structureren, zal
dit proefschrift degenen in papierconservering en aanpalende kennisgebieden de nodige
kennis en hulpmiddelen aanreiken om dit complexe en diverse substraat, dat vaak de
drager is van beelden of teksten van culturele betekenis, beter te begrijpen, te beschrijven
en voor het nageslacht te behouden. De kennis die nodig is om papier te beschrijven
wordt ontwikkeld in zeven hoofdstukken:
– hoofdstuk een omvat een korte ontwikkelingsgeschiedenis van papierrestauratie en
papierrestaurator. Het onderzoeksplan en hoe dit in de loop van het onderzoek is veranderd wordt beschreven.
– in hoofdstuk twee worden de soorten papier die op de conservators’ werkbank verschijnen geanalyseerd. Een classificatie van papiersoorten wordt gegeven. De stappen
in het papiermaakproces en de sporen die ze achterlaten worden gesystematiseerd. Elke
fase van het papiermaken wordt beschreven om uit te leggen hoe en welke sporen in
het papier al dan niet ontstaan.
– het derde hoofdstuk laat zien wat de overwegingen van de papiermaker zijn en welke
keuzes gemaakt worden om papier met de door de gebruiker van het papier gewenste
eigenschappen te maken. Hiertoe wordt onderzocht wat de rol van sorteren van lompen in het papiermaakproces is. Ook wordt beschreven hoe de Hollander als ontsluitingsmachine de mogelijkheden van de papiermaker vergroot. Verder wordt de overgang naar nieuwe, moderne vezelbronnen, voornamelijk hout, en de gevolgen daarvan
voor het ontstane papier onderzocht. Tot slot wordt gekeken naar de gevolgen van het
gebruik van vulstoffen en strijklagen op eigenschappen van papier.
– in het vierde hoofdstuk komen de vezels in het papier aan bod. Door de vezelsamenstelling van papier te bestuderen komen de inherente eigenschappen van een papier
aan het licht. Hiervoor moeten monsters genomen worden. De methode om te komen
tot een optimaal monster wordt uitgewerkt met het oog op het potentieel destructieve
karakter van monstername. Om een rationele en snelle analyse van het monster te ondersteunen wordt het gebruiken van polarisatiemicroscopie in combinatie met een λvertragingsplaatje aangeraden en beschreven. Ter ondersteuning van deze methode
worden vezelmonsters en hun karakteristieke elementen aan de hand van microfoto’s
getypeerd. Bovendien worden microfoto’s van de meest voorkomende vezelsoorten in
appendix XXV nader beschreven.
– hoofdstuk vijf behandelt het gebruik van micro-chemische kleuringen om de samenstelling van papier te bepalen. Het doel was om te onderzoeken of andere, meer
simpele, en voor de onderzoeker minder gevaarlijke tests konden worden gevonden die
de belangrijkste eigenschappen van papiervezels kunnen aantonen. Hoewel een zestal
tests werd geselecteerd bleek dat op één na, deze tests onder gegeven omstandigheden
niet tot een bevredigend resultaat leidden. De traditionele tests, met al hun nadelen,
blijken nog steeds hun waarde te bewijzen.
– hoofdstuk zes bindt de voorgaande bevindingen samen en werkt de in hoofdstuk twee
gegeven papiertypologiën systematisch uit. Hiertoe worden de papiertypes steeds beschreven met vier belangrijke eigenschappen: de soort pulp, de lijming, de oppervlakte
structuur en de spreiding in papiergewicht.
– het laatste hoofdstuk bevat de eindconclusies en doet suggesties voor verder onderzoek. Vanwege mogelijke implicaties voor collectiebeheer is nader onderzoek naar
ontsluitingsmethode van pulpsoorten op basis van hout, vanwege mogelijke negatieve
verouderingseigenschappen van zuur ontsloten pulpsoorten, daarvan de belangrijkste.
[ viii ]

abbreviations, symbols and conventions
⊕
⊖
⊙
⊻
⏃
⏀

rags, rag fibre: ⊕f linen, ⊕h hemp, ⊕c cotton
chemical pulp, chemical pulp fibre
mechanical wood pulp, mechanical wood fibre
grass, grass fibre: e.g.⊻s straw, ⊻e esparto
coniferous wood, coniferous fibre
deciduous wood, deciduous fibre: e.g. ⏀eu eucalyptus

leaf fibre: e.g. ⍦a abaca
⨸
mineral filler: e.g. ⨸k, kaolin
CWP
chemical wood pulp
KNP
Koninklijke Nederlandse Papierfabriek
MI
Mierzinski
MWP
mechanical wood pulp
P
primary wall
S1
outer part of cell wall
S2
middle part of cell wall, comprising three or more lamellae each with different fibril angles
S3
inner part off cell wall adjacent to lumen, ‘warty layer’
(1), (2) etc. placed at the end of the line indicate chemical reactions.
a fibre micrographs can be studied in larger images on: www.papergnomon.net/fibre
password: fibre-universe.
b references in the text that point to another element are indicated by square brackets [ ]. References to literature used in footnotes show [author, year-page number].
c the indication ‘*TA - ’ at the beginning of a footnote means that the original text is translated by the author and not by Jenny Barnett, translator of the Dutch text, these are French and German quotations. The
original quoted text can be found in [appendix XXXIV „original text of French and German citations”
p.319] at the corresponding note number.
d dates of inventions, processes, first use, machines etcetera, are taken from either of these sources unless
stated otherwise:
– Hunter, Dard. Papermaking: the history and technique of an ancient craft. second edition of 1947. New
York: Dover publications, 1978
– Weiss, Wisso. Zeittafel zur Papiergeschichte. Leipzig: VEB Fachbuchverlag, 1983
– Collings, Thomas, Derek Milner. 'A new chronology of papermaking'. Paper Conservator, vol. 14
(1990): p.58-62
– Batterham, Ian. Paper technology chronology. 2013 web. retrieved 01-12-2014 http://paper.naa.gov.au/
chronology/
e terminology and technical terms are translated preferentially using the dutch-english word lists in Labarre’s
magnum opus:
– Labarre, E.J. Dictionary and encyclopaedia of paper and papermaking. second edition, revised and enlarged: unchanged reprint 1969. Amsterdam: Swets & Zeitlinger, 1952.
f illustrations without the indication [figure 123] are not directly linked to the text, but are meant to add
general information related to the chapter in which they appear.

⍦
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“Pulping of wood and making paper from these pulps has long been looked upon as
an art. The discussion of the field has indicated the degree to which the technical men
have reduced it to a science. However, with the variations of a natural raw material,
plus the infinite combinations among the variables of the processes, and the gaps of
our knowledge, it seems that the complete success of science is still some distance in
the future.”
Walter F. Holzer in: Ott, Emil, Harold M. Spurlin, Mildred W. Graffflin ed. Cellulose and cellulose derivatives, part II. Second Completely Revised and Augmented Edition. New York: Interscience publishers, 1954 p.549

[1] introduction
Paper is an apparently simple material, which everyone uses. However, this simplicity is
deceptive. As there is a multitude of paper applications, each with own requirements, paper
composition is quite the opposite of uncomplicated. A sheet of paper embodies a world of
knowledge concerning its composite materials, as well as the technology and method used
to make it. This complexity and variation is not so obvious when one looks at a sheet of paper. In fact, only a few really know how a sheet of paper is made, how the composite materials are processed, and what is added to the fibre pulp to achieve certain properties. Actually,
paper conservators may also be lacking this inside knowledge of paper. Understandably, the
paper conservator is generally inclined to focus on the technique applied to the paper, and
to regard what has been put on the sheet as the guiding principle for their decision-making
process, and thus almost relegate the paper -the carrier of that technique- to second place.
Thus it can be put, perhaps somewhat boldly, that paper conservators often do not know
what kind of paper lies on their worktable, because they do not investigate it, or only
scarcely, too little in any case. The primary aim of this thesis is to fill this knowledge gap,
and provide systematically structured information, practical tools and an effective research
strategy for this purpose. A better understanding of the composition of the paper and insight into the manner it is produced, will enable the conservator to improve their assessment of the origin, condition, and the necessary conservation treatment of the paper object
that is put in their care. This dissertation will show that it is possible to find a way through
the complexity of paper, and to give useful answers to the question:
“what can paper conservators discover about the paper lying on their worktable?”
The generation of information about paper demands a research strategy that helps the
conservator to reveal the information locked inside. The biography of paper in the contexts
of conservation and cultural-history can be described by knowing where to find the relevant
information. Perhaps surprisingly, the basic principle here is that the descriptors of paper are
closer than we might think; they are contained in the sheet of paper itself. We must also be
aware that the intended application of paper is the key to its composition. By taking the typology of paper as the starting point, the constituents to be found in the paper can be predicted for the most part. However, in the young profession of paper conservation, such a
strategy is currently at a very rudimentary stage. Therefore, this study aims to offer the conservator a research strategy that enables them to improve and extend the previously mentioned, little developed, if it can be called that, habitus of describing paper. This can partly
be achieved by using simple resources, and part requires more complex methods. Furthermore, it is important that paper conservators must be able to satisfactorily carry out such a
strategy, regardless of where they work and the facilities available. That requires research
techniques that are preferably simple, and possible to perform in daily practice. The enriched knowledge acquired this way will allow the conservator to better tell the story of paper. Furthermore, the added knowledge can aid in formulating questions which are arising
from conservation research, and in recognising which allied fields of study they could be
placed in.
Earlier in the development of the profession, the conservator was someone who
remedied damage and who did that within a tradition and procedure rooted in a more craftorientated point of view. The profession was mostly passed on in the daily practice of the
workshop. Damage and treatment in this setting had a largely one-to-one relationship:
damage and remedy were set down within a certain bandwidth. Although some conservators formed associations and discussed professional questions and problems, relatively little
structured research was done within the paper conservation world until the end1 of the
1

one of the oldest books on paperconservation must be Bonnardot’s 1858, ‘Essai sur l'art de restaurer les estampes et les livres ou traite
sur les meilleurs procédés pour blanchir, detacher, decolorier, reparer et conserver les estampes, livres et dessins’. The first assembly on a paper conservation subject was probably the 1898 meeting in st-Gallen on problems related to iron-gall ink: Ehrle, Franz, “Die Interna-
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1950s. Since then, step by step, scientific knowledge has begun to play a greater role, because conservators were asking questions for which they could find no answers, despite their
broad professional knowledge. The entry of research into the landscape of paper conservation (and other conservation disciplines) was not without problems. It is safe to state that
the development of papermaking from a craft into a science based on engineering and
chemistry is analogous to the changes in (paper) conservation. Soon after World War II, the
conservation profession was being colonised, as it were, by the (exact) sciences. This 'colonisation' was put into motion precisely as an attempt to acknowledge the vital questions being posed by conservators. This 'take-over' initially arose from a discrepancy between the
(restoration/conservation) craft, and science. Scientists more or less appropriated questions
from mostly not formally trained conservators who, after all, were 'incapable of performing
experiments, let alone interpret the results'2. Hence, scientists, intentionally or not, positioned themselves as leaders in a profession where the overview and consequences of their
directions was too often entirely lacking. Examples are conservation methods that used ‘soluble nylon’ to reinforce fragile papers3, the lamination of paper with thermoplastic cellulose
acetate4 films, bleaching with chloramine-t (then believed to be harmless5), or the reinforcement of poster edges and folds6 with masking tape. All technically and scientifically researched methods7 that later turned out to be detrimental to the objects so treated. Furthermore, we must realise that conservation and restoration presented an interesting field for
scientists: the issues were, after all, mostly formulated by conservators and were easy to
translate into 'scientific' questions, and research could even often be funded by programmes
such as the Dutch Delta Plan for the Preservation of Cultural Heritage8. The fact that a
purely scientific-technical approach did not lead to satisfactory results made it clear that
conservation research could not simply ignore the input of conservators, and that conservators themselves should take the helm, and they themselves should acquire the necessary theoretical and practical skills and knowledge to further advance conservation knowledge.
Good communication and collaboration with professionals of allied sciences (e.g. chemistry,
physics) has fortunately also been acknowledged as prerequisites for progress in the field of
conservation research. In addition, the ‘interface’9 between scientific researchers and conser-
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tionale Konferenz in St. Gallen am 30. September und 1. Oktober 1898 zur Beratung über die Erhaltung und Ausbesserung alter
Handschriften,” Centralblatt für Bibliothekswesen, 16 (1899): p.27-51. Further, a name that cannot be omitted in this context is Max
Schweidler whose ‘Die Instandsetzung von Kupferstichen, Zeichnungen, Bücher usw.’ from 1938 firmly deals with (a maybe somewhat
shady form of ) paperconservation. But maybe the onset of a more structured approach to conservation are Plenderleith’s work on the
conservation of paper and books (Plenderleith, H.J. ‘The conservation of prints, drawings and manuscripts’. London: Oxford University
press, 1937 and Plenderleith, H.J. 'The Preservation of Leather Bookbindings'. London: British Museum, 1946), and Barrow who firmly
connected chemistry with book and paper conservation with his work from ~1940 onwards (and also advocated cellulose acetate lamination...). Let us assume that the last two persons and the period they published their work in demarkate the departure on the path
to modern paper conservation.
at least, this is what author (occasionally) experienced during his training between 1980-1984. This may of course have been only an
isolated or localised incident, but it was typical for that time when the profession was not regarded as being fully compatible with
science.
Sease, Catherine. ‘The case against using soluble nylon in conservation work’. Studies in Conservation, vol. 26, nº 3: (1981): p.102-110
Page, Susan. 'Cellulose acetate lamination at the National Archives part 1: the Louisiana purchase documents, a case study'. Book and
Paper Group annual, vol. 22 (2003): p.53-59
[Smith, 2012-238] “Chloramine-T was suggested as “mild” bleaching agent in paper conservation by Harold James Plenderleith in
1937”. This subject is also dealt with in an at present unpublished work by conservator in training Aafke Weller: ‘Looking for skeletons in the cupboard: the use of Chloramine-T in the paper conservation studio of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 1950 – 1985’. University of Amsterdam, 2017.
as for instance was discussed by Tessa Rietveld in her talk on this subject at the 2015 IADA congress in Berlin: ‘To hang or not to
hang? the conservation history of the poster collection of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam’ (unpublished).
let's be honest: the silver bullet (panacea) is a tempting notion to everyone, not least to (then still less fully trained) conservators.
this plan aimed to solve the conservation backlog in Dutch cultural heritage collections. A major amount of money was involved, and
it was felt that more research had to be done into the conservation of all types of objects in order to spend this wisely. [Bruin,
2004-357] “Starting in 1991 the Ministry of Welfare, Health and Cultural Affairs (from 1994 the Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science) launched Deltaplan to save the cultural heritage. Deltaplan was named after the plan launched in 1953 to build a new
system of dams and dikes to protect the Netherlands against further disastrous floods. The name also indicates how seriously the Ministry took the battle against the decay of the Netherlands’ cultural heritage.”
for example, the Netherlands Institute for Conservation, Art and Science (NICAS), established in 2015.

vators is more and more finely tuned, by which the quality of questions and answers will increasingly improve.
Over recent decades, the role of the conservator has greatly changed due to changing
perceptions: one could say that the conservation profession has emancipated itself. The contemporary conservator strives to collect as much information as possible about an object before beginning treatment. This stems from the modern development of the restorer into the
'researching conservator', a development, not in the last place induced through the
academisation of conservation training, which makes the conservator more equal scientifically to colleagues in allied fields of study. Therefore, as well as being someone who provides
a remedy, the modern conservator is also someone who can optimise and theoretically support the remedy. In addition, this scientific mind-set leads to new questions, which is instrumental to the profession‘s development. Combined with the 'old' existing knowledge of
the conservator, such as knowledge of manufacture, materials, the use of the human senses
(sight, touch and smell) and empirical knowledge, the conservator is in an unsurpassed position to formulate and pose relevant questions to other sciences. For the paper conservator,
this researching attitude consequently results in the documenting of more characteristics
and properties of the paper under treatment, which fits into the previously mentioned
broadening of the profession. The documentation includes the material context of the object; the mutual relation between manufacture and appearance of the paper, and the changes
the object has undergone during its existence that can aid or hamper its interpretation.
Paper is a challenging material due to its extraordinarily wide variety. This complexity
hinders the more accurate classification of paper. Although the oldest European paper made
between ±1150 and 1780 is basically a reasonably uniform material, nevertheless, it embodies many small steps made on the path to increasing complexity through successive small
variations in manufacture, technique, and varying regional uses. Paper of this period can
thus still be characterised fairly easily. The great challenge arises after 1800. Paper was then
no longer made so simply. Mechanisation in paper production caused scarcity of raw materials, which prompted a rapidly developing chemical- and material-technical field of knowledge. Hence, the characterisation of paper became less predictable. The diversity of substances used in paper after 1800 resulted in an enormous variety of composite elements, and
this complicated matters greatly. Since that period, elements to be found in paper include
novel fibre types, sizing, pigments and dyes, and a multitude of substances such as dispersion aids, fixatives, flotation aids, optical brighteners, wet strengthening agents, retention
agents, and fillers. And not to forget the various finishes, and diversity of thickness, suppleness, and stiffness. In short, a labyrinth of possibilities and compositions. Consequently, it is
also difficult to link a paper with a certain composition and a certain application to a
specific method of manufacture. Again, the large number of often contradictory details and
possibilities make it difficult to draw conclusions. This thesis thus offers an attempt to enable the paper conservator/researcher to draw well-founded conclusions in determining, describing, and interpreting paper characteristics, especially regarding post 1800 papers.
The conservator is the right person to bring clarity to this complex material. Apart from
the maker of the object, no one works as closely on an object and with its materials than
conservators do. Being on such intimate terms enables the conservator to 'read' the material
as no other. By having at hand a reliable and familiar set of research instruments, the conservator can take into account as many material and historical aspects of the object as possible, and with that make better, substantiated judgments in formulating conservation treatments. Furthermore, the conservator also does themselves and others a service, because in
addition to the aspects supporting a treatment decision, the material culture of the paper in
question is also better described this way. As a consequence of the vast and wide knowledge
of paper, presently, the components comprising that knowledge are spread over many fields
of study. This research aims to integrate these components and give them more structure,
and attempts to make research methods more accessible and easier to interpret. Most methods presented in this study are those that every conservator can carry out in a basically
equipped workshop. In this way the barriers, real and imagined, that prevent conservators
extracting more information from the object, should be removed. This not only concerns
[3]

the wish to perform research, but also the possibility of research becoming an intrinsic part
of the profession. After all, as part of the task of describing and treating, the conservator
already performs research on the objects entrusted to them as well and completely as possible. A good research strategy provides the conservator with arguments that enable them to
determine which types of objects need treatment, and for which it is less necessary, or not
even applicable in the first place. That sets better expectations for the results to be gained,
and enhances the conservator's strength of reasoning. In this way, the conservator also reinforces responsible collection policy.
Enabling the conservator to collect from paper increasingly complete and better structured information than is currently often made available supplements allied research fields
such as art history and technical art history (TAH), and sets out lines of further research.
Recent events also show that more forensic, material-technical directed research can make a
vital contribution in the determination of authenticity10 in cases of forgery. This present
study therefore explicitly places paper in this broader context.

1.1 research plan
This research is restricted to paper made using European/Western methods between
±1150 and ±1970, and also draws on the more modern understanding of the chemistry of
chemically pulped wood where necessary. This means that paper made in other cultural regions is not included. Indeed, an undesirable omission, but a necessary one due to the previously mentioned complexity of Western types of paper alone. Perhaps here or elsewhere,
research of a similar nature will be carried out in the future into types of paper made in other cultural regions.
This research is primarily focussed on organising knowledge about the making of paper,
and, subsequently, the development of a research strategy that will lead to more knowledge
about the paper on the conservator‘s worktable. Consequently, a change to the aim could
become part of the research. After all, when a path turns out not to supply the results expected initially, another strategy must be followed, or an explanation must be given for the
altered understanding. Information obtained from other contexts will contribute to the extension of knowledge: amongst others, paper history, and the improved characterisation and
typology of paper.
The outline below is the initial research plan [graph 1]. This is centred on the ‘recipe‘,
the content of paper. The author obtained access to over 131 paper recipes from two
sources: Mierzinki’s “Handbuch der praktischen Papier-Fabrikation” (1886), in three
volumes bound as one; and a loose collection of recipes from the laboratory of the Koninklijke Papierfabriek Nederland (KNP)11 at Maastricht, written there between 1897 and 1972.
Each quire of the three Mierzinski volumes is printed on a different paper sort, and the ingredients and their proportions12 in that paper are given on its first page. The KPN recipes
are written or typed on the paper made from that recipe, but these (apparently) give more
precise information about the composition, such as brand names, and include the origin of
the pulp, chemical names of dyes, and proportions of engine-sizing components. It was
thought that mapping out these recipes could help determine which substances used in paper were characteristic for a certain period. Additionally, it was assumed that these substances and additives have a positive, or negative effect on the ageing of paper. In this research phase, perhaps blinded by the information to be unlocked from these 131 -131!- recipes13 a crucial detail was overlooked; namely, that this is just a small cross-section of
10 the author took part in the research into forged prints by Heyboer from the period 1950-1960. [see: Velzen, Bas van. 'A bleeding fake:
unfolding a crime on paper'. Journal of PaperConservation, vol. 15, nº 2 (2014): p.26-30]
11 these recipes were kindly made available by my colleague, Kate Seymour.
12 the notation resembles the manner in which a contemporary source describes furnish recipes: [Sjunnesson, 2008-31] “In a period of
transition they often mixed different sorts of fibre materials - rags, straw, ground wood pulp and chemical wood pulp. In a booklet
from the 1880s with paper recipes from Holmen mill in Sweden there are many proofs of that. The recipe for “red match paper” is for
example: “15% linen, 15% cotton, 28% soda pulp and 42% ground wood pulp” Samples of paper and recipes. Holmen, 1884-1887.
TM 14897, National Museum of Science and Technology, Sweden.”
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papers that were made for limited applications: printing papers (Mierzinski), and printing-,
copying-, and writing paper (KNP). The most important research elements would be fibre
microscopy and stain tests for determining the composition.

paper sources
1897-1972 - KNP: Maastricht (68)

fibres

1886 - Mierzinski (63)

historical
additives

fibre
morphology
--pulp type
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other
how
to
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spottest/microchemical analysis

influence on
deterioration

treatment
options

treatment
graph 1: diagram of first outline.

It is indisputable that this approach provided results, but acknowledging that this limitation in paper types can supply only partial information could broaden the horizon. It became clear that without establishing the traces of manufacture present in paper –traces resulting from the papermaker‘s methods– it is not possible to obtain an idea, let alone an understanding of what is really involved in interpreting paper in its context. Furthermore, the
papermaker is guided by the wishes of the client, and/or the technique that is to be applied
to the paper, and thus they do things that can only be declared in the light of the intended
application. Knowing only the composition is therefore insufficient: the making, and the
reason for that making, are inextricably bound to the composition. Hence, the study came
to concentrate less on the available recipes, and more on the rationale behind papermaking.
The author must also state that the knowledge acquired during his training as a paper conservator (traditional microscopic research and application of stain tests such as the wellknown Herzberg test) certainly supplies useful information, but, as then learnt, it did not
really connect with daily conservation practice. Hence, the emphasis of this story came to
lie on the previously mentioned rationale, without excluding the paper properties that can
be found through fibre analysis and stain tests, with which a specific paper can be characterised on its inherent properties.
In view of the above observations, this study concentrates on the following subjects, all
of which aim to free a distinct part of the information locked up inside paper.
1 naming and determination of the paper types with which the conservator is regularly
confronted.
2 the crucial steps in the papermaking process, and the traces these leave in paper.
i
if possible, the determination of the first use of substances in paper
3 the rationale of the papermaker: the considerations influencing the composition of paper, as regarded from the papermaker‘s perspective.
i
what is the relationship between the end use of paper, and the manufacture of that
paper?
– how must the raw materials be processed in order to give a paper a certain property?

13 to put this in perspective, Schmidt can be cited here, although these recipes stem from a much more limited time period: [Schmidt,
2008-49] “In 2002 the museum got a set of nearly 28,000 recipes from the former Otto Guenther Paper Mill in Greiz (Thuringia). In
the period between the two World Wars, this company became the one among German manufacturers with the widest range of different paper grades. These recipes document an important contingent of production from the 1930s to the 1960s (since 1948, VEB Papierfabrik Greiz).”
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ii is the typology of a paper a good indicator of the composition of that paper?
microscopic research into fibres present in known paper samples.
i
development of a simple system for identifying the fibre type
ii attempt to develop a useful classification for changes in fibre morphology caused
by ageing and degradation
5 determination of which stain tests exist for the typology of components in paper, and
which tests are usable for the conservator.
For the first three subjects, the historical literature on paper manufacture is used to chart
paper‘s history of development. This literature consists of sources describing the history and
making of paper. The sources encompass quite a wide field: both historical sources on making (such as the description of papermaking in the eighteenth century by the Frenchman,
De Lalande), and more technical sources on the use and effect of machines on paper, and of
chemicals on the pulping of cellulose. This literature lies beyond the normal perspective of
the conservator. Research into the history and operation of the rag trade should create a better understanding of the papermaker‘s rationale behind making a specific paper. A terminology of the rag trade14 is to be regarded as a separate result, and, as such, is set outside the research, but is included here in a separate binding.
The section on microscopic research into fibres used in paper is based on both botanical
and fibre technology sources. The identification of paper fibres regularly throws up problems. This is caused by paper fibres very often being badly damaged in the making process,
but they could also have been deteriorated through ageing. Therefore, it is important that
typology geared towards paper is developed that can be used on a small sample to accurately
identify a fibre, and determine its degree of deterioration. Additionally, microscopic research
can provide quick and definite results about filler additives.
The following chapter on spot tests was researched at the start of this project and aims to
survey stain tests specifically developed for paper. Here it was attempted to make a selection
of the most appropriate tests, based on the substances appearing in paper, as given in the
found recipes. Secondary selection criteria for these tests are simplicity, long shelf life, and a
low risk to the user. Furthermore, the transition from spot tests, which can be described as
macro-research and are thus unsuitable for applying directly to objects, to micro-chemical
testing15 was studied. One of the biggest problems of stain tests is the limited shelf life: new
test solutions have to be regularly made up due to the ageing of such ingredients. Thus arose
the wish to use more durable and clearly interpretable tests. It emerged that, except one of
the dye based tests, the ‘old’ tests, with all their drawbacks and limitations, performed better
than the alternatives selected from the other 79 found tests. The tests are compiled and the
preparation methods and test objectives from as many sources as possible described. This
compilation can be found16 separately.
During the research, a small questionnaire was carried out among colleagues to gain
more insight into how conservators were trained in the identification of fibres using microscopy and stain tests. The results are given in [appendix XXXIII p.307]. Furthermore, the
131 known paper types were measured using a SurveNIR paper measuring instrument, to
see whether such a modern research instrument could be used to provide the conservator
with insights that can not be found in other ways. These results are given in [appendix
XXXII p.289].

4

14 [Velzen, Bas van. ’Annotated terminology of the rag trade’. Amsterdam (2015)]
15 in daily jargon, the terms ’spot test’, ’micro-chemical test’ and ’microscopic analysis’ are often used interchangeably. Spot tests are tests
on a macro scale: the result is visible to the naked eye. Spot tests are therefore classified as destructive: they change the appearance of
the paper subjected to the test. With micro-chemical research, a microscope is used to enable the observation of the reaction of a
tested material to the test. Hence, the drawback of scale is largely eliminated. Microscopic analysis involves the microscopic examination of a prepared object. This seems similar to micro-chemical research, but differs by the lack of a test: only the prepared object is
studied.
16 [Velzen, Bas van. ’Test and spot test recipes for differentiation on pulp type, fibres and sizing’. Amsterdam (2014) non-published] This
compilation can be found as a PDF file on: www.papergnomon.net/fibre password: fibre-universe.
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advertisement for Swedish pulp from: Sweden as producer of wood goods, pulp, paper, tar and other forest-products.
Stockholm: Svenska teknologföreningens förlag, 1920 -p.120-fig. 98
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[2] paper: appearance, making and its traces
“The following factors all affect the finish of the sheet: the furnish used in the beater, the beating treatment,
the formation of the sheet, sizing, pressing, drying and curing. But the most important factor of all was the
use the paper was intended for, which determines all the details of the process.”
Bower, Peter. Turner’s papers: a study of the manufacture, selection and use of his drawing papers
1787-1820. London: Tate Gallery, 1990 p.26

2.1 appearance
As there are so many different sorts of paper that are collected and preserved, the conservator is faced with a great variety of papers to treat. It can be reasoned that the different
types of institutions, which, after all, collect different types of objects, work as a kind of prefilter. Few carbon-copy papers are to be found in museum collections17, while a great many
pre-1800 gelatin sized writing papers are present in archives. Private collections would contain a larger variety of paper sorts and objects than many institutions. Many paper sorts
have been utilised in such a way that they do not end up in collections, or have such a low
economic status that no-one has any interest in them. Some paper sorts are simply made to
be discarded: wrapping paper is the chief example. Preserving such paper is only justified in
a collection, for instance, in the context of medical history or a business archive. Coincidence and circumstance thus play a role when more unusual paper sorts are encountered in a
collection. Hence the conservator must also learn to recognise and describe uncommon papers. This concerns the relationship between the context of the paper object and that of its
significance, as well as the paper itself; the carrier of that context and significance. The conservator must therefore be an expert on materials and always try to interpret this information by placing it in the material-technical context.
To answer the question of which paper sorts could appear on a conservation worktable,
the forms of paper objects which could qualify for treatment must be determined. The aspects of appearance, intended use, and frequency/prevalence play the major roles here.
Broadly speaking, the three main types concerning objects comprised chiefly of paper,
are as follows:
I
loose-leaf paper; manuscript, prints, posters, drawings, photos etc.
II bound paper; books, the book-block, manuscripts, journals, magazines
III paper associated with other paper or materials; decorated paper sorts, technical papers,
wrapping, 3D paper (paper-mâché, models, etc.).
This classification based on appearance can be further extended by taking into regard the
intended use or aim. No clear classification could be deduced from the literature18. Nor are
there any norms providing such a classification. Moreover, there is in fact no point in
designing a classification that gives an individual place to each paper sort, simply because
the entire group is too large. The temptation to endlessly differentiate leads only to obscurity. Still, a satisfactory typification on intended use can be made based on a number of sim17 this is of course not absolutely true, as an artwork can be created from carbon-copy paper. This argument is meant in a general way.
18 classifications were studied in the following publications:
– Bekk, J. het Papier: de vervaardiging, het gebruik en het onderzoek. Amsterdam: G.H Bührman’s papiergroothandel, 1942
– Curtis, Frederick Augustus. The testing of paper. Washington: Government printing office, 1921
– Dignus-M, Br. Prosper-M. Br. Papiertechniek. Oostakker: Boekhandel Diligentia, 1941
– IPH. International standard for the registration of papers with or without watermarks. version 2.1. 2012
– Johnson, Arthur W. The Thames and Hudson Manual of Bookbinding. London: Thames and Hudson, 1981
– Labarre, E.J. Dictionary and encyclopaedia of paper and papermaking. second edition, revised and enlarged: unchanged reprint
1969. Amsterdam: Swets & Zeitlinger, 1952
– Pels, C. Papierfabricage. Amsterdam: Van Gelder & Zonen, 1964
– Tschudin, Peter F. Grundzuge der Papiergeschichte. Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 2002
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pler classifications. The following classification is based on 10 main types and will be used
throughout this thesis:
A writing paper (writing)
B drawing and painting paper (art)
C printing paper (printing)
D graphic paper (graphic)
E decorated paper (decorated)
F wrapping paper (wrapping)
G technical paper (technical)
H hygiene paper (hygiene)
I other paper (other)
J oriental paper (non-western)
To render this classification19 more precise and differentiated, a descriptive methodology20 was developed based on the 10 main types and corresponding subtypes. This methodology is described in [appendix III „a paper typology” p.214].
Not all paper sorts appear on the conservation work table with the same frequency, not
only due to previously mentioned rarity, but mainly because of collection forming, and thus
certain paper types in collections have been unintentionally favoured. As will be argued in
section three, the filter function of collections is even noticeable at fibre level. A classification of the occurrence frequency of objects21 to be treated can be made, based on personal
experience and knowledge, irrespective of any specialisms22 within the field and the number
of conservators working in collection managing institutions.
1 group a: occurs predominantly (80% (?))23
i
books (predominantly typography)
ii graphics (both loose and in book form)
iii photography (where paper is the support)
iv manuscripts
v drawings
2 group b: occurs regularly (10% (?))
i
decorated paper
ii 3D (papier-mâché, models)
3 group c: occurs occasionally (6% (?))
i
wrapping (mainly as drawing paper)
– 2D & 3D
4 group d: occurs rarely (3% (?))
i
technical (apart from photographic paper)
– 2D & 3D

19 the classification is deliberately not alphabetic, but based on the first instance of use and is thus organised in an historical, chronological order. Although this classification is subject to interpretation, it follows the logic of first purpose; writing/manuscripts (certainly
in Europe), then illustrations (illuminations). Whether printing preceded the decorating of paper has not been established, but printed papers are much more significant regarding numbers. Art printing is a child of typography, wrapping paper was used already in the
16th century (blue sugar paper); only near the end of the 19th century was real tissue paper (paper handkerchiefs) made; and technical papers (filter and blotting paper) occurred much earlier.
20 the methodology, and therein the use of sub and sub-sub types, serves to explain choices that are sometimes not so obvious, or counter-intuitive.
21 paper objects form the major part of collections in archives, libraries, and museums.
22 the paper conservation profession has some specialisations: photography conservator, archives conservator, and book conservator.
Additionally, conservators develop personal specialisations through often treating a certain type of object (e.g. pastels, maps, and posters etc.).
23 the percentages are derived from estimates based on practical experience but are mainly meant as a thought experiment.
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group e: occurs rarely (1% (?))
i
hygiene papers
– 2D & 3D
Table 1 is made by merging these classifications.
intended use
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

writing paper
art paper
printing paper
graphic paper
decorated paper
wrapping paper
technical paper
hygiene paper
other paper
oriental paper25

2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D & 3D24
2D & 3D
2D & 3D
2D & 3D

I

II
bound

III
associated
with

loose leaf

frequency

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

a
a
a
a
b
c
d (a*)
e
a

table 1: intended use associated with appearance and frequency (* photographic paper); 2D means loose sheets, 3D
means paper material that has a clear spatial aspect through its thickness, and/or shape.

In this way, the paper before the conservator can be simply typified on three major aspects: intended use, appearance and frequency. The first two aspects in particular supply a
workable handle. In describing paper, the frequency of occurrence gives little extra information, because it is not an intrinsic property of paper, and is related to a specific collection.
The description of a paper object on the conservator's worktable is underpinned by recording its intended use and appearance. Thus paper can be described based on a simple
coding of these two aspects.

2.2 making and associated traces
Making paper, even in its simplest form, is a complex process of many steps. A large
amount of traces can be used when determining paper. Not only the obvious traces, such as
laid lines and any watermark that could reveal important dating characteristics, but other
evidence in the paper itself, which is somewhat well concealed for those not in the know,
also supplies vital information. Many forms of traces are the direct results of production
process steps, and thus is paper itself its own best describer. Therefore the paper researcher
must take this evidence, and what makes it recognisable, into account. In 'Paper mould and
mouldmaker', Loeber articulately summarises26 the criteria that influence the see-through of
paper. He does connect that to watermark research, yet the summary still forms a good picture of the intricacy of processes in papermaking by hand that more or less determine a paper's see-through. Although comprehensive, the summary is limited by its emphasis on watermarks. Here, therefore, in a broader attempt to answer the question of how the evidence
gets to be in the paper, we begin by determining which steps in the papermaking process
leave which traces behind. The author acknowledges that many aspects in the following extended overview are (generally(?)) known, and that the information is perhaps very detailed.
24 the naming here of dimension - flat paper or paper in a spatial form - indicates the group in which this distinction can predominantly
occur. Books are indeed spatial objects, but the paper in books is not. Naturally paper is not literally held to be two-dimensional, since it has thickness (otherwise books would have no thickness). The distinction between 2D and 3D is just a way of distinguishing between flat paper and spatial paper.
25 oriental paper is included in the typing in order to be able to group those papers under that heading. However, oriental papers are not
treated or discussed in this work.
26 [Loeber, 1982- appendix VII: criteria affecting the identity of watermarks p.75-77] see for these interesting (and ‘must read’) criteria
[appendix II]
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Nevertheless, this approach is necessary for a full understanding of the entire papermaking
process and its associated traces in the paper product.

2.2.1 basic operations in papermaking
Table 2 gives the main operations required for making paper and states whether the
operation leaves traces or not. The operations are subdivided into the periods in which they
occur. This classification gives no exact chronology, but does give insight into which periods
saw important changes. The changes and the corresponding chronology is further specified
in the following sections. In addition, it must be kept in mind that old techniques are still
being used. Moreover, it must be kept in mind that old techniques were still being used in
later periods. However, the scale on which this occurs is so small that they have no significant effect on the overall total of produced paper. Hence this is not taken into account in this
table. Some operations leave no traces in the final sheet of paper, and are therefore not discussed further.
– the operations marked with an asterisk* leave no traces in paper
– those operations marked with a caret^ leave slight traces in paper
– the operations are numbered, these numbers are used between brackets (e.g. [01]) as a
numerical reference in the text below.
operation

1200-1500

1600-1700

[01]
obtaining
raw fibre
material

-linen
-hemp

-linen
-linen
-hemp
-hemp
-cotton
-cotton
-wool (in wrap- -wool (in wrapping p.)
ping, filter p.)
-straw
-jute

-dusting*
[02]
pretreatment -cutting*
-retting^

[03]
pulping/
beating

[04]
pulp
conditioning

-hammer
beater

1700-1800

1800-1900

1900-2000

-linen
-hemp
-straw
-jute
-cotton
-wool
-esparto
-wood

-linen
-hemp
-straw
-jute
-cotton/cotton linters
-wool (rarely)
-esparto
-bagasse
-wood
-dusting*
-dusting*
-dusting*
-dusting*
-cutting*
-cutting*
-cutting*
-cutting*
-retting^
-retting^
-retting^
-milling*^
-chopping*
-chopping*
-chopping*
-boiling*
-milling*^
-debarking*
-boiling*
-chipping*
-debarking*
-cooking^
-chipping*
-soda cellulose^
-sulphite cellulose^
-cooking^
- sulphate cellulose^
-soda cellulose^
-sulphite cellulose^ -soda-chlorine cellulose^
-sulphate cellulose^ -lignocel cellulose^
-organosolv cellulose^
-hammer beater -hammer beater
-hammer beater
-hammer beater
-Hollander beater -Hollander beater -Hollander beater
-Hollander beater
-milling27^
-milling^
-milling^
-grinding
-grinding
-conical refiner
-conical refiner
-deknotter^
-disk refiner
-deknotter^
-colouring
-colouring
-colouring
-colouring
-bleaching^
-bleaching^

27 milling refers to the use of an edge runner, Kollergang, crazy chase. Milling is chosen here instead of grinding to avoid confusion with
the grinding action used to produce mechanical groundwood pulp.
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-filler

-filler
-engine-sizing
-white dyeing28^

-laid mould
-watermark

-laid mould
-wove mould
-watermark

-laid mould
-wove mould
-Fourdrinier
-cylinder machine
-watermark
-shadow watermark
-combination
watermark
-dandy roll
-impressed
watermark
-thread paper

[05]
pulp
composition

-laid mould
[06]
-watermark
moulding
sheet
forming
transparency
marks

[07]
couching

-on felt

-on felt
-multiple layers

-on felt
-multiple layers

-on felt
-multiple layers
-couch roll

[08]
pressing

-spindle press^ -spindle press^

-spindle press^

[09]
parting

-parting*

-parting*

-parting*

-spindle press^
-couch roll*
-machine calender
-parting*

[10]
drying

-drying loft^

-drying loft^

-drying loft^
-canvas drying
tray*

[11]
finishing

-sizing
-(hot)
pressing^
-flint glazing

-sizing
-(hot) pressing^
-flint glazing
-hammer glazing
-calendering
-laminating

-sizing
-(hot) pressing^
-flint glazing
-hammer glazing
-calendering
-friction glazing
-laminating

[12]
enhancing
appearance

-colouring

-colouring
-pressing^

-colouring
-pressing^
embossing

-drying loft^
-canvas drying tray*
-drying cylinders*
-Yankee cylinder
-sizing
-(hot) pressing^
-flint glazing
-hammer glazing
-calendering
-friction glazing
-laminating
-coating
-colouring
-pressing^
-embossing

-filler
-engine-sizing
-white dyeing^
-formation aid^
-defoamer^
-coagulant^
-dispersion aid^
-fixatives^
-pitch control^
-wet strength additive^
-optical brightening agent
-pH-control^
-retention aid^
-slimicide^ [see: p.240]
-laid mould
-wove mould
-Fourdrinier
-cylinder machine
-twin wire
-felt mark
-watermark
-shadow watermark
-combination watermark
-dandy roll
-impressed watermark
-false watermark
-thread paper
-on felt
-multiple layers
-couch roll*
-synthetic felt
-spindle press^
-press roll*
-machine calender

-drying cylinders*
-Yankee cylinder
-infra red drying
-dryer section hood*
-sizing
-(hot) pressing^
-satinising (calendering)
-super calender
-laminating
-coating

-colouring
-pressing^
-embossing

28 white dying is the use of small amounts of a colouring substance to alter the yellow tinge that most pulps have, i.e. bluing, (Ger.) nuancieren, (Du.) nuanceren. Mostly smalt, ultramarine blue pigments and after 1856 anilin dyes are used.
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[13]
conditioning
for the
market

-sorting/
triage*
-counting*
-weighing*
-wrapping*

-sorting/triage*
-counting*
-weighing*
-wrapping*

-trimming
-sorting/triage*
-counting*
-weighing*
-wrapping*

-trimming
-sorting/triage*
-counting*
-weighing*
-wrapping*

-re-reeling*
-trimming
-sorting/triage*
-counting*
-weighing*
-wrapping*
-acclimatising*

table 2: papermaking production processes and their possible traces in paper

2.2.2 traces: detecting and locating
Traces in paper, resulting from the production process, can be detected in various ways.
Sometimes a number of methods are possible. Using the human senses is the simplest way.
This is usually visual examination, although feeling and smelling also play a role. With visual examination, incident and raking light are used to determine relief, such as the typical
mould- and felt side textures of a sheet of paper. The look-through in transmitted light is
used to reveal watermarks and other differences in thickness and uniformity. Microscopic
examination is a vital research technique as many elements in paper cannot be seen with the
naked eye. The stereomicroscope makes visible the details of the interrelated arrangement of
fibres in a sheet. The determination of the fibre content is only possible with the polarisation microscope. The extra information given by the lambda plate (aka first order retardation plate) supplies more insight into the orientation of the fibre elements by showing the
longitudinal axis, which enables fibres of similar appearance to be differentiated from each
other. Spot tests, which are in fact micro-chemical tests on a macro scale, are used to determine some of the chemical properties of fibres. The determination of lignin in paper is an
important spot test. Lignin influences the age resistance of paper in conjunction with the
sort of internal sizing. Micro-chemical tests are used to determine specific substances in paper. These tests are performed under the microscope on the smallest possible sample size.
Examination in raking light of the paper surface with the naked eye is by definition nondestructive, so there are no objections to carrying it out. A –potentially destructive– sample
must be taken for the elements to be found in the sheet of paper [as discussed in chapter
4.4: sampling]. However, this can be met with objections in the case of valuable objects. It
is therefore crucial to improve the precision of the intended techniques as much as possible
to keep the amount of sample material low. When a choice can be made between various research methods, one should choose the one that disturbs the paper web as little as possible.
process

sensory
examination

* techniques requiring sampling

reflected l.

01

obtaining raw fibre material

02

pretreatment

03

pulping

04

pulp conditioning

05

pulp composition

06

moulding, sheet forming, transparency marks

07

couching

08

pressing

09

parting

10

drying

11

finishing

12

enhancing appearance

13

conditioning for the market

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

microscopic
examination

trans- in the on the
mitted l. sheet* sheet

+
+
-

+
+
+
+
-

table 3: relationship between papermaking processes and research methods
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+
+
-

chemical detection/testing
spot
test*

microchem.*

+
+
+(?)
+
+
-

+
+
+(?)
+
+
-

2.3 obtaining the raw material [01]
In principle, the papermaker has two kinds of fibre sources at their disposal:
1 primary fibres: fibre extracted from a source and immediately processed into paper
2 secondary fibres: fibres that have undergone another application before being processed
into paper.
For fibre sources and their properties, [see: fibre sort p. 59, mechanical wood pulp p.92
and chemical wood pulp p.102]
traces
Fibres can be determined by microscopic and micro-chemical methods. Fibres from
different origins are characterised by differences in morphology arising from their function
in the plant. For a description of rag sorting and allied operations, [see rag trade and rag
sorting p.53].

2.4 pretreatment of the fibres/rags [02]
To make basic material suitable for the papermaker, the fibres must be transformed into
a state that the pulping machines, i.e. beaters, can handle. In the period up to ~1840, four
methods were used, chiefly for secondary fibre sources, of which only fermentation left
traces in paper.
– chemical processing
– retting (fermentation)
– boiling
– mechanical processing
– chopping
– milling.
From ± 1790, a number of chemical processes were developed for the preparation of
primary fibre sources that affected the wood/plant fibres in such a way that they: a) could be
mechanically processed so that b) the wood/plant fibres were changed in such a way that the
lignin in the wood was removed, enabling the production of (lignin-free) so-called woodfree paper. Processes using wood mostly involve chipping to provide chemical access to the
wood followed by cooking. The major methods in chronological order:
1 soda 1 (Koops 1802, Piette 1838)
2 soda 2 (Watt & Burgess 1854)
3 sulphite (Tilghman 1867)
i
Mitscherlich (Mitscherlich 1877)
4 sulphate (Dahl 1884).
Due to the different methods, these pulp sorts acquire different properties that influence
strength and ageing qualities of the resulting paper [see also appendix IX: chemical pulping
processes].

2.4.1 retting
aim
– removal of pectin and hemicelluloses that cement fibre bundles together, and which influence paper sizing
– weaken cloth and ropes so that they can be more easily, more fully, and better separated
into fibres
– promotion of an even, uniform fibre separation
– degreasing of fibres, removal of soap residues
– decolourising of rags (also by using quicklime, CaO).
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method
After sorting, rags and rope are put in a basin, wetted, then soaked and washed in still
water that is refreshed a few times. The water has to be 'living', that is, from a brook or
stream so that micro-organisms are present. Already fermented rags are also added29 to ensure that the proper organisms are present. Next, excess water is let off and the wet mass is
left to undergo the fermentation process either in a basin or in a pile on the ground/floor.
Care is taken to prevent the rags drying out. By this procedure, micro-organisms and their
associated enzymes get the chance to attack those components that can be removed by enzyme action. Usually, a lacto-fermentation also develops. The enzymes first break down the
sugars and hemicelluloses before the cellulose is affected. Hence, the strongest, least affected
part of the fibres remains. The fermentation process lasts four to six weeks; shorter in the
summer and longer in the winter. More than a third30 of the bulk is lost, but this is acceptable because the fibres can then be more rapidly mechanically separated, which is essential
for hammer-beating31. Sometimes quicklime (CaO) is added, particularly to eliminate any
dyes that the rags might contain. The fermentation process colours the fibres yellow-brown.
Thus it is necessary to wash out the discolouration after fermentation to achieve a fine
white-coloured paper, which is usually more of a cream colour.
traces
1

2

damage to the outer layer of the fibres (this was first found using a polarisation microscope on linen and hemp fibres separated by hammer-milling in the paper mill of
Jacques Bréjoux32 in 2012: the S1 and S2 layers on the linen and hemp fibres were
affected to the extent that their characteristic respective S- and Z twist was no longer
easily discernible [see 4.4.1 p.145 and further]. Whether this effect of fermentation can
be found in other historical paper sorts is yet to be established
cream-coloured paper (in white paper sorts).

period
– from ±1150
– probably not in West-Netherlands (Zaanstreek) after ±1680
– completely disappears after ±1820-1850.

2.4.2 boiling, cooking
aim
– boiling
– replacement of the fermentation process and, by that, an associated increase in production capacity
– softening of the base material by hydrating and swelling of rags and fibres
– removal of soap and fat residues

29 [Desmarest, 1788-486] *TA - “[In Angoumois] When the rags are thus well moistened, one takes an old ferment which has remained
in the bower for about a month and places this on the pile of newly watered rag. As the old heap has already undergone a certain degree of fermentation, in this new position it heats up more than in the former; on the other hand, the last heap takes insensible heat,
being converted by the old.”
30 based on the table on page 41 in Proteaux, A. Practical guide for the manufacture of paper and boards. Philadelphia: Henry Carey Beard, 1866; it can be calculated that, taking more than five sorts of rags with varying retting durations, the loss through retting after the
dusting and cutting of rags averages out at 38.3%.
NB. The table in this work is taken from Louis Piette. Manuel du contremaître et du chef d’atelier de papeterie. Paris: Bureau des fabricants de papier, 1861. Barrett also names this table in his Barrett, Thimothy D. 'Early European papers/contemporary conservation
papers 1989: a report on research undertaken from fall 1984 through fall 1987, by Timothy D. Barrett.' the Paper Conservator, vol. 13,
(1989)
31 see also: note 33 p.17
32 unpublished research 2012. In July 2012, at Le Moulin du Verger in Puymoyen, the author took fibre samples every 10 minutes from
the hammer-beater during the beating process, to gain insight into how fibres change during this process. Microscope examination
showed that with fibres only retted, the outer fibre layer was almost entirely removed before hammer beating commenced. This must
be the result of overretting, this possibly can be explained by the fact that the retting was done during summer.
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– removal of hemicelluloses
– cleaning and decolourising (rags)
– softening and loosening raw fibres (straw, esparto and other primary base materials)
– cooking
– delignifying of wood, esparto and straw and the like.
method
in boiling two methods are applied: boiling of rags in a boiler under atmospheric pressure, and boiling in an autoclave, both with or without adding alkaline substances like
limestone (calcium carbonate, CaCO3, decolourising); or wood ash (potassium hydroxide,
KOH; Fr. lessivage33 decolourising, degreasing by saponification of fats).
Cooking is the exposure of raw fibre material to chemical solutions in a digester under
high temperatures and pressure in order to dissolve lignin out of the fibre matrix. Three major methods have evolved: soda-, sulphite- and sulphate cooking [see: chemical wood pulp
page 102].
traces
– except for possible traces of (calcium)carbonates, boiling leaves no traces in paper
– cooking is traceable as its purpose is delignifying lignin containing fibres.
period
– after ±1790, boiling in boilers under atmospheric pressure
– after 1838, boiling in spherical rotating boilers (Louis Piette > Bryan Donkin34)
– after 1853, cooking for chemical wood pulp at elevated pressure and temperature
(soda process Watt & Burgess (1853), sulphite process, Tilghman (1867), sulphate process, Dahl (1880).

2.4.3 trimming
aim
– removal of unwanted pieces from the rags (seams)
– cutting rags to size according to state (fine, coarse, fibre type [see also p.68])
– evening the size of sorted rags.
method
The retted rags are cut into square pieces along warp and weft by a fixed vertical blade
(faulx (Fr.), scythe (Eng.). Depending on the state of the rags, coarse rags are cut into smaller pieces (5-10 cm.) and fine rags into larger pieces(10-12 cm.). The rags are mostly first
torn into strips then cut into squares, several at a time.
traces
– this method leaves no traces as the fibres are subsequently processed in a hammer-mill.
NB. Hollander beating and boiling make retting superfluous and as a consequence when
these techniques are used rags can thus be trimmed non-retted.
period
– up until ±1820
– rag cutters came into use after ~1800: these cut the rags into pieces by mechanical
means.
33 [Lalande, 1761-6/10] *TA - “The rags of Burgundy are the most esteemed among the Manufacturers of Auvergne, because, they say,
care has been taken in Burgundy to wash them [with lye] before they are sold, and they think that well-washed rags makes more beautiful paper, if this is their true reason, it would only be for them to wash/lye all the old linen which comes to them from elsewhere,
and wood is not rare in the Auvergne; their mills are at the foot of the woods, yet these lyes are not used anywhere, and many people
think that they are totally useless, the best laundry, they say, is a strong and long trituration.” (trituration is to be read here as hammer
beating accompanied by rinsing the pulp).
34 http://www.saarland-biografien.de/Piette-Louis (2015-07-13) The invention of the first autoclave, spherical, rotating kier was passed
on to Bryan Donkin due to lack of money: it remains unclear whether Donkin built a boiler for Piette’s paper factory in Dillingen.
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2.4.4 chopping
aim
– reducing the size of sorted and cut rags
NB. This method is related to the Zaandam papermaking method.
method
Falling blades slice the cut rags into smaller and smaller pieces. This takes place in a vat
with a mill-powered cogwheel that rotates the vat while the blades cut. This operation saves
milling time in the Hollander, especially for rope and thick sailcloth, because the distance
between the roll and bedplate of the Hollander can be smaller35 at the commencement of
beating.
traces
– this method leaves no traces as the fibres are subsequently processed in the Hollander
beater.
period
– Zaandam region after ± 1670.

2.4.5 milling
aim
– triturate36 hard fibres (straw)
– loosening the yarn in rags
– (re)pulping of (old) paper.
method
Two edge runners (rotating vertical millstones), crush the slightly wetted material with
their great weight. As the inside of the stone moves more slowly than the outside, the material is pulled apart while the pressure exerted by the stones holds it in place. Fibre length is
not shortened in this manner.

figure 1: slightly wetted old paper being triturated to a pulp in a kollergang [photo François Kollar in ‘La France
travaille, vol V: Fabriques à papier’. Paris: éditions de Horizons de France, 1932 p.351].

35 email communication 2015-07-20 with Arie Butterman, miller at Papiermolen de Schoolmeester, on the question of whether chopping protected the Hollander against jamming, and from damage to the bars. *TA -“The most important reason is of course the reduction in beating time. Depending on the condition of the rags, these can also be torn in the beater, but then they have to be really
old (threadbare). Old rope and thick sailcloth are definitely chopped. These days people throw away clothing because it has a stain, or
we use cuttings from the textile industry, and everything has to be chopped. The beater and the roll can cope, you then must simply
start with a greater distance between the bars.“
36 trituration is the pounding and/or crushing of fibres.
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traces
– this method leaves no traces, although many knots and lentils37 can occur in milled fibre
stock. Often milled stock is added to other pulp sources in a Hollander beater, otherwise
a knot strainer removes knots before they can get into the paper.
period
– since the early Middle Ages, in Europe the edge runner (kollergang) has been used for
many applications. In papermaking it is thought that structural use of edge runners only
started in the nineteenth century when repulping of paper and the further grinding of
mechanical pulp became a more important sources for fibres.

2.5 pulping/beating the fibres [03]
‘Beating‘ is the papermakers’ term for the process that renders the cellulose fibres suitable
for making into paper. The aim of this process is to deform the wall of the tube-shaped
plant fibre to make it flexible. When fibres are dry, this treatment breaks up the cellulose
fibres into loose pieces. However, when wet fibre components slide along each other. Mechanical processing forces water between the fibre elements, which makes them loose and
form fibrils. This fibre fibrillation increases the total fibre surface area, which facilitates the
gripping together of fibres in the final paper web, and with drying, enables more bonding –
hydrogen bonds– to form, which gives paper its strength. The increased fibre flexibility –
conformability– allows the fibres to more easily come together under drying to form a coherent and uniform mass, which has a major influence on the final properties of the paper
[see p.138]. During the drying process, the fibres contract, which shrinks them together.
Thus the distance between them decreases: this process is necessary to bring the fibrils close
enough together so that hydrogen bonds can form between the fibrils. It is this combination
of loosening, hydration and drying that makes the paper forming process possible, and
which, even with no further additions, makes the coherent whole that forms a sheet of paper. There are three distinct phases in pulping paper:
1 freeing the fibres from the original matrix
2 beating to half-stuff: fibre length still uneven
3 beating to (whole) stuff: even fibre length, equal fibre properties.
Over the course of paper making history, four distinct methods have been developed to
mechanically pulp paper fibres, and each one leaves specific traces:
– hammer beater
– Hollander beater
– grindstone
– refiner.
NB. pulping also includes the chemical pulping of the raw materials of wood, straw and
esparto. Here only the mechanical part of such processes is described. For a treatment and
the significance of these chemical processes, [see: 3.3.3: chemical wood pulp p.102].

2.5.1 hammer beater
aim
– washing out of contaminants and organic material originating from retting
– hydration of the fibres
– fibrillation of the fibres.

37 the technical difference between knots and clumps, or lentils, is that knots are hard, lignin-rich parts of plants and trees that do not
defibre in cooking and beating, while clumps, or, as this author prefers to call them, ‘lentils’, because of their shape, are loose fibres
clumped together by the action of the hammers. Lentils can be distinguished from for instance small pieces of recycled retree paper
(that also show as darker parts in the sheet in looking through) because they have a distinct, palpable, shape that sticks out from the
papers’ surface.
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method
The hammer beater has 3-5 heavy hammers on beams that are lifted up by a camshaft
and then allowed to fall down onto the bedplate in a trough [figure 2]. The trough must
contain sufficient raw material so that the hammer does not fall through the thin pulp and
not perform its task. The falling hammers pump the fibre pulp around in the trough so that
all parts of the pulp come into contact with the underside - the working side - of the hammers. It takes 24-36 hours of processing for the papermaker to obtain suitable fibres.

figure 2: side view of a hammer and trough [Rudin, 1990-124]

A hammer installation usually consists of three troughs. During processing, the fibres
must be transferred from one trough to the next. The hammers of each trough are fitted out
differently. The hammers of the first set have long, sharp spikes placed closely together. The
sharp spikes cut the rags into small pieces and pull the weave apart so that the fibres making
up its threads can be more easily separated from each other. During the stamping in this
trough, clean water is flowed through it to dispose of the micro-organisms that grew on the
fibre through retting, and also related discolourations, damaged fibres and slime. In the
second trough, the hammers are fitted with rounded, ball-shaped spikes, often of bronze.
Here the rag mass is further broken up. After 12-18 hours of pounding by the hammers, the
product is called half-stuff. The third trough has hammers without metal fittings. The chief
work of these hammers is to fibrillate the fibres until the desired end product is obtained.
Here the fibres acquire their ultimate form, hence no water is added as this would wash
away the tiny fibres.
traces
1
2
3

frayed fibre ends, fibrils separating from the fibres along their length
wads of fibres pounded together (clumps, lentils) [figure 3]
possible inclusions of iron and/or bronze.

figure 3: Italian paper (late 15th c.), with lentils, an extreme example (Bower collection) [photo: BvV]
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period
– from ±1150
– ~1710: after the Hollander came into use, this method was used less and less, particularly Holland and England where quick to adopt the Hollander beater, France and Germany were relatively slow
– disappeared as a pulping method from 1850; the hammer beater is strongly connected
with papermaking by hand.

2.5.2 Hollander beater
aim
– regular charging of the windmills’ main axle, this is, apart from the production gain,
probably the important reason for the development of the Hollander beater: this played
no role elsewhere in Europe where water power was used.
– retting can be omitted38
– acceleration of fibre pulping
– uniform composition of pulped fibre mass
– can confer various properties to the fibres by adjusting the distance between the roll and
foundation, the distance between the beater bars, and the concentration of solid material
in the vat.
method
The Hollander beater is conceived as ‘automatic scissors‘39, although the process is based
on a sudden hydrostatic pressure rise in the paper fibre during its passage between the bars
on the roll and the bedplate bars on the Hollander‘s base. The Hollander [figure 4] consists
of an oval tub that is fitted with a middle partition. A roll with flat iron or bronze bars is
fixed to one side of the tub. The height of the roll can usually be adjusted. The diameter of
the roll is such that it revolves just above the base. The profile of the bed and the contour of
the roll is adapted to improve efficiency. This bed is also fitted with bars, which are closer
together than those on the roll.

figure 4: side view of a Hollander beater [Rudin, 1990-p.87-fig.1].

The Hollander beater reduces the fibre treatment time to between four and six hours.
Furthermore, the capacity of the paper mill is increased enormously. Whereas a dipping vat
requires one hammer-mill for raw materials, a Hollander can often supply four vats. This is
possible because the energy supply in the Hollander is greater and more efficient, but this
does place demands on the energy source, which must be able to provide sufficient energy.
The windmill is a powerful energy source compared to the waterwheel, which limited the
spread of the Hollander at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The size of the Hol-

38 due to the intermittent nature of wind forces that might be turning the mill driving the Hollander, a stock of pulp was put aside in order to be able to produce paper continuously. This was done by running pulp into so called ‘verzijgkasten’, open-bottomed stuff chests,
where superfluous water was drained off through cloth, and the pulp kept wet for future use. Retting could commence (detectable by
a ‘cheesy’ smell) during the stockage period that could last several days, but this was not the purpose of the process.
39 [Lumiainen, 2000-fig. 1] the figure shows how fibre deformation occurs due to sudden pressure increases between the rotor and stator
bars, and less by cutting with the bars (’automatic scissors’) [see figure 23, p. 74].
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lander grew over time. During the early period of its use, the entire beating process was
done in the Hollander. Later paper manufacturers used different Hollanders for different
phases of fibre pulping. In contrast with hammer-beating, with a Hollander, the properties
of the end product can be steered, making it a more multifaceted machine.
traces
1
2
3
4
5
6

even fibre length (shorter on average than with hammer beating)
predominantly straight fibre ends
in transmitted light a more uniform paper compared to a hammer beaten paper
(absence of clumps, lentils)
fibres can be long or short, heavily fibrillated or hardly fibrillated
fibres conform easily
paper can contain metal inclusions.

period
– from ±1670
– displaced by the refiner, but still used for special types of paper.

2.5.3 grinding
aim
– enables use of new sources of fibres, making an end to scarcity of raw fibre material
– can use the entire tree trunk
– relatively cheap raw material for simple papers.
method
Logs are stripped of bark in preparation for grinding. The logs are sawn to equal lengths
to fit into the machine. The wood is ground tangentially: the side of the log is pressed
against the grindstone [figure 5]. In this way, the fibres are torn loose from their original arrangement. Axial (on end) grinding would only produce a kind of dust. Softwood is used
almost exclusively for mechanically pulping wood. The average fibre length of hardwood is
too short, and the wood more solid that makes it more difficult to grind. Straight logged
softwood, few knots, and as little resin as possible is favoured (preferably spruce).

figure 5: five magazine wood grinder of the early Voith model (1873). [Rudin, 1990-p.131].

To cool friction heat, and to carry off the fibres, the grindstone turns in water. This also
immediately distributes the fibres throughout the water. The wood must be prevented from
overheating, therefore enough water is added to keep the stone surface temperature under
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90°-125°C. The high temperature in combination with the water softens the lignin, allowing the fibres to break free more easily from the wood matrix. By pumping the fibre slurry
through knotters, strainers and/or cyclones40, the fibres are sorted and freed of wood chips,
fibre fragments, sand and grinder grit.
traces
1
2
3
4
5
6

in the pulp, elements that display the original wood-fibre arrangement are still visible
[figure 6]
predominantly softwood; pine (gen. pinus) and spruce (gen. picea) are preferred
presence of lignin
lignin often produces a yellowish or brownish colour under the influence of light
can be mixed with other fibre types.
basic types [for a more elaborate division see p.225]:
i
ground wood, SGW - stone-ground wood pulp
– fine ground: intaglio paper, tissue paper, amongst others (pulp is further
strained for a more even composition)
– standard ground: newsprint, amongst others
– coarse ground: cardboard
ii thermo mechanical pulp, TMP - brown ground wood (nature brown: Labarre
169-9)
– wood is heated by steam for 2 - 3 hours, so that the lignin is already thoroughly softened before grinding, through which longer fibres can be ground
with a lower use of energy. This colours the lignin brown, which cannot be
bleached. The pulp is thus of limited use, mostly for cardboard, leather board.
iii pressure grinding, PGW - pressure groundwood pulp
– the wood is not exposed to a prolonged high temperature treatment, but briefly
heated to 140°C under high atmospheric pressure. This weakens the lignin, enables long fibres to be ground, and cancels out the disadvantage of browning.

figure 6: the lower fibre is the most affected and fibrillated, the upper shows loosened fibres in their original
arrangement: the ray elements are at right angles to the fibre direction [Herzberg, 1932-p.166-fig. 106-108].
40 a cyclone is a device in which small particles in a substrate (air, water) are separated or sorted according to size by centrifugal forces.
Compare a Dyson vacuum cleaner.
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period
– 1844: invention of grinding by Friedrich Gotlob Keller
– 1852: first properly working grinder (Voith)
– currently rarely used, replaced by modern developments in (chemi)-thermomechanical
pulp made from chipped wood instead of logs.

2.5.4 refiner
aim
–
–
–
–

to enable a continuous process
to pump fibre slurries around
to reduce the size of chemically treated wood chips
shorten processing time.

method
As a paper machine cannot so easily be shut down, a continuous feed of pulp must be
ensured. Thus the first half of the 19th century saw the search for a way of enabling the
continuous production of pulp, and its constant supply to the paper machine. Named after
the inventor, Jordan (Hartford, USA: 1859), the conical refiner or Jordan [figure 7] was the
first machine to realise this aim. With this method, half-stuff, irrespective of the pulping
method, can be stored in supply tanks, and then milled to stuff by the refiners. It also became possible for different refiners to be linked in succession, so that the degree of fibrillation and fibre length could be controlled. To make the ratio of energy to output more favourable, the cone became shorter over time, while its rotation speed accelerated.

figure 7: Jordan with opened side: the conical inside is the rotor, the shell is the stator, both are set with bars in
different patterns [Klemm, 1923-p.137-fig.40].

The current paper industry is streamlined to such an extent that even Jordans no longer
work fast enough. The production capacity of the modern paper machine has become so
great that tons and tons of raw material need to be processed per day. The continued development of the conical refiner ultimately led to the disk refiner, in which the cone completely disappears and the pulp is pumped between disks fitted with bars. The end result can
be influenced by varying the density of wood chips and fibres, and varying the pressure under which the pulp is pumped through the system. By varying the blade pattern on linked
refiners, each one can be made to perform different functions.
traces
1
2
3
4

fibres are cut straight: fibre ends are straight
sometimes there is characteristic fibre damage caused by the side of a bar [figure 8]
only very few fibres are really damaged (crushing, fibrillation)
very even fibre composition.

period
– comes into use after 1865 (US); from ~1875 in Europe
– disk refiners are currently almost exclusively in use.
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figure 8: microscope image of a chemically-pulped wood fibre: the square-shaped damage is assumed to be caused by
a refiner knife. [micrograph BvV]

2.6 pulp conditioning [04]
After pulping, the fibres are in a state that allows further adapting of the fibre to its end
use. This can be done by bleaching or, when a coloured paper is desired, by colouring the
fibres. With this, the fibre pulp acquires its final consistency since these operations are performed by the same pulping engines.

2.6.1 bleaching
aim
To lighten the raw material so that light-coloured or white paper can be made. With
some (later) processes, bleaching also serves to remove lignin. Bleaching can also be done
before fibres are coloured.
method
The rags, or pulp, are bleached using a bleaching agent, or a series thereof. In the earliest
form, rags were bleached before pulping with a gaseous method, which was difficult to control. After ~1810, bleaching was increasingly done with aqueous hypochlorites, which was
easier to control and safer to use. In the production of ground wood and cellulose pulp,
bleaching is applied to the so-called half-stuff: all fibres in the stuff are separate, but the final
consistency has not yet been achieved in the Hollander or refiner. Mechanical pulp and
(acid) chemical wood pulp in particular are bleached. The latter is inherently light in colour,
but must also be bleached to achieve a truly white paper. The rinsing out of the bleaching
agent mostly occurs simultaneously with working the pulp into stuff.
traces
The colour of the paper is the primary indication of whether it has been bleached or not.
Traces of bleaching agent can be detected using micro-chemical tests. Remains of chlorine
mainly show up relatively easily (Beilstein test).
period
– 1774: discovery of chlorine (Scheele)
– 1777: eau de Javelle, sodium hypochlorite (Berthollet)
– 1785: chlorine gas bleaching (Berthollet)
– the bleaching of rags began to be normal in this period
– 1799: calcium hypochlorite, bleaching powder (Tennant).
– bleaching rags was now generally adopted; the transition of the difficult to control
gaseous bleaching to bleaching in aqueous solutions took place over a period of about
30 years
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– ~1941: peroxide bleaching; developed in response to the drawbacks of chlorine for the
environment.

2.6.2 colouring
Coloured rags (source colour) can be used to make coloured paper. Blue and pink paper
especially are manufactured in this way. When the raw material lacks the right colour, the
desired result can be achieved by adding a pigment (engine colour) or dye (pulp colour) to
the pulp.
aim
– to determine the final colour of the paper
– to improve/deepen the colouring of paper in case the original, or source colour is not
satisfactory.
method
Engine colour; adding a pigment to the Hollander distributes it more finely and it
becomes ‘milled onto the fibres’. Examples are solid indigo, and smalt (with added starch
powder to prevent it sinking through the wire). This method mechanically forces much of
the pigment powder into the paper fibres. Nearly all pigment-coloured papers are made
with a Hollander.
Pulp colour; the colour palette of the papermaker was limited before the invention of
synthetic dyes and pigments. Woad, logwood and litmus for blue; madder, Brazilwood and
cochineal for red and purple; cutch for brown; and saffron, fustic, tumeric and quercitron
for yellow41,42. There were infinite colour possibilities after the invention of synthetic dyes in
the mid 19th century. Dye-colouring the pulp makes very deep shades possible. As cellulose
has a negative charge, basic and substantive dyes can easily be applied. The use of mordants
enables acid dyes to be used as well. The papermaker‘s choice of colouring is influenced by
the pulping method, and the extent of the removal of lignin and other constituents.
traces
1
2
3

traces of pigments in paper are detected by the presence of partially coloured fibres, and
loose pigment particles in the paper (engine coloured)
dyes and pigments are detected as coloured fibres under the microscope (source- and
engine coloured)
in dye colouring the dye is applied to the pulp and therefore all fibres are coloured
(pulp coloured).

period
– pigments in paper can occur in every period
– dyes and pigments
– natural dyes and pigments; use decreases after ~1860; do hardly ever occur in
modern machine paper
– synthetic dyes and (lake)pigments from ±1860.

2.6.3 white dyeing
aim
Although cellulose is white in colour, through ageing, accumulated dirt and/or retting
the resulting paper is not pure white. White dyeing, or ‘blueing’ serves to mask this discolouration and make the paper appear whiter. There are other white dyeing tints; green and
41 [Brückle, 1993-3] “The blue textile dyes woad, and especially logwood and litmus, were commonly used in paper coloring. Brazilwood and cochineal were red dyes used in combination with blue dyes to make purple paper. All of these dyes, except woad, require
mordants to be fixed onto fibers. As in fabric dyeing, a variety of mordants were used interchangeably or in combination.”
42 [Cornely, 1951-25] *TA - “Thus were used: woad, indigo, madder, saffron, fustic, brasilwood, campêche, catechu, kurkuma, quercitron. The process of dyeing with these products was very cumbersome, and in the introductory historical part of the dyeing we were
able to ascertain with what secrets this ‘art of colouring’ were surrounded.”
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pink. The colour is not really visible, but the overall tone of the paper is no longer the original yellowish colour that a paper would have had. Bleaching paper with chlorine bleaching agents slightly colours any present lignin yellow, which is why bleached paper in particular is white dyed. NB: white dyeing does not involve optical brighteners.
method
Small quantities of blue pigment can be added in three ways: milled onto the fibres; added to the surface sizing; or added to the paper pulp. After 1856 pink and green dyes were
also used for this purpose.
traces
Pigments detected in white paper fibre samples always demonstrate the use of pigments
for white dyeing. As there are only small quantities present to begin with, dyes and pigments are often faded, especially when paper is exposed to light. Faded dyes and pigments
contribute to the yellowing of paper.
period
– blueing from ± 1700: (smalt, indigo); after 1828, also with (synthetic) ultramarine
[figure 9]
– dyes and pigments from ±1860.

figure 9: a description of paper from part 1 of Mierzinski’s ’Handbuch der praktischen Papierfabrikation’. Each quire
is made from a different type of paper, which is described on the quires’ first page. White dyeing (‘Nuancirung’)
with ultramarine is mentioned at the end of the description. [Mierzinski, 1886-III-161].

2.6.4 optical brightening
aim
To make paper appear whiter by adding optical active agents that absorb ultra violet
light and shift this energy to the visible part of the spectrum. This increases the amount of
light reflected from a sheet of paper in wavelengths between 400-450nm (the lower (blue)
part of the visible spectrum) and thus make it appear white.
method
Adding optical brightening agents (OBA) to the pulp. These can be compounds such as
stilbene-, disulphonic-acid- and umbelliferonecetic acid derivatives.
traces
– OBA can be detected by partially covering a piece of paper with an UV-filter under unfiltered (day)light. Under this filter, the paper appears yellowish whereas the rest of the
sheet remains unaltered
– solvents can cause blue or yellow halo discolouration43 due, respectively, to the concentration- or dilution of OBA
– OBA deteriorate over time and loose their effectiveness. OBA degradation products
darken and yellow paper.
period
– OBA were introduced in paper furnishes after ~195044.

43 [Mustalish, 2000-135] “Conservators have noted, during routine solvent testing, the formation of blue or yellow rings visible under
natural light in works of art suspected of containing optical brighteners.”
44 for an early history of OBA see: Velzen, Bas van. 'Entering the OBAzoic era: a protohistory of an optical brightener'. Journal of PaperConservation, vol. 16, nº 4 (2015): p.143-146.
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2.7 composition of the paper pulp [05]
2.7.1 engine-sizing
aim
To make paper writeable with water-based ink by hydrophobation; to improve paper
printability. The advantage of engine-sizing is that no extra operation is required after the
paper is made. Mixing the sizing in the pulp supplies the entire lot with the same
constituents.
method
The chosen sizing is added to the paper pulp in the last phase of whole stuff preparation.
Non water-soluble sizings are emulsified. The size is distributed through the paper pulp by
agitation. In modern paper factories, separate mixing machines are used to mix additives
evenly throughout the paper pulp.
traces
1
2
3
4
5

the presence of aluminium indicates alum-rosin sizing (in the absence of protein)
measuring the pH of a paper gives an indication45 of the sizing used
the potassium-iodine test indicates starch: NB: starch often occurs in combination with
alum-rosin sizing
the Adamkiewicz test indicates casein
the Jayme & Brandscheid test indicates melamine and urea resins.

period
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

1300-1800: starch (especially in Dutch blue paper)
1840~1950: alum-rosin sizing (Illig 1807)
>1900: casein
>1920: mineral sizing with potassium silicate K2SiO3
>1930: wax emulsions
>1940: urea and formaldehyde resins
>1950: modified starch, decline of alum-rosin sizing in favour of neutral sizing systems
1955: alkyl ketene dimers.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

There are many purposes for adding fillers to paper:
to weight the paper (the filler is cheaper than the fibres)
to colour paper (make it lighter)
to improve the calendering capability of papers
to improve the opacity of paper
to improve the printability of paper
to improve the shrinking properties of paper
to buffer paper against acids.

2.7.2 fillers
aim

method
Fillers are minerals in powder form that are added to paper pulp. Fillers are added to the
paper pulp as in engine-sizing, and as late as possible before the pulp arrives on the
machine.

45 [Barrett, 1992-212] “Prior to the invention of these modern internal sizes used in neutral to alkaline machine papermaking, most machine-made papers were sized with rosin and alum. While no spot tests are known to the authors for AKD and ASA, when more modern papers are being tested a gross indication of their presence of may be inferred by pH determinations. In general a pH below 6 indicates rosin and alum, a pH of 7 or a bit less- ASA, and a pH of 8-9 indicates AKD (such as Aquapel or Hereon series sizes).”
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traces
Fillers are characterised by the shape of the particles, as seen in a preparation under the
microscope. Destructive paper research (burning the sample) is used to assess the so-called
ash content. The ash content of paper is determined to a large extent by the quantity of added fillers.
With Fourdrinier machines, the main volume of the filler decreases from the felt to the
wire side. The layer that is formed directly on the wire contains practically no fillers due to
the applied suction by foils and suction boxes.
period
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

NB: this list46, 47 is not exhaustive and states only the most important fillers
(1807) mainly after 1870: clay; aluminium silicates
1820: barytes, blanc fixe; barium sulphate, BaSO4
1925: calcium carbonate, CaCO3 (mainly after ~1975)
1930: titanium oxide, TiO2
1932: zinc sulphide, ZnS
~1933: zinc oxide, ZnO
~1938: diatomaceous earth, 80-90% silica, 2-4% aluminium oxide, 0.5-2 % iron oxide.

2.8 moulding [06]
aim
To form the fibre pulp into a sheet, or a continuous web.
method
Hand-made paper:
a controlled amount of cellulose fibres in an aqueous suspension is brought onto a
rectangular mould by submerging it in the suspension and then lifting it out for most
of the water to flow off [figure 10]. Part of the pulp is prohibited from running off by
a removable rim called a deckle, so that the fibres remaining above the wire of the
mould can settle. The thus formed sheet is then couched from the mould onto a felt,
after which further dewatering takes place by pressing and drying.
Machine made paper:
an aqueous suspension of cellulose fibres is continuously poured in a controlled
manner onto a conveyer belt-like wire (Fourdrinier paper), or poured into a tub from
where it is sucked onto a cylinder-shaped mould (cylinder mould paper). There it is
dewatered to the extent that the resulting paper web can be transferred to a felt,
where it follows the same processing cycle of pressing. Subsequently the paper is
dried on heated cylinders (called ‘cans’).
NB: on the Fourdrinier machine, suction is created by table rolls, suction boxes, and
foils under the wire. These elements are interspaced under the wire, and each passage over
such an element forces a new layer to be formed. The sheet-forming process is thus a filtering process48, which results in the paper being constructed of layers. Although the cylinder
machine lacks such elements, cylinder paper also has a layered structure due to the fibres being pulled onto the mould by suction. As the paper thickness increases, the structure of each
successive layer changes at the moment of formation.

46 list based on Browning: [Browning, 1977-336]
47 [see also: mineral fillers p.120] and [appendix XVI fillers in paper p.241]
48 [Hermans, 1972-9] *TA - “Recent research showed that the dewatering of pulp on the Fourdrinier is a filtration process. Immediately
on the wire and directly after the headbox sluice a relative compact layer of fibres forms. The table rolls or else the drainage foils over
which the wire passes pull water by their automatic low pressure through this bottom layer. The thus formed suction forms a new layer. Once this is formed a new layer appears etcetera. The bottom layer formed on the wire side is the most compact and the following
layer caused by slightly less suction somewhat looser and therefore the fibre layer as a whole is not isotropic, not homogeneous in
density.”
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figure 10: original text: “vatman making a sheet of Royal. The wave is seen going over the mould”. Vatman at
Barcham & Green (UK) moulding pulp just before the sheet ‘closes’: presence of the wave (the small white line of
reflected light on the mould) signifies that the settling fibres are still submerged [Clapperton, 1952-p.401-fig 206].

traces
Paper is double-sided due to its making method: one side shows traces of the mould
(wire side), while the other side shows either no visible traces, or traces of the felt(s) used
(felt side). These traces can be partly or entirely removed by finishing processes.
All types of paper can be split into its layers49 with adhesive tape albeit somewhat more
difficult for handmade paper.
1 wire side characteristics: this side is more porous than the felt side because the small
fibres have been rinsed away through the wire, leaving fibres of a longer average length.
In machine paper, the fibres lie predominantly in the movement direction of the wire.
There is often a visible pattern of small dents that correspond with the high points on
the mould.
2 felt side characteristics: the fibre direction is random, the density of the sheet is higher
because both long and short fibres are present. The felt side is smoother than the wire
side.
3 fibres that flow under the deckle during the moulding form an irregular and thinner
edge on all sides of the sheet, this is called the ‘deckle edge’50
4 drops of water accidentally falling from deckle or hands of the papermaker on the just
moulded sheet before couching form thin, circular spots in the still wet sheet that are
still visible in the finished sheet, these are called ‘paper makers tears’ and are an indication for hand-made paper
5 Fourdrinier paper has a pronounced machine direction.
49 see for an explanation: Velzen, Bas van. Fibre tilt in machine made paper. web. retrieved 17-02-2015 https://www.papergnomon.net/
front/bycatch.php
50 deckle edges can be artificially imitated on the cylinder machine but these are more uniform in thickness and width. Also, dividing a
ream of large paper into smaller sheets with a bandsaw is a manner of imitating a deckle edge. Such a pathetic imitation is easily recognisable by the frayed character and the very regular, and narrow width of the so formed edge.
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period
NB: this concerns paper made following the Western method, using a rigid mould, or a paper machine.
– hand-made paper:
– 1150-present: paper with a laid lines look-through: laid paper
– over time the mould becomes larger and the look through of the wire becomes
more regular
– (1757) 1785-present: paper with an uniform look-through: wove paper
– machine made paper:
– 1798 (Louis Robert, Fr.): invention of the first paper machine using a moveable beltlike wire
– 1809 (John Dickinson Eng.): invention of the cylinder mould machine
– 1810: first commercial paper machines in use in England and France
– paper machines can produce both laid and velin paper sorts using different techniques (see transparency marks in paper below).

2.8.1 transparency marks of mould and wire

figure 11: cutaway mould showing the ribs with the chain wire on the rib (A), the wire (a) that binds the chain- and
laid wires to the ribs (a’), the laid wires (B), the wove wire (C) and the backing wires of the double cover (D) that
eliminate the rib shadow [mould made by Timothy Moore, Michigan].
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laid - vergeure
The copper wires used in the mould‘s construction in transmitted light become ‘visible’
in the paper as they form a relief. The fibres slightly accumulate along the chain wires along
the ribs of the mould, thus making the paper there slightly thicker. This creates lines of a
shadow effect (rib shadow) where chain wires rest on the ribs [figure 12]. Sometimes the
sewing wire can be seen on the chain lines: this wire fastens the chain wire to the rib. The
wires that make up the actual mould are at right angles to the chain wires, and are known as
laid wires. The development of the wove mould also made it possible to make hand-made
laid papers without rib shadows (see below).
wove - velin
Here the mould is woven of copper wires in plain weave like a cloth, giving a more uniform look-through with practically no wire relief present in the paper. By sewing the mould
onto support wires (called backing wires) under the mould, rather than directly onto the
ribs, there is no contact between the actual mould and the ribs. This prevents rib shadows
occurring in the paper.
hybrid form
It is possible to construct a mould with chain wires (that normally give a laid aspect with
rib shadow) in the same way as the wove mould. This makes a hand-made laid paper without rib shadows. The difference from cylinder mould made laid paper can be determined
when the deckle-edge is still present, by small differences in thickness, and the presence of a
felt side with marking of (long and short) felt hairs. In general a cylinder mould paper is
more uniform in look through and the felt side has no distinct marking of felt hairs as the
machine made conveyor belt-like felt is smoother than the felts used in hand papermaking.
Fourdrinier
The mould has to be reasonably flexible, because the Fourdrinier works like a conveyor
belt. Therefore the wire of the Fourdrinier is always woven and conveys, apart from the wire
structure if visible, no specific look-through characteristics to the paper.
cylinder mould
The cylinder mould is rigid and thus can be both wove or constructed to produce a lookthrough pattern on the paper. A laid cylinder mould does not produce rib shadows because
the dewatering works differently, and the ribs making up the cylinder make no contact with
the mould wires.

2.8.2 transparency marks in paper
watermarks
1282 (Fabriano, It): sewing copper wires onto the mould creates a relief in the paper.
This relief is visible as light lines in look-through. Both laid moulds and wove moulds can
be provided with a watermark. Occurs in handmade and cylinder paper [figure 12].

figure 12: see through of an early 18th century laid paper made in the Zaan region. Chain line (a), rib shadow (b),
laid lines (c), countermark (d) [scan BvV].
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shadow watermarks
~1848 (Smith & Brewer, Eng.): using a die and matrix, a relief is pressed in the wove
mould, which, in turn, creates a relief in the paper. The exclusive use of an intaglio design
results in the lightest tone of the relief being the same as that of the paper. The mould can
also be pushed upwards, which creates a lighter tone than that of the paper. Very complex
shadow watermarks are created using both forms, and are known as ’three plane’ watermarks. Chiaroscuro watermarks are made by forming a metal die and matrix from a wax
model by electrotyping. This results in a sculpted relief with gradual variations in thickness.
Occurs in handmade- and cylinder paper [figure 13].
combination watermark
It is possible to add both a shadow watermark and a watermark to the same mould.

figure 13: three examples of shadow watermarks made between ~1950-1978 by the van Houtum & Palm papermill
in Ughelen, Gelderland. The mill was specialised in safety- and especially banknote papers. Left chiaroscuro
watermark ‘Elisabeth Bas’, middle three plane watermark and right combined line-shadow watermark [photos BvV].

dandy roll
1826 (Phipps, Eng. patent 5075): transparency marks cannot be made directly onto the
wire of a Fourdrinier machine. A relief can still be made in the paper by taking a light roll,
consisting of a frame stretched with a wire bearing the desired pattern in copper wire, and
laying it on the web, just before it is being couched [figure 14]. This deforms the freshly
formed paper web to create a relief. The fibres can slide along each other as there is still
sufficient water in the paper web. Adding a counter-relief to the roll can create shadow watermark-like marks. The relief is only formed on the felt side of the paper and the mark normally runs parallel to the machine direction of the sheet (although exceptions do exist).

figure 14: dandy roll for bankpost paper of the Zanders Gohrsmühle mill from Bergisch Gladbach, Germany. Note
the lightweight construction of the roll [ Jahn, 1954-p.169].
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impressed watermark
1849 (Johannot, Fr): using a dandy-roll is problematic for thick papers and papers with
longer fibres on the Fourdrinier machine. Therefore, heavier and smaller rolls are used after
the couch roll to press a relief into the paper. The mark is more crisp than that made by the
dandy-roll. It is called a fake watermark, because it is not made during the sheet-forming
process. The mark is on the felt side of the paper and runs parallel to the machine direction
of the sheet.
thread mark
1839 (John Dickinson, Eng.): a thread is embedded in the paper by laying coloured
(silk) threads on the wire in the paper web. This is regarded as a security feature. The original Dickinson paper was made on the cylinder machine that he invented. One or more
threads are visible in look-through. Specific colour combinations can be applied to the
threads to enhance security. Threads can occur in any sequence, colour, thickness and
number.
felt marking
Felt marking is chiefly to be seen in wrapping paper. The characteristic stripes are created
by impressing the drying paper, while on the drying cylinder (Yankee cylinder), using a felt
with thickened warp threads. The differences in thickness of the felt cause a compression of
the paper, which mostly occurs on the non-glazed side. These stripes occur as dark lines running in the machine direction of the paper. Paper machines with a Yankee cylinder [see:
Yankee cylinder: p. 37] are mainly used for this.
false watermark
When paper is soaked with a fluid that drives the air out, the paper becomes transparent,
because there is no longer any air present to scatter light. This property is used to make
transparency marks in paper. The mark becomes visible in look-through by printing paper
with the desired design in a colourless substance that is absorbed into the paper. However,
no relief is formed in the paper, therefore this is known as a false watermark.

2.9 couching [07]
aim
To transfer the wet paper web from the mould to the felt, so that the superfluous water
drains from the paper and the paper can be pressed [08] and dried [10] to further remove
the remaining water.
method
Hand-made paper: the papermaker passes the mould to the coucher, who turns it over
and presses the paper web (in a rolling motion or directly) onto a felt [figure 15]. The fibres
are freed from the smooth mould due to the felt being slightly rough and absorbing water.
Couching puts the wire side upwards in the post51. Paper can be couched wet in wet to
make thicker and stiffer boards.
With machine paper, the Fourdrinier wire places the paper web on a continuous felt,
which leaves it for a moment with no support. The speed of the machine pushes, as it were,
the web to the pickup felt. On a cylinder-machine, a felt is pressed against the cylinder,
which forces the paper onto the felt. Cylinder machines are especially adapted for making
boards of great thickness by couching up to 8 layers together before drying the formed carton and boards.
traces
With handmade, non-calendered paper, the felt side is identified by the impressions of
51 [Labarre, 1952-203-1] “a term applied to a pile of sheets, varying in number, of wet pulp, fresh from the MOULD, i.e. just made into
(HAND-MADE) paper couched with alternate felts, ready for pressing. The ‘post’ is the quantity, which varies with the size, which
can be conveniently pressed, usually about 144 sheets or 6 quires. In France said to be 110 sheets, and in Holland (HPB) says: always
160 and 3 posts one ream = 480! PK 2/58 says in modern hand-made paper-making a post is 200 sheets.”
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long hairs that protrude from the felt. It is their meandering shapes that are characteristic.
Often the end of a hair is to be seen as a sharp point. With some papers, the plain weave of
the woven and fulled felt imparts a visible impression in the paper. This indicates the use of
worn felts. With machine paper, the felt texture is camouflaged as much as possible by using
felts with a shorn surface.

figure 15: couching of a large two sheet mould (hence two couchers) at J. Green & Sons, Hayle Mill, Tovil in the
Loose Valley near Maidstone, Kent ca. 1921 [courtesy Simon Barcham Green].

period
– hand-made paper: 1150 - present
– machine paper: 1810 (1807) - present.

2.10 pressing [08]
aim
1
2
3

to dewater the wet paper
to reduce the marks left by felts
to flatten papers after drying.

1

the post of handmade paper between felts is put in a screw press. The screw is then
tightened, with or without using a capstan. The water in the paper and felt is forced
out and runs off. This densifies the side of the paper (normally the felt side) to which
the water runs off: this accentuates the double-sided nature of paper in the Z-direction.
To reduce the marks left by felt in the paper, the still moist paper is restacked after parting [09] and exchanged up to three times, each time being pressed
i
on the paper machine the just formed web is pressed between rolls immediately
after couching to remove water
(NB: after drying [10]) the dried paper is pressed between planks in a press. Sometimes
the sheets are turned and restacked, then pressed once more to make the paper flatter.

method

2
traces
1
2

one side (normally the felt side) of the paper is slightly denser
pressing make the paper smoother, but to the trained eye all structural characteristics
remain visible.

period
1150 - present.
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2.11 parting [09]
aim
Hand-made paper: to separate the sheets from the felt so that the paper can be further
dried.
method
By pressing the felt close to a corner of the exposed sheet the corner is freed from the felt
and the sheet can be separated from the felt by hand. The separate sheets are laid on top of
each other.
traces
This operation leaves no traces. Any creased corners are corrected by the flattening
operations.
period
1150 - present.

2.12 drying [10]
aim
To make paper handleable, to finalise its shape. During and in the first period after drying, hydrogen bonds are created between the cellulose fibres, which give paper its strength.
method
Handmade paper: the paper is removed from the felts (parting [09]) and, in twos or
threes, is hung over twine using a T-shaped pole [figure 16]. The drying room52 (drying loft)
is ventilated to the outside. Opening or closing slats in the walls regulates the amount of circulating air. In England, large paper formats are laid on canvas drying trays to prevent distortion while drying. This free drying creates relatively little tension in the paper, as it can
shrink freely.
Machine paper: paper is dried by passing the paper web over heated rolls of a large diameter. The paper is pressed against the rolls by continuous felt. Paper shrinkage during drying is largely balanced out by having each consecutive group of drying cylinders running at
a slightly slower speed. This forced drying creates tensions in the paper. These are caused by
the machine being held under tensile stress in order to keep the paper web flat while passing
through the machine. The fibres cannot shrink as much as they would under air drying and
a residual shrinkage is therefore present in machine-made paper.
traces
– handmade: being hung up in a wet state often distorts the edges of the innermost sheet.
This is evidenced by wrinkle formation, up to two centimetres long, at right angles to
the edge where the paper is hung over the twine. Sometimes it is obvious that the paper
edges in these areas have become slightly longer, which is visible in the form of undulations on the sheet that have made room for the length of the distortion
– machine: drying leaves no visible traces in paper except in the case of the Yankee cylinder, see below. Faults in the drying process cause specific traces, although paper thus
affected is normally removed with the quality check in the finishing room (‘salle’ Fr.)
– blisters in paper caused by too rapid drying; especially with greasy stuff (tracing paper) or thick paper.
52 as Gangolf Ulbricht pointed out; in German, the drying loft is sometimes called ‘Wasserboden’ [Dümler, 1664-455] which translates
as water-, or wet room, meaning a damp, moist place. The paper, within limits, must dry slowly to prevent shrinkage. It also is important for sized papers to dry as slowly as possible to achieve good size impregnation. Sized papers dried quickly become brittle. The
drying, however, must not lead to mould growth, so there is a limit to the slowing down of the process. Lalande's ‘promptement’ has
to be taken less literally than the term suggests.
[Lalande, 1761-70] *TA -“It is necessary that the drying loft has many windows [openings] so that the paper dries quickly [promptement], that is to say, in two to three days, because it becomes reddish when it is left in the open air too long: however one takes care to
close the shutters during the night...“
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figure 16: placing sheets of wet paper over the ropes with a T-shaped stick called a ‘cross’ at moulin Richard de Bas
ca. 1995 [Doizy, 1997 cover, photo: Marc Delaguilhaumie]

period
– handmade: 1150 - present
– machine - 1821 - present (Crompton, UK), first use of drying cylinders, with which the
paper is pressed against the cylinder with felt.

2.12.1 Yankee cylinder
The Yankee cylinder is a special method of drying paper on the paper machine. The cylinder has a very large diameter (>5 metres) and is very smooth. This gives the paper a
smooth surface while drying, through which calendering can be omitted. Paper dried on a
Yankee cylinder is known as ‘machine glazed’ (M.G.). By using felt with thick warp threads,
a felt marking can be created that feels like a relief on the non-glazed side (this is the felt
mark that for instance characterises modern brown kraft wrapping paper).This is caused by
water evaporating towards the felt side, which makes the paper fibres there more malleable
and thus more easily deformed by the felt.

2.13 finishing [11]
Finishing processes give paper its final physical properties. Paper properties that impede
the end use are adjusted or improved, and properties that are important for the end use are
enabled.

2.13.1 tub-sizing
aim
1
2
3
4

to improve writability (hydrophobation)
to improve paper strength
to improve the attachment of coatings through a more even take up of binder by the
paper
to improve the wet strength of paper.

method
Writing paper was chiefly tub-sized with gelatin before engine-sizing came into use. The
gelatin was made in the paper mills from offal and hooves. Small stacks of paper were
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clamped between two pieces of wood [figure 17]. The paper was fanned out and drawn
though the warm size solution, which covered in any case part of each sheet with a coating
of gelatin. The gelatin-sized paper was then placed in a press, which forced the size out from
between the sheets. In this way, the entire sheet was covered in size. After the size set but
was not yet dry the sheets are parted and the paper was then hung up to dry. Later, sizing
machines were developed because the above method resulted in many flaws and consequent
loss. In the size machine, the sheets are fed individually on an open strainer conveyor
through a gelatin bath, after which excess size solution is squeezed out by passing the sheets
between two rollers. They are then dried in the traditional way on twine, or immediately
laid on another strainer, over which forced air is blown.

figure 17: hand sizing paper: gelatin dipping a stack of paper tightly held with the aid of two wooden slats ca. 1950
[Rudins, 1990-p.99]
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Alum is added to size for three reasons:53
1 to prevent the size from putrefying
2 to maintain an even viscosity over a broader temperature range
3 to enhance the cohesion between size and cellulose, so that less size is needed to obtain
the same result.
In the course of the 19th century, less and less tub-sizing was carried out due to the cost,
and the fact that engine-sizing is more suitable for machine-made paper.
In modern paper manufacture, surface sizing is also applied directly in the paper machine itself, and thus not added to the pulp. In this case, size presses are used, in which paper is fed through two rolls with glue or paste in the nip to coat the paper web. Size presses
are located in the drying section of the paper machine. There exist combinations of enginesizing and tub-sizing with size presses, which give paper certain properties. Size presses
mainly work with starches and alkyl ketene dimers. Sizing with starches to compensate for
the loss of strength that is caused by fillers, is almost standard in modern paper.
traces
1
2

the Biuret and ninhydrin tests show the presence of protein.
the iodine-potassium iodine test shows the presence of starch.

period
– surface-sizing, starch: before 1270, relatively rare in Europe (China, Middle East)
– surface-sizing, gelatin: ~1270/after 1337 - present

2.13.2 smoothing the paper surface
aim
A rough surface diminishes the writability and printability of paper. Therefore writing
and printing paper is preferably smooth. For aesthetic and stylistic reasons, smooth types of
paper are also used as wrapping, bookbinding, and decorated papers.
method
Pressing makes paper flat, but not smoother. For this, the surface structure of the paper
must be deformed. This deformation is achieved by exposing the paper to high pressure and
frictional force. This operation has three effects:
1 warmth and moisture raise the fibres above their glass transition temperature. Hence,
the fibres become malleable and can be pressed down, making the uppermost layer of
the paper smooth
2 differences in thickness between parts of the paper are reduced
3 the paper becomes more compact (thinner).
Thus the smoothness of the paper increases and, depending on the chosen method, so
does its gloss (less scattering of light).
traces
Smoothed papers characteristically have a higher gloss than untreated paper. Nevertheless, smoothed papers do not necessarily show a high gloss. Gloss is affected by the surface
of the material used for glazing. Types of paper with short, well beaten fibres are generally
smoother, because the fibres are shorter and more able to conform to each other. This forms
a more closed surface.
origin
Many materials can be glazed by rubbing a smooth object over them. The rubbing material does not have to be extremely smooth (although this helps), but it must be applied with
53 [Barrett, 2012-28] “Early on in the history of gelatin sizing it was discovered that adding alum (potassium aluminum sulphate) to the
sizing tub did several helpful things. It slowed the growth of microbes, which would otherwise rapidly putrefy the gelatin; it increased
the finished paper’s resistance to liquids, permitting a reduction in the concentration of gelatin required; and, according to the Barrow Laboratory, it helped to stabilize the viscosity of the solution at various temperatures and concentrations.”
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sufficient force. This can be achieved by taking an object with a comfortable grip and giving
it a narrow edge to be in contact with the paper. This way, the pressure of the hand is concentrated on a small surface area [figure 18].

figure 18: paper glazer; Museo della Carta e della Filigrana, Fabriano 2010 [photo BvV].

stone burnishing/flint glazing
A flat, polished (agate) stone is rubbed over the paper. The stone can be mounted on a
shank, with which more force can be exercised with the shoulder. A version to lighten the
work has the stone attached to a flexible slat fixed to the ceiling. This glazing method is
mechanised on the continuous paper belt [figure 19].

figure 19: mechanised flint glazing ± 1920 [Klemm, 1923-59-fig. 5].
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traces
In raking light, glossy straight stripes may be visible where the stone strokes overlap. Possible traces of soap or tallow.
hammer glazing
Paper can also be glazed as in gold beating. Heavy, mostly water-powered hammers are
used to compress stacks of paper, which are protected by sheets of thick paper or metal
plates. The most even possible result is strived for by moving the stack after each blow. After
a number of blows, the sequence of sheets is systematically changed.
traces
The result is irregular, and the hammering weakens the paper. Sometimes hammering is
done to give a paper (covering boards, for example) a typical irregular hammer structure.
hot pressing
A stack of paper is interleaved with heated iron or brass plates. The stack is compressed
in a press. The temperature difference causes water transport laterally through the stack,
making the paper surface more malleable, which enables it to be flattened during its time in
the press.
traces
In particular, the surface structure caused by mould and felt is pressed together: the paper becomes less rough, but not completely smooth.
glazing
A stack of paper is interleaved with brass or zinc plates. The stack is fed through two
rollers a few times. This creates friction and heat in the stack, which exposes the paper to
both pressure and rubbing [figure 20].
traces
As with above, the paper becomes less rough; the rubbing processes the ‘peaks and valleys’, and the paper obtains a silky gloss.

figure 20: glazing a stack of paper: the worker holds a handle in his right hand to reverse the rotation direction of
the cylinder. By changing the direction back and forth the interleaved metal plates slide and rub the paper in the
stack. Mt.Holyoke, Massachusetts - American Writing Paper Co. 1936 [NARA - 518331].
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calendering
Calendering is a technique derived from the textile industry, and was developed to glaze
damask. Calendering in the paper industry is strongly linked to the emergence of the paper
machine. By rotating two rollers at different speeds, the material between them is rubbed
smooth. In the Zaandam region, there is evidence54 of the use of wooden calenders with two
rollers from ~1670 (as can be seen in the Schoolmeester Paper Mill). Over the years, calenders have acquired more and more rollers, through which the paper is led in a zigzag pattern. Furthermore, various materials are used for the rollers. The effectiveness can be enhanced by varying their diameters. Calendering can be effected in a number of ways:
friction glazer
A friction glazer has two polished steel rollers through which paper can be led as a sheet,
but also on a roll. The two rollers operate at different speeds in the range of 10-30%55.
traces
As the machine has only two rollers, one side of the paper becomes smoother than the
other. However, the smoothing effect is visible on both sides.
machine calender
The machine calender comes after the drying section in the paper machine. A machine
calender usually consists of two to eight steel rollers. The primary function of the machine
calender is to give paper an even thickness. Paper glazed in the paper machine is called 'machine finished' (not to be confused with M.G.: machine glazed on a Yankee cylinder). Truly
smooth paper cannot be made in the paper machine, so the super calender must be used.
super-calender
The super-calender consists of eight to sixteen rollers placed above each other, and which
are alternatively of steel and a softer56 material [figure 21]. The operation principle is the
same as for the machine calender, but the paper becomes smoother due to the larger number of rollers. The super-calender is a free-standing machine that processes rolls of paper
after a ripening period (hydrogen bond formation). This means the paper is stronger and
able to withstand the large forces applied by the rollers. Sometimes the paper is wetted with
a fine mist just before processing. This step helps to make the fibre more malleable.

figure 21: the calender hall with super-calenders at Van Gelder (Apeldoorn) ±1930 [de Iongh, 1934- p.175].
54 Voorn is cited by Peel as follows [Peel, 2013-11] ”Voorn believes 1674 is a reasonable date to accept for the introduction of calenders
to the Zaanland mills in the Netherlands”
55 [Peel, 2011-13] “The friction calender was the invention of Thomas Nightingale in 1790. As later developed, two polished iron rolls
rotate in contact with a roll made of compressed fibre. One was driven separately, for example, 10 - 30% faster than the other. It was a
mechanical compressing and polishing machine, and its use has persisted for small scale specialist grades, mainly hand-fed sheets up to
about 1m wide and not faster than about 35m/min.”
56 these are mostly rollers built up of layers of circular paper or cotton, which are pressed together on a steel shaft and turned in the
round. Earlier, asbestos rollers were used due to its heat resistance. The softer rollers are also known as 'bowls'.
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traces
The super-calender is capable of building up enough pressure and friction for the paper
to be smoothed on both sides. The high pressure can cause dark areas in the paper (whether
coated or not), which is regarded as a flaw.
period
– wooden calender: ±1670
– machine calender: after 1830
– super or glazing-calender: after 1860.

2.13.3 coating
aim
– hand-made paper:
historically, the coating of paper is strongly associated with metal point drawings. These
delicate drawings are done on a coating layer (coloured or not) consisting of glue and
bone meal, applied when the paper is thought to be too rough but mainly because the
technique needs an abrasive ground, a ‘tooth’ for drawing. Such paper is known as carta
tinta. Technically, this method is closely allied to the making of sandpaper, in which
powdered glass is sprinkled on a wet layer of glue.
– machine paper:
to increase the printability and opacity of paper by making the surface smooth and the
colour whiter with a layer comprising a binder and a white pigment. Coloured coating
layers exist but are not typical. This coating of the paper surface has a secondary aim;
cheaper raw materials can be used.
method
The coating of machine paper can be achieved in various ways: by brushing, rolling, doctoring, and using the air knife. The aim is to apply a layer of pigment-containing material to
the paper. This can be single or double-sided. The coating substance consists of a binder
(starch glues, casein, alginates, cellulose ethers, other synthetic binders, etc.) and a pigment
(kaolin, chalk, or talc, etc.). The coating substance is applied to the paper with rollers and
immediately finished to the desired thickness to produce a thin, fast-drying layer.
traces
Brush, air knife and roll coaters follow the profile of the paper, which remains slightly
visible in raking light. Doctor and sheet coaters even out the height differences in the paper:
the dips are filled and the humps barely covered. The difference is unnoticeable, because
usually two layers are applied with the last one being smoothed. The difference is further reduced when the paper is calendered after coating.
period
– 15th and 16th century (Italy) to present
– before 1892, no known references to coated machine57 paper.

2.13.4 laminating
aim
To make thick and rigid cardboards and pasteboards.
method
The lamination of paper sheets with starch or bone glue, synthetic glues are currently
used. Strawboard is often glued together with water glass (sodium silicate, Na2SiO3 · 5
H2O). Machine laminated papers are mostly put together using rollers to press the paper
web together after the glue has been applied. Normally, laminated paper has more than two
layers glued together to improve dimensional stability.
57 [Weiss, 1983-190] *TA - “1892 Coater for double sided coating (art paper).”
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traces
– laminated cardboards and pasteboards consist of multiple layers. The glue type is determined using specialised tests, including stain tests. Sometimes the glue is present as a separate layer
– hand laminated papers can have the machine direction of the paper alternated for each
separate layer
– with machine laminated papers, the machine direction of each layer is the same, the papers are unrolled while being glued together. Mould or felt sides are often glued together
to reduce deformation
– a machine paper is indicated when the outermost layer is thinner than the innermost
layer/layers, and is different to the core material in composition.
period
1250 - present

2.14 enhancing appearance [12]
2.14.1 colouring
aim
To colour paper, to decorate.
method
Paper can be coloured in a many different ways.
– by coating
– with a brush
– with a roll
– with a doctor
– by dipping
– single-sided
– double-sided
– by spraying.
NB: decorated papers are omitted here because of the bewilderingly large number of
techniques and variations.
traces
1

2

3
4

traces of the techniques applied are visible:
i
brush stroke traces
ii striped traces of a doctor
iii reliefs caused by the surface of a roll
the paper web is fed through colouring matter, usually a fluid: the dye uniformly
colours the paper web. Under the microscope, the fibres appear as evenly coloured
fibres. The paper itself is coloured to the core. Highly saturated colours can be achieved
in this manner, but these often have the disadvantage of shedding colour when rubbed.
Also, this type of colour saturated paper is not waterfast due to an excess of dye.
dyes and pigments can be sprayed onto paper during the manufacturing process: not all
fibres are coloured evenly, the paper's core is not evenly coloured
colours can be applied to paper using rollers: not all fibres are evenly coloured, the
paper's core is not coloured, or only barely.

period
1250 - present.
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2.14.2 applying relief
aim
Impressed markings and relief pressings are applied to decorate paper and boards. They
are normally applied to the entire sheet/roll, but can also be applied locally.
method
– hammering dry board to impart a dented structure, often applied to book and folder
covering
– a relief is pressed in a thick paper (when dry or wet) by a textured surface, or carved
stamp. This can be a partial pattern (stamp: impressed mark), or a stochastic or regular
pattern that covers the entire paper (embossed paper)
– by passing a sheet of paper between two rollers, the relief on one or both rollers is imparted to the paper. This is known as web-embossing
– single-sided: one of the rollers has a relief, and the other is relatively soft and smooth.
The relief in the paper or cardboard is mainly on the side that was in contact with the relief roller
– double-sided: one of the rollers has a relief that is also on the other roller in the negative
version: (patrix and matrix). The paper (dry or wet) is completely deformed, and the relief on both sides of the paper or cardboard is equally deep.
traces
The relief is the trace.
period
– after 1673, impressed mark (Fr. papier Terrier58)
– ~1700 relief impression, brocade papers (De. Augsburg59).

2.15 conditioning for the market [13]
2.15.1 sorting
aim
To grade and select paper sheets to obtain a uniform quality. To rank second, third or
still inferior qualities of paper. During sorting, sheets are also often counted to check the
packaging amount.
method
Assessing by hand, both sides of each individual sheet, in look-through and/or raking
light.
traces
None.
period
1250 - present (for handmade and specialty papers).

58 [Weiss, 1983-139] *TA - “1673 - a specially stamped paper, ‘paper Terrier’, was specified for use in rent rolls and stock books in France. This paper often shows stamps or embossing at the top of the sheet, which corresponds with the watermark. Papermakers were
obliged to watermark these papers. The stamps changed with the renewal of the lease contract, every six to seven years”.
59 [Weiss, 1983-153] *TA - “~1700 - gold and silver decorated papers, also known as brocade papers, occur first in Augsburg. They where known as Augsburger papers in former times. Embossed with an intaglio press using copperplates, the leaf metal was not gold- or
silver leaf but brass- or tin foil”.
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2.15.2 wrapping
aim
To protect paper from dents and dirt. To be able to label the wrapping with data such as
the origin, quality and quantity of the contents. To guarantee the correct moisture content
of the packed quantity of paper at a given temperature.
method
– the paper is wrapped in a piece of sturdy(r) paper.
– the paper is wrapped, sometimes rolled and wrapped, and packed in a barrel, box or
crate.
– rolls of paper are tightly wound and packed in paper.
traces
In principle, wrapping leaves no traces. If the wrapping fails, deformation and local soiling can occur. This cannot be determined with a single sheet of paper.
period
1250 - present.

2.15.3 acclimatising
aim
to facilitate and improve the printability of paper by combating deformation due to becoming moist or drying out.
method
The paper is stored for more than a month in an acclimatised room to acquire an even
moisture content and temperature throughout the stack. The paper is then packed in waterproof material, and rapidly shipped to its destination. At the destination, the climate needs
to be roughly the same as that in the paper warehouse. This is a rather modern concept
arising from the storing of large quantities of paper by paper merchants.
traces
None.
period
~1850 present.
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paper warehouse van Gelder paper mill Apeldoorn [de Iongh, 1934-p.176]
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advertisement for Swedish pulp from: Sweden as producer of wood goods, pulp, paper, tar and other forest-products.
Stockholm: Svenska teknologföreningens förlag, 1920 -p.121-fig. 101
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[3] the papermakers’ rationale
“The proper management of the rags while in the mill is a great part of the art of the paper manufacturer;
and for this no rule can be given, as it wholly depends upon the material he has to work, and the article he
intends to produce from it.”
Hansard, T. C. Typographia: an historical sketch of the origin and progress of the art of printing London:
Baldwin, Craddock and Joy, 1825 p.214

Should the paper conservator wish to have a good insight into what paper is, and why
that one sheet is so different from the one that demanded attention yesterday, then they
must understand how the papermaker handles their resources, and the consequences that
has for the paper being made at that moment. Thus, in this section, the papermaker is the
central figure because their handling of the raw material also determines to a certain extent
how the conservator works, and how the various papers are now kept, cared for, and treated.
By looking through the eyes of the papermaker and his (rag) suppliers, it becomes clear
which elements play a role in the creation of paper. In this way, how these elements interact
can also be examined and discussed, which makes their complex interrelationship easier to
understand. Paper is not inherently a self-contained phenomenon, but a purposefully made
material. By regarding it from the side of the maker, and thus also from their inside knowledge, we, as conservators, can better understand what makes this sheet precisely what it is,
and not another one. By understanding how the papermaker achieves their objective, we
can find our way in a material that has been made for so long, and in so many ways, that
the variation seems bewilderingly great. This study attempts to take away at least some of
this bewilderment.
A craft is built on raw materials, tools, and knowledge. To make paper, the only basic necessities are fibres, water, a stamper, a mould, and the knowledge to use them in a coherent
manner. The principle of papermaking would thus seem quite clear and simple. For most of
us, paper is a material that predictably behaves as the user wishes it to behave. However,
that convenience is misleading, for to reach that point, a great deal of inventiveness, insight,
and skill must be employed. Centuries of working with the resources to hand preceded taking this ease of use –'plug and play' in contemporary terms– for granted. Papermaking has
long been a trade of empiricism: knowledge through observing what produces the best results. Even though, over time, that aspect has been pushed further to the background by a
more scientific approach, the understanding of paper through the paper itself, by observing
with eyes backed with knowledge, is still the foundation of genuine conservation research.
Contrary to what many may think, the papermaker is not subject to what they can make
with tools and material, but to which use the customer wants to put their paper. What is
more, the buyer has a multitude of applications for paper. For as Loeber60 observes, it is the
buyer who makes it possible for the papermaker to practice their trade. This is perhaps not
entirely true for the earliest papers, because papermaking was then still being developed, but
the fact remains that a great variety of papers can be made with the same materials and
tools. Naturally, the papermaker has their own interests: first and foremost, they want to
make a living for themselves and their family. Although variation was part of their repertoire, too many changes or experiments could harbour the risk of reduced income. Therefore, the papermaker leaned heavily on what they knew. That is not to say that the door was
closed to change at all costs: pragmatism ensured that possible improvements were made,
even if only for keeping up with the competition. It is thus not surprising that the Hollander beater was invented in the Zaandam region, the then crossroads of modern technology. There, the windmills with their large energy capacity, and the machines that could be
driven by them, inspired a papermaker to take a totally different approach to the pulping of
60 [Loeber, 1982-45] “Taking into consideration that all rules in papermaking have their exceptions we come to the conclusion that apart from local trends the demands of the customer will in most cases have been decisive.” NB. Loeber was the last in a line of paper
merchants with a great interest in paper history, his magnum opus is the work sited here ‘Paper mould and mouldmaker’.
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raw material and developed a machine that is now known as the Hollander beater. This
opened the way to various paper types with different properties, but with no change to the
fundamentals.
Paper was used in many applications61 soon after the earliest papers were first made. For
it is the end user who gives paper a raison d'être, a purpose, and it is the papermaker who
underpins that and makes it possible with their knowledge and skill. Thus, to that end, the
papermaker must make a careful translation to a paper that meets the needs of the customer/user, otherwise they will be unsatisfied. It is in this task that the papermaker shows their
characteristic purposefulness and versatility, merely by using simple materials and exploiting
their every possibility. This includes cleverly dealing with the economic implications of the
choices they may make. Papermaking should therefore not be regarded as a romantic, isolated trade, but as a hard, goal-orientated, economic activity in which there is a constant tension between the available opportunities, and the demands of the end use. That this creates
a material with a great, and, for some, an evocative beauty, is to be considered as a fortunate, but collateral property.
The rag trade is the foundation of the old paper industry, but has remained a relatively
neglected subject, although, in recent years, it has attracted more attention in paper history
literature62. Modern people have practically no knowledge of rags. Old, slightly worn clothing goes in a plastic bag to processors, who sort it according to saleability as second-hand
clothing. The sewing threads alone add so much synthetic fibre that the unsalable items cannot be processed into paper. Let alone a rag and bone man asking for rags door-to-door
which might be only a remote memory for the oldest among us. Therefore the author has
closely studied and elaborated on the terminology of rags63 in order to underpin this important subject. A better picture of the factors playing roles in the rag trade has been obtained by excerpting sixteen classifications from chiefly nineteenth century sources. Such
classifications reflect the important scope of rags with regards to papermaking, and will be
further described below.
The appearance of the resulting paper is determined to a high degree by the manner in
which the papermaker extracts suitable fibres from their raw materials, and processes them.
Therefore, the following step is to study what consequences pulping can have, and what paper can then be made from it. Although the early papermaker utilised few resources, over
time papermaking became more complex, and changed from a craft into an industry. More
and more materials began to play a role in the composition of paper. This development as
such is documented in the professional literature from the perspective of the paper chemist
and -engineer, but for the conservator, who, after all, is condemned to ‘reverse engineering’64 –the interpretation of an existing paper, and not the making of it– it is often difficult

61 [Bloom, 2001-33] “A Chinese story set in 93 B.C.E. records the first use of facial tissue- an imperial guard advised a prince to cover
his nose with a piece of zhi and another story mentions poisonous medicine wrapped in he-ti -the word is glossed by a second-century
C.E. commentator as a thin piece of red zhi. By the first century C.E. however, well before Cai Lun supposedly invented the material,
paper was already used for writing, indicating that papermakers had discovered how to surmount one of its few disadvantages: unless
the surface is treated in some way, it absorbs ink like a blotter. Specimens from the third century indicate that papermakers had a range of sizing techniques, from coating the surface with gypsum to treating it with gum, glue, or starch, to prevent the ink from spreading.”
[Bloom, 2001-35-36] “The Chinese soon discovered that paper was suitable for purposes other than wrapping, writing, and painting.
They used it for ceremonial offerings, household articles, clothing, hats, and kites-which the Chinese firmly believe were invented in
China.”
62 see for example [Watson, 1993], [de Groot, 2001], [Schmidt, 2013 & 2015].
63 Velzen, Bas van. ’Annotated terminology of the rag trade’ non-published research. The terminology is sorted according to the concepts of colour/pattern, fibre, geographic origin, machine/tool, material origin, process, properties, and quality. These concepts describe the world of rags and the rag trade. An attempt was made to clarify the interrelationships in the annotation of the associated
terms.
64 in Banik and Brückle’s ‘Paper and water’ [p.113, fig.4.42], this fact is illustrated by comparing the steps the papermaker and the conservator follow in respectively making and treating paper. The conservator begins his research with the paper product’s appearance,
while the papermaker begins with the fibre. The named steps go from micro to macro: fibre, pulp composition, paper structure, paper
property, original purpose, actual use, natural ageing. This highlights the difference between the rationales of the papermaker and the
conservator.
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to translate the technical developments into a logical conclusion.
The earliest European paper can be regarded as a skeuomorph65 of parchment: it is thick,
smooth, and hence the mould structure is more or less absorbed by the thickness of the paper. However, to save material and to keep books to a reasonable thickness, paper must be
made thinner than its first parchment-like appearance. Consequently, the irregularities in
paper caused by the mould texture became more dominant: a fairly flexible pen will catch
on them. The contemporary mould structure also led to differences66 in thickness. With the
relief printing process, this converts into differences in pressure, which can result in uneven
printing. A light-coloured paper is important for writing and printing paper. Therefore, developments in the European paper manufacture must be regarded in the light of a striving
for an increasingly uniform, smooth, and white product. Over the course of time, these objectives have been achieved in an accelerating rhythm to deliver the somewhat lifeless,
smooth, isotropic and white paper of our period that does indeed meet all the requirements
of printability, writability and strength, but through this, has been stripped precisely of all
the distinctive character of its predecessors.
This section will examine the deeper and changing discourse of the traditional papermaker and their more schooled successors, and hence reveal information with which paper
can be more fully described and understood in its applications by exercising the highly developed eyes of the conservator. Modern paper is made in an entirely different manner from
the old, and yet everyone recognises paper as paper, regardless of the fabrication technique.
This means that paper is an almost archetypical material, in which the evident differences
are concealed, as it were, by the user's perception of the notion of paper. Knowledge about
paper, and how it is made and why it is made that way, should also be further widespread,
so that the differences are better appreciated and can be placed in their proper context. Let
us choose as a guide here, the authority par excellence, the papermaker.

sorting and cutting rags in interbellum France [photo François Kollar in ‘La France travaille, vol V: Fabriques à
papier’. Paris: éditions de Horizons de France, 1932 p.346].

65 [Enshaian, 1997-38] “From a brush on absorbent, unsized paper, one passes to less flexible tools which require a surface that is firmer
and less porous. And so one learns that in the twelfth century starch was added to Moorish papers made in the region of Valencia,
which produced a thick paper with a glazed surface that was highly regarded. These characteristics can only remind one of parchment,
and these earliest papermakers had sought to achieve a surface quality close or comparable to that over which a goose quill or reed glided without catching.”
66 these moulds made laid paper, the smoother wove paper was only made in significant quantities after ~1780
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sorting rags in the municipal rag sorting establishment Amsterdam 1916 [www.geheugenvannederland.nl/?/nl/items/
SFA03:SFA022005395 - from magazine Het Leven, Spaarnestad Photo].
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3.1 rag trade and rag sorting
“Flax is the permanent companion of man. It is there in his first baby napkins, clothes him in his later life in
the form of a shirt, and also goes with him in his grave. On his voyages it renders him invaluable services as a
sail, helping him for instance to get from Cadiz to Rome in seven days. In the form of paper it refines his soul,
and closes his journey through life with a medical prescription, an obituary note in a paper or a death
sentence.”
citation by G. Schaefer from a non-acknowledged 18th century encyclopædic source in: CIBA review, nº 49
(1945): ‘Flax and Hemp’. p.1795.

Up until the end of the eighteenth century, the papermaker's basic material was mostly
society’s textile refuse. The raw material had thus a secondary origin: the fibres had already
been used in their first, primary employment as clothing, rope, sails, fishing nets, and so
forth. This imparted the raw material with certain properties, which the papermaker had to
take into account:
1 the fibre is processed to an extent that matches the intended use
i
flax can be processed to a very coarse state, which would now be called (jute) sacking, but also into very fine under-clothing [see figure 13: p.60]
2 the fibre is used to the extent that it no longer meets the demands of the original
utilisation
i
clothing can be so worn out that the cohesion between the threads is lost
ii sails, nets and ropes become soft through constant mechanical stress; the surface is
damaged by exposure to the elements and sunlight
3 the fibre is dirty and dirt particles penetrate the threads
i
with clothing affected by body soiling, there is dust, all kinds of stains, and soap
residues
ii sails, nets and rope are affected by atmospheric dust and dirt, tar and tan
4 the textiles are of various thicknesses, weights, and dimensions
i
seams, buttonholes (Fr. aiguillettes), buttons, metal hooks, and eyes in sails (Eng.
grommets) can be present
5 with clothing, the composition is often mixed; warp and weft can be of different fibre
types
6 the quality of rags is generally dependent on the locality of the rag collection:
i
rags from the countryside are of coarser material, worn by use, and more often
washed with more or less strong chemicals67 (work clothing), but still sturdier than
town rags
ii rags from towns and prosperous areas are less worn, of finer material, usually
washed with soap, but also often bleached, and therefore weaker68
iii a proportion of the worst quality rags are collected in towns, as poverty69 is deeper
there than in the countryside.
One exception to the use of using secondary fibre sources was the use of flax and hemp
tops (Fr, étoupes), the short fibres that are removed by hackling70. Oakum was made from
67 in the countryside, washing was normally done with light forms of 'lessives' of homemade lye (potash) compared to the towns where
the more expensive soap, and combinations of lime and lye were usually used. This distinction is made explicitly in many rag
classifications.
68 [Figuier, 1873-219] *TA - “Rags are very different according to their origin. Thus, for example, those in the cities are finer, but more
worn by the operations of chlorine bleaching than those of the countryside.” NB. this is obviously written after the onset of chlorine
as bleaching agent.
69 [Clapperton, 1952-24] “The quality of rags obtained in any district reflects to a remarkable degree the prosperity or general habits of
the inhabitants. Rags from prosperous sea side towns, or fashionable health resorts, are always far superior to those from poor industrial areas. Scotch rags are generally better than English rags, and country rags are cleaner than those collected in London and other
large cities.”
70 hackling is the combing of flax and hemp fibres to remove the outer bast and associated shives, and to separate fibre bundles to make a
finer yarn.
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tops, but it was also used for paper. Another exception was that in the last half of the eighteenth century, cotton was used as primary raw material in the form of lint71 that separates
from yarn (called ‘flyings’) while being spun, and was gathered as sweepings. In both cases,
it concerns waste - post industrial, pre consumer, in fact - that was produced in the primary
processing stage of the textile industry.
The rags were collected by specialised rag collectors72 (men and women), who pick them
out of rubbish, or gather them door-to-door. With the latter, a small remuneration was often given to ensure goodwill of housewife or maid for future visits. Rarely was money given,
instead, the remuneration consisted of items like pins and needles, or holystones73 for scouring stoops. Rag collection was often regulated74 and restricted to licence holders. These licence systems led to the trade taking on a guild-like form in many regions of Europe, under
which the licence often remained in families, and outsiders could be excluded. In France,
the government tried to grasp control of the fringes of society through the issuing of licences, and town rubbish collection75 became strictly regulated. Rag collecting was often directly related to second-hand clothes and the collection of other reusable waste such as
bones, (supplying fat for the soap industry, collagen for gelatin, and phosphorus for soil fertiliser), leather and fur (for soil fertiliser), feathers, glass, and metal. Rag collecting also
forms part of a greater whole of what has come to the fore in our current throwaway society
as recycling, revalorisation of materials and waste, but essentially has always been present
throughout history.
In the earliest period, rag collectors76 probably supplied rags directly to the paper mills.
This limited the area77 in which it was worth collecting rags in relation to the distance to the
paper mill: the catchment area was too small, so rags were collected beyond it. The collection area also had to be extended due to the high demand for rags, and their relatively limited availability. As Schmidt78 contended, an extensive territory was needed for the capability to collect enough rags to supply paper mills with sufficient raw materials. Therefore, it
was more logical to sell rags to a middleman. These local merchants bought rags and functioned as a depot, by which the quantity of rags became more economically interesting.
There was often a relationship between a paper mill and one or more merchants. The occurrence of paper mills was limited to certain areas, as not all regions provided water suitable
for papermaking (low iron content is one requirement). Despite the increase in the price of
rags, a trade arose in which it evidently paid to transport rags over long(er) distances.
Scarcity of rags and the allied high price was an important motive for trading and transporting them. Although accounts of the rag shortage are strongly connected with the
French-English conflict at the end of the eighteenth century that dramatically reduced con71 [Hofmann, 1873-322] “A small proportion only of cotton is lost while it is made into thread, but the quantities consumed by the civilized world are so enormous, that the waste is sufficient to supply many paper-mills. It is sorted according to its origin into several qualities, the lowest of which are the sweepings of the mills.”
72 to author’s knowledge, the oldest reference to rag collecting is a regulation regarding rag selling in thirteenth century Paris, France, issued by King Louis IX (1214, †1270) [Degaast, 1945-1839]
73 in England, known as a rubbing stone, or donkey stone.
74 for more examples, see Thiel, 1932-135.
75 for an extensive description of rubbish in France, and its developments, see Barles and Sabine. L’invention des déchets urbains. Seyssel: Éditions Champ Vallon, 2005 and the last section of Degaast, 1945. A film showing rag collecting: ’La Zone, au pays des chiffonniers’ by Georges Lacombe (1928); to be viewed at: http://www.mheu.org/fr/chiffonniers/zone.htm (2015-04-03).
76 in a description of the hierarchy of workers in a paper mill, Dümler states that rag collecting and cutting did not really belong to
the papermaking trade since this work could be done without learning how to make paper: [Dümler, 1664-442] *TA - “The first eight
names [from 'Meister' via 'Büttenknecht', to 'Lehrjung'] actually belong to the craft of the papermaker, and the last two jobs as rag collecting and cutting can be done by those who are neither working in the art, nor have learned the trade.
77 Keferstein describres this from the perspective of the (German) papermaker: [Keferstein, 1766-12- §9] *TA -“A middle sized German
paper mill that is driven by a water wheel, requires, as the principal thing, a circumference of a few miles to gather the rags.”
78 [Schmidt, 2013-54] *TA - “If we neglect the development of measurements over the centuries, and let the pound be a pound, we can
include an analysis from the early nineteenth century that would result in about 3 pounds of rags per inhabitant per year. If we relate
these figures to the quantities required in Reutlingen, one will not be wrong if one considers a raw material territory of about 50,000
inhabitants as necessary for the four paper mills.” This calculation is based on an earlier conclusion by Schmidt that a vat needs about
50 kilo of rags per day.
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tinental trade, the rag trade, and the paper industry as a consequence, had always suffered
from a relative scarcity of material. Rags were regularly smuggled rather than legally traded.
Especially in North Holland, where the Hollander beater made an increased production
possible, the high demand for raw materials often led to illegal imports79. The avoidance of
export duties was a major motive for smuggling, hiding, or processing rags into coarse cardboard (free of such duties) to be later formed80 into paper. The shift from coins to paper in
the economy also made paper raw materials into a strategically81 important good. Certain
qualities82, such as sturdiness and purity, were more sought after than others, and could
sometimes be found in rags from other regions. The value of rags was primarily determined
by supply, but the type and quality of rags played a role that was not to be underestimated.
This is the reason why rags from regions of low demand were transported to regions where
demand was high. Consequently, the geographic origin83 is regularly stated in nineteenth
century lists, which is also a quality indicator for those in the know.
The market emphasised these differences due to their economical significance. The dealers made a rough sorting of the collected rags in order to increase the yield. This classification followed certain criteria, and was refined, or more roughly done, according to local
practice:
1 fibre type
i
linen, hemp, nettle, cotton, wool84
ii mixed (different warp and weft)
2 fibre structure
i
coarse, medium, fine
3 condition
i
new, used, worn
ii bleached, unbleached
4 colour
i
clean, dirty
ii coloured, patterned, printed.
Although it is clear from the literature that the selection of rags85 was strongly connected
to the paper that the papermaker wanted to make, the earliest found classifications of rag
types, if they were given at all, are not so refined on type, and the types given above are
mostly only partly elaborated. Lalande86 in his Art de faire le papier (1761) gives classifications into three and six types: “les fins, les moyens, & les grossiers ou bulles”87 and “le super79 [Wehrs, 1789-369] *TA - “Dutch paper-makers get their rags from all parts of the world. Those from Lisbon are very crude; those he
gets from Germany are much more delicate. The Dutch, in their own country, might not find a tenth part of the rags or scraps that are
being used. They also draw many from France, and every hundredweight of these when not imported as contraband come higher than
38 livres in French coin; otherwise the hundredweight is no more than eight or nine livres.”
80 although the subject in this citation is white printing paper the practice is doubted here: [Wehrs, 1789-342/343] *TA - “Bohemia is
especially known for their beautiful white printing papers. Whether it is true, however, that in the seventeenth century the Bohemian
printing papers were brought to Holland, reprocessed, and made into new sized papers, requires a closer examinationq. Perhaps it was
just linen rags.” [reference q)] “q) Bohusl. Balbinus in miscell. Regn. Bohemian mentions this.”
81 strategic in the military sense are maps and such, but more important is the fact that money over the course of the eighteenth century
was in the form of bonds (assignats, shares, etc.) written on paper, or printed, by which paper acquired a new and important role.
82 for example, the observation of Lalande on rags coming from Burgundy to the north of Auvergne, at least a distance through mountainous terrain of well over a hundred kilometres (Moulins - Ambert = 192 km). [Lalande, 1761-6/10] *TA - “The rags of Burgundy
are the most esteemed among the Manufacturers of Auvergne, because, they say, care has been taken in Burgundy to wash them [with
lye] before they are sold, and they think that well-washed rags makes more beautiful paper.” (also quoted in [note 33 p.17]).
83 see 6 on [page 53].
84 rags of pure wool were used for woollen felt, regenerated wool (in England named ‘shoddy’ for long fibres, ‘mungo’ for short fibres, in
France ‘laine renaissance’) or as fertiliser: [Stones, 1856-745] “Moreover, no other manufacture competes for worn-out linen and cotton garments, they being neither ground into shoddy and worked up again into cloth, as old woollen garments of some descriptions,
nor used for manure as other woollen goods, and even tinder is becoming a study for antiquarians”
85 [Halle, 1762-126] *TA - “The old discarded rags are sorted for their fineness in the paper mill: the white linen to the writing-paper,
the coloured to the blue, the woollen to blotting paper.”
86 [Lande, M de la. Art de faire le papier. Paris: Saillant & Nyon, 1761 p.7/13.]
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fin, le fin, les coutures de fin, le moyen, le coutures de moyen, le bulle”88, and many names
for types that could either not be used, or serve as wrapping paper (grey paper). A contemporary German source (1762) gives seven types89: “von den leinenen Hadern macht man
einen grobe, mittelfeine und feine Abteilung. Die kattunenen Lumpen, ... Nesseltuch und
Klar ... Battiste und den feinen holländischen und andren Leinwandten ...”90. Keferstein91
(1766) mentions woollen and 'linen' rags that were only suitable for wrapping paper, while
the better paper types were made from ”fine, medium, poor, brown, and blue rags ...”. These
rough classifications can be considered as those peculiar to the trade. The paper mills probably carried out a more refined sorting of their supplied types. Voorn92 described the sorting
as done in a Zaandam paper mill, which determines the paper quality to a high extent.
Fourteen types were sorted: best, medium, coarse, fine seams, medium seams, coarse seams
and new; best new, 2nd type new, Hilversum or striped new, Russian or cotton new, and
smooth new, and muslin. In the nineteenth century, classifications became more refined and
by the end of the century, were drastically regulated by recently established associations of
paper manufacturers, which wanted to exert control over delivered qualities, and to reinforce this with agreements made across the entire industry.
An early, perhaps even the first example of a rational approach to rag sorting in order to
make specific paper types, is found with Piette (185393, 94). Initially, he organises his recipes
for coloured paper around the rag choice, and only later enters into the use of pigments and
dyes [figure 22]. His classification comprises 33 classes, in which all criteria above are further elaborated. It must thus also be read as a classification by the manufacturer, and not by
the rag merchant.
In Hamburg, as depot of the North German rag merchants, a letter system giving the
rag type was used to facilitate international trade95. This system is also found in the English
and American literature, because many rags were imported there from North Germany. In
this seemingly logical system, the previously mentioned selection criteria of fibre sort, fibre
structure, colour and condition are transposed into letters: for example C for cotton (fibre
type) and F for fine (structure), W for white (colour), and SP for super (condition). Unfortunately, the chosen letter combinations did not succeed in achieving a consistent classification. For example, W indicates white, but also wool. The classifications such as those of
Piette and the Verein der deutschen Papierfabrikanten of 1874, i.e. papermakers’ classifica87 *TA -the fine, the middle, the rough, the thick (bulle also means swollen).
88 *TA -the super fine, the fine, the seams of the fine, the seams of the middle, the rough.
89 remarkable in this citation is the distinction between linen rags named ‘Hadern’ and those of cotton named ‘Lumpen’.: [Halle,
1762-127f ] *TA - “These ugly discharges of long-worn garments are at least divided into seven heaps; from the linen rags [Hadern]
one makes a coarse, medium and fine division. The cotton rags [Lumpen] are only used for mediocre writing papers, since the stampers are not capable of completely washing out the printed mordanted colours. Nettle and clean rags give the matter for the finest writing paper, which is also true of the batiste and the fine Dutch and other linen. The woollen rags, the blue linen, each are thrown onto
their particular heap by girls”
90 linen rags sorted in rough, middle and fine, cotton rags, nettle and clean, battist, fine Dutch rags and other linens.
91 [Keferstein, 1766-15-§19] *TA -“[rags] There are, as everyone knows, two known sorts, woollen and bagging [leinene: which probably means very rough linen cloth meant for bagging: ‘Packhader’], which are not very well suited. For it is all too well known that nothing can be made of them except grey cardboard and maculature, and for parts of the last one our scholars are more than willing to
help. It thus remains merely in the form of linen, which is, according to their fineness, manner, and color, sorted into different varieties. It is possible to divide them into five species, first in fine, in medium, in rough, in brown, and in blue. Or to express myself in
terms of the papermakers’ trade: in Post, Canzeley, Schreibe, Concept and rough blue rags.” For the significance of the latter summary
[see figure 23].
92 here Voorn describes and cites a recipe book (probably from the beginning of the nineteenth century) from the Van Gelder archives,
in which rags are divided into fourteen types. This is possibly the selection demanded by the papermaker and not the more rough classification of a rag merchant: [Voorn, 1975-17] “From this 'recipe', once again is proven that the generally recognised supremacy of
Dutch paper is founded especially on great care in the sorting and cleaning of the rags. This was enforced by fines where necessary”.
93 Piette, Louis. Essais sur la coloration des pâtes à papier. Paris: Librairie scientifique-industrielle de L. A. Mathias, 1853 p.3-14
94 besides being the owner of a paper factory, Piette (1803-†1862) was also the publisher of a French-language newspaper for paper
factories, the Journal des Fabricants de Papier. Articles were exchanged with his German counterpart, Rudel, publisher of the CentralBlatt für deutsche Papierfabrikation. It is therefore not surprising that in a period of four years, both issued a publication containing
samples of rags, which undoubtedly took much work and organisation [see figure 22].
95 for said classifications [see appendix V - rag classifications p. 220].
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tions, do not have this inconsistency, but give numbers with matching exact descriptions.
Furthermore, the sorting is according to increasing rag96 coarseness, whereby it is immediately clear how the different classes of rags relate to each other and to the paper to be made
of them. After 1900, various sources continued to give rag classifications, but with the importance of rags decreasing in the paper industry, the refinement was also lost, and the lists
became correspondingly shorter. Nevertheless, the most refined list is from around 1940
and stems from a Parisian rag merchant’s house, where a complete division into every type
of textile that could be supplied as rags was employed. L’établissements Soulier97 used seventeen categories to sort 382 individually named rags98 that were listed in French and English.

figure 22: rags nº17 from Piette’s classification: hempen, grey or coloured coarse rags [Piette, 1853-p.11 UvA
Bijzondere Collecties OTM:K94-12 - photo BvV]

These lists show that the previously mentioned criteria were translated into terms whose
meaning, in any case, was understood at a local level, within the rag trade, and the paper industry. The rationalisation99 in the nineteenth century produced formal classifications that
described the different qualities of rags, and translated them into more abstract codes in the
form of letter combinations and better still, numbers. It is interesting to note that the
French Soulier classification given by Degaast is very structured, but makes no attempt to
replace words with numbers. This list also seems intended to illustrate a more sociological
approach to the rag collection phenomenon as the preceding chapter describes amongst
other rag related subjects the hard and miserable life of rag collectors.

96 [Dunbar, 1881-11] “The simplicity and efficiency of sorting the different rags by this method of numbers are evident; the workpeople
having only to know that the higher the number is, the coarser the quality of the rags becomes.”
97 [Degaast, 1945-1888] classification centrale des établissements Soulier, Paris ±1942.
98 for this list and a brief introduction, see https://www.papergnomon.net/front/bycatch.php “Sorting rags: finesse in a dirty job.”
99 [Figuier, 1873-219] *TA - “Enter the classification adopted by Piette. The author had replaced in his factory the names such as fine
white, semi-fine, hard, greasy, good, greasy with shives, etc. which are not always exact and vary according to the country, by numbers,
that once adapted consistently, better represented the quality of each species.”
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conclusion
The notion 'rag paper' suggests that rags were an amorphous, undifferentiated source of
fibres, but, in fact, the opposite is true. By nature of their mutual differences, rags were a diverse source of raw material for the papermaker. By rationalising the sorting of collected
rags, the papermaker was able to isolate from the multiple rag types the ones that would
provide the best guarantee for making the type of paper intended. In addition, this gave the
possibility to concentrate more on buying rags that possessed the necessary properties
through a more simple pre-sorting, which avoided buying less suitable types of rags. In this
way, excessive refuse was prevented, and the papermaker gained more control over the cost
price of the produced paper.
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3.2 from rag to paper
“Le Papier dont on fait usuge aujourd'hui dans toute l'Europe, n'est formé que du vieux linge usé qu'on a mîs
au rebut, & qui ne peut servir à rien.”
Lalande, M de. Art de faire le papier. Paris: Saillant & Nyon, 1761 p.5

The pre-sorting and further sorting of rags in the paper mill/factory was motivated by
the fact that the different rag types have different properties, which can be incompatible
when being processed into pulp. Sorting also serves to part the most suitable types for making a specific paper type from those less suitable. There is thus a relationship between certain types of rags, and the type of paper that can be made from them. Only grey100 paper
can be made from some rags, while other types can be used in white paper: the latter is that
intended to serve101 as a writing or printing surface while the former is unsuitable for that
purpose. A simplified classification of pre 19th century paper types could look like this:
type

function

sizing

properties

writing
printing

hard, smooth, light coloured
soft, even thickness, light coloured

filter

sized
sometimes
sized
no sizing

wrapping
blotting

no sizing
no sizing

strong, cheap, (greyish white, grey, blue)
soft, absorbent, (white, green, rose)

white paper

strong, open, clean, light coloured

grey paper

table 4: classification of early paper types

The properties of rags required to produce the above-mentioned properties of fibre type,
structure, condition, and colour are treated individually in the following paragraphs.

3.2.1 fibre sort
The fibre type used for a given paper determines to a great extent the properties of that
paper, because the different fibres in a plant102 fulfil different functions. These properties are
also expressed in the paper, and thus enable the papermaker to direct the paper's principle
properties.

3.2.1.1 bast fibres: flax, hemp and nettle
The bast fibres of flax, hemp, and nettle serve to keep the stem upright. The fibres consist of relatively hard, low lignin-containing fibre bundles cemented together with pectin
and hemicellulose, and having an angular, polygonal cross-section. The fibre bundles are separated from the stems through retting, an enzymatic fermentation process. The elementary
100 the terms white- and grey paper are direct translations from the dutch ‘witpapier’ and ‘grauwpapier’ as the main types of paper produced. In the Netherlands ‘wit’ and ’grauw’ denotes the type of paper a mill produced e.g. writing and printing (white) and/or wrapping
(grey).
101 the following early text is taken from a book on the use of plants (and their fibres) in medicine and describes various kinds of paper
that are said to have a ‘drying’ effect. Although this book has a non-paper subject the different paper types are very well described and
the text also gives rise to the idea that printing papers were not standardly sized. [Lonitzer, 1703-156] *TA - “Our paper is now made
out of beaten cloth, and in no way less in quality nor strength, as the old paper is, but even more excellent and better, although there
can be a large difference between them, where one surpasses the other. One of them is very bad, and totally not suited for writing, and
is called wrapping or canceled paper, that is used by the grocers and others, to wrap their goods, so that they stay clean, and is called in
the Greek Chartam emporeticam, and in Latin Chartam Mercatorium which is, grocers’ paper. The other however is clean and good,
smooth and thick, which is required to be written, is well-sized, so that it holds the ink, and does not penetrate, this shows the many
differences, that one is better, than another is found to be.
Further there is also printing paper which is, clean and white, but serves not to write upon, because it does not hold the ink, but is
only used for printing, since it is not well-sized.”
102 fibres are classed according to their function in the plant. Thus the following plants are differentiated, each with their specific
morphology [see also: classification and botanical names of paper fibre sources: p. 251]:
– bast fibres - fruit fibres - leaf fibres - grasses - wood fibres.
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fibres are comprised of 2-5 cm long ultimate fibres cemented together with a kind of pectin
that is resistant to (primary) retting [see figure 29 p.74]. The great length of the fibre
bundles103 makes for extraordinarily long fibres in textile threads. With spun yarns, the
structure of the yarn depends on the amount of hackling (combing) to which the fibre
bundles have been subjected. Hackling aims to remove the clinging woody matter of the
cortex104 (shives), and to further split the fibre bundles. This process can be extended to obtain fully separated elementary fibres (called ‘line’) for making the finest linen and muslin
textiles. The process also finally separates the ultimate fibres (called ‘tow’) from their
bundles. These are spun into another type of yarn, but also used to make oakum for
caulking ships. Bast fibres dry relatively rapidly, because they transport water to their surface, and can contain 20% water before they feel wet.
The four rag samples illustrated below [figure 23] clearly show what the hackling of flax
signifies for the appearance and properties of textiles made from it. The ranking of the
samples makes clear that the base material steers the end use. The nomenclature indicates
the paper type that would be made from such rags. In addition, one notices that the colour
of natural linen is greyish (‘II Conzepthader’), and that the many shives present in sample I
(‘Packhader’) give the linen a rough and brownish appearance. The two finest samples (III,
IV) are bleached, and a note informs that sample IV is already 100 years old, which declares
the yellow discolouration.

figure 23: linen rag samples grouped in four types; part 3 of the article ’die Stoffmischung’. from: Rudel’s CentralBlatt für deutsche Papierfabrikation nº16 VIII jahrgang, april 1857, p. 251. [Deutsche Nationalbibliothek Leipzig,
Klemm: Bc 17, photo BvV]

Hemp was chiefly used for making heavy sailcloths and ropes, because the fibres are
coarser and thus considered to be stronger than flax. Therefore the fibres are not so extensively combed as those in samples III and IV. Yet hemp is still to be regularly found as the
103 flax is harvested by uprooting the entire plant, and can be 80 - 100 cm long; hemp has stems of up to three metres in length; and nettles grow to about 120 cm.
104 shive content is an important property concerning the quality of linen (and hempen) rags. As Dunbar remarks: [Dunbar, 1881-10]
“The three last-mentioned qualities [of white linen with seams, fine, second, and third quality] are easily distinguished, for as the quality deteriorates the rags become thicker, and, the thicker the rags, the greater the quantity of shive they contain.”
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basis material of fine white paper, where it has mainly originated from untanned, white
sails105 that were very worn.
The relatively hard nature of bast fibres and their low fibrillar angle allows them to be
well fibrillated in hammer mills. Additionally, they hydrate well under the hammers, or
beating, so that the fibres can easily cohere while drying, which results in a good, crisp paper. The fibres more or less retain their angular shape while drying.

3.2.1.2 cotton
Cotton seeds are surrounded by protective fibres. These fibres consist of almost pure cellulose, and have a relatively large lumen: hence the cell walls are proportionally thinner that
those of linen and hemp. After ripening, the fibres lose their roundness and collapse into a
ribbon form. The fibres show a typical rhythmic twist, because the twist direction of the micro-fibrils in the cell walls changes regularly. As cotton is a fruit fibre, the fibres are relatively
soft and are able to retain water.
Before ~1780, cotton is rarely found in white writing and printing paper, except sometimes in Italian paper. Already in the nineteenth century, various authors106, 107 established
that, in contrast to prevalent opinion, cotton did not occur in such old papers. This is confirmed in this author's fibre identification experience. The absence of cotton in white paper
is thus to be considered a distinguishing characteristic. Yet cotton did occur in the rag supply, also in the 16th and 17th century, because it was used in clothing. Cotton as a textile
was produced in Europe, where it was introduced by the Moors into Spain and Italy. Cotton textiles were imported in great quantities from India108, where it was already printed
and dyed, e.g. the popular chintz. Cotton textiles are nearly always coloured, or at least partially so. The question arises as to why cotton was not used for white paper, since linen109
can also be coloured and printed. Many arguments can be put forward for avoiding cotton
in writing and printing paper:

105 [Bower, 1997-4] “Most of this fibre [hemp] came to the papermakers in the form of old rope or worn sailcloth. Most of the rope
would have needed considerable cleaning before use and was generally destined for brown papermaking but much of the sailcloth, although often very dirty, would have been well-bleached by the sun and the sea by the time it reached the papermaker.”
106 the question about the until then assumed use of cotton as a raw material for paper (charta bombycina) is posed around 1886 by the
watermark and paper researcher Moise Briquet who found that none of the papers examined by him contained cotton: [Briquet,
1954-141] *TA - “It appears from the examination of this table that, if certain cotton fibers are seen in certain papers (nos. 6, 7, 55,
56, 57, 58, 73 and 74) it is in consequence of the mixture, in very small quantity, of rags of cotton among those of hemp and linen.
Nowhere, and at any time, does one find paper composed exclusively of cotton, like that which has been assumed to exist to this
day. Such a product should contain only pure cotton fibers to the exclusion of all others, and this does not occur. We even think we
can say that it would be more difficult to produce paper with cotton wool than with rags, since no substance in nature furnishes cellulose in a state as pure and as favourable to handling as worn canvas. Moreover, this matter has no intrinsic value; that is why, from the
technical point of view, it is very unlikely that the first use of cotton wool would be followed by rags.”
107 [Wiesner, 1887-237] *TA - “In the preceding paragraphs it has been shown that the main mass of the Faijum papers is composed of
mechanically more or less strongly degraded linen and hemp fibers.”
[Kick, 1888-137] *TA -“Prof. Dr. Julius Wiesner has shown in a recent publication ... that neither the invention of rag paper is a European invention, nor that the formerly so called cotton paper, i.e. paper made from raw cotton, has ever existed.”
108 [Parthasarathi, 2012-159] “Until recently this account of a late seventeenth-century triumph of Indian cottons in Europe was largely
unchallenged. It was backed by the figures compiled by K. N. Chaudhuri in the 1970s showing that the quantities of cottons imported into London by the English East India Company increased rapidly after 1660 and reached a very high plateau in the 1690s. Similar figures for the Dutch East India Company seemed to confirm the hypothesis that it was in the late seventeenth century that cottons penetrated not just European minds but also crept onto their bodies. More recently, historians such as Beverly Lemire and John
Styles have questioned this narrative, which sees the late seventeenth century as representing a watershed in the history of cotton in
Europe. One might argue, as Lemire does, that Indian cottons achieved popularity as early as the second half of the sixteenth century
when they could be found in even remote Iberian locations. She cites a witness from the town of Renteria testifying ‘that many Portuguese men were going in this Province selling some clothes that they called calicús’. On the other hand, John Styles, in his analysis of
garments reported as stolen in London, suggests that cottons might have been less common than previously thought before the late
eighteenth century. What is becoming clear is that the import of Indian cottons set off a slow shift to that fibre in Europe, but the full
triumph of cotton would await the nineteenth century.”
109 linen is difficult to dye with vat dyes, and therefore the colour range of linen fabrics is much more limited than that of cotton fabrics.
Cotton takes up colour more easily, and retains it better during processing, while linen loses colour with aqueous mechanical
processing.
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1

the cotton fibre is more difficult to render into thinner fibres as hackling does for flax
and hemp. This limits the papermaker in the number of paper types that can be made
from cotton
2 cotton contains very little pectin, and hence its cellulose is sooner deteriorated by retting because pectin is preferentially digested by the ferments’ micro-organisms that now
will use the more difficult to digest cellulose. Thus cotton does not meet the conditions
required for retting [see to ret, or not to ret? p.73]
3 with pulping, cotton sheds its colouring materials less readily110, or even not at all; thus
it can not be used for white paper
4 with stamping, cotton undergoes practically no fibrillation. Even with its high energy
input, the Hollander beater is able to achieve only slight fibrillation, thus cotton fibres
can be fibrillated only a little to not at all111
5 cotton is elastic and less solid 112, 113, 114
6 the soft character of cotton fibres makes it difficult to process with hammer beating,
and the fibres are also easily beaten into undesirable fibre clumps or lentils
7 cotton's differing fibre construction does not allow it to be processed together with linen or hemp in the same pulping machine. Due to the difference in fibrillation, bast
fibres attain the ideal degree of pulping much sooner than cotton: hence, with pulping,
mixed stuffs cause more problems and loss115 of stuff
8 cotton makes an open pulp: the dewatering116 is very rapid because water readily drains
off the smooth fibres; hence, with thin papers, there is no time to make an even layer
on the mould; with thick paper, the paper formation is inferior to that possible with
bast fibres, resulting in a more irregular look-through
9 cotton's limited fibrillation makes for a weaker paper
10 in earlier times, cotton in its raw state was certainly not as white as the white cotton
currently grown: this made it less suitable for the finest paper types. Cotton is indeed
bleached117 to make it completely white, but it is then also often printed

110 [see note: 89] the note also states that cotton can for this reason only be used in second class writing paper, which shows that cotton
was not very much sought after as a ‘quality’ fibre stock but still useable in the lower qualities of paper.
111 the fibrillar angle of cotton is much higher than that of bast fibres (~6° for bast fibres and ~20° for cotton) therefore the fibrils are
more easily stretched along the spiral where the bast fibres are more oriented and therefore easier to fibrillate.
112 [Rudel, 1857-254] *TA - “The fibers of the cotton rags have little strength and elasticity, and must therefore be cautiously mixed with
the linen fibers only in quantities which allow the character of the paper to be expressed. At the same time, there are great differences
between writing and printing papers, since the former only tolerate very slight additions of this material. But here, too, we must pay
attention to what we have said of linen rags. Dark-coloured calico must not be used higher than the lowest sorts of writing paper
[Kanzlei, III gruppe [see figure 23] the light-coloured can be used quite well for the better grades of printing paper, and the white cotton materials are an excellent material to mix into fine printing, copper, and lithography papers.”
113 [Scientific American, 1856-262] “In the Patent Office Report for 1850 there is a letter from James M. Wilcox, of Ivy Mills, on this
subject, in which are some useful hints. It is stated in it that the best qualities of writing paper contain from 30 to 50 per cent. of linen,
and that cotton rags of themselves are too tender to make good strong paper.”
114 [Winckler, 1887-9] *TA -“Cotton is a useful material for papermaking in its spinning fibers, both directly from the plant and from
the spun yarns, and from the rags of the textiles concerned, but the paper produced therefrom is soft and without sufficient strength,
which is why the cotton fiber, without large additions for special purposes, and not mixed with other solid substances, is used for
papermaking.”
115 [Reissek, 1852-23] *TA -“The cotton fibres occurring between the linen fibres have a much denser and more intimate structure than
the flax fibre, and they are thus much more difficultly divided, reduced, and crushed.”
116 Gangolf Ulbricht, paper engineer and -maker sine pari of Berlin, asserts the opposite: cotton can be fibrillated, on the condition that
it is pulped in a specific manner in a separate Hollander (first cutting, and then pulping by abrasion through adjusting the roller). Also
playing a role here is the fact that the modern cotton raw material are usually cotton linters, and not cotton threads in a fabric: thus
short fibre (linters), as against long fibres as the starting point (personal communication: Berlin, 2015-10-17).
117 [Gardner, 1884-8] “Cotton is more easily bleached, and appears to suffer less from the process, than most other textile substances. On
the old plan it was first thoroughly washed in warm water to remove the weaver’s paste or dressing; then bucked or “bowked” (boiled)
in a weak alkaline lye, or in milk of lime, to remove colouring, fatty, and resinous matters insoluble in simple water; and after being
again well washed, was spread out upon the grass, or bleaching ground, and freely exposed to the joint action of light, air, and moisture (technically called “crofting”).”
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11 as cotton swells more in water118 than bast fibres do, drying results in cotton undergoing greater dimensional changes than that of bast fibres
12 the wet-dry hysteresis of cotton is greater than that of bast fibres: cotton fibres dry
more slowly, and thus remain moist longer, hence the drying time of the paper is adversely lengthened. Papers of mixed fibres dry to a less flat state, possibly due to the influence of the cotton component, because of differential shrinking: bast fibres dry more
rapidly than cotton fibres. With handmade and air-dried paper, this effect is greater
than with machine-made and dried paper, where only residual shrinkage occurs, because the fibres are dried before they can fully shrink. However, this assumption is not
mentioned as such in the literature
13 cotton takes up more size than bast fibres, and is thus more expensive119 to size
14 cotton gives a soft, bulky120 paper
15 paper of cotton fibres has little crispness, a paper property of which the contrary is an
indication for a good sizing, and hence a good writability. This can lead to the perception that the cotton paper is not so well sized
16 under high air humidity, cotton feels limper than a comparable paper made from linen/
hemp
17 cotton was more expensive121 than linen until the eighteenth century, and was mainly
used for the weft of durable fabrics like fustian and bombazine
18 partly due to the reasons above, papers based on cotton are regarded as inferior, as cotton was also sooner discarded122 than the older linen textiles, which are more wear-resistant, while cotton is less durable and not 'permanent'. The latter is an important argument when every official document123 must be able to be consulted at all times, is
thus subject to wear and tear, and has to be copied by hand. Although the rising use of
cotton was considered unavoidable, there was much criticism of this; some examples:
i
[Smith, 1810-14] “The impediments in foreign commerce has lately deprived us of
a supply of linen rags, and occasioned a general use of cotton rags in the paper manufactory, which is injurious to the preservation of the most valuable works in literature, to the truth of which the observation of every one must bear testimony
who has attended to the depreciated quality of writing and printing papers.”

118 [Tímár, 1998-35] “Seed fibres have a great ability to swell and shrink due to their original function: to control the water available to
seeds. The dimensions of bast fibres which evolved for food transport, are less likely to change so much.”
119 [Planche, 1853-16] *TA -“Moreover, the very expensive installation of an apparatus for gelatin sizing, without which English papers
(in view of the large quantity of cotton used in their manufacture) would have little consistency, would not exhibit the same degree of
usefulness in countries where a lot less cotton rags are generally used ... .” [although this does not prove that sizing was expensive, the
notion that a machine was needed to size these highly absorbent cotton papers does show that sizing was considered important].
120 [Hofmann, 1873-243] “Cotton has a long fibre, which becomes flat while drying, and twists upon its axis. This twist makes it bulkier,
and is the cause of its forming a rather spongy paper.”
121 [Gorp, 1985-86] “In the eighteenth century, the cotton weft was still about twice as expensive as linen thread. For underclothing,
people preferred fabric with a cotton weft, particularly for striped skirts or marseille fabrics. Towards the end of the eighteenth century, cotton became cheaper due to the rapidly growing cotton production in the United States, and the inventions in the field of mechanical spinning in Britain. Only when cotton became cheaper than linen, did the production of 100% cotton fabrics begin. It can
be assumed that entirely cotton fabrics were scarcely woven anywhere in the Netherlands until the mid eighteenth century. This not
only came with the lower price of cotton, but also because the Dutch spinners could not spin such fine and strong threads on their
spinning wheels as could the Indian, Javanese, or Turkish spinners. The Dutch cotton thread was looser, and less strong, and therefore
unsuitable for the weft. However, for any roughing process, such as with bombazine, this looser thread was precisely advantageous.”
122 [Riello, 2009-269] “The anonymous author of The Trade of England Revived (1681), for instance, complained that ‘instead of Green
Sey that was wont to be used for Children Frocks, is now used Painted, and Indian-stained, and Striped Calico, and instead of a Perpetuana or a Shalloon to Lyne Mens Coats with, is used sometimes a Glazened Calico’, but suggested dismissively that this was no real
gain as such calicoes were ‘not above twelve pence cheaper, and abundantly worse’. He continued by observing how hard-wearing textiles such as perpetuana and shalloon could last twice as long as calico, and even when worn out ‘will serve for one use or other afterwards for children’. By contrast calico did not last and could hardly be reused. In his view, cottons were reshaping the overall material
culture of clothing, altering established notions of durability and the recycling of textiles.”
123 [Hills, 1996-130] “Bank notes, bills of exchange and other commercial and legal documents had to be tough to last and therefore had
to be made of the best quality. Other paper for writing or printing did not need to be quite so tough and might consist of a mixture of
good quality fibre to give strength filled out with poorer quality.”
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ii

[Rees, 1819-159] “Nature presents us, as we have already observed, with a variety
of substances from which paper may be made, as linen or hempen rags, the stalks
of nettles, straw, hay, and the down of thistles. It may be also made of cotton, or
white woollen rags, though such paper would not serve for writing, because of its
hairiness. Of all these substances, linen or hempen rags alone are employed by the
manufacturers, except a small quantity of cotton rags, which are sometimes mixed
with the linen for inferior purposes.”
iii [Murray, 1829-70] “The second source of evil must be sought for in the mechanical consistency of the pulp. Let it never be forgotten, that a fibrous structure is essential to a lasting paper-material, and the fibre of linen rags is in every respect
stouter and more durable than that of cotton...”
iv [Baudrimont, 1840-10] *TA -“Cotton paper. For a long time the paper manufactured with this substance had unfavourable characteristics. Many difficulties have
already been overcome and everything predicts that cotton, which is increasingly
used every day, will eventually replace flax and hemp.”
The use of cotton in white paper thus proved to be problematic, and formed a challenge
for the papermaker. As the papermaker did not want to waste material, certainly not in
times of scarcity, cotton-containing rags were indeed made into paper. In a paper, in which
colour, printability or writability, and evenness play no role, cotton, with all the disadvantages (whether true or perceived) that cling to the fibre, can be used. This is why cotton is
processed particularly into rougher wrapping paper and cardboards. Very few of these papers have survived124, which gives rise to the bias that cotton was not used in West European
paper125 before ~1780. Predominantly white paper is preserved in collections, and, for white
paper, being cotton free is an easy to defend property. With wrapping paper, the colour,
lumps, cloudiness, deformation from uneven shrinkage, and crispness of the paper are no
reasons for not using it. The buyer is content with what they get; cheap, reasonably strong
paper, with which the argument for durability has no place.
On the other hand, at the end of the eighteenth century, cotton was used precisely because it made paper softer, a characteristic that especially printers appreciated, particularly
those making intaglio prints. It is furthermore often specified as ’plate paper’. Usually cotton is mixed126 into a good quality paper, which is not sized127. With this, cotton found a
specific application in white paper.
Over the course of the eighteenth century, cotton, as a hydrophilic fibre, was increasingly processed into blotting papers, which displaced the use of sand as a drying aid128. For
this product, cotton is freely beaten (beaten with a high cutting rate) in the Hollander beater129 to produce many short fibres with straight ends, into which liquids can easily penetrate. The water-absorption capability is further maximised by using soft cotton rags, whose
124 this cannot be said of paste paper or cardboard used in book covers, but to author’s knowledge these have as yet not structurally been
analysed for cotton content.
125 it is no surprise that in the Americas at he beginning of the nineteenth century raw cotton was considered to be a fibre source although it had its problems: [Hunter, 1978-529] “With respect to the cotton Mr. I. Robertson has, - it does not answer for paper as
well as rags, unless for wrapping paper; though, if it is clear of sticks, motes, etc. I may put a proportion of rag with it to make it answer for coarse printing paper ... . The strength I would make no objection to, if it will answer for coarse printing paper; but wrapping
paper requires principally to be strong.” Hunter quotes from a letter about the acquisition of rags and raw cotton dated 1809.
126 see [note: 112]
127 [Baddely, 1829-25] “These [plate] papers are, as their name implies, used for copperplate printing; when the plates are to be coloured,
drawing paper is used, then technically called hard plate, in contradiction to the former, or soft plate.”
128 [Nickell, 2003-64f ] Nickell reasons on the diminishing use of sand as a means to dry writing inks and the onset of blotting paper. He
places the dominant use of blotting paper around 1800 but as such the use of blotting paper was known much earlier and the use of
sand was gradually displaced over time. “The earliest known mention of blotting paper in English is dated 1465, and in a text of 1519
is the following reference: ‘Blotting paper serveth to drye wette wrytinge, lest there be made blottis or blurris.’ ”
129 [Dunbar, 1881-71] “In selecting materials for blotting of a high class, cotton rags of the weakest and tenderest description procurable
should be chosen ... . When furnished in the breaking-engine, wash thoroughly before letting down the roll; when thoroughly
washed, reduce them to half-stuff, and as soon as possible empty into the poacher, or convey to the poacher as the case may be, and
bleach with great care. When up to the desired colour, empty into the drainer, and drain immediately. It may be mentioned that the
breaker-plate ought to be sharp when starting to blottings.”
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fibres are already opened up by previous treatments and bleaching during the papermaking
process. Blotting papers specifically for drying freshly written text are often coloured pink or
green, as a result of which, red and the rarer green, or darker cottons could be used.
Filter papers130 are another application of cotton. Filter paper plays an important role in
chemical laboratories, which means that high demands are placed on its chemical purity.
For this reason, the paper is rinsed in diluted hydrochloric acid to remove any mineral contaminants. The Swedish chemist, Berzelius (1779-1884), was involved131 in the development of this particular paper sort, and therefore filter paper is often still called ’Berzelius paper’. Although also made in a rectangular shape, filter paper is mostly supplied as a round
sheet because it can be easily formed into a conical shape to fit the chemist’s funnel [figure
24]. The quality of filter paper is determined by the speed at which a fluid can pass through
it (flow rate), and its particle retention capability. These two properties are inversely related:
faster flow rate means less particle retention, and vice versa. Control over the pore size in the
paper determines its quality [see note 131, second line]. After World War II, filter paper became strongly associated with the British papermaker, Whatman, a name now synonymous
for a very pure paper. Hence it is very frequently used as a benchmark paper in paper conservation research. Modern Whatman paper is made from cotton linters (and thus, in the
authors’ opinion does not share the properties of historical (white) paper).

figure 24: left: deckle for making filter paper [Loeber, 1982-plate 109]. Right: box of Berzelius filter paper made by
Munktell, Sweden [https://digitaltmuseum.no/011022795907/eske (2015-08-22)].

3.2.1.3 wool
Strictly speaking, wool is the hair of animals. Wool fibres are distinguished by their
length, fineness, and the fact that they are crimped, while most hair is thicker and straight.
The wool fibre surface has scales, with which fibres can catch together, which is why wool is
easily felted. Wool fibres have a lumen-like medulla, and the hair follicle (for attachment to
the skin) may be present. Wool consists of the horny protein, keratin, a very elastic substance, which it owes to the looser relative of the more rigid hydrogen bond of cellulose the sulphur bond - through which fibres regain their original form when deforming forces
are released. Wool is poorly resistant to alkalis, and thus can not be exposed to caustic treatments without being so effected that it dissolves in the solution. Hence this was once a
method of ridding wool from rags.

130 [Hoyer, 1941-147] *TA - “Filter papers, closely related to blotting papers, are made in a wide variety for a wide range of applications.
They are exclusively made from pure cotton fibres.”
131 [Sjunnesson, 2008-29] “Filter paper was another developing niche for hand-made papermaking based on rags. Grycksbo was the first
mill in Sweden to start this kind of production in 1817 with the help of the Swedish chemist Jons Jacob Berzelius, who was related to
the owners. In the late 19th century there was a growing demand for filter paper for chemical analyses in laboratories and chemist’s
and it was also used in the fast growing brewery industry.
For making filter paper chemically clean cotton rags were needed as well as pure, clear water. No ingredients were to be added, and in
the 1890s the washing methods were improved after Austrian and German patterns. The drying methods were also important for the
quality of the filter paper. Loft-drying in the winter in order to get the paper to freeze resulted in a high quality. So in this case the
Nordic climate was an advantage.”
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Although the definition of paper prescribes that it consists of cellulose fibres, and wool is
a protein fibre, wool does occur in many paper types. This is partly due to it being an unavoidable132 contaminant, and partly because it has various properties that papermakers can
exploit for certain paper types. Wool must be sparingly used, because it disrupts the paper's
cohesion, as hydrogen bonds do not form between wool and cellulose fibres. More than
4-5% wool content makes paper soft133 and structurally loose. On the positive side, such paper is resilient: it regains its original form after being compressed. This is an advantageous
property for some types of wrapping134 paper. Wool fibres are individually visible in these
papers, because they retain their dyed colour. This is also why wool is used in so-called blended papers. One example is Ingres paper, that is actually an improved type of wrapping
paper.
Before metal shells were used to load cannon the paper used to contain the powder (cartridge paper) was shot out of the barrel in smouldering fragments. Due to their light weight
and high air resistance, they dropped close to the weapon, which formed a fire danger on
ships. To reduce the flammability of such paper, John Dickinson135 took out a patent in
1807 for adding wool, because wool is self-extinguishing, and that reduces the smouldering
of paper.
As wool is a poor heat conductor, the paper acquires insulating properties that cellulose
does not have. In fact, many deliberate applications of wool in paper involve compressibility, flexibility and insulation [figure 25]. Examples include roofing (when impregnated with
asphalt, roofing paper); special herbarium papers (pressing paper); under felt under carpets
and linoleum (carpet felt); and paper made for use on the soft rollers of paper calenders136
(bowl paper).

figure 25: 100x enlargement of a ‘wool paper’. All coloured fibres are wool [Winckler, 1887-sample 21].

In Sweden, a paper is made for roofing137 that consists of wool and straw fibres. All these papers (actually cardboard) are a blend of wool and cellulose fibres, and are thick due to the
132 wool is present in union with linen (mixed fabrics) as the weft, while the warp can be either linen or cotton, and this is what the papermaker wants to make use of. Pure wool rags are used for other purposes [see also note 84 p. 55].
133 [Müller, 1855-190] *TA -“Of a still more detrimental effect on the strength of the paper is the addition of wool; even 4 to 5 percent
give a rough, soft paper without any strength.”
134 In Piette’s rag classification both removing wool using alkalis as using it in wrapping papers are mentioned, number 24: [Piette,
1853-13] *TA -“contains half-woollen rags, that is to say those woven with a woollen weft and a thread chain: they are used either in
the raw state for the manufacture of wrapping paper or subjected to the same operations as the other rags and used in white papers: in
the latter case, the wool is destroyed in the leaching and the waste important.”
135 [Patent Office, 1858-16] “nº 3080 ’A cannon cartridge paper manufactured on an improved principle,’ by mixing in certain proportion wool or woollen rags to the linen rags or other material, by means of which ’when the paper is lighted by the explosion of the powder in the gun, it is prevented from retaining sparks of fire after the flame goes out.”
136 [Winckler, 1887-97] *TA - “Sample 21 can also be designated as blotting paper, since it is quite suitable for this purpose and is also
used for interleaving of plants which are to be pressed for herbaria. This wool paper is distinguished by its remarkable roughness and
the special feel of all papers containing wool. Wool paper can be used for many other purposes, such as interlinings in garments, especially in cap linings, neckties, waistcoats, and the like, where they serve to increase the thickness without stiffening the object. For the
wrapping of fine metal goods, especially for steel goods, and for the manufacture of calender rolls, wool paper is generally used for its
absolute freedom from any acid.”
137 [Sjunnesson, 2008-30] “In the Nordic countries some new hand-made mills were set up for making qualities such as botanical press
paper, sheathe paper, wall paper, roofing board and book binding board. But also on an industrial scale especially roofing board made
of woollen rags mixed with straw pulp became an important niche for new paper mills established in the second part of the 19th century. First of these in Sweden was Munksjö mill which was established in 1862, producing roofing board in endless webs, impregnated
with asphaltic tar after German patterns.”
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application, but also to give the material structural integrity. The addition of wool makes
them fairly flexible, despite their thickness. Cheap, grey filter and blotting papers can also
contain wool [see also: note 85].

3.2.2 fibre structure
Fibre structure is a result of the processing of the threads of the textile forming the rags.
The structure of a fibre is chiefly determined by the thickness of the elementary fibre.
Thread thickness is a function of the thickness of the fibres, and the number of fibres
present in a given length of thread [figure 26]. Variations in fibre structure can be achieved
by hackling and scutching bast fibres. With cotton, whose thickness is much more even, the
thread thickness is primarily adjusted by adding more or less fibres during spinning. It is
more difficult to achieve an even thread when spinning cotton than it is with linen and
hemp, the fibres of which are much longer in a sliver138. The intended use of the textile determines the thickness of the threads to be used in it, and the weave type the relative density
of the textile.

figure 26: side view of samples I and II as illustrated in figure 13: the difference in thickness between these two
fabrics, and hence their threads, is clearly visible. Both samples are plain weaves. [photo BvV]

The desired end-product is the result of the choices made by the spinner and weaver,
from fine to medium-weight fabrics, to scarcely processed, rough, bast fibre bagging. This
also means that a fine linen is easy to tear, and that a coarse 'Sackleinen' (bagging linen) can
not be torn by hand. The papermaker thinks along these lines when they consider the paper
type they intend to make. For hemp, the distribution is narrower because it is mainly used
for canvas139 and rope. Yet fine hemp fabrics do exist that are used for bedsheets and table
cloths.
The structure is held to be important for two reasons:
– the finer the rag structure, the longer140 it takes to obtain a properly retted pulp [for full
information about retting, see: to ret, or not to ret? p.73]
– the required time in the first trough of the hammer mill, or the Hollander beater (or a
specialised breaker or potcher141), to beat the rag fabric into separate fibres
– the weaving technique142 influences the resistance of the fabric to the separation of
fibres from the weave. This separation is necessary to beat the threads into individual
fibres. Plain weave fabrics are looser than the smoother and more densely woven twill
or satin weave fabrics, which is another rag-sorting criteria

138 the sliver comprises the ribbon-shaped combed fibres, the final stage before spinning into thread.
139 from Anglo-French canevaz, Old North French canevach, Old French chanevaz, literally “made of hemp, hempen,” noun use of Vulgar Latin adjective *cannapaceus “made of hemp,” from Latin cannabis, from Greek kannabis “hemp,” a Scythian or Thracian word
[Online etymology dictionary, 2016-07-07].
140 [Lalande, 1761-10] *TA - “... thus nothing can be fixed on the duration of the retting. It also depends on the quality of the cloth; the
finer linen rets less rapidly than the coarse, and worn linen more difficult than new linen because the internal moisture that sets up the
fibres for fermentation is more important in new or coarse linen than in fine or worn linen.”
141 [Beadle, 1908-2] “There is a possible rough distinction between “beating“ and ”breaking-in”. The process of breaking-in is the reverse
of that of weaving. The weaver takes the spun yarn and weaves it into a fabric. In breaking-in, the fabric is converted back into a floating, wet, more or less mutilated mass of spun yarn. The breaker simply draws the rags to pieces without unspinning its threads. It does
not reduce the fibres to their ultimate condition, it only unravels the weaving.”
142 [LeNormand, 1833b-21] *TA -“There are two kinds of fabrics, plain or ordinary weave and twill weave. There is no one who does not
know that of two fabrics woven with the same thread the twill weave will be more solid and consequently more resistant than the
other woven in plain weave”
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– to make the processing time of different grades of rags more equal, coarse rags are cut
into smaller pieces143 than fine rags. Also, the pieces of a similar sort must be of the
same size144 for even retting. Beating equally sized but different rag sorts would lead
to losses due to finer pieces rubbing against coarser pieces which leads to a half-stuff
where the fine are loosened into fibres where the coarse are still more or less intact
which unnecessary lengthens the beating and degrades the finer fibres in the process.
NB. beating different rags together saves time, but harbours risks145 that are usually
not taken in white paper mills.
The notion of structure acquires a second significance with the cutting of rags into smaller, equally-sized pieces, and this has not escaped notice: Proteaux makes a point on the importance of cutting, and distinctly notes the resulting advantages.
[Proteaux, 1866-33] “Many manufacturers reduce enormously the operation of cutting,
on the ground that it is a very expensive one. This is a false principle. Careful cutting results
in great purity of the pulp, economy in the use of chemical materials employed in boiling
and bleaching, less wear to the blades of the cylinders and plates, less waste in the process of
opening the threads, and finally the various manipulations of the pulp before its transformation into paper will be easier and surer.”

figure 27: rag warehouse ~1890: note the elongated shape of the rags in the foreground [Vachon, 1894-p.6].

The size of the cut-to-size rags is mentioned in various146 sources. The given sizes are
mostly less than 5-10 cm on the short side, and 10-12 cm on the long side. A surface area147
of ’2-3 Quadratzoll’ is often mentioned. In descriptions of how the pieces should be cut, it
is notable that mostly strips of ~5-6 cm width are first mentioned, then these are stacked
143 [Mierzinski, 1886-27] *TA - “The size of these pieces depends on the nature of the rags.”
144 [Müller, 1855-21f ] *TA -“... but also that they are as uniform in size as possible since with different sizes and the associated uneven
retting this will lead to not inconsiderable losses.”
145 [Baker, 2010-24] “Beating different rag grades together in one batch was not done in the best mills, however. Instead each grade was
processed separately and then added in particular concentrations during the last part of the beating before the pulp went to the vats.”
146 [Lalande, 1761-13], [Müller, 1855-22], [Herring, 1863-73], [Proteaux, 1866-30], [Mierzinski, 1886-27]
147 1 Quadratzoll = 1 square inch = 2.54 x 2.54 mm = 6.45 cm2.
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into a 'sliceable' unit before being cut into the desired lengths. It is crucial to cut the fabric
along the warp and weft (or first cut a nick, then tear by hand), because diagonal cutting results in fraying, which results in loss with dusting and beating [figure 27].

3.2.3 condition
The condition of rags is the result of the extent of use of the original textile. Besides their
structure, the degree of wear and tear of rags is an important sorting criterion. The more
wear a textile has undergone (a combination of mechanical and chemical deterioration), the
faster it can be mechanically pulped. Conversely, new fibres offer more resistance, because
they have been less mechanically and chemically affected. In the first place, wear is caused
by use, which mainly results in mechanical damage. This damage is chiefly caused by abrasion, through which threads lose fibre particles. To a lesser extent, wear is also due to tension constantly exerted on some areas of clothing, and finally, the penetration of larger dirt
particles into the fabric can cut thread fibres. In the use of canvas sails, hemp ropes and fishing nets, wear is mainly due to exposure to sun and water, coupled with constant movement
and tensile stress. In the context of rags, tears in textiles are irrelevant to condition. On the
other hand, repairs are very relevant, because the repair itself has a different quality from the
repaired item. Repairs are therefore often cut out and sorted separately.
An item of clothing is washed many times during its use, which is also a cause of wear,
both mechanical and chemical. The washing of days gone by must be interpreted differently
than the modern wash using detergents. As mentioned earlier, washing then meant exposure
of the textile to acids (lactic acid), or lye (potassium hydroxide), often combined with sun
bleaching, all of which deteriorate fibres. Other, now hard to imagine techniques, were also
employed, such as the use of stale urine148 and manure. Washing with soap in regions with
hard water results in deposits of scum (lime soaps) on fibres, which gives textiles a greyish149
colour. These soap residues are still present on rags from these regions and affect150 retting. A
fixed component of washing is beating and rubbing, through which the threads and fibres
undergo mechanical damage that makes them softer and suppler, i.e. more worn.
The previously mentioned difference between town rags and country rags is also to a
great extent attributable to washing customs. Lalande describes an experiment151 by mr.
Desventes, who found the ’lessive’152 made with lye in Burgundy much better than the lye
from ashes produced in Parisian stoves and ovens. This is expressed in the higher yield of paper made from Burgundian rags. In addition, chemicals were used more in towns153 because
the weaker lyes demanded added treatment, which only increased the difference. This insight is shared in many other sources: country rags were thicker, stronger, but more worn,
and supply more paper than the same weight of town rags with their finer, and more chem-

148 [Schaefer, 1944-2035] “The fact that in the seventeenth, eighteenth and even in the beginning of the nineteenth century, warm sheep
and pig dung and putrid urine were still frequently used for cleaning stuffs, in spite of their unbearable stench, proves that the importance of soap had by no means been fully recognised.”
149 this is one of the reasons for the use of bluing in washing textiles: for instance, smalt (>1650) and ultramarine (after 1826).
150 [Bower, 1999-8] “The soaps used to wash the raw materials before they were rags varied from country to country, and these soap residues had distinct effects on the processes of fermentation used to begin the breakdown of rags until the latter part of the eighteenth
century.”
151 [Lalande, 1761-125f ] *TA -“M. Desventes found the same difference [between lyes made from wood ash in the countryside and those from Paris] in the result between the rag of Burgundy and that which came from Paris. Having taken five hundred pounds from
each, they were put at the same time at the ret and they were treated in the same way; they were beaten during the same time with the
same water in two neighbouring and equal piles and were worked immediately with the same moulds by the same workman at the vat;
finally, the paper was weighed and it was found that the rags of Burgundy had rendered nearly one-sixth of paper more than those of
Paris..”
152 alkaline solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH), from percolating water through wood ash (lixiviation).
153 [Lalande, 1761-125] *TA -“It is not surprising that the difference is very considerable if we compare the rag of Paris with that of Burgundy: it is well known that laundrymen in Paris do not spare lime, soda, and potash, corrosive substances which abbreviate their
work but destroy the substance of the linen and supplement the little activity of the lyes of Paris. Indeed, rafted wood [firewood transported as rafts to Paris] which is consumed in the greater part of Paris, having remained for a long time in the water and being soaked
in it loses with its bark the saline matters which form the efficacy of the lixiviated ashes.”
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ically deteriorated fibres. Here we must remind ourselves that in those days, more people
lived in the country than in towns, so country rags must have made up the greater part.
Furthermore, there is a distinction to be made between rags from southern Europe,
where more washing was done with lye from wood ash, and soap was reserved for the finest
linens, and the North, where, besides a less aggressive lye treatment, more soap154 was used.
For these reasons, southern rags were more deteriorated and contained less pectin (see below), while the northern rags contained more lime soaps and fat residues from soap.
New rags: waste from tailors, off-cut fabric from custom-made sails, oakum and similar,
were indeed used, but had their own particular problems due to their strongly divergent retting behaviour.

3.2.4 colour
Colour concerns two different properties of rags:
– the discolouration that occurs through use
– dust and dirt
– stains
– the colour of a textile
– uniformly dyed
– coloured patterns created by weaving with different coloured threads
– printing, partly or entirely
– embroidery with coloured threads
Before and/or after sorting, dirty rags were shaken out on sieves, or cleaned with a dusting155 machine. Thus, a quantity of fibres were lost unless they were deliberately recovered.
After loose dirt was removed, dirty rags were cleaned by a wet mechanical treatment that
loosened dirt from the fibres. Water-soluble dirt was first rinsed out. Tiny particles could be
mechanically trapped in openings and pores by the swelling caused by wetting. The use of
’lessives’, or lime, cleans the rags, because fibres swell more in an alkaline environment than
in pure water, thus releasing particles trapped by wetting alone. After treatment, chemicals
were rinsed out of the rags, a process that reinforces dirt removal. During the rag breaking
process, further released dust and dirt was removed from the pulp by rinsing. In Hollanders,
sand traps were mounted just in front of the cylinder to protect the bars from extra wear
through sand and dust. However, a very light coloured paper can never be made from extremely dirty rags, which is why dirtiness played a role in sorting.
Coloured linen and hemp rags are partly decoloured by wet mechanical processing,
which is facilitated by bast fibres containing a small amount of lignin, and because the elementary fibres are cemented together with pectin. This means that dyes and pigments had
difficulty in fully penetrating the fibres (superficial dyeing). Some of the pectin dissolves under processing, with which part of the colouring is also released into the water. The use of
lye here would have also helped to release colouring from the fibre, as lye further affects pectin. Retting decolours rags inversely through lowering the pH to an acid state, to which
some dyes and pigments are sensitive (usually those of an alkaline nature), and made to run.
Cotton rags [figure 28] are more resistant to decolouring, as cotton fibres absorb colouring
154 [Balston, 1992-205] “Extracts from Anthony Poggi’s letter to the younger Whatman show that contemporary laundering practice was
another important feature in the history of a rag’s antecedents. This appears to have differed very considerably between the northern
and southern countries in Europe and paper makers in the United Kingdom received rags from many different sources during the
18th C. ranging from Italy and “The Straights“ in the south to Germany, Poland and Russia in the north though mainly from Germany and to a lesser extent Flanders. By the sound of Poggi’s comments the rags from the northern countries would have received little
damage chemically from repeated laundering “by dint of soap alone “. The deposition of lime soaps in the textiles, which one would
expect from this treatment, would lead to harshness or, as Poggi put it, to “an inflexible quality and substance, which render it unfit
for our purpose.”
155 early on, a so-called 'willow' [Voorn, 1975-27] was used to dust rags. The willow consisted of a six-sided or round, wire-netting covered cage that was set at an angle. Rags were loaded at the highest side, then the cage was turned, which made the rags fall to the
bottom, causing the dust to fall out of the cage. Later models had spokes on the shaft that beat the rags as the willow turned.
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better, because they contain no pectin nor lignin (but, on the other hand, are easier to wash
and bleach than bast fibres).
Partly coloured and decoloured rags could be used for light coloured paper. Fully coloured rags were used for coloured paper and grey paper. Blue coloured rags were used for
so-called sugar paper to make sugar, which is slightly yellow, look whiter. Linen and lace
were also wrapped in blue paper for this reason. Needles were wrapped in blue or black paper (sometimes dyed), to make them more visible against the wrapping. Red rags were used
for pink blotting paper, but also to adjust the colour of blue paper. Hence red fibres can be
found in blue paper. Coloured rags to be used for coloured paper were exposed to decolouring treatments156 as little as possible. Colours other than blue and red/pink papers were generally made by colouring the pulp, probably because green and yellow rags of bast fibres
were rare [figure 28].

figure 28: left: examples of rag type nº15 from Piette’s classification; coloured linen or cotton rags for papers in the
red range and right: pink blotting paper of red cotton and linen rags that contain ‘chiffons nº 15’. [Piette 1853-p.10
& 288, UvA Special Collections OTM:K94-12, photo BvV]

conclusion
The properties of rag paper are determined by the choice of fibre type and their properties as they are reflected in the original textile. The papermaker takes fibre type, structure,
condition, and colour as the selectors that enable them to express these properties in the paper to be made.

156 [Piette, 1853-20] *TA - “The Nos. 11, 12, 14 and 15 [coloured rags] being used in their natural state are not leached: a little alkali, added to the red rags, however brightens their color instead of destroying it.”
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linen and hempen rags in increasing order of coarseness [Piette, 1853-p.4-5].
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3.3 to ret, or not to ret?
Despite the Hollander beater coming into general use in the early 1700’s, thus removing
the need for retting, the practice continued for a long time, especially in France and Germany. There is a strong relationship between retting and the use of hammer beating, due to
the low energy that hammer beating157 supplies to the beating process. The main objectives
of retting are discussed in [2.1 - retting-p.15]. It involves breaking the rags down through
micro-organisms158 using enzymatic action. Barrett researched the influence of retting on
raw fibres (thus not on rags), and cites Lalande, d’Arcet and Merimée on the following
phenomenon.
“The contemporary literature159 asserts that bast fibres (not cotton) form a
slime-like layer on the fibres with the hydration that comes with aqueous processes such as rinsing, but also beating. This layer comprises the swollen pectin
and hemicelluloses that cement the ultimate fibres together. The retting of bast
fibre rags is a response to this phenomenon. With retting, the micro-organisms
break down the slime (plant mucilage) to leave 'bare' fibres.”
The fibres of bast fibre rags have, of course, already been subjected to enzymatic breakdown by retting160 in the extraction of fibres. This process degrades161 the epidermis and
phloem (shive) surrounding the bast fibre bundles in the plant, thus separating the fibre
bundles162 from the stem. The second –papermakers’– retting breaks down the more resistant pectin163 that cements together the smaller ultimate fibres making up the elementary,
157 D’Arcet en Merimée mention this in their treatise [d’Arcet, 1827-442] *TA -“As we have recognised, the maceration of rags is indispensable in small mills where one can only beat with hammers.” and Desmarest writes about this earlier in his discussion of the differences between the Dutch and French paper making in the chapter *TA -“On the insufficiency of our machines to beat non-fermented rag.” [Desmarest, 1778-84].
158 [Barrett, 1989-26 part of note 21] “In correspondence with the author, Dr. Mandels, after first cautioning that her experience is entirely with fungal cellulases, responded to the present essay section on retting a s follows: ‘I expect the retting organisms would rapidly
consume any soluble substrates available such as sugars, then proteins and carbohydrates such as starch, hemicelluloses, and pectins,
and only attack cellulose after all other substrates are exhausted. As you suggest, the amorphous portions of the cellulose would be
consumed first leaving a more crystalline residue. So the duration of retting would have a significant effect on the composition of the
product.”
159 [Lalande, 1761-12] *TA -“In an experiment made at Montargis it has also been observed that on good unfermented rags the starch
was transformed in a viscous substance, which prevented it from settling uniformly on the wire. It would prove that the rettery still
helps to degrease the rag.”
[d’Arcet, 1827-439] *TA -“Hemp, linen and all vegetable filaments of which paper can be made contain in greater or lesser quantity a
kind of gluten taking the place of glue in the paper and making it impermeable to ink. This material is so abundant in hemp and unbleached linen that paper made of tow is transparent and naturally glued. It is so tenacious that the repeated action of lyes does not
entirely remove it, there is still a little left in used linen and it is only entirely destroyed by putrid fermentation.”
Kurrer describes the bleaching of (new) linen en observes the same phenomenon: [Kurrer, 1822-321] *TA -“The raw linen which had
come from the weaver was piled up in a spacious basin with warm river water of 40° Reaumur [50° C], weighed and left standing still.
After eight to ten hours the canvas swelled up. After two days a phenomenon which suggested a preliminary change in the fluid occurred by the appearance of mucous flocks on the surface of the water which accumulated so considerably on the fourth day of the soaking that the surface was completely covered. These flocks had a viscid, sticky nature, which seemed to be analogous to plant mucus.”
And when one thinks the practice of retting is by then antiquated Charpentier mentions this in the Encyclopédie chimique of 1890:
[Charpentier, 1890-47] *TA - “This leaching operation is one of the most important in the manufacture of paper. Its purpose is to rid
the rags of the greasy material they often contain and then to decompose a particular substance which is a sort of vegetable gluten
which gives the filaments stiffness and consequently impairs the manufacture of paper.”
160 [Day, 2005-234] “Individual bast fibers (elementary fibers) are ‘glued together’ at their middle lamella with ‘a pectin-rich cementing
material’ to form bundles orientated in parallel to the longitudinal axis of the stem. The ease with which elementary fibers can be separated depends upon the chemical nature of the ‘cementing material’ in the common middle lamella between cells. In flax fibers, it
has been suggested that the presence of various ‘phenolic compounds’ reinforces the cementing material of the middle lamella. As a
result, the middle lamella is more resistant to microbial degradation during the retting stage and fiber separation becomes more
difficult.”
161 [Müssig, 2010-92a] “It is the pectin-containing regions that are of prime importance in retting, with their degradation resulting in tissue separation and freeing of cellulosic fibres from the cuticularised epidermis and woody shive.”
162 [Castellini, 1962-16] “When the hemp [same in flax] is retted, the pectins are virtually destroyed in the peripheral zones whereas traces may still be found at more or less irregular intervals along the length of the fibre strands. In places, the elementary fibrils remain cemented transversally, even after retting, but the fibres are in effect laid bare longitudinally, for the most part, which goes to explain
their suppleness and fineness.”
163 two or more different types of pectin occur in flax stems, by which retting has a differing effect on the various parts: in this case, the
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technical fibres. The ultimate fibres can then separate from the elementary fibres [figure 29],
and thus we find in fermented paper of bast fibre rags, ultimate fibres that are never longer
than 2.5 cm, and mostly much shorter due to processing by hammer-mill but especially the
Hollander beater.

figure 29: left, part of the long fibre as it appears in a textile; right, ultimate fibres separated by retting, which breaks
down the pectin [after: Dijkmeijer, 1951-p.28].

The resistance to retting varies per rag164 type, so rags are therefore first sorted into types
before being retted165 separately. Mucilage formation varies, and depends on the condition
of the rags. See below, in descending order of mucilage formation:
1 rich in pectin
i
loose fibres: waste flax fibres, tow (intact pectin of all types)
ii new, 'green' rags and ropes, grey linen (partly processed yarns with most pectin
intact)
2 pectin intact
i
coarse rags: bags, sails, nets and similar (exposure to the elements)
ii coarse textiles (clothing with thick threads, and similar; already washed)
3 low in pectin
i
fine textiles (thin threads, bleached, washed)
4 very little pectin
i
worn coarse textiles (less residual pectin due to chemical action)
ii worn fine textiles
The reduced presence of digestible components in extremely worn bast fibres poses problems for retting [see also note 140 p.67].
The retting then has a direct effect on the ultimate fibres, and is thus a more drastic process than the retting of flax and hemp in initial fibre production. Above all, there is the risk
epidermis and fibre bundles. The pH and/or non-anaerobic processes of retting and fermentation may or may not possibly have differing values and, therefore, differing effects. [Müssig, 2010-93a] “Both non-methoxylated pectin and calcium levels are higher in the
epidermal regions of the flax stem and lower in the fibres.” Tímár is more explicit about the consequences of these differences [Tímár,
1998-32] “Parts of the carboxyl functional groups of pectic acid are present as methyl esters, while others are present as non-water-soluble calcium or magnesium salts. The water-soluble part of pectin is usually removed during the processing of fibres.”
164 pectins in flax and hemp are of a different composition, if this has an influence on the degree of slime formation remains unclear:
[Müssig, 2010b-329f ] “Investigations on the structure of flax pectins were carried out, for example, by Mooney et al. (2001) and
Morvan et al. (1989, 1990a, b). The cross-links between flax fibres are reported as a network of b-(1,4)-glucans, b-(1,4)-galactans and
b-(3,6)- galactans (Morvan et al. 2003), whereas the hemp pectins are identified as polysaccharides containing galacturonic acid,
rhamnose and galactose units in variable ratios, with a disaccharide repeating unit consisting of a-rhamnose and a-galactose (Vignon
and Garcia-Jaldon, 1996).
Another topic that has to be mentioned in this context is the cross-linking of pectins by connecting carboxyl groups with Ca2+.
Consequently, research work has been carried out to examine the effect of chelating agents in the separation of flax (Adamsen et al.
2002a, b). EDTA (ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid) as a chelating agent is so effective in the dissolution of flax pectins that this
process is used as an analytical method to measure the fibre content (van den Oever et al. 2003). On the other hand, treatment of
hemp with EDTA under identical conditions has no significant influence on bundle refinement (Fischer et al. 2006a).”
165 [Lalande, 1761-12] (translation from [Barrett, 1989-p.9]) “Rags with varying degrees of strength and wear react in different ways to
the retting process. Some are already spoilt when others have not yet shown the effects of the first fermentation; it is necessary, therefore, to put rags of similar qualitites, chosen with great care, to work together if one does not wish to run the risk of ruining the whole
by the inclusion of cloth which differs radically from the remainder”
[LeNormand, 1833a-110] *TA -“Each quality is washed separately and packed separately in the rettery.”
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that the cellulose in the rags will also be degraded now that the more easily broken down digestible components have been consumed. All the literature warns of this, because the loss
of raw materials can be so great166 that no economical benefit remains in making paper from
such material. Furthermore, the fibres can be so physically deteriorated that only a poor,
weak paper is produced. Retting creates a (reddish) discolouration167, 168 caused by micro-organisms that produce dyes and pigments in the ferment. These colourations must be removed with regular wetting of the pile of fermenting rags. The residual discolouration gives
a creamy colour to the rinsed and processed pulp, and can only be reduced in the paper by
white dyeing or bleaching.
According to Lalande, both retting and non retting have effects on sheet formation with
paper moulding:
1 non retted rag pulp has difficulty spreading evenly169 over the mould, due to the large
amount of mucilage
2 a correct retting170 produces paper that is soft, thick, and 'heavy'171, with an even paper
formation
3 a too short retting172 produces a paper that is hard, stiff, and thin, with an uneven paper formation
4 a too long retting results in an unacceptable loss of material [see note: 166].
From the above, it emerges that there is a degree of retting with none, or fewer, of the
above disadvantages, and that no good paper can be made without some loss of substance
(mucilage and part of the fibres). Chiefly mentioned in the French literature, too much mucilage could result in the problem of an uneven sheet formation. This could be caused by
the lower mobility of the fibre in the pulp on the mould before the sheet closes173, and the
longer time that the mould must be held level by the vatman. Obviously the design of the
mould174 can also affect the dewatering speed, but the pulp itself still remains the most crucial factor. As French vatmen were accustomed to well-spreading, rapidly dewatering pulp
(see below), it could well be that they had difficulty with a less well-spreading pulp. This is
probably the reason why this phenomenon is precisely mentioned as such in French
literature.

166 [Lalande, 1761-12] *TA -“If, on the other hand the rag was left to ferment for too long there would be a considerable amount of waste
for the manufacturer and much more material would be required for the same quantity of paper because the parts attenuated by fermentation would be too easy lost in the washing. And finally, if the ret would be allowed to warm up for a longer period it would be
reduced to dust or steam and coal.”
167 ´[Lalande, 1761-11] on regularly turning the rags to get an even ret *TA - “...observing always to place under the heap the rags which
were on top in the earlier one and to water frequently for they ooze a reddish fluid from which it is very good to rid the rags.”
168 [Balston, 1992-198] ”On the exposed surfaces of the rag piles fungi would grow and their hemicellulose-hydrolyzing enzymes would
withstand the acid conditions (e.g. the hemicellulase of Aspergillus foetidus has an optimum pH value around 3.6) and fungal pigment would be produced.” in citing a letter to him from J. Gascoigne.
169 also cited in [note: 159] [Lalande, 1761-12] *TA -“In an experiment made at Montargis it has also been observed that on good unfermented rags the starch was transformed in a viscous substance, which prevented it from settling uniformly on the wire. It would prove
that the rettery still helps to degrease the rag.”
170 [Lalande, 1761-12] *TA - “The fermentation or retting makes the paper even, dense, soft and gives it weight...” the sentence continues
[note: 172]
171 “ni le poids ni la mesure”: weight is not meant here: in describing paper, the papermaker uses the term ‘handle’ or ‘good handle’ (Du:
‘greep’) to designate a relatively soft and strong paper with some bulk. Jacques Bréjoux, papermaker at Angoulème, has experimented
with retting rags, and he agrees that ‘poids’ here means ‘handle’. Email communication, [2016-08-26].
172 [Lalande, 1761-12]“...if it [the fermentation] is stopped too soon, the paper becomes coarse, hard, light, stiff and [the pulp on the
wire] requires more time to be worked, the pulp flies about and settles less easily, it is a wild stuff in the language of the workers.”
173 with moulding, there is a short period in which water lies above the then still transferable fibres (the water reflects light, and shines
like varnish). When the fibres rise above the water, and thus nestle into their definite place in the fibre matrix, the fibres then scatter
light, making the surface appear darker, signifying that the pulp has closed into a sheet of paper.
174 [Loeber, 1982-7] “Another factor is the difference in the profile of the ribs which affects the de-watering of the paper stuff, and consequently the rhythm of the work. De-watering too slowly diminishes production, whereas speedy de-watering does not give the vatman sufficient time to ‘close the sheet’, ie. to interlock all the fibres evenly. It is apparent that all these circumstances are closely connected with the kind of raw material used, ie. the fibre and its preliminary treatment.”
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The presence of the pectin mucilage possibly has a sheet formation property175 comparable with the Japanese application of neri, a mucilage from the root of tororo-aoi (Hibiscus
Manihot L.). This holds the long Japanese fibres in suspension to facilitate an even distribution over the mould. Barrett, who studied Japanese papermaking176 in Japan for a time, is
very familiar with this application, and cautiously attributed the lack of knots (lentils) in
early European papers to this. The correct amount of mucilage would then have a beneficial
effect on sheet-formation, and effect a beautifully even distribution of fibres. Neri (tororoaoi) and pectin are chemically similar, so this premise would seem to be correct. Both have
in their molecules a rhamnose galacturonic acid structure, which is characteristic177 for
many pectins [figure 30].

figure 30: structure of pectin (above) and neri (under). Particularly characteristic are the CH3 group in the third
ring from the left, and the beta 1-2 glucosidic bond between ring 2 and 3 [scan BvV].

The omission of the retting step, made possible by using the Hollander, benefited the papermaker: no loss of raw material, faster processing, and less space required in the paper
mill. When, by using the Hollander, linen and hemp were made into paper without retting,
as was customary in the Netherlands (and later in Britain), the resulting paper acquired
properties similar to engine-sizing due to the presence of the pectinous mucilage. D’Arcet
and Mérimée178 remarked that such paper is more transparent, and no longer so thick, as it
shrinks more with drying. This is an outcome of the good fibre distribution in the pulp due
to the mucilage, which results in a paper of higher density179, and thus a lower thickness.
The further shrinking together of the fibres in the paper creates a more compact, thinner
sheet (“ni le poids ni la mesure”) than that to which the French papermakers were accustomed, as they mostly made softer printmaking papers. They also remarked that the good
175 Barret comments on Proteaux [1866-162f ], who cites D’Arcet en Merimée [1827-442]. [Barrett, 1989-10] “The ‘mucosity’ referred
to here may suggest the presence of a by-product of fermentation that acted as an anti-flocculant or a formation aid. Such a component in fermented pulps would help explain the excellent knot-free formation seen in many early European sheets.”
176 Barrett, Timothy. Japanese Papermaking: traditions, tools and techniques. New York, Tokyo: Weatherhill, 1992
177 [Müssig, 2010a-16] “Galacturonic acid residues linked through α bonds are a major component of many pectins, and rhamnose and
galactose units are highly representative of pectins.”
[Lorenz, 2012-10] “In his conclusive discussion Tomoda describes Neri more simplified as a polysaccharide consisting of rhamnose
(C6H1205) and galacturonic acids (C6H1007) in varying proportions and in the form of branched chain molecules.”
178 [d’Arcet, 1827-440] *TA - “This material is so abundant in hemp and unbleached linen that tow paper is transparent and naturally sized.”
[d'Arcet, 1827-442] *TA - “The pulp that comes from a similar rag [lightly fermented and having lots of mucilage] retains water, and
the paper made with this material takes a lot of shrinkage in drying, it therefore has neither the weight nor the measure it must have.”
179 although Barrett is describing here the effect of neri on Japanese paper, the way pectins work can also be described in these terms.
[Barrett, 1992-65] “During sheet forming, abnormally long, thin, well-plasticised fibers are laminated into a cohesive sheet with an
internal strength that far surpasses the forced contact between sheet surfaces during pressing. Hemicelluloses and tororo both greatly
facilitate the mutual attraction of fibers within this compact sheet by associating well with cellulose, water, and each other.”
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Dutch papers required less sizing to be satisfactorily writing paper, which meant an economical advantage. Desmarest180 points out less positive aspects, such as the inferior printability, and the hardness expressed by the paper breaking181 when folded. White paper in the
Netherlands was made from good quality linen rags that fall in group four of the mucilage
forming range [page 74], and thus have a low amount of mucilage. Desmarest discusses the
difference between the Dutch and French vatman. The Dutch vatman made less sheets per
unit of time, because more time was needed to let the water drain off182 before the mould
could be couched. That is logical, as non retted pulp dewaters more slowly. The Hollanders
compensated for the slower dipping, among other means, by using a wider mould that is divided183 into two, so that two sheets were dipped simultaneously [figure 31].

figure 31: two sheet moulds spread widely and to all regions. Vatcrew at Tuckenhay mill in Devon ca. 1900. The
moulds in this photo are of the two sheet type as can be seen by the dark vertical line on the mould as they lean on
the ass (a stay for further dewatering before couching) while the men are posing [photo courtesy Peter Bower
collection].

conclusion
The majority of treatises on papermaking suppose that, prior to the nineteenth century,
rags must have been retted for making rag paper. However, after the invention of the Hollander in around 1675, this step could be omitted. The Hollander made it possible to make
pulp suitable for papermaking without retting rags.
Disregarding the sizing needed to make paper able for writing upon, it can be generally
said that retted pulp is more suitable for printmaking papers (soft and bulky), and that non
retted pulp makes for a paper that is more compact, smoother, and thus more suitable for
180 [Desmarest, 1778-80] *TA -“That the paper of Holland is good for certain uses, though it can not be applied to others. That it breaks
when it is folded and that it does not take, as it should, the imprint of characters and engraved images ... . ”
181 but this could also be French pride as the author never experienced what Desmarest described (but then that might also be Dutch
pride...).
182 [Desmarest, 1778-80] *TA - “... that the slowness of the work of the Dutch is still a consequence of the nature of the unfermented
pulp which drains not as easy as fermented pulp”
183 [Desmarest, 1778-22] *TA - “The disadvantage of the slowness of the work of the Dutch papermakers has been counteracted as far as
possible by this industrious nation. For the solution they found is dividing the deckle so that by a single dip of the mould two smaller
sheets are formed. As these small sizes are in great demand their manufacture occupies a great number of the mills of Sardam and the
environs.”
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writing. In addition, it can be cautiously noted that the greater evenness in look-through of
Hollander pulped paper, caused by a more even pulp with less fibre clumps (lentils), is also
probably aided by the sheet formation properties of the pectin mucilage in the non retted
pulp. There is currently no reliable method for detecting the presence of pectin in paper that
is simple to carry out for conservators. Next to the qualities that can be determined by the
look-through, the presence of pectin could indicate (bast fibre) pulp made in a Hollander.

revolving rag boiler capable of resisting high pressures and thus temperatures higher than 100° C can be reached
[Clapperton, 1952-35-fig.6] [scan BvV].
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3.4 half-stuff and whole-stuff
All the preceding considerations, sorting and processes have but one objective: to obtain
a pulp, as uniform as possible, with the properties required for the paper to be made. The
trouble taken in the correct sorting and re-sorting, and retting the correct way (or precisely
not retting), demonstrates how extremely important it is thought to convert the raw materials with their varying properties into a homogenous state as the first step, and that this
effort and investment is amply worthwhile.

3.4.1 cleaning rags
The rags must be cleaned before the true pulping of rags into fibres can be carried out.
This also includes the previously mentioned lye ‘lessive’ (laundry). This involves rinsing the
fibres with running water in the hammer beater, or the washer (called potcher)’, so that all
water-soluble dirt and the smallest fibres are washed out [see 2.5.1 and 2.5.2]. After ~1780,
this was done by boiling in rag boilers, pressurised or not, often with the addition of soda
and quick lime to remove colouring matter and fats. The bleaching of rags was made possible after the discovery of the element184 chlorine. Through bleaching, some of the rags that
were previously unsuitable for making white paper could now be used. Bleaching can be regarded as a manner of cleaning rags as it enables part of the non water-soluble discolourations to be rinsed out, or decolours them. The first gaseous bleaching processes gave fickle
results, and often a large part of the raw materials were rendered worthless by over-bleaching. Nonetheless, bleaching provided many advantages, and the processes were therefore
rapidly improved. Aqueous solutions of hypochlorites in particular are easier to control, and
thus became prevalent. In this way, bleaching extended the various possible substances that
the papermaker could employ, and the total amount of suitable raw materials increased.

3.4.2 half-stuff
The papermaker beats the different raw materials separately to obtain so-called half-stuff.
Thus they avoid the problems that could arise by exposing uneven quantities to each other
too early in the pulping process. The rags are pulled apart using hammers fitted with spikes,
or by the strongly built ’breaker’ Hollander beater. Cleaning of the pulp occurs simultaneously, as the fibres continue to release dust and dirt as they break free from the woven fabric. In the case of the Hollander, the roller is slowly lowered when the water shows no more
discolouration. Half-stuff is a pulp consisting of a single sort of raw material, or a mixture
of large, different, unequally cut rags, which are beaten until most of the fibres are separated. This can produce an apparently fine pulp when fine rags are used, or a rough, lumpy
pulp with visible thread fragments, when coarse and strong rags are used. The pulp composition of a half-stuff is thus not well balanced: fibres of half-stuff are of unequal length, and
unevenly beaten (uneven fibrillation). The half-stuff is preserved, or immediately mixed
with another raw material. Sometimes the half-stuff is first bleached, with which the stuff is
dewatered. After squeezing by hand presses no more water out, the stuff is exposed to chlorine185 gas, or directly to a hypochlorite solution. Half-stuff is thus a pulp that does not yet
have the desired properties, and therefore cannot be made into a good paper. Half-stuff
beating is the first step in making the pulp suitable for the final fibre processing.

184 Scheele (1774) produced gaseous chlorine by exposing hydrochloric acid (HCl) to manganese dioxide (MnO2). This was also the method taken up by paper factories to bleach rags and pulp (as half-stuff ) with chlorine gas. After 1800 [Müller, 1922-191], preference
was increasingly given to bleaching with sodium- or calcium hypochlorite (Berthollet, 1789-NaClO2 ‘eau de Javelle’, Tennant, 1798CaClO2) because aqueous bleaching provided a more reliable and uniform result. Yet Piette [1853-24f ], for example, still gives recipes for gaseous chlorine bleaching, despite the known dangers to the health of the workers, who had to handle the substance. Gaseous
bleaching was still discussed in the literature even after 1880, but it had probably become a kind of historical artefact, and hypochlorites were actually used in practice.
185 [Davis, 1886-358] “A good method of testing the condition of the half-stuff for gas bleaching is to squeeze samples of it between the
hands; if the pressure should cause no water to escape and the samples still possess a damp appearance, the material may be considered
to be in a suitable condition to be bleached with gas.”
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3.4.3 whole-stuff
The blending of different types of half-stuff steers the properties of the paper to be made.
The eventual composition of a paper depends on the properties, quality, and purpose desired. Cheap raw materials for cheap paper, fibrillated types for strong paper, briefly beaten
pulp for absorbent, open paper types, and so forth. The paper can be steered in a certain direction by blending various raw materials, while the various properties of the selected fibre
types are still conveyed in the resulting paper. Furthermore, beating serves to make the fibre
flexible and hydrated, so that all fibres can conform well to each other. Beating also ensures
that the existing differences between the blended fibres are more evenly distributed throughout the fibre pulp.
Using the hammer beater involves transferring the stuff from one trough to another.
With the Hollander beater, all processing can be accomplished in a single machine. However, in practice, multiple beaters are mostly used. The underlying reason is that the rollers
of a half-stuff Hollander186 are equipped with fewer bars, and they turn more slowly. As the
rags must be pulled apart rather than beaten at this stage, the slower turning and fewer passages between the bars are meant to change the stuff as little as possible, and only separate
the fibres from each other. This again is also an attempt to control the base material as much
as possible. In the whole stuff Hollander, various types of pulp are mixed, and made as uniform as possible. After 1880, a special Hollander was developed for bleaching that was thus
constructed of chlorine-resistant materials. Subsequently, bleaching was mostly done in
these machines. Chlorine residues were removed from the raw material by rinsing, or applying anti-chlor187 prior to starting whole-stuff beating. This was strictly controlled because residual chlorine can affect the quality of engine sizing.
From the end of the eighteenth century, the mixing of various types of pulp became
more prevalent, on the one hand caused by rag scarcity, and, on the other, by a greater variety of raw materials becoming available. In his recipes for coloured papers, Piette188 reveals
this by always suggesting mixtures of different rag types from his classification. For example,
for a blue paper [figure 32]:
a 40 parts nº 11: fine cotton, dyed or printed blue
b 20 parts nº 14: cotton or linen/hemp, coarser than 11, dyed or printed blue
c 30 parts nº 23: tarred ropes or oakum, with shives
d 10 parts nº 28: sweepings of fibres from mixed rags, straw, leaves etc.
The first two –blue coloured– rag sorts to be employed without preliminary treatment to
conserve as much colour as possible. Piette states that each recipe is for 50 kg dry stuff189,
thus the recipe must be read as follows:
1 rags:
a 18.2 kg fine blue cotton rags
b 9.1 kg medium blue cotton and bast fibre rags
c 13.7 kg strong long-fibre coloured bast fibre rags with shives
d 4.6 kg short-fibre filling
2 sizing:
a 1 kg resin soap

186 [Mierzinski, 1886-133] *TA -“In general it can be assumed that no more than 38-40 bars are installed on a half-stuff roll and they are
mounted wider apart. In the case of the whole-stuff beater usually three bars each are placed in one groove and their number is increased to 60. The strength of the bars is different and varies between 5-10 millimetres.”
187 [Chadwick, 1877-63] “When the bleaching is not completed in the poacher, the half-stuff with the bleaching liquor is run down into
stone chests, where the process is allowed quietly to proceed until the desired colour is obtained. The bleached half- stuff is drained
and pressed, to remove the residual liquid, and is then put into the intermediate beater, where the remaining traces of chlorine are removed by washing, or destroyed by chemical agents, and the process of comminution carried to a considerable degree of fineness.”
188 for Piette’s classification [see: Piette 1853 p.221].
189 [Piette, 1853-129] *TA -“I will divide the following samples into twelve groups and note that from this point the quantities of rags
and materials indicated amount to 50 kilograms of dry pulp.”
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b 1 kg starch
c 1 kg alum
3 colouring
a 1 kg Prussian blue (pigment)
b 400 gr logwood (dye)
Setting aside sizing and colouring, all types of rags in this recipe must be beaten to half-stuff
separately. The ‘displacement series’ for the chosen rags is as follows:
– c - tarred ropes and oakum (strongest fibres, poorest colour)
– b - medium blue cotton and bast fibre rags (strong fibres, less colour due to bast fibre
component190)
– a - fine blue cotton rags (soft fibres, best colour)
– d - short-fibred filler (filling of the paper with short fibres for a more even look-through)

figure 32: recipe for blue paper nº 37, [Piette 1853-p.151 UvA Special Collections OTM:K94-12]

As pigment still has to be added to the pulp, not all the chosen fibres had to contribute to
the final blue colour. The strong bast fibres (c) give the paper rattle (crispness), and make for
a stronger paper than one predominantly of cotton (a, b). Sweepings (d) must be seen as
fibre filling, a component adding to the total, but mainly to fill in the space between the
fibres to create a relatively dense paper. The shives present in (c) are the darker particles in
the figure that protrude from the surface, thus scattering light differently
However, in modern paper manufacture, it does happen that mixed types of pulp are
ultimately beaten separately, because the resulting strength properties of tear resistance and
breaking length can be better controlled in this way. This is chiefly connected with maxim190 as discussed before, bast fibres loose colouring matter in processing easier than cotton.
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ising the strength of a mixed pulp in paper types in which long fibres (softwood) dominate.
The separate beating of short fibres (hardwood) has a positive effect on tear resistance191
when the duration of beating is short. It pays to beat the various pulp types separately when
the tear resistance is paramount, such as with reel paper intended for fast running rotary
printing presses.
conclusion
Processing different raw materials independently from each other avoids stronger fibre
types dominating at too early a stage, and weaker and/or shorter fibre types deteriorating to
the extent that they can no longer play a role in the paper's properties, such as strength. It is
only with whole-stuff beating that the fibres, with all their specific properties, are brought
into contact with each other and the pulp acquires the desired properties.

worker adding sheets of dry pulp into the Hollander beater [photo François Kollar in ‘La France travaille, vol V:
Fabriques à papier’. Paris: éditions de Horizons de France, 1932 p.350].

191 [Bos, 1995-p.150-fig. 7.9]
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3.5 role of the Hollander beater in the diversification of paper
types
In contrast to hammer beating, the Hollander offers the possibility to influence the end
result in the machine itself. Whereas hammer beating only hydrates and fibrillates the fibres,
the Hollander beater permits the character of the stuff to be firmly steered. The properties
of the rags determine the quality of paper pulped by hammer beating. By changing the
fibres proper, the Hollander itself also determines the paper properties. Therefore, the pulp
can be endowed with more varieties of quality than is possible with hammer beating. Elements that play a role are as follows:
– the number and interspacing of bars in the roll (rotor)
– the bars are spaced equidistant over the circumference of the roll
– the bars can be placed as a single bar or in clumps of 2-4 bars
– the ideal space between the bars is dependent on the average fibre lenght192
– the number and interspacing of bars in the bed (stator)
– the rotation speed of the roller
– the material of the bars
– hard, sharp bars cut the fibres (bronze)
– soft, rounded bars abrade and fibrillate the fibres (basalt) [figure 35]
– the width of the bars
– narrow, sharp bars shorten the fibres
– the space between the bars is wider than the bars width
– wide, blunt bars abrade and fibrillate the fibres
– the space between the bars is approximately equal to the bars width
– the space between the rotor and stator bars (the beating pressure)
– a narrower space (<100 µm) shortens the fibres
– a larger space abrades and fibrillates the fibres
– the concentration of stuff in the Hollander:
– a low concentration makes the process shorten fibres more
– a high concentration makes the process more abrasive and causes more fibrillation
– how and when the space between the bars and the bedplate changes during beating
– the duration of beating
– the thickness of the fibre cell walls
– thicker fibres are shortened sooner
– thin, supple fibres are abraded and fibrillated sooner
– the degree of delignification of the fibres
– hard, less delignified fibres are shortened sooner
– soft, extremely cooked fibres are abraded and fibrillated sooner.
The beating of fibres in whole stuff beating changes the dewatering rate of pulp. Short,
non-fibrillated fibres readily release clinging water on the mould, because they are smooth.
Long, fibrillated fibres do so less easily, due to their larger surface area and great capillary
connection with water. This distinction was already recognised in the nineteenth century,
and used to make pulp as desired. The dewatering characteristic can be determined by
squeezing a handful of pulp. When the water runs out quickly, leaving behind a semi-dry
wad of fibres, then the fibres are short and beaten free. When the pulp has the tendency to
squeeze out between the fingers, leaving little remaining in the hand, then the pulp is wellbeaten ('greasy'), and long and fibrillated. In addition, the sound, or feeling of the vibration
in the Hollander193 is always mentioned as a means of determining the properties and con192 [Cottrall, 1952-61] “The correct spacing between the bars varies with the length of the fibres to be beaten and therefore no one spacing is ideal for all types of fibres.”
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dition of the stuff. In this way, the papermaker - the Hollander handler - steers and controls
the end result. At around 1915, instruments were developed, through which the degree of
freeness of the fibres can be expressed in degrees of Schopper-Riegler (°SR is mainly used in
Europe), or Canadian Standard Freeness (ml CSF). Schopper-Riegler degrees describe the
extent to which fibres retain water, while the Canadian Standard Freeness is expressly an indication of the rate of dewatering. Thus higher values for °SR signify that the pulp has been
processed for a long time, by which the fibres dewater slowly, and are more fibrillated and
hydrated [figure 33]194,195. The degree of beating is indicated by one of these terms. The values can be converted to and from one another [appendix XI Schopper-Riegler to Canadian
Standard Freeness].

figure 33: effects of spacing of the rotor and stator bars and pulp concentration in the Hollander on the properties
of pulp and paper. The Schopper-Riegler degree (ºSR) is approximate, and meant as an indication only. In this
diagram, the thickness of the bars, and thus their effect, cannot be given. [figure: BvV]

The width and sharpness of the bars can be used for effecting both dry and wet beating.
The Hollander is no 'automatic scissor' in the sense of a pair of paper scissors. The cutting,
fibre-shortening working of the Hollander is based on the sudden change in hydrostatic
pressure in the fibres. The space between the stator and rotor bars is called ‘roll pressure’
(beating pressure), in papermakers' jargon. The passing of the fibres through the narrow
split between the bars (which must not touch each other on pain of damage to, and jam-

193 [Cross, 1907-195] “The beater-man judges the pressure of roll on bed-plate by the feel or sound, either by putting his foot on the bedplate or his hand on the wheel, or, better still, by the use of a wooden stick, one end of which is placed rigidly against the metal hook
on bed-plate and the other to his ear.”
194 [Opherden, 1979-201] *TA -“In practice however, the determination of the degree of beating is often sufficient. Depending on the
degree of beating, the following classification can be made: up to 30 °SR free stuff, 30-50 °SR medium free stuff, 50-70 °SR wet stuff,
above 70 °SR very wet stuff.”
195 Canadian Standard Freeness use conflicting scales. Schopper-Riegler bases his on ‘wetness’, which gives a low value when much water
is released by the sample, while the ‘freeness’ scale then gives a high value.
0 °SR = 1155 ml CSF - 93.5 °SR = 0 ml CSF.
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ming of the roll) squeezes the water in the fibres out under great pressure. The movement
through the pulp causes a layer of fibres to deposit, folded lengthwise over the front edge of
the moving bars (the rotors) [figure 34]. These fibres, called flocks196, are pulled between rotor and stator bars. The thickness of the flock depends on the space between the bars: thin
flocks have much metal-fibre contact, while thicker flocks have more fibre-fibre contact.
Thin flocks thus have less resilience (or 'protection'), by which an acute pressure increase occurs in the fibres. This tears the fibres apart: the fibres are cut through. Narrow, sharp bars
effect a straight break: a 'snip'. When the space is greater (and the beating pressure less), the
amount of fibres between the bars increases. They protect each other, as it were, because the
hydrostatic shock decreases, and the fibres are able to move around each other. This deforms
the fibre cell walls, and produces fibrils and loosened fibre parts. The process takes place on
both the exterior and interior of the fibres. The deformation of the fibre cell wall itself frees
its layers and fibre bundles. The pressure also forces out the hemicelluloses from inside the
fibres, which eventually makes the fibres slimier. Hence, with long beating, this results in
transparent and greaseproof (i.e. extremely closed) papers. The beating duration and the roll
speed determine the number of passes of the fibres, and therefore the chance that fibres are
changed during their passage between the bars.
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figure 34: effect of bars and the corresponding pressure change on fibre flocks: overview of a passage through the
bars. The terms under each phase describe how the fibres are processed by the bars. [adapted from: Lumiainen,
2000]

The beating process alters the average fibre length: the Hollander has the most effect on
the longest fibres in the pulp, because the long fibres flocculate more readily. There is a relation between the space between the bars, and the average length of the fibres. The longest
fibres will have an equal length when the roller is held for certain time on the same spacing.
When the roller is then set lower, it takes some time for the then longest fibres to be developed. The average length of the fibres becomes shorter than in the first setting. The bars
process short fibres less. Due to turbulence, the short fibres mostly remain in the space between the bars: they keep slipping out between the bars. This way, the Hollander makes the
average fibre length more even.
The fibre pulp concentration determines the extent of mutual protection of the fibres.
With low concentrations, the processing by the bars has a considerably greater effect on
fibre length, because, certainly with a small space between the bars, nearly every fibre is exposed on the edges of the bars (as in nº 2 in figure 34). For paper types where flatness is im196 the more modern term is ‘flock‘, while ‘fibrage’, as used by [Smith, 1923], is used in early literature.
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portant (e.g. printing and graphic papers), it is chosen to make the average fibre length relatively short, and not to fibrillate the fibres strongly. This results in less drying tension in the
paper, which demands low concentrations and a high beating pressure. For papers that must
be strong (writing paper, drawing paper), beating is done with a higher concentration and a
lower beating pressure. This results in much fibrillation, and the fibres remain relatively
long, because they are not exposed on the bar edges. To make transparent paper, the roller is
set very low after a long, wet beating, in order to cut the fibres short. This fills out all spaces
in the paper with extremely fibrillated fibres covered with hemicelluloses, causing the fibres
to adhere to each other. The consequent lack of gaps in the fibre mat means that light is
hardly scattered, thus making the paper transparent [figure 33].
The versatility of the beater results in a wide range of possibilities in beating fibres that
give distinct properties to the papers thus made. The various strength properties and sheet
formation of a given paper are governed by the way the pulp is beaten. Figure 33 shows the
four basic paper qualities. The following generally holds true:
1 long and free beaten stuff give low tensile-, burst-, and folding strength due to a lack of
fibrillation but a high tear strength because of the long fibres. These pulps give a lumpy,
uneven sheet formation and a bulky, opaque paper
2 free beaten short stuff has a uniform low strength pattern plus a low tear strength.
These pulp types allow a good sheet formation and the very bulky and opaque paper receives printing inks well
3 long wet beaten stuff gives high tensile-, burst-, and folding strength. The tear strength
is in the medium range and the paper is less bulky. The sheet formation is to be classified as ‘wild’
4 short wet stuff gives high tensile- and fold strength but a low tear strength. The papers
are low in bulk with a closed formation. These papers do not receive ink well and are
(almost) grease resistant.
conclusion
The Hollander and the machines derived from it, the conical refiner and the disk refiner,
made possible the spread of paper of many types with various properties. Owing to the
fairly late adoption of the Hollander beater outside the Netherlands (and a little later by
Britain), papers up until ~1800 were quite similarly pulped, and the wide growth in different paper types (made possible by the Hollander) began only after that date. The strength
and formation properties of paper are strongly related to the manner in which a pulp is
beaten.

figure 35: basalt Hollander beater roll with broad bars and large spacing designed to fibrillate pulp. ‘Basalt lava
beater roll with cast-iron spider and stone segments (Bertrams Ltd.)’ [Clapperton, 1952-p.126-fig 51] [scan BvV].
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3.6 successors and replacements of rags
Prior to ± 1780, the papermaker was familiar with just one fibre197 type: the bast fibre in
the form of linen and hemp. Nevertheless, they succeeded in making a large variety of papers. Papermakers had increasing difficulty in obtaining sufficient rag material, which, in
the second half of the eighteenth century, led to the search for alternatives. This meant that
other fibre types had to become part of the papermaking repertoire. The best-known experimenter with alternative raw materials was the clergyman and scientist, Jacob Christiaan
Schäffer, who, between 1765 and 1771, recorded his experiments on new fibre sources in
six198 volumes. These experiments ultimately covered more than 52 different raw materials
that included the very exotic, such as Cypriot asbestos, cabbage stalks, and wooden roof
tiles, but also straw, which was later regarded as a usable fibre source. In 1801, Matthias
Koops wrote a book about straw as a new fibre, and named Schäffer as his source. To add
weight to his writings, Koops mentions all then known people199 who had researched into
alternative fibre sources. He summarises the purpose of the quest in this passage:
“other vegetables of a tender and pliable nature might probably be converted
into a mucilaginous pulp and adopted as a substitute for rags ... those vegetables
that are of a brittle and harsh nature, but which can be obtained in large quantities and at moderate prices, might by art and perseverance be made tender,
without destroying that quality which is necessary to be retained in paperstuff.”200
That is, when the source material does not inherently have suitable properties, then the papermaker must use their art and knowledge to endow the fibre with them.
Many were occupied with the search for alternatives, but in the paper we investigate, we
will most likely not find anything of these other than that in samples so labelled. After all, it
is difficult to make the step from an experiment to proper201 production, which is partly
why the number of fibre types in paper is relatively limited. While a suitable fibre can be extracted from an enormous number of plants, it is truly surprising that so few have been
brought to commercial application. In his study of useful fibre plants, Dodge names hundreds of examples of plants potentially suitable for papermaking. He even doubted that
wood, already making up the largest part of pulp production at the time of his study, would
continue202 as such in the future. The fibre sorts that were brought into production in West197 to avoid confusion/unnecessary discussion, cotton has been left out of the equation but we have to realise that in ‘classic’ pre 1780 papers, cotton can be part of the furnish.
198 “Versuche und Muster ohne alle Lumpen oder doch mit einem geringen Zusatze derselben Papier zu machen” two volumes 1765,
“Neue Versuche und Muster, das Pflanzenreich zum Papiermachen und anderen Sachen wirtschaftsnützlich zu gebrauchen” three volumes 1766-1767, “Wiederholte Versuche auf ordentlichen Papiermühlen aus allerhand Pflanzen und Holzarte Papier zu machen”
1771. All volumes with samples added.
199 [Koops, 1801-233] “These circumstances, and the establishment of the ‘Regenerating-Paper-Manufacture’ brought to my recollection
what Bruyset, Levier de Lisle, Fonde, Gleditch, Greaves, Guetard, Klaproth, Linnaeus, Clarus Mayer, Reaumur, Schaffer, Seba, Stakel,
Strange, and other scientific men had noticed, and their ideas on substitutes for papermaterials. These authors have stated, that as cotton, flax, and hemp, are the origin of paper and rags, other vegetables of a tender and pliable nature might probably be converted into
a mucilaginous pulp, and adopted as a substitute for rags in the manufacture of Paper; and farther, that those vegetables that are of a
brittle and harsh nature, but which can be obtained in large quantities and at moderate prices, might by art and perseverance be made
tender, without destroying that quality which is necessary to be retained in paper-stuff.”
200 [Koops, 1801-234]
201 [Stones, 1856-747] “Several instances have occurred in which the projector produced two or three table spoonsful of material, but
what it was, whence it came, he declined telling, and how much chemicals had been used he did not know; he had only just boiled it
three or four times, and used a little acid, and a little chlorine, and so on. On being invited to multiply the firing and chemicals in the
proportion of the small quantity exhibited to the tons which must be manufactured to render the matter profitable, the unpalatable
conclusions were ignored, even after allowing a large margin for the difference between working several tons and experimenting upon
an ounce.”
202 [Dodge, 1897-16] “The paper materials other than Esparto are not considered in this category [locally produced fibres in the UsA].
The native fibrous substances that might be employed in lieu of cellulose from our forest trees, for paper pulp, would make a long list,
at the head of which might be placed the waste fiber from a million acres of flax produced only for seed. A day is surely coming when
the question of securing new pulp materials will present itself, and it is to be hoped that from the long list of native species of fibrous
plants enumerated in this work something will be found that will supply at low cost a better paper material for common use than
wood pulp, which has nothing to recommend it but availability of raw material and cheapness.”
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ern Europe, and which therefore can be encountered in the paper population, are discussed
below. These new fibre types demanded adapted work methods that paper factories had to
develop. This led to the paper industry dramatically changing from a craft with relatively
simple tools, to a technically driven industry in which processing techniques and chemical
expertise play an important role.

3.6.1 lignin: the great game changer
The raw materials that replace rags nearly all proved to contain lignin, a substance that
does not occur, or only scarcely, in linen, hemp, and cotton. The old papermakers had luck
on their side in this respect: use of fibres that only have to be mechanically changed to obtain suitable paper. Papermakers did not have to take lignin into account as a disrupting
factor, and hence were ignorant about it. Lignin makes fibres comparatively stiff and hydrophobic, so long as it is not removed. The stuff demands a completely different technology,
for which it is necessary to use chemicals and apparatus. A rising energy demand is especially characteristic, as all phases in modern paper production are carried out in ways that
need energy in the form of movement and heat. This development is congruent with the
strongly changed society in the nineteenth century. Society was then characterised by the
linking of machine building expertise, and the production and thus control of steam energy,
with the rapidly developing fields of chemistry and physics that made entirely different
work methods possible, and advanced them.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century203, lignin proved to be a problematic factor,
because its nature was not well understood. However, as described previously, the use of lye
in paper making was well known, and it is this knowledge that made it possible to start using the new fibre sources. The expanding and developing mining industry increased the
availability and lowered the costs of minerals that were being used as chemicals. The lignin
problem was eventually definitely solved in the chemical/technical sense after 1860, enabled
by earlier developments in the chemical industry leading to the arrival of amply available inorganic204 alkalis, and the industries’ capability to produce large quantities of strong acids. A
broader chemical knowledge and rational methodology enabled the papermaker to extract
cellulose from plants in such a way that usable papers could be made. This partly led to the
separation of the processes of making paper and liberating cellulose from wood in the form
of fibres by chemically dissolving the lignin in it. Thus the chemistry of pulp making and
the technique of papermaking became two different fields of expertise. Many paper factories
combine these two activities under one roof, but gradually the pattern developed of the
pulp factory being situated close to the source of the raw materials (wood), and the paper
factory being close to the paper users. This development occurred slowly and not everywhere, but, generally, pulp factories were mostly built in boreal areas with their vast softwood forests, while most paper was produced at lower latitudes. After the second World
War, this development was mirrored by the establishment of eucalyptus plantations205 in
203 Anselme Payen (Fr. 1795-1878) has been described as the first researcher of cellulose and consequently of lignin (‘ligneux’). Payen
gave cellulose its name (1838). Payen was the first to describe how lignin is soluble in certain chemicals that do not dissolve cellulose.
[Payen, 1839-23] *TA - “By comparing the action of various bodies on the pure elementary tissue and on the ligneous tissue, I soon
discovered that the thickening substance within the fibrous cells [lignin] dissolves by the agents to which the first resists. Among these agents I shall mention soda, potash, and nitric acid.”
204 [Dąbrowski, 2008-112] “Modern chemical industry started in Europe at the end of the 18th century, with the Leblanc process for
making soda (sodium carbonate) and other chemicals from common salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) at its heart. Nicolas Leblanc
(1742-1806), together with his co-worker Dize, outlined the process with the incentive of a satisfactory monetary award from the
French Academy of Sciences, which they offered in 1775 for a description of a practical manufacturing process. The Leblanc process
was firstly applied (1790) in the chemical plant at St. Denis, near Paris, which was built for this purpose with financial support from
the Duke of Orleans. The French Revolution stopped the activities of this plant (which at that time was producing about 300 kg of
soda daily), as it stopped the development in France of a paper-making machine, which had been invented by Nicolas Louis Robert
(1798/99). The results obtained by the French inventors were refined and developed further in England.”
205 kraft pulping became the dominant pulping technology once it was developed to the extent that hardwoods could also successfully be
converted to a workable pulp. Only then did it become economically viable to pulp hardwoods in great quantities. Growing eucalyptus in plantations was developed in Brazil earlier in the twentieth century, and this manner of obtaining large quantities of fast growing raw material was predictably later initiated in other similar climate regions [Lamberg, 2012-263f ].
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warmer climes, where eucalyptus pulp produced is turned into paper in existing paper
factories.
3.6.1.1 straw
Straw is the dried stems of feed grain (gramineae), and is botanically classified under
grasses. The most prevalent sorts grown in Europe are wheat (Triticum sativum), rye (Secale
cereale), barley (Hordeum vulgare), and oats (Avena sativa). Of these, wheat straw206 was
most commonly used for pulp in the twentieth century. Straw is regarded as the first fibre to
provide an answer to the scarcity of raw materials due to the rising demand for paper at the
end of eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century. It is what the French so charmingly call a 'succédané’, a substitute. The entire stem is used, thus all cells and fibres
throughout the stem occur in straw paper. Thus is the researcher provided with various
leads, because various types of elements indicate the presence of straw. Besides the cylindershaped, featureless fibres of the leaves encircling the stem, there are also barrel-shaped, vascular cells and epidermal cells of the stems present.
Straw has a comparatively short and thin fibre, which imparts hard and thus brittle
properties to paper. The stems contain207 silicates, which makes some types rather difficult
to process into paper. The stem nodes in particular can cause problems with pulping, so
types with relatively few nodes are preferred [figure 24]. Sometimes the trouble was taken to
cut out the nodes before chopping the stems. The introduction of the deknotter208 made it
possible to sieve out the nodes. Piette209 classed straw according to the hardness of the
pulped fibres, making a correlation between resistance to pulping and hardness. His findings give this descending order of hardness: rye, wheat, barley, and oats. Barley straw was his
preference, due to its low price and comparatively few nodes.

figure 36: wheat straw; the arrows indicate stem nodes. The stems show black discolouration from moulds despite
the fact that the stems were mechanically harvested and pressed into bales, and so have not lain in the field. Below
right is visible the light-coloured pith in the interior. [scan: BvV]

Straw contains, also after pulping, a mucilage which makes heavy sizing unnecessary.
Bleaching renders it suitable for writing210 paper. The material has a bad name, because the
colour brown is associated with decay. Straw contains relatively little lignin, and thus it is
mostly colouring matter remaining in the pulp that is responsible for the colour. The darker
206 [Ilvessalo, 1995-308] “Of these, wheat and rye are the most suitable for pulp production. Wheat is used in the greatest amount.”
207 salts and esters of silicic acid: Si(OH)4
208 Engels patent nº 5964, 1830-07-29, Richard Ibotson. In quick succession, the deknotter was improved (among others, UK patent º
6095 1831-03-21 George William Turner, UK patent nº 6209 1832-01-10 John Dickinson), and other screening principles developed, from flat screens with slits, to cylindrical screens in another rotating cylindrical screen, etc.).
209 [Piette, 1838-68ff ]
210 [Brockhaus Conversations Lexicon, 1840-29] About Piette: *TA -”He has shown practically and in great measure that in a very simple manner, with and without the addition of rags, even very fine papers can be produced from the various varieties of straw. By using
lightly coloured straw varieties and even without bleaching, these can be used as writing paper, and can be bleached completely by
chlorine. Unbleached straw paper has the advantage of being naturally sized, that is to say, they are non-absorbing even without
sizing.”
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colour of unbleached straw makes it suitable only for packaging applications and use where
it is not visible, such as strawboard book boards.
Until the end of the nineteenth century, straw was pulped with a soda process, although
early patents211 assume the use of quicklime and/or potash lye (potassium hydroxide/carbonate). The high portion of silicic acid makes an acidic pulping more difficult. The knowledge required for the necessary use of chemicals on straw laid the foundation for the later
chemical pulping processes212 for wood. Long maceration times are necessary, thus boilers
(in part developed by Piette), in which the bulk can be treated under pressure and high
temperatures, were often used in order to reduce treatment time. After complete pulping
and bleaching into straw cellulose, the cheap straw proved to be virtually as expensive213 as
rag paper, due to the high use of chemicals. After Dahl's invention of the sulphate process(1884), straw cellulose (for white paper applications) was usually pulped214 with this
method, which benefits the fibre quality.
There were other drawbacks in addition to the problematic pulping capability of the
fibre, and especially of the stem nodes. As the grain harvest is seasonal, a large supply had to
be stored that increased costs. The cutting of the fibre for boiling and leaching is a fire hazardous215 activity. The factory stores had to be removed from the factory to prevent any fire
spreading to it, and this created extra transport costs. In addition, the fibre is so short that a
weak and fragile paper results when used unmixed with other fibre types. Furthermore, the
substances in straw that colour the pulp are difficult to bleach, which produces a yellowish
paper. By the end of the nineteenth century, wood pulp production was so considerable that
straw cellulose was gradually replaced except for times of scarcity, such as during WWI and
after WWII. For these reasons, straw cellulose is still used in areas where it is readily available, because of the beneficial properties it can impart to the better paper216 types. Added to
paper of other fibres, straw cellulose with its short fibres makes the look-through less cloudy
as they nestle easily between the longer fibres. It also makes the paper harder217,218 and gives
it a better rattle. Straw pulp must not be pulped too far, because this soon decreases219 the

211 for a summary of these patents [appendix VIII „(chemical) pulping of straw prior to 1838 as mentioned by Piette” p.227]
212 [Keim, 1951-101] *TA -“The manufacture of straw pulp is the foundation stone for the manufacture of soda and sulphite chemical
pulp.”
213 [Herring, 1863-67f ] “The cost at the present time of producing two papers of equal quality, one entirely from straw, and the other entirely from rags, would be very nearly equal; for although the cost of the rags would be at least £17 per ton, and the cost of the straw
not more than £2 per ton, in addition to the greatly increased cost of preparing the straw, the rags would only waste one-third, while
the straw would waste fully one-half. Thus taking into consideration the waste which each undergoes in process of preparation, the actual cost of material in producing a ton of paper may be stated relatively as £25 for rags, and £4 for straw. The cost, however, of preparation, which includes power, labour, and chemicals, being so very much greater in the case of the straw— from two to three times as
much as that of rags— a similarity of value is thus ultimately attaine’d”. Also cited by [Hills, 1996-12]
214 in the Netherlands, straw was also pulped with a sulphite process after a method developed by the Netherlands Experimental Station
for Straw, but it remains unclear whether this was effected in great quantities, as alkaline pulping is normally the preferred method
[Labarre, 1952-294f-12]. According to Labarre, a distinction was made between straw pulp (for strawboard, brown) and straw cellulose (for paper, light-coloured).
215 [Müller, 1922-196] *TA -”The preparation of straw in the chopping plant combined with dry pre-cleaning is substantially perfected
and with pneumatic transport one can lay down the fire-dangerous choppings and the straw storage away from the main part of the
pulp plant and the paper factory.”
216 once straw is turned into pulp, which is normally traded in sheet form, it becomes a totally different commodity and the mentioned
drawbacks are thus eliminated.
217 [Keim, 1951-102] *TA -”Straw pulp is particularly important for the production of medium and fine papers. It gives it a good bulk
and rattle; the paper is not so limp and is normally well sized. In view of the increasingly scarcity of wood fibre, the straw pulp production has in recent years gained in importance.”
218 in the study of nineteenth century papers from the Mierzinski examples during lectures in June 2016 for UvA paper students, Gangolf
Ulbricht (hand papermaker of Berlin) began to wonder why straw had been added to so many papers in this selection. He then experimented with adding straw to his handmade papers and discovered that, according the properties described here, the paper became
more uniform in look-through, and, in addition, could produce a beautiful high rattle. Due to these properties, Ulbricht has decided
to make more paper with bleached, sulphate pulped, straw cellulose.
219 [Fadavi, 2012-153] “Beating studies for straw-based pulps showed that its freeness decreases faster than wood pulps. In other words,
wheat straw requires considerably lower refining energy than wood-based furnish to reach the same level of freeness, due to higher
content of primary fines and thinner fibers at lower cell wall thickness.” and [Biermann, 1996-50 table 2-9]
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dewatering speed on the wire, and, consequently, that of the production speed of the paper
machine.
The production of strawboard from straw pulp that must be regarded as an independent
product is the exception to the rule of using straw fibres just as a filler. Strawboard, produced mainly in the cooperative strawboard factories in North-East Groningen220 and Germany, remained a popular and well-known material until the 1970s. It was exported
throughout Europe and used in many applications. The material is characterised by its construction, which is built of layers laminated with water glass (sodium silicate: Na2SiO3). The
combination of alkaline pulping and water glass makes these types of boards tough and very
durable. Their great disadvantage is that the large amount of colouring matter readily migrates when wetted, and can thus heavily stain adjoining paper, for example, in the case of
strawboard boards in books.
3.6.1.2 esparto
Esparto is a grass that grows in the dry Mediterranean coastal areas of Spain and North
Africa (Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria and Libya). The true esparto (Stipa tenacissima L.) can be
confused with albardine (Lygeum spartum L.) that grows in the same regions, and is virtually identical as both plants have long leaves that roll up vertically when dry. Traditionally,
the leaf fibres are used for twine that is woven or plaited to make objects. The leaves also
yield a hard vegetable wax. In Europe, the fibre has been known221 for centuries, and was
apparently imported in the form described above. All leaf elements can be encountered in
paper. The characteristic 'comma cells' [figure 83 p.154] are the indicator for esparto paper.
The general name for the fibre is esparto, alfa in France. The fibre is also known as Spanish broom, halfa, sparte, spartum and Pfriemengrass (De). Esparto can be called a typically
English fibre, for the first patent for esparto paper was granted to the Routledge paper
mill222 in 1856, but, above all, because the fibre was processed very little in other
European223 countries. Thus the presence of esparto fibre in paper indicates English, or to a
lesser extent, French and Spanish manufacture. This specialisation is declared by the fact
that English ship-owners224 were in need of return cargo from the Mediterranean, and the
harbours of Oran and Algiers, with their esparto depots, fulfilled this need. The large bulk
and seasonal harvesting gives esparto the same disadvantages as straw.
The harvest, exclusively of wild plants, involves pulling off the 50-80 centimetre long
leaves. This saves the plants and makes further harvests possible [figure 25]. The leaves are
harvested before the plant comes into flower. Young leaves are almost transparent and contain few fibres. Like straw, the leaves contain silicon, but it is distributed throughout the
leaf, thus the leaves must be harvested in an unripe state when the silicon content is as low
as possible. The leaves yield a large amount of fibre material in proportion to their weight.
After importation, the fibre is dusted and boiled in autoclaves, followed by pulping with
the soda process. The leaves are quite thin, hence liquid penetrates easily, which means that
the boiler pressure does not have to be high. The lack of nodes and seedpods results in a
uniform pulp. Bleaching is comparatively easy. A proportion of wood cellulose is often added to improve paper tear resistance.
220 an interesting web site about the history of strawboard in Groningen: http://demensenvandestrokarton.nl/ (2016/07/05)
221 [Thon, 1844-4] “Also cords of Esparto, a genus of Spartogras, are extremely durable and deserve to be used. [‘Planirschnüre’ to dry sized papers on].” and [Beckmann, 1787-128] “In the drying loft, the sheets are hung from slats or hempen ropes but both stain the paper and the latter also rot easily and cause small folds and wrinkles, ropes made of hair are better. Instead of these the Dutch use the
tender Spanish reed, which is six or seven lines in diameter, rattan ropes. In Paris in 1776, a manufacture de sparterie had been created
which from Genet d'Espagne, presumably a genista or species of Spartium, not only makes cloth and mattresses but also ropes which
do not stain and therefore are of service to laundresses, dyers and papermakers.”
222 [Patent, 1858-147] “A.D. 1856, July 31 - nº 1816. ROUTLEDGE, Thomas -“Improvements in the manufacture of half-stuff and paper” and these are said to consist in treating esparto and other raw fibres by a ley containing more lime than is necessary to render the
alkali caustic, afterwards boiling and rinsing the fibre in a solution of carbonate or bicarbonate of soda.”
223 as can be illustrated by the fact that none of the 63 Mierzinski samples, being printing papers produced in Germany and Austria
around 1886, contain esparto in their furnish.
224 [Simmonds, 1869-174] “This extensive use of esparto has furthered the cause of literature by cheapening the raw material for paper,
and supplied a want of which our shipowners had long complained - return cargoes from Spain and Algeria.”
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figure 37: esparto harvest in North Africa [Association of Esparto Papermakers, 1956-p.2] [scan BvV].

The round, flexible fibre makes esparto paper fairly bulky: the weight is low for such a
high thickness. The round, curved fibres create much space between them, which scatters
light and results in an opaque paper. These voids make the paper easy to calender. Esparto is
very dimensionally stable under changes in atmospheric humidity, because the fibres can
swell into the interstices. This also enables it to lie especially flat, which is a great advantage
in fast running, sheet-fed printing presses. Esparto paper has a high affinity for printing ink,
and is therefore particularly suitable for printing and graphic papers, where its softness
causes little wear on relief printing type. After the 1970s, esparto was used less and less, displaced by chemical pulp made from various eucalyptus sorts.
3.6.1.3 mechanical wood pulp
Mechanical wood pulp (MWP) is the generic name for pulp made by grinding wood.
The logs must be processed tangentially so that the fibres are freed from the wood in the
lengthwise direction, to produce longer fibres. The mechanical processing of wood in the
form of sawdust and shavings was first attempted by Schäffer, but without much success. In
1843, Friedrich Gotlob Keller225 thought of grinding wood against a grindstone under the
adding of water.
In a nearby paper factory, Keller made a satisfactory paper from the resulting pulp mixed
with rag stuff. Unfortunately for Keller, his limited technical knowledge and financial means
prevented him from taking further steps, so he handed his patent over to the paper manufacturer Voelter226. Therefore it is Voelter who has to be regarded as the great driving force
behind grinding wood for paper stuff. In twenty years, Voelter developed the process with
the machine manufacturer Voith to the point where mechanical pulp became an attractive
raw material for the production of simple sorts of paper, newsprint in particular. The first
production of large quantities of ground wood227 began in around 1856, and its introduction at the 1867 Paris World Exhibition, signified an international breakthrough [figure
38].

225 in Canada, Charles Fenerty had the same idea but he published only in 1844 and did not promote and develope this manner of paper
making as Keller, but especially Voelter could.
226 [Bartels, 2011-170] *TA - “However, he lacked the capital to further develop his invention for industrial use, and thus the paper manufacturer Heinrich Voelter from Heidenheim acquired Keller's patent on 20.06.1846. Voelter was a merchant, but he proved to be
an excellent technician and inventor ... . With Voiths help Voelter brought the process to technical use. He now constructed a grinder,
which, driven by water or steam, ground several logs simultaneously. The ground pulp was transported out of the grinder by water.”
227 [Klemm, 1957-9] *TA - “The practical production of mechanical wood pulp began around 1856 in Kriebstein and Sandow. When,
on the occasion of the General Paris Exhibition of 1867, a wood grinder was being demonstrated a world-wide interest for the new
raw material for paper was aroused.”
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figure 38: an idealised pulp factory based on Voelter‘s wood grinder (D left), deknotters, stock vat and pulp
concentrator (E below right), wood is prepared below left (knot removal, etc.) [Tschudin 1980-23] [scan BvV].

The use of wood as raw material drastically changed the demand for forest wood. No
longer to be used only for carpentry or firewood, it now had to be deconstructed into free
fibres and chunks of fibres. It emerged that the devil was in the detail when determining
whether a wood was suitable for grinding, or not. Not only are obvious properties, such as
softness, amount of knots and colour crucial, but many other factors also proved to be important for maximising yield:
– right diameter of the log
– very large or very small diameters are problematic for the grinder; an average diameter of ~12 cm. proves to be the most convenient
– roundness of the log must be uniform
– even distribution of early and late wood
– lack of coarser and lignin-rich reaction wood228
– growth rings must be even
– wood in warmer regions grows faster, producing a larger portion of early wood: its
large fibre cross-section produces a lower yield
– resin content must be low: resin creates problems in the grinder as well as the paper
machine
– wood must have ripened for at least 3 months
– the structure of the resin changes on ripening, and causes fewer problems in the
grinder or paper machine
– right age of the wood
– old wood growth contains more tannin that makes it harder
– young wood contains too little mass
– right moisture content229
– higher moisture content produces a more flexible and uniform paper; the paper machine can be run faster
228 reaction wood is wood that trees produce to counteract the stresses of wind force or gravity when exposed to a windy environment,
and/or growing on a slope. Such trees often have an oval trunk, with the widest circumference growing to face the wind direction, or
slope. [Ilvessalo, 1995-32] “The reaction wood in softwoods is formed on the lower side (compression side) of leaning stems and
branches, and is called compression wood, whereas in hardwoods it is formed on the upper side, and is known as tension wood. As a
rule, reaction wood is associated with eccentric growth, and it is contained on the wider side of the growth rings. Compression wood
is common in all conifers.”
229 moisture content: content of water bound in the fibre (capillary, adsorptive); the favourable percentage lies in the range of 28-33%,
regardless of whether the wood has been dried, or was never dried. Within this range, dried wood can again obtain higher moisture
content through water absorption, although this water binds to the fibre in another manner [Klemm, 1957-28].
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– the fibre is crushed and split sooner: more flexible fibres, and more long fibres
– low moisture content produces a harder and brittle paper
– the fibre has to be broken from the wood; more (unusable) wood flour is produced
– the time elapsed between felling and grinding
– wood stored longer is dryer
– wood stored longer is darker in colour230
– wood (waste) from sawmills is darker due to the age of the wood
– wood felled in winter and early spring is lighter coloured than wood felled in
summer and autumn: high temperatures accelerate oxidation
– wood stored for a long time is more difficult to bleach
– felling in summer quickly leads to fungal growth
– red and blue moulds discolour wood, and are difficult to bleach.
Even wildlife has an effect on harvested wood. Deer nibble young trunks in the winter;
these wounds heal into the wood and take on a darker colour. When grinding the fullygrown tree, these areas contaminate much of the pulp that comes in contact with them,
making it unsuitable for use. This specific paper industry issue influences forest management, due to the huge amount of wood required to meet the high demand for wood to be
ground into pulp.
The high yield of the process is the main reason the papermaker uses mechanical pulp:
95% of wood can be converted into fibres. With a well controlled process, the economic
burden is low, because wood can be made into a usable pulp in a short time using a fairly
simple machine, and without chemicals. This is why ground wood is a cheap product that is
applied where the (intended) usage cycle231 of the paper is short, such as with newsprint.
On average, softwood has longer fibres than hardwood: 3 and 1.5 mm respectively.
Therefore, softwood is the chief source for mechanical pulp, and moreover has a lighter colour, often averting the need for bleaching. Of all the softwoods, pine is the best suited to
grinding, supplying the highest fibre yield with the lowest energy consumption. Hardwood
is much more heterogeneous than softwood due to its greater number of different fibre elements. The vessels in particular contribute little to paper strength, because the fibre cell
walls are quite thin. Hence hardwood fibres make an even weaker paper, but are used when
paper must be smooth and opaque. The shorter fibres serve as filling material in mixed pulp.
This is why hardwood is normally only found in combination with softwood in MWP. Ash
and poplar232 are considered to be the most suitable fibre sources of the hardwoods.
Over the years, various methods have been developed to free wood fibres from logs. The
oldest method is the grinding of logs on a grindstone. The first grindstones were made of
natural stones that are sensitive to temperature shocks. These were replaced at the beginning
of the twentieth century by more resistant, ceramic-bonded silicon carbide, or aluminiumcarborundum grindstones [figure 39].
With the more modern methods, the wood is first chipped, then processed into free
fibres in a disk refiner. This gave the advantage of being able to use less well-shaped logs
with, for example, much reaction wood. Thus preselection233 was made easier. The mechanical processes are further classified into fully mechanical, thermo mechanical, and chemothermo mechanical. These three processes show the development of mechanical wood pulp230 [Suess, 2010-227] “The intensity of bark removal, the wood species and the storage time between wood harvest and refining has a
huge impact on the unbleached brightness level. The use of saw mill waste normally gives a lower unbleached brightness. In temperate
zones a “ summer effect” exists, similar to the one in wastepaper recycling. In winter and early spring unbleached pulp brightness is
higher, in summer high temperature of wood chip piles and higher resin content result in lower starting brightness.”
231 in principle, there is no objection to this, as the actual use of such papers is indeed short. The inappropriate use of such papers arises
from the wish, and consequent action, to preserve the newspaper or periodical made of MWP.
232 [Sixta, 2006-1075] “Spruce uniquely serves the purpose for mechanical pulping, especially in grinding ... . Poplar and aspen are also
suitable for grinding.”
233 [Wayman, 1973-285] “A further significant advantage of the refiner groundwood process is that while stones can grind only round,
sound wood, refiners may be used with chipped wood wastes, and even with sawdust.”
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ing, which is strongly driven by the reduction of energy consumption required to free the
wood fibres.

figure 39: segmented grindstone with ceramic-bound grit [Klemm, 1957-p.106-fig.62] [scan BvV].

The violent wood grinding demands a subtle approach to achieve a good result. Three
parameters essentially determine the quality of the process result: the temperature of the
wood, the pressure of the wood on the grindstone, and the roughness234 of the stone itself.
In addition, the rotational speed of the stone and the temperature of the rinse water play
their roles. The abrasion of the wood on the stone heats both. The heating is counteracted
and regulated by spraying water on the stone, which also rinses off the grindings. The grinding temperature is close to the glass transition temperature of lignin (~140° C), which is further lowered by sufficient wood moisture235 content.
The roughness of the stone causes vibration (up to 40-50 kHz) in the wood, and the
granules protruding from the stone compress it, causing both plastic and elastic deformations in the outer fibre layer. As the lignin softens, vibrations and deformations in the wood
cause the fibres to agitate against each other. This in turn causes the wood to loosen along
the middle lamella, which contains the lignin in wood [see page 104]. As the softening of
the lignin increases, the fibres in the middle lamella separate more easily from each other,
thus forming less wood flour. The protruding parts of the stone now move the fibres between other fibres and the intact wood pressing against the stone. This frees the individual
fibres from each other. Through this, the fibres bend in the stone's rotation direction,
through which the construction layers of the fibre break free and fibrillation is able to occur
[figure 40]. Due to the softness of the fibre, fibrillation takes place mainly in the S1 layer
[see page 147].
Grinding creates a number of various sized pulp fractions that influence the properties236
234 [Smook, 1994-48] “Generally, smaller grits are used to produce low-freeness groundwood, intermediate-sized grits are used to produce newsgrade pulp, and coarse grits are used to pulp used for board grades.” This means that as the stone is coarser, the resulting pulp
is more free which helps to dewater the thicker MWP boards quicker and the papermachine can run faster.
235 supplying water is crucial, because stone grinding heats the wood, which tends to dry it out. This is why keeping the grindstone wet is
also necessary for sufficiently moist wood. The supply of water does not help in the grinding and fibre separation of extremely dry
wood, as it makes more chunks and wood flour.
236 [Ek, 2009a-59f ] “The wide distribution of size fractions and the facts that the material is lignin rich and stiff give mechanical pulps
their special character. Since unbroken and unfractured fibres have a high bending stiffness, mechanical pulps must contain a relatively large amounts of fines with high binding potential in order to form sheets with sufficient strength. Fines and more flexible fibre
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of the paper made. Fibre chunks occur when the wood construction elements could not be
separated, because their direction (their rays) differs from the 'normal' fibres. These chunks
are recognisable in pulp by their crossed construction [see figure 6: p.23]. The smaller fibre
components consist of broken fibres and elements of the cell walls ground into slime (wet),
or into powder (too dry). These smaller components are important for sheet formation, and
are vital for creating a coherent sheet of paper. When wood is too dry, more chunks and socalled flour stuff forms. This reduces the structural integrity, because the number of bonding
sites between the fibres is decreased, due to the relatively small surface area of such pulp
components.

figure 40: fibres peeling away from wood [Ek, 2009a-p.71, copied from Franzén, R. (1986) General and selective
upgrading of mechanical pulps. Nordic Pulp Paper Res. J. 1(1986):3, 4-13] [scan BvV].

The thermo mechanical processes differ from the simpler grinding process by the fact
that the wood is heated before it is ground. By heating the wood, the lignin no longer has to
be softened by abrasion on the grindstone. Consequently, less energy is required to free the
fibres, and the fibres separate more easily and closer to the middle lamella from each other.
Particularly in processes using steam, the greater availability of moisture (and moisture under pressure higher than atmospheric pressure) forms much slimy stuff, the opposite of flour
stuff. This results in a stronger paper. Prolonged heating gives rise to brown fibres that cannot be bleached, a disadvantage that is cancelled out by exposing the wood in the grinder to
high steam pressure, which heats up the wood faster. However, this requires the construction of a much more complex grinder where the steam pressure is maintained in the grinding area.
Modern mechanical papers are made from refiner pulp (RMP), in which the initial pulping process is the chipping of the wood. Chipping and the use of the disk refiner significantly improve the pulp quality237 compared to stone grinding. Chipped wood is furthermore much easier to transport and process. The chips must be processed within two weeks,
otherwise they dry out too much, and become discoloured by oxidation. The chips are
heated by energy supplied between the counter-rotating refiner plates. The TMP (thermo
fragments act as binders between the long and stiff fibres.”
237 [Wayman, 1973-285] “The pulping of wood chips by means of disk refiners has resulted in groundwood of improved strength, thereby permitting commercial newsprint to be made with reduced chemical pulp content.”
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mechanical pulp)238 process is carried out in a steam-pressured disk refiner. The refiner
plates are fitted with radial blades similar to the bars on a Hollander. By increasingly reducing the space between the disk blades and the edge, the chips are first shredded, then fibrillated as they are moved more to the outer edge by pump pressure and centrifugal forces
[figure 41].

figure 41: example of a refiner disk bar arrangement; a woodchip-water mixture is pumped under high pressure from
the middle to the outside, helped by the centrifugal force of the disks [illustration from US patent nº 5.383.617.
1995].

This results in less fines and slime stuff than with normal grinding, and the fibres remain
comparatively stronger, which results in a stronger paper. The previously mentioned chemothermo processes (CMTP) attempt to achieve a more favourable energy consumption by
chemically processing lignin in the wood chips. Furthermore, the additional lignin softening makes the fibres even easier to free along the middle lamella [figure 42]. However, the
cost of chemicals and the need to rinse them out makes the process more expensive than the
TMP process.

238 for mechanical pulping terminology [see: mechanical pulping: acronyms and methods page 225].
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figure 42: the place where the fibres break free in the refiner varies per process; with the relatively cool RMP process,
the fibres tear free regardless of the location of the lignin in the middle lamella (ML), and the cell wall is damaged
(P-S3). With thermo and chemi-thermo processes, the fibres are freed more along the middle lamella, because the
lignin there is more fluid/weak [Sundholm, 1999-p.36 fig 2] [scan BvV].

Although the softened, almost fluid lignin allows the fibres to be easily freed from the
wood matrix by mechanical pulping, the fibres are covered with lignin239 and hence are less
able to form hydrogen bonds240 between each other. This mobility of lignin241 makes ground
wood papers hydrophobic, an important property that lignin gives to such paper. This is less
so with thermal processes, because more fibres are freed on the middle lamella. Temperature
control is then vitally important to limit the amount of lignin that is spread over the fibre
cell walls in a more or less liquid state. At temperatures just under the glass transition temperature (~140° C), the lignin mostly remains on the outer wall, from where further mechanical processing partly removes it. Thermally pulped fibres are thus on average thinner and
more supple, which improves the mutual conformability of the fibres, although this is lower
compared with chemically pulped fibres.
Mechanical types of pulp swell less than chemically pulped and non-wood fibres. As the
S1 layer is indeed damaged, but still largely present, this layer acts as a kind of corset, preventing the fibres from fully swelling in the available water. Moreover, water cannot enter
the fibres through their pores, because the lignin has not been removed as it is by chemically
pulped types of pulp. Thus water absorption and adsorption can scarcely take place in the
fibres. Fibres shrink less together with drying and show little conformability because, after
all, they are hardly swollen, so that the space between them remains large. This leads to
mechanical confinement and hydrogen bond formation being much less possible in comparison with chemically pulped and non-wood types of pulp. Another factor is the fact that
stiffer fibres can also reduce fibre-to-fibre contact, resulting in weaker structural integrity.
Mechanical papers are characterised by a lower strength and a stiffer character than other
paper types. They also have lower wet strength as the fibres readily slide along each other
due to the lubricating effect of water on the fibre surface. The lower mechanical confinement of the fibres reinforces this effect.
However, it is not all doom and gloom: an important positive property of mechanically
pulped paper is that the opacity is particularly good: the lignin-covered fibres cause a high
scattering of light. This property is partly reinforced by the high bulk of mechanical paper
239 [Banik, 2011-125f ] “Since lignin preferentially coats the surfaces of mechanically pulped fibres, it inhibits their swelling. During papermaking, this reduces their ability to conform to neighbouring fibres and bond with them via hydrogen bonds. The finished paper
therefore is weak and bulky.”
240 [Banik, 2011-128f ] “In thermomechanical pulping, lignin is sufficiently softened at high temperatures so that the fibres processed in
this manner remain more or less intact. However, they do not hydrogen-bond well with each other because they are coated with lignin on their exterior.”
241 in making hardboard, this property of lignin is used to obtain hard fibres that (unlike with paper) are adhered together with glue/resin. Lignin ensures that less glue is required than pulp obtained by other means. Examples are the Masonite and Asplund processes
used to make fibre boards from wood.
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(low density in proportion to the thickness). Where relatively thin opaque papers are required, (newspapers and magazines), with the text being printed on both sides of the paper,
mechanically pulped papers are therefore used, even up to the present day. In particular,
TMP pulped papers are currently produced for this purpose.
A second important positive property is the fact that oil-based printing ink242 attaches
particularly well to lignin, which also declares the wide use of wood-pulp paper. This makes
for the very good printability of wood-pulp papers, such as newspapers, and is also compatible with the high printing speed of rotational printing.
These two latter secondary properties become the primary reason for the frequent use of
relatively cheap mechanically pulped paper. Hence, the papermaker satisfies the demand for
a cheap, thin, printable paper for applications in which durability is not the chief requirement. The problems arising from the other properties of wood pulp papers can only be
ascribed to the wish - not articulated to the papermaker - to preserve the paper on which utterances found to be important have been put. This wish is a retrospective notion, and thus
unconnected to the papermaker, who is perfectly able to make more durable types of paper.

3.6.2 problematic relationship of the conservator with mechanically pulped paper
Mechanically pulped fibres have a bad reputation due to the associated poor ageing
properties of wood-pulp paper: this has lead to a widespread belief among paper conservators that can be stereotyped as the ‘brown is bad’ doctrine. The bad reputation is based on
two typical phenomena in MWP:
1 lignin discolours under the influence of (UV)light and oxygen
i
after bleaching, this discolouration also returns under the influence of light243
2 the engine-sizing of ground wood papers with emulsified rosin and alum as fixing agent
i
in order to improve the strength of mechanically pulped paper, it is sized in the
stuff (engine-sizing), usually with acidic alum-rosin sizing.
Moreover, many conservators see a strong relationship between discoloured (browned)
paper and negative properties such as brittleness, low folding resistance, and general weakness in paper. One must be very observant to visually determine whether a paper is woodfree, or not. It is generally known that newspapers and similar are made of MWP, but it
becomes more difficult when such pulp is just one component in a mixed paper [figure 43].
Although lignin is responsible for discolouring (colourless) cellulose in wood paper, contrary to what many think, lignin244 has only a slight effect on the ageing and associated deterioration245 of paper. Therefore, browned paper does not automatically mean poor paper.
The discolouration of wood paper is even to be regarded as evidence for the anti-oxidative246,
247
effect of lignin. However, an important link between the presence of wood cellulose,
242 [Banik, 2011-128] “Mechanical pulp has one other interesting characteristic. lt accepts oil-based printing inks from newspaper printing presses more readily than purified chemical pulp paper due to the compatibility of oil-based printing inks with hydrophobic lignin.” NB: Banik cites Casey [1952], but the citation is not further specified, and the author was unable to find it in this source.
243 [Banik, 2011-127] “Mechanical pulp that retains close to the full lignin content of native wood can be chemically treated to deactivate chromophores associated with the lignin, which brightens the pulp. The colour sites can, however, be reactivated, especially
through light exposure. This is called brightness reversion.”
244 [Priest, 1994-154] “Traditionally, the presence of lignin in paper, typified by high proportions of conventional ground wood in newsprint or in paperback books, has been associated with poor ageing performance. It has been suggested that on ageing, lignin can degrade to yield acidic residues which will contribute to the acid hydrolysis of the cellulosic part of the fibres, leading to loss of fibre
strength. However, it is not easy to find clear experimental evidence that this is a key contribution to loss of strength on ageing.” NB.
the author was present at the 1994 ARSAG congress in Paris where Priest presented his findings, and recalls the mood of disapproval
in the hall: after all, every child knows that lignin is bad! this must be an industry ploy! And that cannot be simply pushed to one side.
245 if lignin were an important factor in deterioration, then wood would also be short-lived. However, wood is a highly durable material
that lasts many centuries, provided it is not exposed to insect- or micro-organism attack.
246 [Schmidt, 1995-291] “Ultra-violet irradiation of lignin-containing pulp causes formation of phenoxy radicals in the lignin, and these
phenoxy radicals are further oxidized by either alkoxyl or peroxyl radicals to o-quinones and other chromophores. This is the mechanism by which phenolic antioxidants inhibit autoxidation reactions. Thus, lignin should inhibit, rather than exacerbate, autoxidative
degradation of cellulose.”
247 [Schmidt, 1995-296] “It is important to note that the products of reactions 2 and 3 in Scheme 2, usually referred to collectively as
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alum-rosin sizing and accelerated ageing is evident. In fact, it is the alum-rosin sizing in
combination with wood pulp that gives such paper its bad reputation. The loss of strength
in the initially weaker wood-pulp paper, compared with that of wood-free paper, has a relatively greater effect on the final strength. A slight decline in the strength of wood paper
therefore has more consequences for preservation and handling than that of wood-free and
rag papers.
A large part of research and its associated paper conservation treatment methods carried
out after 1950 is aimed at the prevention of weakness caused by acidity in paper. Research
by Barrow248, among others, has shown that paper acidity must be regarded as the major inherent damage factor. The de-acidifying of paper and the development of permanent paper
standards is therefore, in fact, a reaction to acidic alum-rosin sizing. The discolouration of
wood papers has been erroneously entangled in this notion.
Accordingly, although wood paper is weaker than wood-free and rag paper, has less wet
strength, and will always turn yellow, the actual durability is better than is generally accepted. Modern mechanical pulp containing papers with their non-acidic sizing are therefore
considered to be reasonably durable. Besides observing whether a paper contains wood, the
conservator must also determine how the sizing was done in order to obtain a good picture
of its ageing prognosis.

figure 43: two pages from Mierzinski’s Handbuch der praktischen Papier-Fabrikation (part two pp. 97, 145) with
similar discolouration. Which of these papers contains mechanical pulp? Given the choice, one is not so sure
whether the majority would choose the left paper that contains 75% mechanical pulp in combination with alumrosin sizing, whereas the paper on the right is made up of pure linen and cotton rag [scan BvV].

non-radical products in the antioxidant literature, are invariably highly coloured chromophores such as quinones and stilbene quinones. Since these reactions are critical to the efficient termination of radical chains, it would seem that discolouration is a natural consequence of the antioxidant properties of lignin. Under these specific conditions, the discolouration of lignin is a direct consequence
not of the loss of paper strength, but its preservation.”
248 a.o: Barrow, W. J. Permanence and durability of the book: a two-year research program. volume I-VI, Richmond: W. J. Barrow Research
Laboratory, 1963-1969
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conclusion
The presence of lignin is the great distinction marking the first transition from rags to a
replacement raw material. The application of new raw materials marked a major change in
papermaking, because new knowledge had to be developed, and subsequently applied, in
order to be able to work with the new raw materials. This had the effect of increasing the
scale of paper manufacture, and changing its character from a craft to an industrial process.
High quality papers can be made from the new raw materials of straw and esparto grass.
Straw cellulose is mainly used as a filling fibre due to its comparatively short fibres, which is
why paper types made entirely of straw are uncommon. Despite its good properties, straw
paper has a bad reputation because it is associated with strawboard that has a brown colour.
Esparto papers often contain high percentages of this fibre, to which, considering the application of esparto in graphical and printing papers, mostly strong types of pulp are added.
Papers containing mechanically pulped paper have unjustly acquired a bad reputation
due to confusion between their sizing, which affects paper through its acid nature, and the
discolouration caused by their high lignin content. That is not to say that sizing is precisely
the major damage factor in this case, due to which they are often in a poor state.
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3.6.3 chemical wood pulp
Chemical wood pulp (CWP) is the name for cellulose extracted from wood and some
plants (such as straw, esparto). CWP is a logical continuation of the mechanical pulping of
wood. The development of methods to extract CWP from wood arose from the desire to
make a pulp that was more similar to rag pulp. After all, rags are scarce, and therefore it is
more economically attractive to use another source of fibres from which similar papers can
be made. Mechanically pulped paper (MWP) has a limited range of application, which,
while certainly fulfilling part of the demand for paper, is not suitable for producing a wide
variety of paper types. Moreover, wood is regarded as an infinite249 raw material that will always be sufficiently in supply. There proved to be a number of drawbacks to making CWP.
It is less economically attractive, because a large part of wood consists of hemicelluloses,
lignin, and other constituents that are lost in this process [figure 44]. Furthermore, there is
the risk that the cellulose will be unintentionally damaged by the process, which means that
this must also be carried out with high precision and under strict control. Not only is the
yield less, but also the process is more difficult and more expensive, due to the need for
chemicals and large machines.
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figure 44: distribution of the various chemical and physical components of wood. [adapted from Smook,
1994-15]. NB: Smook gives 31% as the highest value of lignin in (soft) wood. Some wood types have values up
to 40% and often have another application (for example, Pencil cedar 39.4%, Sequoia sempervirens 37% ⏃
[Fengel, 2003-156-table 3-4]).

249 regard this as a remark of its time; the current approach is different, based on the understanding that an infinite supply of wood as raw
material depends on proper commercial forest management.
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3.6.3.1 wood minus constituents is chemical wood pulp
Wood is not a homogeneous material. There can be considerable differences in the
chemical and physical composition of a log of a single tree sort, even in the wood of a single
tree. The extraction of cellulose from wood means that the necessary processes must alter
the other constituents to the extent that cellulose can be separated out. Short chains of polysaccharides are one major component changed by the removal of encrusted substances. In
wood, this hemicellulose allows water absorption/swelling and flexibility though its predominantly amorphous construction and limited size. Hemicelluloses are mostly in regions
of the cell wall where the transition zone between cellulose and lignin is located. In addition, together with pectin, hemicelluloses act to bind together the cellulose chains in the cell
wall. Hemicelluloses and lignin are usually described as being bound together to form a
substance in a matrix, and their interrelationship as such is undefined. The most important
types of hemicelluloses250 are xylans (composed of pentose sugars) and glucomannans (composed of hexose sugars). Lignin, the other important component, makes the cells robust,
and cements them together. Lignin is a difficult to define substance consisting of a three-dimensional structure made up of phenylpropan units, which make it an aromatic substance.
Lignin is synthesised251 in the plant from three precursors: p-coumaryl alcohol, coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol. There are also constituents in smaller amounts, such as resins,
fats, tannins, and alcohols [figure 44].
Lignin occurs as a layer between the cell walls, but also in the cell wall, where its quantity decreases towards the lumen [figures 45-46]. Cellulose micro-fibrils in the lamellae are
cemented together with a difficult to characterise mixture of lignin, hemicelluloses, pectin
and protein [see also: composition and structure of a cellulose fibre: p. 145].

figure 45: distribution of the three major components of wood over the cell wall (average values in Abies balsamea,
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris ⏃ and Betula verrucosa ⏀ [Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980-p.91-fig.3-10] [scan BvV].

250 [Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980-70f ] “Hemicelluloses constitute that portion of the total polysaccharides in wood which for the most
part is soluble in dilute alkali and hydrolyzes readily in dilute acid to form sugars and sugar acids. This hemicellulose fraction is composed of two general classes of substances: (1) those collectively called xylans, whose molecules are formed by polymerization of the
anhydro forms of pentose sugars, and (2) hemicelluloses commonly called glucomannans, whose molecules are formed by polymerization of anhydro forms of hexose sugars, mainly glucose and mannose.”
251 [Sjöström, 1981-72] “For an understanding of the formation and structure of lignin, investigations conducted by H. Erdtman in
1930 were of great importance. He studied the oxidative dimerization of various phenols in the biogenesis of natural products and reached the conclusion that lignin must be formed from α, β- unsaturated C6C3 precursors of the coniferyl alcohol type via enzymic dehydrogenation. The polymerization of precursors to lignin in nature does indeed occur in this manner, as has been demonstrated by
comprehensive studies by Freudenberg and co-workers during the period 1940 to 1970.”
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The primary aim of delignification is to reach the point where the wood chip is so freed
from lignin that the fibres break free of the wood matrix without the application of mechanical energy. This is known as the fibre liberation point (FLP)252. With harder paper types,
this point is not reached, because a lignin content253 higher than ~5% is desirable for these.
The secondary aim is to steer the fibre properties that are linked to the degree of removal of
lignin and other constituents, and thus the residual effect of these substances.

figure 46: distribution of lignin in the cell wall (view from above of a cross-section, right graph); densitometry in
UV-light over the dotted line. Although less lignin is present in the S2 layer, most lignin is situated there due to the
S2 layer‘s higher bulk [adapted from Hon, 2001-p.67 fig.10].

With the expertise built up by pulping straw, many254 attempted to develop an economic
process whereby cellulose could be separated from wood without being overly damaged, and
the other (encrusting) substances made soluble and relative easy to flush away. The chemical
processes use wood chips to provide chemicals with a better access to the entirety of the
constituents to be removed. Three dominant processes were developed in the nineteenth
century:
1 the soda process (1802- ~1854)
2 the sulphite process (~1867)
3 the sulphate-, or kraft process (1884))
These processes can be divided into two; the alkaline (soda- and sulphate processes), and
the acidic255 (sulphite process). The sulphate process arose from the soda process, and, to a
certain extent, these two are based on the same principle. A few processes were developed256
additionally that produced lignin-free pulp, but were hardly ever applied. Each process has
advantages and disadvantages, and each produced chemical pulp has different characteristics
arising from the manner and extent to which the encrusting substances are removed from
the wood. The processes have in common a ratio of moisture : wood of about 5 : 1, and an
impregnation phase in which the wood chips absorb moisture, whereby the ratio falls to
~4-3 : 1. The impregnation phase is followed by the ‘cook’ phase, in which pressure and
temperature are raised. At this, the lignin and hemicelluloses dissolve in three distinguishable phases. In the last phase, the pulp is rinsed to flush out the chemicals, so that a pulp re252 [Biermann, 1996-72] “The fiber liberation point occurs when sufficient lignin has been removed during pulping that wood chips will
be soft enough to break apart into fibers with little or no mechanical action.”
253 [Biermann, 1996-72] “Most chips are at the fiber liberation point after cooking at 130-180°C (265-355°F) with appropriate pulping
liquors. The total pulp yield is about 50 percent, and the pulp contains about 3-5% lignin.”
254 see [appendix IX „chemical pulping processes” p.228]
255 after ±1950, the sulphite process developed, and wood could also be pulped in the alkaline range by using other cations
256 early processes based on strong acids like sulphuric acid and nitric acid; later processes used the electrolysis of salts.
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mains that is as clean and light-coloured as possible [figure 47]. Without going too deeply
into the chemical implications, it is still good to know how these processes differ from each
other.

figure 47: example of the full kraft pulp process; solid line - temperature, dotted line - amount of lignin [Fahlén,
2005-p.20-fig. 13] [scna BvV].

3.6.3.2 soda process
The soda process is essentially a continuation of the boiling of rags with alkaline chemicals to remove dirt and colouring: boiling agents (lessives), calcium hydroxide, etc. The procedure is relatively simple and utilises an autoclave into which steam can be injected, to improve effectiveness by increasing pressure, which enables temperatures above 100° C to be
reached. This autoclave was not a modern implement as such, as rags had been boiled in
autoclaves since 1838. In its simplest form, the soda process was used for pulping straw by
Koops (1801) and further developed by Piette, amongst others, (1838, a process based on
Ca(OH)2 and fermentation), but achieved its true raison d’être with a version for processing
wood in the patent of Watt and Burgess (1853). The method257 is based on the conversion
of soda (sodium carbonate) to caustic soda (sodium hydroxide), with the aid of quicklime
(calcium oxide258):
(1)
Na2CO3(s) + Ca(OH)2(aq) ⇒ 2NaOH(aq) + CaCO3(s)↓
In this reaction, the calcium carbonate formed in the aqueous solution precipitates out,
while the caustic soda remains in solution. The calcium carbonate-free solution is boiled
with wood chips, straw, or esparto in an autoclave with steam to a pressure of 690-930 kPa
at 170-175° C for 5-10 hours. Lignin, but also hemicelluloses, is broken down to such an
extent that they become water-soluble. Other constituents either become soluble, or undergo saponification in the alkaline environment. The pulp is thoroughly flushed and undergoes further processing. The great advantage of the process is that the soda can be brought
back into circulation. The resulting solution (black liquor), comprising the dissolved organic
portion from wood and the soda, is evaporated to become dry enough to be incinerated259,
where the organic component contributes largely to sustain combustion. The caustic soda

257 in his discussion of the development of the soda process into the kraft process, Dąbrowski writes that the Watts and Burgess patent actually included an extra step with chlorine that is part of the patent claim, and that only later (~1866), was the process carried out as
described here: [Dąbrowski, 2008-117] “Most likely therefore, the use of the true soda process in chemical pulping of wood was begun just at this large pulp & paper mill in Manayunk managed by Burgess, which had been erected by that Company formed in
1863.”
258 as the process is carried out in water, the calcium oxide is converted to calcium hydroxide: CaO + H2O Ca(OH)2.
259 [Smook, 1994-74] “A later patent in 1865 covered the incineration of the spent soda liquor to recover most of the alkali used in the
process.”
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takes up CO2 in this process, which forms soda again. The lost portion (±15%) must be replenished with new soda.
The soda process is a simple one causing few technical260 problems, and is relatively inexpensive. A few soda pulp factories still currently exist, and are mainly focussed on pulp from
hardwood and grasses like bamboo. Soda pulped fibres are characterised by a shorter fibre
length than sulphite- and kraft types of pulp, and are often further degraded. Due to this
shorter fibre length, they are usually used as filler fibre.
3.6.3.3 sulphite process
With the development of the sulphite process based on patents of Tilghman (1866) and
Mitscherlich261 (1871), the paper factory made a total and definitive break with its old basis,
structured around handcraft. The objective shifted to pulp production (and hence paper),
which requires an elaborate technical installation. Such factories cannot function without
chemists and engineers, and the papermaker, with their empirical knowledge of the various
(non-wood) fibres and their properties, is irrelevant in this construction. Sulphite wood
pulp is a new beast that must be tamed with scientific knowledge.
The sulphite process is based on the fact that sulphurous acid is able to convert lignin
and hemicelluloses into soluble products. In the pulp factory, sulphur dioxide gas is formed
by burning sulphur, and then passed into the bottom of a tower filled with pieces of quick
lime. By the regulated dripping of water from above over the quick lime, the sulphur dioxide forms sulphurous acid that reacts with the quick lime:
(2)
S(s) + O2(g) ⇒ SO2(g) ↑
(3)
SO2(g) + H2O(ℓ) ⇌ H2SO3(aq)
–
+
(4)
CaCO3(s) + 2H + 2HSO3 (aq) ⇒ Ca(HSO3)2(aq) + CO2(g)↑+ H2O
– before the acid is pumped into the digester, the gasses of the previous treatment are
passed through the liquid, which raises the total amount of SO2 (4-6%), as well as
the temperature of the liquid (heat recovery).
The process must be carried out at a low pH (~1.5) to prevent the poorly soluble calcium sulphite precipitating in the digester. The process262 is carried out on the wood chips at a
pressure of ~690 kPa and a temperature of 130-140° C for 6-8 hours, or longer, depending
on the proportion of lignin desired in the resulting pulp. The cellulose can be degraded by
acid hydrolysis. The lignin reacts with the sulphurous acid and forms ligno-sulfonic acid,
which binds with the quick lime present to form a soluble salt. The high temperature and
pressure splits the sulfonated lignin into ever-smaller parts that become increasingly soluble.
The hemicelluloses are converted into acetic acid and methanol, among other substances.
The wood chips are initially exposed to the solution at a relatively low temperature, so
that the liquid has the chance to fully penetrate the chips: the sulfonation stage. The temperature is then raised and the long cook time commences, which prevents the lignin precipitating onto the fibres through polycondensation reactions. The low pH prevents the
wood fibres from swelling, and thus the liquid penetrates the wood transversely. De degradation of the lignin263 extends from the middle lamella (S3) to the cell wall (ML) where the
hemicellulose is also located. This is why the wood chips must be as short264 as possible.
260 [Grant, 1961-23] “The (caustic) “soda process“ owes its popularity partly to its convenience, since often there is no real reason why
the sulphite process should not be used. Unlike the sulphite process it requires no special liquor-preparation plant, since it is necessary only to dissolve the requisite weight of caustic soda in a known volume of water. Moreover, the used liquor may be disposed of with
ease, thereby avoiding what in the case of sulphite liquor is a difficult problem by reason of its very deleterious effect on river-life. This
is achieved by the recovery process, which enables the organic matter to be burned and used as fuel and the alkali to be regenerated
for re-use.”
261 the D.R.P. 4178 and 4179 patents acquired by Mitscherlich were revoked, based on similar claims that disadvantaged Mitscherlich.
For a discussion of this history, see [Schmidt 1993].
262 [Smook, 1994 -69 figure 6-5]
263 [Bos, 1995-85] “In the sulphite process, the digester liquid penetrates the wood fibres transversely, which is also the direction of the
chips. Therefore, the chip length is important for fast penetration. After penetration, the lignin first breaks down in the easily accessible middle layer. The later degradation of lignin in the outer fibre cell walls requires more energy and accompanies the breakdown of
hemicellulose.“
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Woods containing large amounts of resin are unsuitable for the sulphite process, because the
resin does not saponify and subsequently clogs265 to pipes, the paper machine, and sometimes even the paper, which badly affects the printability. One of the issues in the development of the process was the resistance of the utilised apparatus to the action of the acidic liquid. In the development phase, this meant that Tilghman, even though he held the patent,
could only produce pulp in dribs and drabs, due to problems with the boilers. It was
Mitscherlich and Ekmans’ approach that got the process working well.
The acidic calcium sulphite process was developed using cheap calcium carbonate as the
basis. Although Ekman266 had used the much more expensive magnesium oxide already in
1874, the use of other bases for the sulphite process did not become commonplace until
~1950. This was prompted by the fact that the recovery of calcium carbonate is not feasible
or economical; it is cheaper to discharge the effluent into surface water, which results in serious pollution. Other bases, such as magnesium- and sodium hydroxides, can be reused and
have the added advantage that the process can be carried out at high pH values, which
makes it possible to vary pulp properties. The yield is also often higher, but the greatest advantage is that resinous woods could then be utilised. The following substances are used for
the alkaline processes:
– magnesium oxide MgO(s)
pH <5
pH 1-14
– sodium carbonate Na2SO3(s)
pH 9 max.
– ammonia NH3(g)
– as compared to the original:
calcium carbonate Ca2CO3(s) pH 1-2
In the sodium and magnesium processes, the process is split into two parts each with its
own pH range. The first part has a higher (or even an alkaline) pH, and the second part
mostly takes place in an acidic267 environment. This raises the specificity in the solubilisation of lignin.
The sulphite processes provide light-coloured pulp of considerable strength. Moreover,
the pulp is easy to bleach and, due to the comparatively large proportion of flexible and
‘lubricating’ hemicelluloses, the energy required by the Hollander or disk refiner is relatively
low. Sulphite pulp is much used for making cellulose-based plastics [see also: note 279
p.111].
3.6.3.4 sulphate process
The sulphate process was developed around 1880 in Danzig by the paper chemist, Dahl.
It is a variation of the soda process, in which part of the soda is replaced by the cheaper sodium sulphate. The pulping process with the addition of this sulphur salt proved to be more
effective and proceeded more completely due to this change, but it is especially faster. Consequently, this process puts less hemicellulose into solution compared with the soda process,
and a much stronger pulp268 remained.

264 [Sixta, 2006-403] “Unlike alkaline pulping, the resistance to radial and transverse diffusion of cooking chemicals into the wood is
much more pronounced in acid sulphite cooking. It is reported that diffusion in the longitudinal direction at room temperature is 50to 200-fold faster than in the transverse and radial directions for softwoods. This finding suggests that hydrogen sulphite enters the
wet chip almost exclusively through the ends. Consequently, chips should be as short as possible from the pulp quality point of view.”
265 to combat resin problems, extra alum is often added to saponify it. This also depends on the type of wood used: the picea (spruce) genus has a bad reputation for its high resin content, as has birch and aspen hardwood. [Holik, 2006-134] “The use of aluminum sulphate (alum) is a classical way to solve pitch problems on paper machines. But only in an acid environment (pH 4.5–5.5) is alum a
strongly cationic product that effects coagulation and fixation of dissolved and colloidal material onto the fiber.”
266 [Hübner, 1903-840] “As early as 1874 Ekman applied magnesium bisulphite, whilst the credit of having introduced the cheaper calcium bisulphite for this purpose is due to Dr. A. Mitscherlich, who, according to Hofmann, produced cellulose on a commercial scale
by means of this process in 1874.”
267 an exception to this is the Sivola process, in which the pH of the first part is acidic (pH 3-4), and the second part strongly alkaline
(pH 9-10) [Smook, 1994-72, table 6-5].
268 [Biermann, 1996-86] “In 1879, Dahl, a German chemist, used sodium sulphate as a makeup chemical for soda pulping to regenerate
NaOH; actually Na2S was formed and, unexpectedly, gave much faster delignification and stronger pulps, since shorter cooking times
are used resulting in less carbohydrate degradation. This led to the kraft (or sulphate) process, which is now the dominant process.”
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The recovery of the used chemicals is the basis of the process as in the soda process, but
by replacing a portion of the soda with sodium sulphate, sulfides are created through calcination by reduction. The reaction below starts with the ‘black liquor’, a solution of the
constituents previously removed from the wood [figure 48]:
H2S + NaOH + Na2SO4 + Na2CO3 + lignin residues + hemicelluloses + aliphatic acids +
(5)
H2O ‘black liquor’
T
(6)
Na2SO4(s) + 2C(s) ⇒ Na2S(s) + 2CO2(g)↑ make up sulphur
– C = combustion residue of dissolved organic substances
– the smelt, the result of the combustion, consists mainly of sodium sulfide and soda.
(Na2S(s) + Na2CO3(s)) + H2O ⇒ NaSH(aq) + NaOH(aq) + Na2CO3 (aq) ‘green liquor’ (7)
– calcium hydroxide is made to convert the soda (causticising):
(8)
CaCO3(s) T⇒ CaO(s) + CO2(g)↑
(9)
CaO(s) + H2O(ℓ) ⇒ Ca(OH)2(aq)
NaSH(aq)+NaOH(aq)+Na2CO3(s)+Ca(OH)2(aq)⇒
(10)
NaSH(aq)+3NaOH(aq)+CaCO3(s)↓
– the calcium carbonate is filtered out and returned to circulation
(8)

CO2
(8)-CaCO3

pulp
digester

(10)-NaSH + 3NaOH + H2O
white liquor

lime kiln

filter VII-causticising

(9)
CaO + H2O
=
Ca(OH)2
(7)-green liquor

NaSH + NaOH + Na2CO3

(7)-H2O

(6)-make up
Na2SO4
(5)-black liquor

evaporation

thick
black liquor

recovery
furnace

(7)-Na2S
Na2CO3

figure 48: kraft recovery cycle, the numbers indicate the equations. [adapted from Ek-2009a-5].

The process in the digester is based on the action of OH– and HS– ions on wood. The
process is carried out on wood chips at a pressure of ~800 kPa and a temperature of
160-180° C for 0.5-3 hours. The cellulose can be damaged by alkaline hydrolysis and peeling reactions269 on the reducing end of cellulose chains. Disadvantages are the unpleasantsmelling gasses270 caused by sulphur, which means such pulp factories cannot be built close
to centres of population unless expensive measures are taken. The pulp is coloured brown
and fairly difficult to bleach. Brown kraft wrapping paper and corrugated cardboard are the
best-known products of unbleached pulp. The dimensions of the wood chips are crucially
important to achieve a uniform pulp in the short duration the process requires. The liquid
must be able to penetrate the chips fully and sufficiently rapidly, thus wood chips must be
no thicker than 5 mm. In modern pulp factories, various dimensions per wood type are
maintained, in order to fine-tune the process to the optimum. The high pH (14) of the
solution rapidly swells the wood exposed to the liquid. The lignin structure and fibres are
forced open, and the solution can then come into close contact with the constituents. There
are three distinct phases in this process: the action on the hemicellulose in the first and third
269 [Fengel, 2003-296] “The most important reactions responsible for the loss of polysaccharides and reduction of the chain length of
cellulose in alkaline pulping are peeling and hydrolytic reactions.”
270 [Sixta, 2006-112] “During kraft pulping, malodorous and toxic compounds such as methyl mercaptan (CH3SH), dimethylsulfide
(CH3SCH3), dimethyldisulfide (CH3SSCH3) and other reduced sulphur compounds, referred to as “total reduced sulphur” (TRS),
are formed during the course of nucleophilic substitution reactions with predominantly lignin moieties.”
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phase is the strongest, and delignification is dominant in the second271 phase. Therefore, not
all lignin can be removed from wood without ill effects, such as the removal of all hemicellulose which makes fibres stiff, and, with longer treatments, damage to the cellulose. With
the sulphate process, both hard- and softwood can be pulped without problems.
Due to the odour problem, and the fact that the pulp is difficult to bleach, the sulphate
process was not put into use for quite some time, even though soda pulp factories can be
easily converted. Furthermore, building a sulphate factory is a costly exercise. In the 1930s,
the process became more economically viable through improvements in chemical recovery.
Additionally, tall oil can be extracted from black liquor before the calcination process:
carboxylic acids obtained by the acidification of sodium soaps (sodium carboxylates) from
wood. Tall oil has many applications in industry. Turpentine oil can also be obtained by the
condensation of gasses released during the process. All this culminated in the sulphate process becoming practically the sole process being applied today. This is partly due to a more
effective way of bleaching the darker pulp, which was developed in the 1950s.
Sulfate-pulped pulp provides a strong fibre that has many applications. A major economic advantage is that the fibre can be obtained in a continuous process, due to its short duration. In the Hollander or disk refiner, sulphate pulp is harder to process, which is due to
the fact that the outer layer of the fiber (S1) is still completely intact, thus it takes time to
damage the layer so that water can be absorbed in the middle layer (S2). The brown colour
of the unbleached fibre is to be seen in wrapping paper and corrugated cardboard for boxes.

figure 49: advertisement for, and on kraft paper showing characteristic, unbleached colour [Svenska, 1920-back]
[scan BvV].

3.6.3.5 delignification by bleaching
The yellow or brown colour of pulp, and the consequent yellow colour of paper are
caused by residual lignin. Most of the 'natural' discolouration of paper due to ageing272 is
also attributed to this. About 90% of lignin is removed from paper pulp. The greater part of
lignin is present in the secondary cell wall, because this contains most of the fibre material
271 [Sixta, 2006-111] “Delignification can be divided into three phases, namely the initial, bulk, and residual or final phases. In the initial
phase, delignification is caused by the cleavage of a-aryl and b-aryl ether bonds in the phenolic units of lignin which accounts for approximately 15–25% of native lignin. In this stage, the predominant part of the total carbohydrate losses can be observed. In the bulk
delignification phase the main part of the lignin is removed while at the same time only minor carbohydrate losses occur. The cleavage
of b-aryl bonds in nonphenolic units of lignin is assumed to be the main delignification reaction. In the residual delignification phase,
only approximately 10–15% of the native lignin is removed. However, with continuous delignification, the dissolution of carbohydrates extensively increases. In order to maintain high yields and to preserve a sufficiently high quality of the pulp, delignification is limited to a certain degree of delignification, targeting kappa numbers of about 25–30 for softwood and 15–20 for hardwood kraft
pulps.”
272 [Bégin, 1998-151] “However, the stability of the optical properties of papers made predominantly from high-yield pulps is negatively
affected by the presence of lignin.”
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[figure 46]. Lignin's unsaturated, conjugated character gives it numerous chromophore273
groups. Removal of chromophore groups from the pulp gives it a lighter colour, because less
light is then absorbed by the lignin. Cellulose and hemicellulose are white when dry (and
thus reflect light), and contribute to a light colour of the pulp, provided it is not dominated
by lignin. As soda- and sulphonate pulped pulps have darker colours, such pulps are generally bleached. Some pulping processes incorporate a (chlorine) bleaching phase (for instance, Schacht-1920, deVains-1921, Pomilio-1925), because it was found that lignin degraded by the pulping process is converted by chlorine into a soluble form. Hence, a further
delignification is enabled where the pulping process and bleaching are an extension of each
other. Bleaching is therefore inextricably included in the pulping process of most (modern)
types of pulp.
In the early days, chlorine as a bleaching agent in pulp making was applied in the form
of chlorine gas (Cl2), chlorine dioxide (ClO2) and hypochlorite (NaOCl). Letters indicates
the various steps in the bleaching process: for example, C for chlorine, D for chlorine dioxide, and E for alkaline extraction of the resulting chlorinated lignins [appendix XIII
„bleaching sequences” p.237]. CEDED is a once commonly used sequence based on said
phases, but many other combinations are used. The first steps are usually intended to break
the lignin down, after which the chlorinated lignin is removed by an alkaline treatment with
sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Each step is followed by rinsing the pulp in water, to remove as
much of the coloured components as possible.
The bleaching of pulp raises its price. After ~1980, an improved processing technique
enabled a maximum amount of lignin to be removed274 in the pulping process, without
affecting the cellulose too much. This made bleaching faster, easier, and thus, cheaper. This
was also prompted by environmental constraints associated with chlorine discharge. Partly
due to these constraints, chlorine is currently no longer used, and delignification processes
have been developed based on elemental oxygen (O2), ozone (O3) and peroxide (H2O2). A
highly promising process based on ‘deep eutectic solvents’ (DES) has recently been patented275 in the Netherlands. These solvents enable lignin to be removed relatively quickly at a
low temperature, and without degrading hemicellulose and cellulose.

3.6.4 lignin: the great regulator
The amount of lignin in a fibre determines whether it has 'hard' or 'soft' properties. This
is more or less comparable with the choices to be made by pre-1850 papermakers in their
selection of rags, although lignin naturally played no role there. More lignin means a fairly
rigid, more hydrophobic fibre, suitable for stiff papers with plenty of rattle, while a further
delignification gives a more supple fibre, with which, for example, tissue and bulky papers
can be made. Paper chemists who direct the delignification processes need a way to determine the extent to which the process has effect. This is not only to monitor the final
product, but also to control the desired final properties the pulp must have.
Over the years, many methods276 have been developed to measure the lignin content of
pulp. The chief (and modern) method gives the so-called kappa277 number, which uses po273 [Banik, 2011-498] “(Gr. chroma = colour and foros = bearing) Part of a molecule responsible for its colour, chromofores almost always arise in one of two forms: conjugated double bond and metal complexes.”
274 [Smook, 1994-83] “To control bleach chemical cost, it has always made good sense in the production of bleachable grade pulps to delignify the wood raw material as much as possible during cooking, and thereby minimize the amount of residual delignification required during bleaching. More recently, with attention focused on the discharge of chlorinated organic compounds from bleach plants,
the need to delignify pulp more completely prior to to conventional bleaching has become more critical. The concept of extended delignification was developed in the early 1980’s. It was found that the kappa number of a softwood cook can be lowered from the
conventional level of 30-32 down to about 25 without affecting pulp quality providing that the active alkali profile throughout the
cook is leveled and the dissolved lignin content is low at the end of the cook.”
275 European patent EP 2876202 A1, 2013: Use of deep eutectic solvents in the production of paper. This research was partially initiated
because high quality lignin is a possible source for aromatic compounds in the chemical industry.
276 methods that determine how much of an oxidation agent is used for a given pulp sample include Johnsen-Noll number, Björkman
number, Roe number, Sieber value and Tingle value.
277 [TAPPI T 236 om-99] “The kappa number is the volume (in millilitres) of 0.1N potassium permanganate solution consumed by one
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tassium permanganate (KMnO4) as an oxidation agent to obtain a value giving the amount
of lignin. The degree of lignin removal is given with the term ‘cooking degree’, which immediately clarifies the relationship between exposure of the chemical pulp to chemicals, lignin
content and hard/soft fibre. A longer 'cook' gives a softer fibre. Sieber (1943) gives a clear
classification in a table containing all the usual hardness levels. This provides the possibility
to rework his fibre hardness278 classification, for a better understanding of the relationship
between hardness and lignin content [table 5].
nº hardness step % lignin kappa
nº*

Swedish characterisation of pulps 1934
(table 19)

1

1.0

6.8

sulphite pulp

2

1.1

7.5

3

1.2

8.2

bleached

<1.0

4
5

1.4
1.7

9.5
11.6

easy bleaching
bleachable

1.2-1.7 easy bleaching
1.7-2.8 light and strong

1.1-1.4
1.4-2.0

2.0
2.4
2.8

13.6
16.3
19.0

bleachable strong
strong sulphite

2.8-5.2 strong
4.8-9.6 kraft

2.0-3.2
3.2-6.4

3.2

21.8

3.6

24.5

4.0

27.2

4.4

29.9

4.8

32.6

5.2

35.4

5.6

38.1

6.0

40.8

6.4

43.5

6.8

46.3

19

7.2

49.0

20

7.6

51.7

21

8.0

54.4

8.4

57.1

23

8.8

59.9

24

9.2

62.6

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

very soft

soft
middle soft
normal soft
normal
normal hard
middle hard

17
18

22

hard

very hard

type & % lignin^

sulphate pulp
type & % lignin^

full-half bleached

<1.0

^ % lignin calculated via corresponding Roe-units (not given here) from the original Sieber table 18 (at left)

table 5: Sieber’s 24 steps of degree of hardness and associated lignin content, * kappa number added according to
appendix 12, [adapted from Sieber, 1943-pp.362-363 tables 18, 19].

It is possible to remove practically all lignin and hemicellulose from wood. The resulting
so-called dissolving pulp279 is used to make synthetic materials, not paper. The manufacture
gram of moisture-free pulp under the conditions specified in this method. The results are corrected to 50% consumption of the permanganate added.”
278 Sieber himself points out that his table is actually not totally correct: [Sieber, 1943-361] *TA - “This table, based on the work of
NOLL, is reproduced here in an expanded form by the inclusion of a series of cooking degrees which are not included in the original
table. This makes it possible to convert the best known of these numbers into one another. As noted earlier, such a method can always
give only approximate values. NOLL organised his table as a basic comparison for the degree of lignin content of pulp. Because of this
it strictly applies only to sulphite pulps. In the case of sulphate pulps the values for the hardness are somewhat too high because of simultaneous reaction of non-lignin substances.”
279 dissolving pulp must be extremely pure. With the delignification and removal of hemicelluloses close to 100%, the degradation and
loss of cellulose is therefore accepted. In particular, dissolving pulp must be free of hemicellulose, because this reacts in a similar way as
cellulose in the modification process, but does not supply the intended product. The raw material for the purest sorts of dissolving
pulp is mostly cotton linter. Dissolving pulp is chiefly made from acid pulped and bleached sulphite pulp, and currently from bleached kraft that has undergone an acid pre-hydrolysis step [Roberts, 1996-51]. Substances made from dissolving pulp include, rayon/
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of such pure types of pulp from wood instead of cotton linters meant that this raw material
remains available as the replacement of rags in pure, technical280 sorts of paper, like photo
paper.
The degree of lignin removal determines the properties and applications of pulp. Most
categories under which pulp is brought onto the market281 are based on specific distinctions
in lignin removal [figure 50]. With these, the pulp manufacturers indicate the underlying
properties of the pulp, so that the papermakers can purchase according to their needs.
Blending different types of pulp can further refine the composition of paper.

figure 50: advertisement for Svartvik sulphite pulp from Sweden. NB: the text, ‘also sawn & planed wood goods’,
shows the connection of the old sawmills to the pulp industry [Svenska, 1920-advertisement 100 p.121f ] [scan
BvV].

3.6.4.1 effects of delignification on the fibre
It is not surprising that the degree of lignin removal from the fibre changes its properties,
as lignin provides the bonding between the structural elements of wood, and hence those of
the fibres. By increasing lignin removal, the cellulose elements that make up the fibre are increasingly liberated from each other. Research shows that the cell wall is built up of concentric282 lamellae. This structure remains after delignification, but without the hemicellulose/
lignin matrix. Delignification causes a relative increase in thickness of the cellulose lamellae
in the fibre cell wall. In the first instance, more space in the cell wall [figure 51] is created by
the loss of substance, but after extreme delignification, reformation of the fibril aggregates
occurs and the number of pores in the fibril aggregates decreases. Hence, there is less and
less space between the fibrils283 that can be filled with water.
viscose (textile fibres), cellophane, cellulose esters (MC, CMC, HPC, etc.) and cellulose acetate and -nitrate.
280 especially after WWII, when more and more synthetic threads were used for sewing textiles thus rendering their rags useless for making paper, the demand for cotton linters increased for making ‘rag’ paper, which up until then, was mostly used for dissolving pulp:
[Davidson, 1949-257] “The new cotton fabrics developed by textile technologists contain synthetic threads which ruin the rags for
papermaking. Thus progress in the field of textiles forced the rag-content paper manufacturers to seek new sources of cotton fibres. ...
This same uncertainty directed the rayon manufacturers to change from cotton to wood pulp, a move which some fine paper manufacturers made when highly purified wood fibers became available. The pulp manufacturers, through their newly refined pulping
processes and bleaching operations, have rendered it possible for the papermaker to produce finer grades of paper from these wood fibers than any that were attainable a quarter of a century ago.”
281 the fact that pulp- and paper factories were different entities, meant that there was a market in pulp. This is expressed in the KNP recipes in pulp names, such as Vestfor T. strong bleached, Stora secunda bleached, Norland ✩✩✩ bleached etc. where the brand name
indicates the factory.
282 this citation concerns spruce tracheid cell walls, there has no argumentation come to the author’s attention that disputes this structure
for other tree types. [Fahlén, 2002-344] “It can be concluded that the native spruce tracheid has concentric lamellae built up of cellulose aggregates in the S2 layer of the secundary cell wall layer. The width of these lamellae is in the order of the width of a single cellulose aggregate, i.e. about 20 nm.”
283 [Banik, 2011-133] “When small amounts of lignin are dissolved during initial pulping stages, pores form. At that stage, however, residual lignin is still sufficient to buttress the cell wall and keep it from collapsing when the fibre is dried. When pulping has removed
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The structure of the fibre remains unchanged through the cohesion between the cellulose
chains284 forming the fibre. Strong delignification therefore does not result in fibre disintegration in the ultrastructural constructive parts: the cellulose chains/fibrils reorganise into larger aggregates [figure 52], and form new interconnecting bonds. This is made possible by
lignin being fluid in aqueous systems under high pressure and temperature. The reorganisation occurring in the space created by lignin/hemicellulose removal, ultimately causes the
cell wall to become thinner285. The reorganisation of the micro-fibrils means that the final
strength of the fibril aggregates after delignification is directly proportional to the percentage of cellulose present. Above ~80% delignification286, as the cellulose-cellulose bonds increase, the fibres become more and more rigid, because the more flexible hemicellulose-cellulose bonds have been removed. Therefore, the strength of the remaining fibres decreases,
because they are less able to absorb forces. Due to this, the strength of all extremely delignified types of pulp is diminished.

figure 51: organisation of the cell wall: concentric lamellae of cellulose and lignin/hemicellulose matrix. With
delignification, openings are made in the cell wall where the matrix dissolves. The most soluble substances are
eventually removed [adapted from Fahlén, 2005, fig 24 & 15 (adapted from Kerr, Kerr & Goring 1977, 1975)].

most or all of the lignin, the fibre cell wall collapses and the pores that were formed during intermediate pulping stages become smaller or close completely when the fibre is dried.”
284 [Bristow, 1986-100] “It is also known that the median pore width increases for sulphite and kraft pulps during delignification, although the cell wall volume decreases in the later stages of the cook. This indicates that the lamella thickness increases towards the
end of the delignification. Presumably the microfibrils aggregate, due to the strong cohesive interaction between the cellulose chains,
when the covering of lignin and hemicellulose is removed.”
285 [Banik, 2011-p.132-fig.5.11] “Processing decreases cell wall thickness”. NB the figure does not take fibril reconfiguration into
account.
286 [Young, 1994-110] “[Page et al.] They found that over the cellulose content range of 44-80%, the fiber strength was directly proportional to the cellulose content. Above 80% cellulose content the fiber strength falls off. This may be due to poor adhesion of the fibrils
as the hemicelluloses are removed (Leopold and Mcintosh, 1961) or to poor stress distribution in the structure as flexible cellulosehemicellulose-cellulose bonds are replaced by more rigid cellulose-cellulose bonds. Page et al. (1985)”
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figure 52: idealised image of the enlargement of micro fibrils during pulping. The fibrils reorganise by forming new
bonds in the space left by the dissolving hemicellulose/lignin matrix, these pores are eliminated by the closing in of
the cellulose fibrils (cellulose: yellow, lignin/hemicellulose matrix: brown, pores: black) [adapted from Fahlén,
2005-p.46, fig.34].

The remaining fibres are not yet supple enough to be made into paper, because of the
bonds between the fibril aggregates. For these reasons, the fibres must be mechanically processed in a refiner that loosens or even separates the fibrils from each other. The fibrils consist of fibril aggregates, and these are not further divided287 into individual micro-fibrils by
mechanical treatment. The mechanical processing following on from the lignin-removing
pulping makes it possible for the fibres (having become supple enough to collapse into a
ribbon form when dried) to bond together well [figures 53 and 54].

figure 53: mechanical treatment promotes collapsibility, flexibility and conformability of the fibres, all three
properties improve paper strength and are necessary for good sheet formation [adapted from Sixta, 2006-1275fig.5.3]

figure 54: SEM image; left, softwood tracheids (lignin removed); right, fibres as collapsed tubes, dried in a sheet of
paper [SEM image probably made at SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, ± 1978 source
unknown; information courtesy of Robert P. Smith and William T. Winter].

287 [Fahlén, 2005-43] “This indicates, as has been suggested by Laine et al. (2004[69] ), that refining is not able to split the cellulose fibril
aggregates. In addition the energy or temperature in the refiner is not sufficient to cause further cellulose fibril aggregate
enlargement.”
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The increased delignification of wood [figure 55] results in an increasing paper strength,
despite the fact that fibre strength decreases. On the one hand, the fibre becomes suppler
due to fibrils more easily breaking free of the hemicellulose matrix, which initiates a reorganisation that makes the fibrils themselves stronger. On the other hand, more fibre-to-fibre
bonds arise that contribute to a stronger fibre mat.
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figure 55: different pulp compositions due to different types of pulping. Sieber's degrees of hardness are given below
right. The matching approximate kappa numbers are calculated from values in the graph, based on 28% lignin in
softwood (Smook, 1994) [adapted and extended from Banik, 2011-p.128 fig. 5, 7, and Sieber, 1943- table 18
p.362-363].

This flat ribbon form strongly increases the surface area, which enables fibres in the paper to come into contact with each other. Thus, more fibre-to fibre bonds (hydrogen bonds)
form, making the paper stronger. The degree of delignification and mechanical processing
thus determines to a high extent the conformability of the fibres, i.e. the ease with which
they come together. The stiffness and shape of hard fibres make fewer fibre-to-fibre bonds,
and the better conformability of soft fibres make more. The generation of fibrils on the fibre
surface promotes structural integrity by extending the surface area, and hence the opportunity for creating more hydrogen bonds.
The differences between the pulping processes have still other consequences for the properties of the final processed fibres. After the removal of most of the lignin, various quantities
of other constituents remain: these are chiefly hemicelluloses. Their composition288 varies,
288 [Young, 1994-111] “There are also a variety of other chemical differences between sulphite and kraft pulps. Galactose, arabinose,
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depending on the process [figure 56]. With kraft pulp, for example, more xylan is present,
and sulphite celluloses contain little or no galactose, arabinose, rhamnose, and galacturonic
acid. Generally, hemicelluloses in kraft pulps have a higher dP compared with those in
sulphite types. These differences are also revealed in the appearance of different pulp species.
Klemm289 characterises sulphite cellulose as ‘slightly glassy’, i.e. more transparent than the
‘softer, more wool-like’, alkaline-pulped pulp types.

figure 56: differences in remaining constituents in different pulping processes, hatched areas represent the material
removed [Calkin, 1957-p.175-fig.7.10] [scan BvV].

Another consequence of the various methods is the potential degradation of the fibres by
the pulping process. As conditions in the digester boilers are rather chemically aggressive, to
say the least, it is unavoidable that the cellulose, the material this is all about, is degraded. It
is generally known290 that alkaline and acidic environments have different effects on cellulose. Previous research also indicates this. Although not directly related to the manner of degradation, Simmonds and Chidester291 established the following on the differences between
sulphite and sulphate pulps:
– sulphite pulp:
– S3 layer is greatly weakened
– swelling is inward (e.g. toward the lumen)
– cell wall is weaker
– apparent density292 of sulphite pulps is lower
– sulphate (kraft) pulp:
– has larger fibrillar bundles
– wider crystallites more perfectly formed
– greater mechanical strength

289

290
291

292

rhamnose and galacturonic acid are absent from sulphite pulps (von Koeppen, 1964). Kraft pulps do not contain any glucuronic acid
residues or acetyl groups (in xylan) (von Koeppen, 1964). Jayme and von Koeppen (1950) found that for spruce chips pulped to the
same lignin content (3.6% ), the corresponding sulphite pulps had a lower pentosan (xylan) content, a slightly higher uronic acid content and greater solubility of hemicellulose constituents compared to kraft pulps of the same origin. Similarly, Jorgensen (1968) determined that at the same lignin content (chlorine number= 7) spruce kraft pulp contained 9.4% xylose while the sulphite pulp had only
5% xylose. However, sulphite pulp contained more glucomannan (9.8% mannose) than kraft pulp (6.6% mannose). It is important to
note that the DP of the hemicelluloses in the kraft pulps (130-160) is about twice (about 70) that in the sulphite pulps”
[Klemm, 1923-p.31] *TA - Of the chemical pulps all are used for book papers, sulphite, and soda- sulphate pulps, but the softer, more
wool-like alkaline treated soda- sulphate pulps have certain advantages over the sulphite pulps; ... . When a large part of sulphite pulp
is used, which gives slightly glassy, hard paper, ... .”
[Fengel, 2003-268ff ‘Reactions in acidic medium’, p.296ff ‘Reactions in alkaline medium’]
[Simmonds, 1963-5] “The S-3 layer of the secondary wall in sulphite pulp was found to be greatly weakened and that the cell wall expands or swells inwardly without change in external fiber diameter. Consequently, the apparent density of sulphite fiber is lower than
that of kraft fiber and the wall is therefore weaker.”
for an explanation of apparent density and the related bulk of paper see [page 302] in [appendix XXXII „SurveNIR measurements”].
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Not only is the inner layer of sulphite pulp exposed to the dissolved chemicals the longest,
but also, more of its material is degraded that causes the inward swelling, which, in turn, explains the lower apparent density of the resulting paper. This is perhaps also partly caused by
mechanical damage occurring when the wood is chipped, by which the fibre is more degraded by the acidic293 process.
Modern research shows that there are differences between the locations of the degradation, depending on the degree of acidity at pulping [figure 57]. It emerged that cellulose degradation of cellulose pulped in an acidic environment is more extensive than that in an alkaline-pulped cellulose. With acidic pulping, the disturbance of cellulose chains occurs in a
more heterogeneous manner, whereas in alkaline pulping294 this occurs more homogeneously. With a similar average fibre length, acidic pulping degrades fibres more strongly,
even to the extent that the fibres are weakened by fragmentation295 (in any case, potentially).
The high pH of alkaline pulping swells the entire cellulose structure, so that degradation can
occur everywhere, thus preserving the fibre skeleton.

figure 57: homogeneous and heterogeneous degradation patterns on cellulose at fibril level [adapted from: Wathén,
2006-p.41-fig.16].

The question is also whether heterogeneous degradation plays a role in accelerated deterioration through ageing. It is entirely conceivable that these initial locations of degradation
through ageing will be found to be the core of propagation, from where the fibrils, and,
with them, the fibre, loses its strength. Currently, there is no simple, non-destructive test for
conservators for determining the pulping method. Therefore, is it not possible to determine
whether the assumed (faster) degradation of paper due to acidic pulping actually occurs.
conclusion
Chemical wood pulp is the great successor to rags, and made possible the enormous
growth in paper use in the nineteenth and twentieth century. The two major pulping methods, sulphite- and sulphate pulping, delivered good, usable papers with excellent properties.
Resinous woods are preferably alkaline pulped, because resin saponifies during the process
and causes no further problems. By controlling the amount of residual lignin and hemicelluloses, the papermaker can manipulate the properties of such types of pulp.
Light-coloured woods are preferably acid pulped, because the resulting pulp requires less
bleaching. Alkaline-pulped papers are more difficult to bleach, but despite this disadvant-

293 [Young, 1994-112] “Green and Yorston (1940) suggested that the degree of acid sensitivity depends on the accessibility to the cooking liquor which is influenced by, for example, the crushing of the wood caused by the chipper knife. Holzer (1954) reported bursting strengths of sulphite pulps equivalent to those of kraft pulps when compressive damage to the wood chips was avoided by sawing.
Thus, defects created in the fiber cell walls by mechanical or other means may render the fibers more susceptible to hydrolytic damage
in sulphite versus kraft pulping.”
294 [Wathén, 2006-40] “According to Berggren (2003) and Berggren et al. (2001, 2003), the cellulose degradation pattern depends on
the conditions inducing the degradation. Thus, the same average cellulose chain length may result from, say, acidic or oxidative alkaline pulp treatment. However, in the case of acidic degradation, cellulose damage is localized at certain points, whereas alkaline degradation is more homogeneous throughout the cellulose fibrils. As a result of these different degradation patterns, acidic degradation is
more detrimental to fiber strength when evaluated at the same average cellulose chain length. The effect of acid depends on the acid
species, acid concentration, exposure time and temperature”
295 [Berggren, 2003-263] “Heterogeneous degradation to the same Mw [intrinsic viscosity], according to Fig. 1c (acid degradation), results in fragmentation of the fibres (Battista, 1950 ).” NB. the Battista article discusses ‘mild’ and ‘drastic’ acid hydrolysis, the drastic
acid hydrolysis leads to the said scission and following fragmentation of fibrils.
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age, the stronger fibre weighs up against the damage inflicted upon it by bleaching. Alkaline-pulped pulps are the dominant raw materials for paper in our time.
It appears that acid (sulphite) pulped paper ages faster than alkaline pulped paper, due to
the heterogeneous degradation of fibril aggregates, which is characteristic for acid pulping.
Currently, there is no simple and non-destructive method of analysing the difference between acid- and alkaline-pulped papers. Perhaps an analysis technique can be developed,
based on differences in residual hemicelluloses. Once analysis becomes possible, it would
mean that the different pulping methods could be distinguished from each other. Ageing
behaviour could then perhaps be correlated with a specific pulping method. It is conceivable
that this could aid in the prioritising of certain types of paper for conservation purposes,
and to obtain a better insight into the condition and ageing of the different paper types.
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3.7 non-fibrous additives
Paper does not always consist purely of cellulose. Over time, the papermaker has developed a whole arsenal of additives that can affect the properties of paper and pulp on the
mould/paper machine. Just as the Hollander enables a higher number of different paper
types to be made, so do non-fibrous additives extend the possibilities of the papermaker to
manipulate the properties of paper. A distinction can be made between additives that aid
the papermaking process, and fillers that change the paper’s properties.
In papers from before ~1800 there are few additives mentioned, apart from substances
that were more or less deliberately added, such as clay296 and quick lime297, or those meant
to improve sizing and colour. The following additives can be found298 in such papers:
– alum: potassium aluminium sulphate KAl(SO4)2
– to improve the attachment of gelatin to paper in surface-sizing
– to prevent putrefaction of gelatin sizes
– starch
– as surface-sizing
– as suspension aid in making blue paper with smalt (Netherlands)
– pigments and colouring matter [see colouring page 26]
– quick lime as an aid for decolouring and retting299 rags
The use of additives rapidly increased once papermaking was rationalised, and knowledge developed about how various substances associate with cellulose fibres. These resources
can facilitate a wide range of objectives. Not all substances can be found in the final paper,
as they serve aims only associated with the production itself. The following classification300
of additives and their range of applications can be made:
i
additives that affect the properties of paper
– for example, bursting strength, sizing, and flatness
ii
additives that support production processes
– for example: filler retention agents, aids to speed up beating
iii additives that solve production problems
– for example, slimicides and pitch control agents
Many of these additives reinforce each other’s action, but can also impede them. Therefore,
the balancing of additives is one of the skills of the paper chemist. They take the theoretical
properties and concoct the optimal mixture, the result of which can only be determined
296 on washing rags in the paper mill [Lalande, 1761-6/11] *TA “We can include to the effects of washing the experience made by adding clay for the degreasing of rags. Having mixed clay in the mortars, and the rags having been subjected to the action of the hammers, which, with the rinsing which is always done, gave a pulp perfectly degreased, and which appeared very white; yet the paper
which was made of it had a greyish tint, because the metallic and colouring matter, which is commonly found in clay, was united with
the rag in such an intimate manner that the washing could not have sufficed to eliminate this.”
297 in his article about fibre loading, Dąbrowski discusses the occurrence of calcium carbonate in early historical European papers and relates this to the practice of adding lime during the beating of rags, which, reacting with atmospheric carbon dioxide, eventually forms
calcium carbonate IN the fibre (‘internal filling’) however this is not the same as the use of a (calcium carbonate) filler which would
be added later in the papermaking process. [Dąbrowski, 2009-8] “In the Fabriano technology, the rags were beaten in water with an
admixture of lime for about 24 hours. During the beating a thorough penetration of the fibre-wall by the lime took place. Part of the
lime was retained within the fibre-wall after forming the paper sheet. A further reaction of the lime residues with atmospheric carbon
dioxide, outside the paper-mill, led to the precipitation of minute particles of calcium carbonate at the points where the lime had been
located, i.e. mainly within the fibres.”
298 NB. the use of alum in some decoration techniques (e.g. marbled paper) is not taken into account here, because it is associated with
those techniques.
299 Lalande warns against the liberal use of lime during fermentation since it is considered detrimental for the rags and is washed away
during beating and thus is an economic loss, apart from the fact that its use in his time was prohibited by royal decree (Arrest de 1739.
p.90): [Lalande, 1761-11/18] *TA - “There are manufacturers who, in order to accelerate the operation of retting, put lime with the
rags. Perhaps a very small quantity of lime may be useful; but if too much is applied, the softened and corroded rag will be reduced
too soon into a pulp, and pass through the sieve [in the stamper trough] with water, which should carry only the dirt, and form a considerable waste.”
300 for a more detailed but non-exhaustive list see [appendix XV „influence of additives in paper production” p.240]
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empirically. Proportionally, most of these additives make up only a tiny part of the total paper pulp, so that their detection by the conservator is very difficult, if not impossible. It is
mainly the additives that affect the strength properties of paper, which are important for its
ultimate ageing properties. These are mostly substances added during the pulping process,
and thus positively affect the speed and energy consumption of beating. Substances such as
carboxymethylcelluloses, mannogalactans and alginates enhance paper sizing, help in sheet
formation, among other things, and hence strengthen the paper web. This technology was
further developed and perfected in the twentieth century. However, the most important and
measurable additives in modern paper are mineral fillers, coatings and sizing (which is not
dealt with here: see engine-sizing page 28 and tub-sizing page 37).

3.7.1 mineral fillers
Adding minerals as fillers to modify the properties of paper began at the beginning of
the 19th century301. The term ‘filler’ is an unfortunate one, because fillers do not fill out paper as wall fillers fill holes in plaster. Mineral fillers change the paper’s structure during sheet
formation by affecting the position of the fibres among themselves, and adding openings to
a structure that would otherwise be much more compact. This altered paper structure leads
to other paper properties. Reasons to use fillers include the following:
– their high specific density increases the weight of paper, even in small quantities
– cheaper than raw cellulose materials
– contributes to the light colour of paper
– add whiteness
– scatter light on the surface and in the paper web
– filled paper dries more easily on the paper machine: less energy required
– the apparent density increases
– improves look-through (opacity)
– improves printability (take-up of ink)
– changes the smoothness, or the roughness of the paper surface
– improves the effect of calendering (flat fillers)
– improves the flatness and dimensional stability of paper
– makes paper softer
– can be used as a lake when colouring paper with alkaline colouring matter
– can adjust the porosity of (filter) paper by the choice of the filler particle shape
– adjusts the combustion rate of cigarette paper.
In the earlier literature, fillers are often regarded as adulterations302, and hence associated
with fraud. However, the nineteenth century manufacturer mainly saw fillers as a way to
combat the scarcity303 of fibre material. That filling paper improves304 certain paper proper301 [Hunter, 1978-490] “Clay was first used in ‘loading’ paper about the year 1807; by 1870 this method of ‘loading’ was a common practice.”
[Weiss, 1983-265] *TA - “Beginning of the rapidly increasing use of mineral fillers in paper making (from barium sulphates, precipitated calcium sulphate, kaolin or fine white clay, unburned gypsum and precipitated calcium silicate).”
302 [Tomlinson, 1854-59] “[on testing for fillers by burning paper] A further supply of heat burns up this film completely, so that pure
paper (containing like wood, and most other vegetable bodies which are familiar to us, only carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and a small
quantity of earthy matter), is completely combustible, with the exception of the earthy matter which forms a minute residual ash; and
this affords a test for detecting the adulteration of paper with cheaper matters, such as clay and plaster of Paris.”
303 [Piette, 1863-ix] *TA -“These non fibrous materials, by placing themselves between the fibres of the pulp, doubtlessly increase its
quantity without strengthening it; yet they have powerfully contributed to lessening the scarcity of rags and one of these substances
above all, kaolin, by its unctuousness, its whiteness, its aluminous quality, and its intimate union with the fibres in the pulp, rendered
services which cannot be ignored.”
304 [Casey, 1960-985] “Today, fillers such as clay ... and others are commonly used as an integral part of certain grades of paper. The
process is called “filling” or “loading” and cannot be considered as adulteration of the paper, since the presence of the pigment improves the properties of the paper when used in the proper proportion. In fact, it would be almost impossible to make certain grades of
paper without the use of fillers.”
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ties, or even gives the paper unique properties, soon became the major argument for using
mineral fillers. Initially, kaolins from Cornwall and Limoges were used in Europe. These
contain little iron, and so are very white. Kaolin is present in 44 of the 63 descriptions in
the 1886 Mierzinski recipes for graphical paper. Quantities range from 2% to an excess of
20%.
As a light colour is the most desirable property of paper, light-coloured fillers305 are preferred, which limits the choice to just a few pigments. The best fillers ideally have a refractive index that deviates as far as possible from that of cellulose, so that light scatters further,
which increases opacity, especially in thin papers. The size distribution and shape of the
granules play an important role [figure 60 p.123] in the scattering of light in the paper web.
The size of the granules lies ideally within the range of the wave length of visible light, so
that as much light as possible is scattered per amount of filler. Therefore the ideal size306 of
filler particles lies between 0.2 and 0.3 µm, and certainly not above 0.5 µm. These are the
most commonly used fillers, sorted on ascending refractive index:
filler ⨸

low refractive index diatomaceous earth
fillers
satin white
calcium sulphate
talc
kaolin
calcined clay
calcium carbonate
alumina trihydrate
barium sulphate
high refractive in- zinc oxide
dex fillers
zinc sulphide
titanium dioxide

refractive index n
cellulose n = 1.53

SiO2
3CaO · Al2O3· 3CaSO4· 31H2O
CaSO4
3MgO · 4SiO2· H2O
Al2O3 · 2SiO2 · 2H2O
CaCO3
Al(OH)3 - Al2(OH)6
BaSO4
ZnO
ZnS
TiO2

1.33
1.46
1.52
1.54-1.59
1.57
1.62
1.57-1.66
1.58
1.64-1.66
2.01-2.03
2.37
2.55 (an)
2.70 (ru)

The shape of the particles307 determines the final properties of the filler. This shape is
dependent on the way in which the particles are naturally formed, or how filler producers
modify them. Most fillers are extracted from the earth, then usually ground to obtain the
desired particle size. Processes that can alter the properties of fillers are as follows:
– calcination
– the expulsion of bound water of crystallisation at a high temperature, which alters the
particle shape through aggregation (particles partly fuse together); kaolins
– the burning of minerals, which leaves one component intact, thereby creating another product that can then be used to make a new product, such as one step in the
making of precipitated quick lime (PCC)
(11)
CaCO3(s) T⇒ CaO(s) + CO2(g)↑
– precipitation
– by allowing two soluble substances to react together, a new substance is created that
cannot remain soluble, so this product of reaction settles out; for example, quick lime
precipitated from calcium hydroxide and carbon dioxide
(12)
CaO(s) + H2O(ℓ) ⇒ Ca(OH)2(aq)
305 a list of common fillers and their properties is given in [appendix XVI „fillers in paper” p.241]
306 [Willets, 1953-227] “Particle size is also of importance in producing opacity and brightness and the optimum is considered to be in
the neighborhood of half the wave length of light, or about 0.3 microns.” NB. the wavelenght of visible light lies between 390-700 nm
= 0.39 -0.7 µm.
307 [Hubbe, 2004a-1] “Contrasting shapes and sizes of mineral filler particles provide today’s papermaker with many options to affect paper properties. One can choose between plate-like clay products, irregular-shaped products of grinding, and a diverse assortment of
filler shapes that can be achieved by mineral precipitation methods.”
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Ca(OH)2(aq) + CO2(g) ⇒ CaCO3(s)↓+ H2O
(13)
The shape of the precipitated particles are steered by controlling the conditions; precipitated quick lime, titanium white, aluminium trihydrate, barium sulphate
– sedimentation/fractioning
– by allowing a ground powder to settle in water, layers are formed of different particle
sizes that settle out according to the difference in fractions. This method produces
powders of a more uniform particle size: kaolins, quick lime.
Their properties determine their characteristic308 shape, varying from round, elongated,
to flat. Particle conglomerations can also occur, which, for example, form rose-like, open
shapes [figure 58]. Generally, it can be said that round particles more easily nestle in the
openings between fibres; the elongated particles conform better to the fibre itself due to
their similarity in shape; and flat particles make the surface smoother after calendering.

figure 58: A.⨸k: kaolin platelets, B.⨸ calcined clay agglomerates, C. ⨸g: ground calcium carbonate, D.⨸p:
rhombohedral precipitated CaCO3 (PCC-r), E. aragonite precipitated CaCO3 (PCC-a), F. scalehodrenal
precipitated CaCO3 (PCC-s) ‘rosettes’. [Hubbe, 2004a] Illustrations courtesy dr. Martin A. Hubbe (NorthCarolina State University).

Calendering can alter the structure of precipitated calcium carbonate in such a way that a
308 the shape of crystals is described with a terminology indicated with ‘crystal habit’, see [appendix XVII „crystal habits” p.244]
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smooth surface is created [figure 59], despite the particles' rough shape. This alters the paper’s gloss, also without a coating layer.

figure 59: ⨸ p: precipitated calcium carbonate rosettes before and after calendering. NB. this is also goes for coated
papers, see below [Holik, 2006-49-fig.2.20] [scan BvV].

figure 60: relative scale of some filler particles and wood fibres [adapted from Bos, 1995-173-fig.2,14].

3.7.1.1 consequences of the use of fillers in paper
Fillers add yet another complication to the paper making process, through which production must lean even more on the engineer and chemist. They have an unlikely ally: alum
plays a role in retaining the filler in the paper web in filled papers that are also alum-rosin
sized. Alum works as a retention aid by acting as a mordant between the negatively charged
filler and fibres. Thus, the role of aluminium sulphate, also called the papermaker‘s309 panacea, becomes even more important. Papers with filler therefore probably contain more
alum than paper sized only with alum-rosin, or, in the case of non alum-rosin sized papers,
alum is added. This extra addition of alum thus gives such papers a greater potential for the
harmful effects of acid hydrolysis caused by aluminium. However, the application of an
acidic sizing also stands in the way of using calcium carbonate as a filler: these materials are
incompatible. It was only around 1955, when neutral sizing arose, that the use of calcium
carbonate increased exponentially. This also saw an increase of resistance to acidic hydrolysis: a buffer against acidification in the form of calcium carbonate could now be built into
paper.
309 [Grant, 1961-195] “The almost traditional tendency in the paper mill to regard alum as a universal cure for all troubles may result in
an upward trend in the alum consumption, especially when an additional quantity is added to overcome some intermittent abnormality and is not reduced when the abnormality is no longer in evidence.”
[Hubbe, 2004b-141] “Alum was sometimes called the papermaker’s friend, due to its wide-ranging and dependable effects on the papermaking process. These benefits included not only the development of paper’s hydrophobicity (in combination with rosin), but also
increased efficiency of retaining small particles in the paper during its formation. Best of all, alum addition often resulted in more
rapid drainage of water from the fibers, making it possible to increase the speed of many paper machines.”
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The dewatering of pulp on a mould, as mentioned earlier, is a filtering process where the
paper itself works as the filter. The paper being formed has openings between the fibres,
through which small pulp elements slip, and finally drain from the mould into the so-called
‘white water’ below. In order to avoid a considerable economic loss, this white water is usually re-entered into circulation. To accelerate dewatering on a paper machine, foils are fixed
under the wire, and suction boxes are used to create a pressure difference in the pulp on the
wire. Given the small particle size that makes the filler mobile to a certain degree, so long as
there is sufficient water in the pulp, many filler particles are pulled along the fibres and end
up in the water draining away. This creates an anisotropic paper, in which the wire side contains significantly less filler than the felt side. Filtering fillers as a means to distribute them is
therefore not the optimal solution. Fillers are held in paper in various ways: they are trapped
in micro-fibrils on the fibre, chemically bound, and enclosed physically, which plays only a
small role in filler retention.
The problem of filler retention must be solved by adding retention agents. These include
the previously mentioned alum, or, in the 20th century, cationic or anionic forms of phosphates, polyacrylamide, polyethylene imine (1950s), and colloidal silica. It must be held in
mind that retention aids not only work on fillers, but also on ‘fines’, the tiniest fibre parts in
pulp. This way, the paper is better filled with small fibres and thus becomes more compact,
but that also lowers the light-scattering effect of fillers.
Adding fillers rather dramatically alters the properties of paper: a heavily filled paper is
quite limp. Fillers also affect paper strength. Areas on a fibre covered with filler push adjacent fibres away. This separation means there is no, or, in any case, less hydrogen bonding
between fibrils, which ultimately has a negative effect on the paper web strength. The effect
is more pronounced in hard fibre types than by long beaten, and hence well conforming310
fibres, which can fold themselves around the filler particles[figure 61].

figure 61: the effect of fillers on hard, less beaten fibres (A), and more pulped, well conforming fibres (B). At right,
more light scattering can be seen occurring in the open space between two fibres: hard fibres thus scatter light better
under the effect of fillers [Hubbe, 2016-p.2915-fig.8 (l) and 2914-fig.5 (r)] Illustrations courtesy of Dr. Martin A.
Hubbe (North-Carolina State University)

Heavily filled papers especially lose311 burst and fold strength, and, therefore, other
factors contributing to the final strength of the paper (fibre type, beating) become more significant. To solve strength problems in common cases, ‘special’ fillers are used that are considerable more expensive than ‘ordinary’ fillers. These fillers (titanium dioxide, calcined clay
and PCCs) have a higher whiteness, which allows the total filler content to be reduced
enough to bring the strength to an acceptable level. Titanium dioxide has the highest whiteness of all the fillers. By their altered form (‘conglomeration’), calcined clay and precipitated
calcium carbonate win in light scattering power ability from ordinary kaolins. These conglomerates force the fibres further apart, which increases the internal surface area of the paper, and hence the light scattering increases. These fillers are also used for making thin,
lightweight papers that must be opaque, such as Bible and airmail paper.
310 [Hubbe, 2004a-7] “Highly conformable and well-fibrillated fibers, such as well-refined kraft fibers, ought to be able to drape
themselves over any filler particles, thus diminishing the importance of the “spacing” mechanism in those cases.”
311 [Casey, 1960-1001] “Fillers tend to reduce the internal strength of paper. The use of 10 % clay results in about a 20 % loss in bursting
strength and a much higher loss in folding endurance. Tearing resistance is not appreciably affected.”
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Dusting is another disadvantage of heavily filled papers. Excess filler in such papers cannot be held on the fibres, and thus flies loose when the paper is moved. This is an important
problem for graphical papers, because the loosened powder hinders the ink attachment, and
contaminates the ink on the ink rolls. Nevertheless, heavily filled papers are still made because of another property: they have practically no rattle. This ‘noiseless', or programme paper, is used for theatre and concert programmes. When turned, the pages do not rustle, and
so the performance is not disturbed. This is another example of an application breaking the
rules, and the papermaker succeeding in overcoming production challenges; in this case, by
the use of thin, flexible fibres312 combined with light sizing and much filler. Heavy weighting and its associated dusting in machine-made modern papers is one of the major reasons
for applying starch surface sizing using the size press. This manner of paper sizing counteracts dusting, and partly compensates for the strength loss effect313 of filling the paper.
Conservators should be aware of the fact that the wet treatment of filled papers leads to a
considerable change in structure, due to part of the filler being washed out. With calendered
papers, the fibres swell, which more or less restores the paper's original thickness. Taking
every factor into account, this type of paper cannot be wet treated without accepting significant changes in surface structure.

3.7.2 pigment coated papers
The use of minerals is not just restricted to changing the internal structure of paper, they
are also applied to the external surface. Coating has been carried out for centuries on Oriental, Arabian and European papers. The principal objectives of coating is to prepare the
surface for writing tools (metal stylus), to improve the contrast of ink314 on paper or protect
the surface of playing cards. In the course of the nineteenth century, the printability of small
details in the printed image became the major reason for supplying paper with a coating layer. The invention of photography also contributed greatly to the development of coated papers. A distinction can be made between single-sided and double-sided coated papers. The
former was mainly used for decorated papers and (book) illustrations, while double-sided
papers were mainly used for graphical printing315 papers. Today, double-sided paper is
chiefly used for cheaply printed folders, catalogues and magazines, for which colour printing is important. It is less used for books, where the illustration quality is foremost, because
modern (and more expensive) printing techniques combined with modern graphical papers
provide good colour rendition and resolution capabilities.
In 1796, when Senefelder invented lithography, besides making the printing of large editions easier, the resolution capability and fineness of graphics improved in leaps and bounds.
Not all contemporary 'nature' papers have the refinement to reproduce such details, because
they are made to absorb the deformation of relief316 printing, or to be impressed with an intaglio application, in which the paper is made smooth during the printing process. To coun312 [Labarre, 1952-214] “Programme papers are soft printings so manufactured that they can be handled without rustle or RATTLE;
they are very absorbent and are made from a FURNISH of cotton, esparto or pulp of deciduous trees, (Larch or Poplar) lightly beaten and may be unsized, or very soft-sized...”
313 [Hubbe, 2004-147] “Also, starch applied to the surface of paper helps to compensate for the effect of fillers, such as calcium carbonate, in decreasing the strength of paper. For instance, the surface of filled paper sometimes can be described as “dusty,” especially in the
absence of surface sizing. Especially after the advent of alkaline papermaking there has been a trend towards higher levels of fillers, and
this trend, by itself, would be expected to decrease paper strength properties in general. A layer of starch on the top and bottom
surfaces of paper can partly compensate for the strength loss.”
314 this must be seen in a wider context. In Europe, for example, paper was coated in the Middle Ages and actually made rougher so that
metal-points could be used: [Reyden, 1993-492] “During the middle ages, papers were coated with white or light coloured pigments
to provide an appropriate surface for metal-point drawings, executed with a metal stylus made of silver or copper, which before the
discovery of graphite represented the only ‘dry‘ medium available for very finely detailed drawings.”
315 [Loureiro, 2011-1] “Pigment-coated papers are made of a paper sheet where a fine coating layer is applied either on one side (for decorated and printing coated papers) or on both sides (only for printing coated papers). ”
316 [Bekk, 1935-6] “The rougher the paper the greater the printing pressure that must be used in order to effect an almost complete print
transfer and, at the same time, the greater are the disturbing effects of such pressure, especially when embossing paper.” NB embossing
is an extreme and deliberate form of disturbing the paper structure but as many of us have often times seen, letterpress printing can
also greatly disturb a papers’ surface.
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teract this limitation (from the planographic perspective), for example, chine-collé317 was
developed, in which a fine, thin paper is placed on top of a thicker paper when being printed. Another solution is to print a solid layer of ink on a paper, so that the combination in
the printing press of ink layer and pressure creates a suitable foundation for the litho grain,
which is then printed in the next printing run. These techniques demand a high professional prowess and make printing more expensive. This is why coated papers were developed, in
which the coating layer itself has the desirable properties. Hence, this is a technical development where the client (the printer) steers the papermaker.
In their simplest form, coatings consist of a pigment and a binder. Coatings change the
properties of paper by making the surface visually unobtrusive, as well as giving it an
entirely different character. In fact, the coating of paper is a denial of the function of most
paper properties, such as suppleness and thinness, weight and structure: the paper becomes
a vehicle for something that it itself is not. Coating changes318 the following properties of
paper:
– brightness
– gloss
– smoothness (and in contrast a structured319 layer)
– opacity
– ink receptivity
Up until ±1890, coated papers were predominantly coated single-sided, and used for
playing cards, visiting cards, etc. and as a foundation for fine colour printing. This gave rise
to the term, 'chromo' paper, which is an abbreviation for the ‘Chromolithograph' that was
printed preferably on a single-side coated paper with a high320 gloss. The first coating techniques were developed around321 1810, and were mostly based on chalk bound with gelatin.
By the end of the 19th century, gelatin was superseded by casein, and, still later, starch glues
were predominantly used as binder. These required the addition of a water-resistance agent,
such as melamine resin. The flat shape of the kaolin particles has made it the most commonly used pigment. Coatings are also made with calcium carbonate and titanium dioxide,
and, to a lesser extent, with zinc white (zinc oxide) and other white pigments. Modern coatings can be very complex mixtures [see appendix XVIII]. In making coatings, the most important thing is to obtain a mixture that is as well balanced as possible, and that the heavier
pigments do not settle, or lead to gel formation, which makes the dispersion so stiff that it
no longer can be spread as a coating. The attachment to the body paper and the suppleness
of the dry layer require the addition of aids such as plasticisers, and water resistance- and
viscosity-modification aids.
The application of coatings was initially modelled on the manner in which for example,
playing cards are made smooth: the coating is applied to the paper with brushes. To this
end, machines were developed in which the paper web was hung to dry in festoons. Rotating brushes and brushes moving back-and-forth322 were combined to achieve an even layer.

317 also called India proof paper, India laid print or Chine appliqué [Holben Ellis, 1998-24], absorbent, thin papers adhered to a heavier
plate paper with paste or just the printing pressure. The thin paper without the backing paper cannot withstand the pressure of the
press. Sometimes loaded to improve opaqueness.
318 these (technical) changes are considered to be improvements, although this is obviously open to debate.
319 structured boards as sometimes can be seen on mats used to frame prints are given a structured layer by drying the coating with a patterned drying cylinder.
320 [Linden, 1980-192] “The colouring technique that proved to have the brightest future, the chromolithograph, or simply, chromo
(Greek for colour), appears to have been invented in principle in c. 1816 in Paris, by G. Engelmann, a student of Senefelder. In 1837,
he acquired a patent of ten years for it. However, the first successful large scale application was carried out in London, where the illustrations of Owen Jones’ illustrated book, Alhambra (1836- 1845) were printed as chromos.”
321 [Weiss, 1983, 248] *TA -“~1810 Coated paper comes onto the market. White papers, coated with chalk (calcium carbonate) with a
gelatin binder for printing purposes (engravings and halftones) - the immediate precursors of art- and chromo papers.”
322 [Shaw, 1930-1195] “The coating machine is the “single” coater type, applying the coating substance to but one side of the paper. It has
6 brushes, 2 rotating and 4 having a laterally reciprocating movement, to spread and smooth the coating material. The brushes, the
first of which consists of comparatively coarse bristles and the last of fine, ... .”
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The brushing machine was further developed into machines that apply coating by way of
rolls [figure 62]. These machines then distribute this layer evenly and thinly by rolling, doctoring, or with an air knife, with which excess material is blown away by a powerful jet of
air.

figure 62: roller coating machine (front middle) with festoon dryer section and reeling unit (left) [Klemm, 1923-54fig. 2] [scan BvV].

Application involves the water-soluble parts of the coating substance being drawn by capillary action into the paper, thus creating a transition from coating layer to paper structure.
This means that the binder is also present in the outer layer of the paper, hence binding the
pigment layer to the paper [figure 63].

figure 63: proportional cross section of coated paper showing two sided coating and distribution of (kaolin)filler
and binder. The thickness given (left) is for a 70 lbs. 25”x 38” paper (= 104 gr·m-2). Bearce gives the approximate
dimensions as follows: coating clay particles 1-10 µm, filler clay particles 10-50 µm, fibre thickness 12-25 µm, the
thickness is 75 µm for the body paper and 15 µm for the coating [adapted from Bearce, 1953-335-fig. 1].

Air drying was gradually replaced by drying with heated cylinders that imparted their structure (smooth, or patterned) to the coating layer. The various ways of application gave the
coating layer specific characteristics before the paper was calendered. The blade coater (doctor) has an especially strong smoothing action, because the high parts of the fibre structure
receive little coating. This structure is emphasised by the contraction of the coating during
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drying, which can amount to 70% [figure 64]. For these reasons, many coated papers are
supplied with a second coating, which further camouflages the paper structure.

figure 64: left: relation between paper structure and layer shape caused by the manner of applying the coating, right:
shrinkage of coating layer through drying [adapted from: Smook, 1994-293, 294-fig.18-23, 18-24].

The double-sided coating of paper is closely associated with the application in books due
to the high optical contrast between coating and ink, and the excellent printability of such
papers. Art papers can have any type of fibre in the body paper. Often cheaper wood cellulose pulp blends are used, because the coating completely conceals the paper to the eye. As
coating causes water to enter the body paper, the paper must be strong enough to bear the
comparatively heavy coating while in the machine. Its use in books restricts the thickness of
coated paper, so that many art printing papers are real masterpieces when one considers the
scant thickness of the paper and the weight (~40-50 g·m-2)323 of the coating layer. The calendering of coated paper is necessary to raise the gloss to the desired level, but also to control
the thickness. Thus is calendering an inextricable part of the coating of paper. To (destructively) test whether a paper is coated or not, one draws a line on the paper with a coin (after
the analogy of the metal-point). The line will be grey if the paper is coated. So-called imitation art printing papers that are heavily filled, but not coated, do not have this property. As
rubbing with a metal surface can produce a grey discolouration on art printing papers, it
follows that calendering324 demands great care, which contributes to the previously mentioned masterpiece of well-made, high-gloss, coated papers. Thus it is possible to make high
gloss papers on which the fibres are completely covered. An intermediate form, a ‘matte’ art
printing paper, developed by the paper factory Scheufelen (Ger-Oberlenningen) in 1906,
has such a thin coating that the gloss is broken up by the paper fibres that remain visible,
but the paper can still be calendered to an especially smooth finish.
Remarkably, the addition of such amounts of minerals can form a problem with the reuse of paper. Minerals are added partly to save costs, but must be monitored to maintain
the quality of such recycled paper, which then raises the cost price. The great amounts of kaolin (prevalent in the USA) and calcium carbonate (prevalent in Europe325) in modern papers, cause problems with sheet formation and the final strength of the paper. The properties desired by the production side give rise to the need for the used raw materials (previously prepared for the papermaking process) to be submitted to a complicated treatment
once more.

323 [Pels, 1965-14] “[on double coating art paper] This takes place in phases. The paper is first smoothed with an undercoat, which is
then covered with a top layer. In this way, 20 to 25 grams (a total of 40 to 50 grams per m2) of coating material is applied on each
side.”
324 for this special methods of calendering were developed, for instance this can be achieved by smoothing the paper on itself before exposing the paper to the full contact of alternating metal and compressed paper rolls. Follows a claim from a new type of calender setup as applied in a 1929 patent: [Steffen, US patent 1842848 A, 1929-2] “The method of calendering has been found, as compared
with conventional calendering methods, to give less so-called blackening of the paper, a more uniform finish and surface, less loss of
paper by waste due to the fact that less tension on the paper is required and consequently less breakage occurs, and a better quality of
paper with respect to resiliency and printing qualities due to the fact that less nips in the calender stack are required to produce a given finish.”
325 [Ek, 2009a-399] “The use of kaolin as filler is for instance more common in US than in Europe where the use of calcium carbonate is
much higher.”
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For the paper conservator, art-printing papers are very difficult to treat, which is a considerable problem. A particularly notorious case occurs when water-soluble binders such as
starch and casein326 have been used, and water damage causes the pages to stick together
through pressure acting on the softened binder. After drying, a hard lump remains that can
no longer be separated. Only rapid freezing, followed by freeze-drying, can prevent this.
conclusion
Under the pressure of technological progress, and the wish to produce a greater variety of
paper ever faster and faster, the papermaker had to add substances to the pulp to modify the
pulp properties to such an extent that both speed and paper quality could be accomplished.
This completed the technology cycle: the development of machines to replace handwork;
the chemical treatment of wood to make pulp now follows the chemical control and modification of pulp to keep pace with technological developments and consumers’ wishes.
The application of minerals as a means to be able to make other sorts of paper is centuries old, but made huge strides especially in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The
striving for paper with a light colour and good printability underlies this development. This
practice completely altered the properties of papers in comparison with handmade papers,
and papers with few, or none, of these additions. The expertise required to retain minerals
in and on paper during the making process is increasingly due to the incorporation of
chemistry, physics and technique into the accumulated body of knowledge.
The use of minerals as fillers can result in weaker papers, and, moreover, these papers
change more under wet treatments than non-filled papers, because the filler is partly flushed
away. With the coating of papers, the body paper is concealed from sight, and the paper
simply becomes a support for the coating. The recycling of coated papers releases a great
quantity of minerals into the pulp, which must be separated out in order to exert sufficient
control over the pulp. The inadvertent wetting of coated papers with binders that swell in
water leads to major problems after drying.

326 [Tremain, 2008-3] “The problem of blocking or adhesion of leaves to each other is primarily confined to books and periodicals printed on stock that uses a coating pigment with a binder of casein and starch, two highly water-soluble substances. If wetted material of
coated stock is permitted to dry it will turn a book to a clay-like brick. Restoration is impossible. At the moment the only known
salvage method considered practical, especially where large quantities of water-damaged material are involved, is freezing while wet,
then freeze-drying.”
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microscope study in the paper factory laboratory
[Association of makers of esparto papers. Esparto paper. London: Newman Neame, 1956 fig. 41] [scan BvV].
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[4] morphology of paper fibres under the
microscope
“The task of the microscopic paper test is mainly to determine the type of fibers from which a paper is made; in
the second place, it is intended to determine the state in which the fibers are, and the quantities in which they
are present ... .”
Herzberg, Wilhelm. Papierprüfung: eine Anleitung zum Untersuchen von Papier. zweite vollständig neubearbeitete Auflage. Berlin: Julius Springer, 1902 p.62

4.1 fibre identification
The close study of paper can answer questions about the composition. The conservator is
able to use their experience to obtain an initial characterisation, even though it may not be
very exact. With certain paper types, some paper characteristics can de distinguished with
the human senses: the naked eye, by feel, and sometimes by smelling. Furthermore, as
demonstrated earlier, the degree of brown discolouration is also used to determine whether
a paper contains mechanically pulped fibres. As many paper types consist of blends of fibre
types, especially since the nineteenth century, it is difficult to visually determine if there is a
relationship between brown discolouration, composition, and condition. The composition
can be only unequivocally determined with the aid of fibre identification.
The determination of the fibre type by examining the morphological characteristics
makes complete the knowledge to be gained from a fibre sample using simple equipment. It
is logical to combine the examination of colouring and morphological characteristics where
possible, because the microscope is used for the micro-chemical examination of fibre
samples, and the morphological characteristics are visible under the same magnification.
Morphological characteristics can supply the following information:
– the type of fibre
– condition of the fibre (though this can be ambiguous)
– period of manufacture of the paper
– geographical information327
Furthermore, fibre identification can provide better insight into the composition of paper,
choices the papermaker made there, and the paper‘s range of application. With this, it gives
the opportunity to further extend experience and knowledge.
This examination of fibres takes the paper conservator into the realm of botany. However, this research does not make a botanist of the conservator. For the conservator does not
pose a specific botanical question, nor a question that does justice to the breadth and depth
that botany strives for. The botanist aims to make microscopic slides in which the original
constituents of a plant and their arrangement remain as intact as possible. The conservator
examines paper fibres that have been chosen for reasons of availability, economy, and processing capability. Additionally, for making paper, fibres must be pulped, and thus liberated
from their original structural coherence. Furthermore, paper fibres have mostly undergone
one or more chemical treatments, which have removed most constituents, through which
further diminishes the value as a botanical mount. Thus the conservator does not examine a
plant, tree or bush in the botanical context, but loose fibres and other plant elements whose
morphology has been revealed by the previously mentioned deconstruction. For fibres other
than paper fibres, which is the greater part of the plant kingdom, the conservator is, qualitate qua, blind. Yet the conservator often penetrates the botanical taxonomy fairly deeply,
327 In the initial period of wood use (~1840-1870), the aim was to acquire the wood locally, because transport costs push up the final price of paper. This potentially allows a distinction to be made between wood species and their geographical origin: some wood species
grow only in specific areas. However, with the separation of papermaking into pulp and paper production, the picture is obscured by
the import and export of pulp. Hence, the identification of the tree species may not necessarily confirm the geographic origin of the
pulp.
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and can even sometimes resolve the species. The conservator thus uses only a part of the
botanical knowledge to answer questions on paper composition. The answers confirm conjectures that have arisen from what the conservator knows about paper composition in a
given period, limit the periods in which a paper was made, and help to ascertain the origin
of a paper. The aims behind the questions include determining the condition of a paper,
dating, documentation, and, sometimes, authentication. Finally, the questions and their answers must help to give an answer to the question of how the relationship between composition and use of the paper is relevant.

4.1.1 levels of fibre identification
A number of phases in the examination are necessary in order to achieve the full description of a fibre sample. Of the levels given here, one and two overlap and complement each
other: for example, when in level one it is observed that the paper is of rags (bast fibres), this
narrows the choice in level 2. The description of apparent characteristics of pulping (fibrillation) and ageing are here more or less unrelated aspects, and can perhaps be omitted when
the questions concern dating, origin and authentication. However, this information is important for a complete picture of the sample. The relationship between fibre type, fibre appearance and ageing is obvious in the conservation context.
characterisation levels

rags/cellulose
chemically/mechanically pulped
quantitative ratio between different fibre types
from ~1850, paper is often a blend of various fibre types and sorts
gymnospermae
angiospermae
2 differentiation qualitative botanical classification
1 identification

qualitative

[see also: classification and botanical names of paper fibre
sources: p. 251]

monocotyledo- dicotyledonae
nae
softwood

3 condition

presence of fillers
quantitative amount of fillers
qualitative condition of the fibre
quantitative

grasses
hardwood
reed
bast fibres
leaf fibres
fruit fibres
palm fibres
after ~1800, fillers appear in paper

fibrillation
degradation of the fibre
average length

table 6: characteristics revealed by fibre microscopy

4.1.2 technique of fibre identification
Depending328 on the source, paper fibres can vary enormously in length. The range of
paper fibre sizes is quite large; up to ~3.5 mm (3500 µm), and the thickness can amount to
~45 µm. Fibres can thus have a thickness to length ratio of 1:75, but this is mostly smaller.
Although it is possible to distinguish individual fibres in very coarse paper, the resolution
capability of the human eye is, at its best, 70 µm, and usually less. Thus it is impossible to
examine fibres of a maximum width of ~45 µm with the human eye. The eyes must be assisted with an optical aid. With the stereo microscope, the fibre can only be examined in re328 the fibre's dimensions in the plant are greater than the dimensions of the final fibre in paper: the fibres are made shorter by pulping,
and thinner by chemical pulping, fermentation, or bleaching.
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lation to the sheet, and small details are not visible due to surface treatment. Tiny details are
made visible by the electron microscope, but this is unavailable to most conservators. However, with this technique, an image is built up by an electron bundle, which shows only the
surface. This is a drawback, as the transparency of fibres can not be used to study morphological characteristics. The appropriate instrument for fibre identification is the bright field
transmitted light microscope with polariser and λ retardation. With this, small details can
be detected, as well as morphological characteristics visible inside the fibres due to their
transparency. For such a microscope examination, the fibres must first be separated, and
placed onto a microscopic slide (a mount).
microscopy
With using light microscopy on paper samples, a mount is examined at a magnification of
50-400x. The 400x magnification is less suitable due to loss of light.
– 50 x: overview, selection of fibres to be studied more closely
– 100 x: examination of the major morphological characteristics, lumen in relation to
thickness of the fibre and wall thickness.
– 200 x: details of morphological characteristics
– 400 x: examination of the smallest details, maximum useful magnification
As cellulose fibres embedded in a preparation are transparent, they are usually ‘stained‘ (tinted) to heighten the contrast. This staining can be achieved with simple colouring matter,
such as fountain pen ink, but the stains to be discussed later should give a better differentiated picture, because different fibre types take on different colours, which facilitates
identification.
polarisation microscopy
Plant fibres are constructed of long chains of cellulose linked together with hydrogen
bonds [see: composition and structure of a cellulose fibre p.145]. The crystalline arrangement of cellulose causes birefringence in the fibre when light passes through it. The resulting light is broken in two rays that differ in speed as they are diffracted by the fibre. With
polarised light microscopy, this difference is made visible by interference being caused between the rays [appendix XXIII p.260]. Various interference patterns occur, due to the variances in fibre structural components. Amorphous areas that occur in the fibre show no birefringence. Areas of tangled arrangement, or where one type changes into another, show a
different intensity of interference colours. These differences in arrangement thus reveal the
morphology of the fibre.
interference colours, lambda plate: modified Herzog test
The interference colours produced by polarisation are an important means of analysing
objects that are otherwise colourless [for an explanation of the underlying principles see appendix XXIII p.260]. Interference colours were originally described by Isaac Newton329 and
their use in microscopy is predominantly based on the model defined by Auguste MichelLévy (1888)330 for examining minerals. The Michel-Lévy interference colour chart331 is an
indispensable instrument for understanding this phenomenon. This model divides the interference colours created by polarisation and a λ plate with its associated retardation in
nanometres (nm) into colours ranging from black in the first order, to pure white in the
tenth order [for this see appendix XXIV p.262]. When the resulting interference of the fibre
has a wavelength greater than that of the λ plate (550 nm), there is an additive shift to a
329 Newton, Isaac. Opticks or, a Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, Inflections, and Colours of Light. London: the Royal Society, 1774.
330 Levy, Auguste M, Alfred Lacroix. Les Mineraux Des Roches. Paris: Baudry, 1888.
331 [Delly, 2003-2] “The Michel-Lévy Interference Color Chart has been in continuous use by analytical microscopists for 115 years.
Why such endurance? Because this chart, also known as the Michel-Lévy Table of Birefringence, is just as useful today as it was over a
century ago in unlocking the many mysteries of microscopic particle analysis and identification. This extraordinarily valuable aid to
the polarized-light microscopist graphically relates the thickness, retardation (optical path difference), and birefringence (numerical
difference between the principal refractive indices) for particular views of transparent, colorless or colored substances. These characteristics allow unknown materials to be identified; additionally, they provide important optical information about those materials whose identity is known.”
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higher colour order, while a shorter wavelength causes a subtractive shift to a lower order.
The colour chart shows the interference colours from left to right, which represent the shift
of a whole wavelength of 550 nm per order. The first and second orders are the most important for fibre analysis [figure 65].

figure 65: the first three orders of interference colours: the yellow arrow indicates the 551 nm line (magenta I) being
the retardation of the λ plate [adapted from EPS file of Dietrich Zawisch: http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/
~zawischa/ITP/computecolour.html (2015-08-13)].

A further step in the unravelling of the paper fibre is the analysis of cellulose crystals arranged spirally on the longitudinal axis. Some fibre types twist left, or right [figure 66],
which can be made visible using polarisation and a retardation plate. Placing the lambda
plate in the light beam makes the retardation of light in the fibre relative to the λ retardation. This technique is especially helpful in the determination of bast fibres332, where it is
difficult to distinguish between linen and hemp. Additionally, certain morphological structures of other fibre types are easier to detect, so that fibre preparations can be analysed faster.
The technique is named after Alois Herzog333, who first described the test in this context in
1955.

figure 66: the relation between fibril angle (green arrows), twist direction, and S- and Z twist [figure BvV].

332 [Haugan, 2013-159] “Most plant fibres used for textile production (apart from cotton) are bast fibres. The term bast is commonly
used to describe bundles of tightly joint fibre cells found in the stem of plants like hemp, flax, jute, ramie and nettle or in the inner
bark of wood.” Although textile production is mentioned here as the main user of bast fibres, it is also relevant for paper, because linen
and hemp textiles in the form of rags are considered to be the most important raw materials for paper until at least ~1840.
333 Herzog, A. Mikrophotographischer Atlas der Technischen Wichtigen Pflanzefarsern. Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1955
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With the modified Herzog test fibres with a main structure of cellulose chains with Stwist show an additive shift to the blue of the second order when on a microscope fitted
with a rotary stage, the observation direction of the preparation is turned from vertical to
horizontal. With fibres twisted the other way (Z-twist), the opposite applies: the colour
becomes subtractive and shifts to the first order of orange/yellow [figure 67]. NB. all micrographs can be studied in their original resolution on: www.papergnomon.net/fibre - password: fibre-universe.

figure 67: linen (left) and hemp photographed with polarisation and λ plate in place. By showing the 0° and 90°
fibre directions in one illustration, it can be seen in a single glance that linen gives an additive shift from vertical to
horizontal, and thus has an S-twist. The opposite applies to the Z-twist of hemp. [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].

4.1.2.1 modified Herzog test: the optimum way for studying fibres under
the microscope using cross polarisation combined with λ-retardation
As a result of the experience gained over the course of this research, the author argues for
the examination of fibres using the earlier described technique of polarisation and lambda
retardation, in combination with a rotary stage in the microscope. The optical qualities of
the Herzog arrangement allow the morphological characteristics of fibres to be seen almost
instantly, often allowing identification to be made at low magnifications. It is usually immediately obvious which fibre types are present in a paper, through the clear colour differences
between distinct morphological elements. For a fairly experienced observer334, this makes for
a considerably faster determination of fibre types in a paper sample. Although most microscopes in paper workshops most probably do not currently have both polarisation and retardation, this can be realised with a comparatively inexpensive adaptation. A rotary stage,
however, requires a more expensive retrofit.
To illustrate the advantages of the modified Herzog test set-up look at the following figures [figure 68]:
– in the upper photo a fibre bundle under transmitted light can be seen in which part is
turned about 90°. There is little to be detected on the surface of the fibres, thus we can
assume that this is a bundle of fibres.
– the middle image shows the interference colours caused by cross polarisation, through
which some internal structure of the fibres is made visible. The colours themselves
provide no information other than that of the interference caused by differences in fibre
wall thickness. The slight vertical stripes on the fibres are dislocations, which suggests
bast fibres.
– in the bottom photo, the lambda plate is inserted into the light beam, and displays all
the above properties, with the dislocations in the fibres more clearly defined. It is also
obvious that the interference colours have more contrast and really simplify the image,
because the colours are more distinct. In addition, due to the bundle being two elements
at a 90° angle, it is clear that it is specifically a bast fibre: after all, the modified Herzog
test can distinguish between the different twist directions of the crystalline cellulose
chains of bast fibres. The fibre is hemp, due to the fact that the horizontal part of the
bundle is orange-coloured, and the vertical part blue.

334 after a 3-day course in fibre identification for UvA students, experience showed that after an interval of one year in which no fibre
identification was done, the students were still able to independently and reliably apply the previously acquired knowledge.
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It is clear that examining fibres in this way adds value to ‘normal’ (transmitted light and
PLM) microscopy: this applies to all fibre types (NB: for the micrograph legends, [see appendix XXVI p.278]).

figure 68: the same sample in three different optical treatments: top, transmitted light; middle, cross polarised light;
bottom, cross polarised with lambda retardation. The bottom micrograph is slightly rotated to optimise the
interference colours (micrographs and z-stacks: BvV).

Although this microscope technique is obviously known not many researchers have used
it in fibre identification. Recently however, micrographs taken with xpol λ retardation are
published in for example: Holle, Helmgard. ‘Cellulosefasern: Identifizierungsmöglichkeiten
und Bestimmung des Abbaugrades von Papierobjekten Teil 2: Indentifizierung mittels Mikroskopie.’ Journal of Paperconservation, vol.11, nº 2 (2010) and, Kropf, Evyn, Cathleen A.
Baker. 'A conservative tradition? Arab papers of the 12th–17th centuries from the Islamic
Manuscripts Collection at the University of Michigan'. Journal of Islamic Manuscripts, vol.
4, nº 1 (2013). In the future hopefully more authors will show paper samples in this
manner.
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4.2 sampling: size, location and preparation
The general literature on fibre identification assumes the availability of paper that can be
sampled destructively. Taking samples in the conservation context requires non-destructive
sampling. A peculiarity of paper sampling is that it nearly always must take place on a visible part of the object, and that is mostly why only one sample can be taken. Therefore, the
influence of local fibre distribution in paper increases; particularly in paper with different
fibre types in the furnish. So it is always uncertain whether all fibre types used in the paper
will be represented in the sample. Through sampling, the integrity of the paper and any applied techniques are put at risk, locally at least. The desired dimensions of a sample are usually described with a vague term, like ‘as small as possible’, a requirement, which, in the literature, apparently requires no further explanation. Despite this unhelpfulness with the permissible dimensioning of a sample, it can in any case be decided that the sampling of paper
objects in a conservation context must meet the following requirements.
– sampling must not leave any trace visible to the naked eye; the smaller the size of the
paper to be sampled, the more difficult this is
– the removal of material must not pose a risk to the material integrity of the object
– the sample must contain enough fibres to obtain all information to be obtained using
the intended research techniques; it must represent all the materials present in the
paper
– the sample must be taken from a place where any techniques applied to the paper
will not affect the interpretation of the sample
– it can be clarifying to take samples from areas affected by media
The first two requirements restrict the sampling and stipulate the upper limit of sample size;
the last requires a well-reasoned consideration in stipulating the proper size and location of
the sampling.

4.2.1 effect of fibre properties on sample size
In the absence of defined or established methods for stipulating the necessary sample
size, methods used by the paper industry to determine the number of fibres in paper were
consulted. Many parameters are defined and calculated by paper technicians in order to better steer and control the production process. Some of these parameters are appropriate here
for a better understanding of the structure of paper. The dimensions and shape of the fibre,
and the number of fibres per unit of paper, are elements that influence the sample size at the
fibre level. The important morphological indicators for the amount of fibres per sample are
as follows [for further explanation of these terms, see fibre metrology p. 247]:
1 the dimensions of the fibre
i
length: L
ii thickness: D
– the thickness is determined by wall thickness (T), and size of the lumen (d)
iii ratio between length and thickness (slenderness): S
2 parameters that determine the conformability of the fibre (stiffness versus suppleness)
i
wall thickness of the fibre: T
ii size of the lumen of the fibre: d
iii ratio335 between wall thickness and lumen
iv coarseness of the fibre (mg/100m): dg

335 the two ratios of Rünkel and Mühlsteph are often mentioned in this context. For brevity’s sake, these are not further discussed in the
text: for an explanation of these ratios, see appendix XIX „fibre metrology” (p.247).
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T
figure 69: dimensions of a fibre [figure BvV].

The length and thickness of the fibre determine how many fibres fit into a given surface
area of a paper, when the thickness of the paper amounts to one fibre. However, this reasoning fails as paper consists of multiple layers of fibres felted together. The capability of the
fibre to conform to the shape of another fibre, together with the length, determines how
many fibres fit in a given volume. Next to the degree of beating and of lignin removal, the
conformability depends on the mass of the fibre: the correlation between thickness of the
cell wall and fibre diameter. Fibres with a large diameter and a thick cell wall are stiff, due to
the nature of the shape and the larger mass. Stiff fibres are strong, but cannot lie close to
each other in paper, which creates space between the fibres. The density of paper is thus
lowered, which is expressed in the lowered number of fibres per volume. The model below
[figure 70] illustrates the relation between volume and mass, and between flexible and stiff
properties of fibres.

figure 70: influence of diameter and bulk on the conformability of the fibre: below left, maximum flexibility; above
right, maximum stiffness [adapted and extended from R. Wimmer https://botanik.boku.ac.at/wood/woodquality/
Chapter2.pdf slide 22].
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The paper industry uses the term ‘coarseness’ to describe this ratio, using a measurement
derived from the textile336 industry, the (deci)grex. A decigrex337 is the weight in milligrams
of the number of fibres with a combined length of 100 metres (dg = mg/100m). The higher
this value, the thicker and stiffer the fibres. The fact must be taken into account that the
variation338 in coarseness can be large, even within a paper sheet made from one fibre type.
Using the decigrex, the number of fibres per gram of pulp can be calculated when the average length of the fibres and the weight in grams of the paper339 are known. Prior to the development of computerised instruments340,341 to obtain this data, it had to be determined in
a roundabout manner, like that described by Leporte342, among others. However, even with
modern instruments, the accurate measurement of large quantities of fibres343 remains
laborious. It is remarkable that values for the number of fibres per gram pulp in the consulted literature show quite a large range. For more details, see [appendix XX].

336 in the textile industry, the thickness of a thread is described in terms of ‘denier’, ‘tex’, or more recently with the term ‘grex’, in which the
weight is related to a fixed length. With this relationship, thicker threads are described with higher thread numbers: e.g. 1 Tex = 1g/
1000m, 1 Grex = 1g/10,000m, 1 Denier = 1g/9000m.
337 [Isenberg, 1967-122] “Coarseness is defined as the weight per unit length of fiber, expressed as mg. per 100 m. and called a decigrex
(dg.). It is 10.0 times the value of the “grex” proposed as the International Standard Denier, and 11.1 times the value of the common
denier used for textile fibers.”
338 [Foelkel, 2007-16] “Coarseness in eucalyptus fibers varies from 4.5 to 11 mg/100m. Fiber population, in opposition, varies from 12
to 30 million of fibers per gram of pulp. Both properties have wide ranges of variability, and allow good selections of pulps in the
market, depending on the desired end-use.”
339 [TAPPI, 2002-4] “8.1 Let W be the weight in grams of the 50-mg/L suspension added to the sheet machine having an area of A mm2
(20,000 for the TAPPI sheet machine); let N be the total number of fibers counted in F fields; let L be the actual length in millimetres of all the fibers crossing the scanned lines; and let G be the equivalent total length in millimeters of the lines on the slide which are
examined in each single field.
8.2 L = πN/2 when the spacing of the grid lines is unity (5). The weight of the fibers per square millimeter of slide = W /20A mg. The
total effective area covered by the grid lines with unit spacing = FG mm2 (the total effective length of the grid lines examined).
8.3 Then the coarseness, expressed as the weight of fibers in mg per 100 m (dg) is:
Coarseness = (W/ 20A) (FG ) (2/πN ) (10) (100) (100)
10,000 WFG
= ——————
πNA

340

341

342

343

if
A = 20,000 mm2
G = 50 mm
dg = 7.96 WF/N mg/100 m
If E = FG = total effective length of scanned lines examined, dg = 0.159 WE/N. Alternatively, if w = mg of moisture-free fiber added
to the TAPPI sheet machine: dg = 159 wF/N, if 50-mm lines are examined; otherwise dg = 3.19 wE/N.”
an example of such an instrument is the Kajaani fiber analyzer, which is used in paper laboratories to determine pulp properties. Conservators, however, generally have no access to these instruments, and using this instrument to research into paper properties is also
rare. One example is research carried out by Timothy Barrett: Barrett, Timothy D. ‘Early European papers/contemporary conservation papers 1989: a report on research undertaken from fall 1984 through fall 1987 by Timothy D. Barrett’. Paper Conservator, vol. 13
(1989): p.94-97
[Robertson, 1999-93] “The FQA [fiber quality analyzer] like the IFA, comprises hydraulic, optical, and image-processing systems. A
dilute suspension of pulp fibers is transported past the optical and imaging systems by a sheath flow cell that orients fibers hydrodynamically into a thin, nearly two-dimensional (2-D) plane.”
[Leporte, 1966-9] “The mass of a population of fibers is expressed in terms of the number of fibers in one gram of fibers. Basically,
there are two problems involved in obtaining this number; the first is to count the fibers and the second is to determine the mass of
the counted fibers. As the accuracy and precision of the solution of one problem increases the other falls off, i.e. neglecting statistical
requirements one fiber can be counted accurately but is difficult to weigh while the weight of one million fibers is easy to determine if
you know you have one million fibers. Thus, there are two approaches; a large sample can be weighed then reduced by sampling to a
population that can be counted accurately and conveniently or a small sample can be counted then weighed by some micro-weighing
technique. In this work three methods involving one or the other of these approaches were used. They were the dilution method, the
dyed fraction method, and the colorimetric determination of oxidation products.”
[Robertson, 1999-95] “Pulp coarseness is defined as a mass of fibers per unit length. Accurate determination of fiber coarseness in
pulps has always been a challenge.
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4.2.1.1 fibre constant
As the conservator in this context is not dealing with loose pulp, but with existing paper,
and its sampling must be at an absolute minimum, another way to determine the number
of fibres in a sample must be found. With such a calculation, it is worth starting with a low
value for fibres per gram of pulp, because this makes clear the lower limit of the number of
fibres in a sample. The number of fibres per gram of pulp is given as x-million fibres per
gram (106/g). Due to their length, softwood fibres give the lowest values for the number of
fibres per gram, while hardwood fibres, with their generally shorter lengths, show higher
values. This means that it would be desirable to include the fibre type in the calculation: to
this end, the concept of fibre type constant (f ) is introduced in [appendix XX]: softwood f=
2.4 av. hardwood f= 7.5 av. As applied here, the fibre type constant is calculated based on a
limited number344 of sources. The concept makes concrete the fact that each source of fibres
contains a different number of fibres per gram. The source of fibres is unknown prior to
analysing a sample, thus the fibre type constant can play no role as such beforehand in the
determination of the sample size. However, the fibre type constant is a component in the
composition of every paper, and must therefore be included in the consideration of sample
size.

4.2.2 number of fibres in a sample with known surface area
Assuming a hypothetical value of one million fibres per gram of pulp, the following
probabilistic calculation can be made of the number of fibres that could be present in a
sample:
– V = fibres per mm2 where:
– A = surface area of the sheet in mm2
– B = weight of the sheet in grams
– C = 106 fibres
– f = fibre type constant
– the formula V = fC · (B/A) then gives the number of fibres per mm.
For a standard A4 sheet of photocopying paper of 80 g·m², this means a sample of one
mm2, given an assumed fibre type constant of f=1, contains in any case:
V= 1 000 000 · (5/62 370) = 80.17 fibres per mm2
This number corresponds very closely with the grammage, so the obvious relation between
grammage and number of fibres is clear and easy to establish as equal to f=1. The lower limit
of fibres present in a sample is thus always higher, since the fibre constant f has a minimum
of f=2.4 for a paper composed of softwood only. Experimentally345, it has emerged that the
number of fibres in a one mm2 sample of standard A4 paper amounts to a figure that is a
factor of 2.8 times greater (226 fibres)346 (f = 2.8). Consequently, a sample size of 1 mm2
should be ample for the intended type of research. A sample of a smaller surface area would
probably be sufficient, since for all known paper fibres, the lowest value of the fibre constant
is greater than f=1. The question arises whether in that case longer fibres will be cut and will
therefore not show in the studied sample thus influencing the interpretation of the whole.
Therefore a sample should be as elongated as possible (i.e. 2 mm x 0.5 mm = 1 mm2).

344 although these figures are used in paper laboratories and play a role there, they are evidently not widely published.
345 this assumption is verified by counting the fibres from 1 mm2 80 g·m-2 A4 modern photocopy paper on a preparation slide under the
microscope. The fibres counted must be fully visible, and showing all determinable characteristics with crossed polarisation and λ plate, in an image at 50x magnification. The so-called ‘fines’ (the smallest fibre elements) are not included in the count. The entire mounted slide is placed under the microscope in 20 positions (five horizontal x four vertical), and the fibres are counted in every position.
The counted fibres amount to 226 (av. 11.3 - σ 6.5).
346 from this it can be tentatively concluded that the paper consists of softwood (softwood fibre type constant has an average of; f = 2.4).
The fibres in the count all showed the typical characteristics of a coniferous fibre source so this proves the assumption.
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4.2.3 effect of paper composition on sample size
The composition of paper has seen increasing variety over the course of the nineteenth
century. While paper was primarily made from linen- and hemp fibres prior to ~1780, due
to the application of other base materials after this time, the composition of paper became
less and less predictable. The following questions regarding sample size must therefore be
answered:
– is the fibre composition of the paper uniform or non-uniform?
– uniform papers are made of one single fibre type
– NB: is it necessary, other than for authentication- or forgery research, to take a
sample from a paper of which it can be assumed, based on a specific period of
manufacture (before 1780), that it has a uniform composition, and, furthermore,
an almost certain probability of containing flax- and /or hemp fibres?
– differences can exist between the fibres used (linen and/or hemp) in uniform composite papers, and the method used to pulp the fibres: retted or non retted. The
researcher must be aware of these, and specifically mention them when there are
clear indications347 as to the pulping method
– do non-uniform composite papers require a larger sample?
– what is the lowest number of fibres of one fibre type that one can reasonably expect to find in a non-uniform composite paper?
In order to gain an idea of the spread in composition in papers, the available recipe
sources were analysed to find the ratios between the various fibre types. Mierzinski (1886)
gives 63 recipes. Of these, the minimum and maximum distribution of one fibre type is set
out [graph 2]. This shows that 4% is the smallest quantity of one pulp type used in any of
the samples (4 types of pulp). As is to be expected, the average quantity of a fibre type decreases with the increase in the number of types of pulp. According to the calculation above
(which resulted in 226 fibres in a 80 g·m-2 one mm2 sample), with equal parameters, the
minimum quantity of fibres found in a mixture of four types of pulp is (4 · 226)/100 = 9
fibres of the smallest quantity of fibres of one type of pulp in a one mm2 sample, while the
largest quantity of one type of pulp is (33 · 226) /100 = 75 fibres.

graph 2: distribution of types of pulp in non-uniform composite papers, according to Mierzinski [graph BvV].

The dates of the 46 coherently written KNP recipes range from 1912 to 1957 [graph 3].
It is obvious that in these recipes many more types of pulp are used than the maximum of
four in the Mierzinski samples, up to ten(!) different pulps were used. The lowest value in
the KNP recipes is 2% (7 types of pulp), which, using the same calculation as above results
in 4.5 fibres in a sample of one mm2.

347 as these indications have not yet been properly charted (retted fibres can lose their S1 layer, by which the differences between linen
and hemp are more difficult to determine), this must be seen as an indication only [see also note 32] On the other hand traces such as
a large number of lentils indicate hammer beaten and thus retted paper.
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graph 3: distribution of types of pulp in non-uniform composite papers, according to KNP [graph BvV].

It is tempting to adhere to the following argument: ‘the sample has a ratio of 1 : 50,
which means that 1 in 50 fibres differs from all other fibres: it must be possible to find these
with careful study of the sample’. The diversity of fibres is greater, because wood fibres include two or more types of fibres that have different functions in the plant, and thus have a
different appearance. On the other hand, types of pulp produced in different pulp factories,
can have the same source of fibres and pulping method348, so that the difference between the
various sources is indiscernible. The population of the pulp type distribution in the KNP recipes [graph 4] shows that papers with more than six fibre types clearly occur less frequently.

graph 4: population of the pulp type distribution in the KNP recipes [graph BvV].

The low values associated with the increase in fibre types are therefore less predictive for
fibre numbers than it would first appear. Therefore, the chance is particularly small that a
specific fibre occurs so infrequently that it is missed in the sample.
Moreover, we must realise that a paper factory can have many reasons for choosing a certain pulp type. Not only do cost factors play a role, but the sort of paper to be made is also
a major factor. For instance, this research has shown that the use of straw pulp with its short
and hard fibres is mostly found in paper types with a high rattle, such as bond and bank
post papers, and that esparto is chiefly used in English printing and graphic papers. Therefore, it is also important to know the range of application of a paper, in order to apply (or
develop) a specifically targeted search strategy. The following considerations can thus be
taken into account:
– since the composition of a paper is not known in advance, the question is whether all
the different fibres will, or can be, detected
– the mutual effect on paper properties of papers composed of many different types of
pulp decreases, and thus the choice of fibre source is opportunistic rather than significant: the chance of fibres looking similar increases with the increase in types of pulp
– economic considerations of the manufacturer
– uniformity in production techniques underpins efficiency, and, with that, the possibility of healthy operational management. Manufacturers generally want to make a

348 although manufacturers are free to purchase their fibre material where the provisions are most appropriate, the variation in types of
pulp and source of fibres is not so wide that fibres differ markedly in appearance between various makes and fibre types. Differences
between pulp types are caused by fibre source, pulping method, degree of bleaching, amount of residual lignin, and extent of mechanical processing. As described previously, this is how paper factories steer the properties of paper.
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certain paper with as few different base materials as possible. It would seem plausible
that this applies increasingly as the production date of a paper approaches
– fibre type x is still in stock: we purchase the required extra supply, which is very similar, from another (cheaper), or the same producer.

4.2.4 sampling
Various tactics have been developed over the years in the practice of sampling paper.
Sampling meeting every requirement is particularly difficult with drawings, because of the
often relatively small volume of paper, and the importance of the work. Sampling demands
consultation, subtlety, and, by contrast, daring and pragmatism as well. The usual instruments are tweezers, scalpel, dissection needles, and perhaps a small pair of scissors. It is possible to take a sample using a hollow needle (punch), but the diameter must be so small that
the required strength of the needle suffers, making the implement less ideal than it would
first seem. Small disruptions in the paper web are easy to camouflage by smoothing and
possibly applying a small amount of size, in comparison with the sharply defined gaps created by snipping and cutting. That means it is preferable to pick fibres and fibre clumps
from the paper web. In the ideal case, a sample of sufficient size can be taken from a clipping from a deckle edge, or a small, partly detached piece of paper. In the absence of such
easily accessible parts, the following techniques can be considered:
1 localising fibres loosened from the surface using raking light, then detaching a fibre
with sharp tweezers
2 localising fibre clumps, from which sufficient fibres can be separated
3 scrape sample: fibres are scraped away from the surface, or an edge, with a sharp scalpel
4 taking a sample from an existing damaged area on the paper
– should the type of damage allow that, and on the condition that the sampled spot
can be later repaired to restore its original appearance after sampling, a repair can
be carried out with the same visual result as without sampling.
To avoid losing information acquired by sampling, and thus having to repeat the procedure,
it is paramount to thoroughly document the information provided by the sample. This will
be easier in institutions than in private practice. This subject, important to all conservation
specialists, remains unresolved, but falls as such beyond the scope of this study. This is a call
to all readers to consider this.

4.2.5 location of the sample
For choosing a location for sampling, there are a few rules based on paper composition
and structure that must be followed in order to disturb the paper as little as possible while
taking a small sample size using the techniques described above:
1 the sample location is determined with a magnifier, preferably under raking light
2 samples are preferably taken from the back of the paper
3 with double-sided papers, one must choose the less important side
4 the fibre distribution in a sheet of hand-made paper is more homogeneous than that of
machine paper, therefore samples of hand-made paper can be taken from front or back.
5 with machine-made paper, when the wire side is sampled, the sample must be taken
mainly along the machine direction of the paper. This way, as few fibres as possible are
cut or snipped through.
– the fibre distribution on the felt side is less orientated, so that it is more difficult to
separate a group of fibres from this side
– this reasoning is no longer relevant when a sample is taken from the total paper
thickness
6 sampling from the paper thickness (or cross section)
– with multi-layered paper, a sample must be taken from each layer, if possible
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–

7

with thick, single-layered paper, a sample can sometimes be taken only from the
thickness
– with coated paper, one can attempt to take a sample from the middle of the sheet.
Coated papers often have a cheap core, on which one could remark that the core
paper is consequently usually of a non-uniform composition.
fillers
– the drainage effect of water on the wire side results in the greater part of the fillers
being on the felt side of the paper. If the fillers must be determined, then the
sample, or the largest part thereof, must be taken from the felt side.

4.2.6 sample preparation
There is a difference between ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ preparation slides. In wet, water-based
mountants, fibres can swell, thus revealing more of their morphological characteristics. This
makes such samples easier to analyse. When making permanent preparation slides, there
must be no water in fibres, because this turns the mountants white and opaque (blanching).
Heat-assisted drying of paper fibres on an object glass causes the fibres to shrink and cling
to the glass surface349, becoming immovable. Re-moistening the fibres is fruitless as they can
no longer swell. It is possible to dry wet fibres by driving out water in successive baths of
ethanol and toluene. However, this is a laborious and time-consuming method. Therefore,
the author prefers to use wet preparation methods, partly because the fibre is easier to ‘read’
when wet. Furthermore, micrographs, provided of good quality, can adequately replace a
permanent preparation slide.
As the sample size is so small, there is a reasonable chance that parts of the sample will
be lost during manipulation. For that reason, the sample must be prepared immediately, or
placed in a sample tube, which ideally is smaller than 2 ml. Prior to microscope examination, the fibres are placed on a preparation slide and moistened with a drop of 50:50 water/
glycerine. The fibres must be teased apart with one or two preparation needles, and spread
evenly in the mountant. The spreading can be facilitated by adding to the preparation fluid
a 0.01% solution of polyacrylamide350 or other dispersive agent as a dispersant. For staining
fibres and the methods used, [see page 174]. When a permanent mounted slide is desired,
the preparation slide is dried on a warming plate and prepared with a permanent mountant.
Otherwise, a coverslip is placed over the object and the prepared slide is placed under the
microscope.
conclusions
Taking samples must be a well-considered activity due to the potential damage that
could be caused. Repeated sampling should be avoided by maintaining adequate and accessible documentation. The best method of examining a sample under the microscope, is to
analyse it with cross polarisation and retardation using a λ-plate.
– one, or two fibres at the most, is a sufficient sample size for uniform composed papers
– that means that samples need to be larger for papers made after ~1780
– that obliges the conservator to determine a date post ~1780
– in most cases, samples of uniform composed papers will be smaller than 1 mm2, and
contain enough fibres to be able to determine the fibre source
– with samples of non-uniform composed papers of many different (more than 5) fibre
sources, distinguishing between them is impossible due to the very slight differences between the fibre sources
– in some cases, sampling remains a delicate affair: pragmatism and restraint remain the
guideline, even though they are opposite forces

349 this is also the reason for first drying the fibres when colouring: it makes the fibres stay in place.
350 [TAPPI, 2008-4] “NOTE 1: A few drops of an acrylamide-type deflocculating agent added to the fiber suspension is very effective in
many cases.” NB. however, it is difficult to acquire such dispersants in small quantities.
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– wet mounted slides are preferable
– it is recommended to make micrographs of the prepared fibres.

4.3 morphological elements in paper fibres
In order to better distinguish between the various types of plant cells351, some knowledge
of their role and function in the plant is necessary. From the evolutionary perspective, one
distinguishes between plants and trees by their shape, size, but also by the period in the long
history of the planet in which they arose. For instance, the gymnospermae (conifers, or softwood trees) developed much earlier than the angiospermae (hardwood trees and other paper
fibre plants). This is expressed in the type of cells found in soft- and hardwoods, and other
plants. In softwoods, the cells share the same functions: structure, and the transport of water and nutrients. In the later developed angiospermae, the cells are more specialised, and so
individual forms of cells have been developed for each function [figure 71].

figure 71: structure of soft- and hardwood. The fibres found in paper are predominantly tracheids from softwood
building the early and late wood, and the fibers and vessel elements from hardwood. Ray cells are present in paper
but due to their size (<50µm) are classified under ’fines’ and often rinsed away. [adapted from Fengel, 2003-p.7 fig
2.1]

Bast fibres, grasses and the inner bark of trees have longer cells that are thus comparatively
thinner, as their main function is reinforcement and strength. The function of the cell is
usually linked to its appearance, thus a cell's form can be used to distinguish between paper
fibres, based on their (botanical) origin.

4.3.1 composition and structure of a cellulose fibre
Cellulose is composed of glucose (C6H12O6) building blocks. The chemical name for cellulose is β-1,4 glucopyranose and has the formula (C6H10O5)n. Cellulose is a polysaccharide
built up of cellobiose molecules, which comprise two O-glycosidic-linked β glucose molecules linked together as the result of a condensation reaction (under removal of water).
The glycosidic bonds form between the carbon atoms on the pyranose ring with the num-

351 the botanical terminology is strict concerning the designation of 'fibre': conifers are made up of tracheae and ray cells rather than fibres. Fibres form the main component of hardwood. Botanical terminology is used to describe the components of plants, shrubs and
trees. In describing paper however, components are mentioned in the general sense as 'fibres' or 'paper fibres'. Botanical terms are used
for describing the specific botanical characteristics of a paper fibre.
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bers 1 and 4 (the left- and right tip). One of the rings in the cellobiose molecule is flipped
vertically, and rotated along the longitudinal axis. Thus every ring alternates with respect to
its neighbours.
The chain keeps straight and no steric obstruction occurs, because the three-dimensional
form of the rings in the chain has the energy-efficient chair configuration352. In this way the
cellulose chains can reach great lengths [figure 72]. The degree of polymerisation of cellulose
in plants varies strongly. Cotton fibres in the unopened boll can be up to 15 300 cellobiose
units long, but the fibres in many plants are predominantly composed of shorter cellulose
chains (~11 000 - 7 000 units). With chemical pulping, the chains are further broken
down353 to ~1 250 - 750 units).

figure 72: cellobiose unit in a cellulose chain; the linear chair shape of the ring is created by the points of the ring
folding respectively up- and downwards [figure BvV].

Due to sideways linking the chains form into a monoclinic crystalline structure consisting of five chains that are bonded together by hydrogen bonds. Larger elements, all bonded
through hydrogen bonds, develop around it that link left and right, and front and back, to
form micelles. The micelles build the so-called micro- and macro fibrils that ultimately form
the cell walls [figure 73].

figure 73: microscopic and sub-microscopic structure of cellulose in a fibre. [after Smook, 1994-p.5-fig.1-6]

352 [Fengel, 2003-68] “The second reason derives from the conformation of the pyranose ring. Bent hexagonal rings such as cyclohexan,
pyran, and pyranose, may occur in various conformations, the limit forms of which are the chair and the boat form. The form lowest
in energy, i.e. the most stable form, is the chair, while the forms highest in energy, i.e. labile forms, are the half-chair and the boat.”
353 [Fengel, 2003-75] table 4-4: Average degrees of polymerization of celluloses from various materials as determined by measuring the
viscosity.
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In the plant, the (fibre) cell walls are cemented together with lignin, which mainly occurs in the middle lamella that is considered to divide the cells [as discussed in: 3.6.4.1.
effects of delignification on the fibre]. In addition to cellulose and hemicellulose, the outer
part of the cell wall also contains lignin. The lignin content gradually decreases towards the
lumen. The cell wall itself is built up of three layers; S1, S2 and S3.
As a result of pulping, the outer part354 (primary wall and S1) of most paper fibres is
damaged, sometimes partly removed, and the S2 layer becomes a visible (outer) layer. The
thick S2 layer is the most important, dominant layer in a fibre. It is constructed of different
thinner layers. This is a strong structure due to the micro-fibrils in each of the various layers
running in a different direction with high fibril angles. Of the cell wall, it is chiefly the S2
layer that is responsible for the 'activity' under polarisation microscopy. The S1 and S3 layers are much thinner and the micro-fibril angle is low.

figure 74: left, arrangement of fibres in the plant; the middle lamella and the primary wall contain lignin: for the
distribution of lignin, see [figure 33- p.89]. The S2 layer consists of many layers: S3 is a thin layer bordering on the
(hollow) lumen. Right: changing directions (angles) of micro-fibrils in the three secondary walls (S1-S3) [adapted
from Preston, 1974].

Paper fibres are essentially flat tubes that were originally circular shaped in the plant. In
paper, they are dried out, which deforms the fibre cell walls into a flattened shape [see figure
54 p.114] caused by the loss of the water that maintains the shape of plant cells. The processes of the papermaker also make the cell wall suppler, and the paper is pressed during
drying and afterwards. The mechanical processing of the fibres and the damage this causes
often hampers the identification of morphological details of paper fibres visible in a mounted sample.
4.3.1.1 level of fibre description
For most descriptions of paper, it is sufficient to determine the predominant source of
fibres. When evidence of the origin of a certain paper is desired, such as for dating and authenticity research, it should be attempted to collect as much information about the fibres
as possible. These various levels can be described as follows [table 7]:
level

I

appearance

- separate fibres
- fibre conglomerates

’rags’
plants
wood

354 not only might the chemical pulping of fibres damage the S1 layer, but also retting [see note: 32].
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II appearance

- fibre surface
- other cell types
- optical behaviour of the fibre (polarisation, λ)

III botanical

- fibre size
- shape of fibre element
- shape of openings in fibre cell wall
- distribution of openings over cell wall
- presence of thickening on cell wall
- optical behaviour of the fibre (polarisation, λ)

characteristics

characteristics

bast fibres
cotton
straw
esparto
softwood
hardwood
(attempt to) determine
plant types/collect data
for the botanist

table 7: description levels for fibre identification

It is not the task of the conservator to step into the shoes of the botanist. For the conservator, it is sufficient to distinguish between the predominant fibre types used in paper and record these in the papers’ biography. Further differentiation up to the levels of species or even
sub-species of trees and plants used for paper is therefore impractical. With simple determination, it is possible to discover, for example, whether a fibre came from a eucalyptus sort,
but determining which sub-sort is only needed in exceptional cases, and is thus less relevant.
In [appendix XXII], illustrations (where available) are given of how the described elements
can be distinguished from each other: this mostly goes further than necessary for paper
typology.
4.3.1.2 optical behaviour of fibres under lambda retardation
As earlier described for bast fibres, fibres display differing colours at different angles of
the position of the polarising filters and the λ-plate. Therefore, the observer should first have
an idea of the colour behaviour of fibres before investigating the morphological properties.
The figure below shows how complex a sample can appear [figure 75].

figure 75: sample of a paper (Mierzinski sample 035) with four fibre types in the furnish, according to the recipe;
25% flax/linen (4), 25% cotton (5), 30% mechanical pulp (2), 15% chemical pulp (1, 3), and 5% kaolin (6). All of
these can be found in the sample, and careful analysis shows that the chemical pulp consists of a blend of coniferous
(1) and straw (3) pulp [micrographs and z-stack BvV].
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In a sample, setting aside the background magenta colour, the fibres show rather few different colours that mainly change from red, orange, yellow, and light blue, to purple.
Depending on orientation, the colours can vary within one fibre sort. Generally355, it can be
said that the colours between the horizontal and vertical positions often clearly differ from
each other, and that the colours in the 45° intermediate positions are nearly always predominantly yellow, (45° and 225° east diagonal: ed), or blue, (135° and 315° west diagonal: wd)
[figure 76]. This is because the λ retarder is at an angle of 45°, and the fibres are orientated
parallel to the λ-plate [figure 112 p.261]. This difference is due to the slow and fast rays
varying per position. In the horizontal and vertical orientation, the fibres and fibre elements
show their 'real' colours: under cross polarisation, the fibres show total extinction [as explained in appendix XXIII] in the perfectly orientated part of the fibre, in any case. For the
complete cycles of colours that different fibres take on [see appendix XXV p.263]. Examination of the fibre sample under four orientations shows the specific colours of every morphological characteristic, and the colours contrasting with the other elements. They can also be
more easily located under some orientations. The only disadvantage identified so far is that
the shapes of openings in fibres are difficult to interpret, because the primary characteristics
make the secondary characteristic less visible. For a correct interpretation of such details of
openings, a sample must be stained and examined under transmitted light.

figure 76: mechanical coniferous pulp from a 1942 wood pulp board (sample 150 at 100x enlargement): fibre
bundle (vertical fibres), bordered pits (circular dots) and ray cells (horizontal lines). Three positions (0°, 45°, 135°)
rotated to the vertical of the 90° position, these give the approximate colours most fibre types will show. Arrows
show the EW-direction of the fibres in the original micrograph. [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].

4.3.2 elements of characterisation in fibre samples
Fibres occurring in paper are characterised by fibre appearance (smooth or with protrusions, twist), the proportion of cell wall thickness to lumen size; the shape of openings in
the fibre wall, or at the fibre tip (vessel cells); presence of non-fibre plant parts; whether
fibres are fully separated from each other (rags and chemical pulped wood), or still exhibit
mutual coherence as in the original wood (mechanically pulped).

355 here we must decide that the term 'in general' is called for, as the fibre elements show exactly the opposite colours in some straw samples. At the present time, the author has found no explanation for this, but it is possibly linked to a specific property of the grass epidermis, for example, the presence of silicates. See [appendix XXIII figures 119 and 120] where in straw epidermal elements give the
opposite colours. This has no relation to the sample source, all different straw samples studied show this behaviour.
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classifiable elements
gymnospermae

angiospermae
monocotyledonae

softwood

tracheids
vessel elements
grasses
bordered pits
associated cells
(ray cells)
reed fibres vessel elements
associated cells
vessel elements
associated cells
palm fibres associated cells
leaf fibres

dicotyledonae
hardwood
bast fibres

fruit fibres

vessel elements
libriform fibres
dislocations &
cross marking
lumen
convolution
lumen

table 8: classification of fibre parts

As fibres in paper are damaged, many characteristics are so deformed that they are difficult,
or even impossible, to positively identify under the microscope. Therefore, it is important to
determine as much as possible the readable characteristics that are interrelated. Generally,
these are the largest elements of the sample. The elements that ought to be considered are as
follows:
1 fibres and fibre wall
– the cell wall can be smooth, and show deformations (dislocations). However, the
most important characteristic of many cell walls is their type of openings. Hence,
the nos. 5 and 6 elements are important here
2 lumen
– the lumen in a fibre can be thick or thin: a wide lumen more often indicates an
immature fibre than a thin lumen. The (interior) lumen wall can also have undulations, especially in ray cells
3 cross markings/dislocations
– particularly in bast fibres, optical marks appear in the cell wall through changes in
the orientation of micro-fibrils, and changes in the packing density. These dislocations appear as transverse darker, and/or lighter stripes on the fibre
4 convolution
– although twisting occurs in nearly every fibre type, that in cotton fibres is the most
important determining element: every cotton fibre is twisted
5 openings in tracheids (softwood: bordered pits)
– the openings in softwood tracheids, with their characteristic shapes
6 openings in vessel elements (hardwood: pitted vessels)
– hardwood vessels are often perforated, and often feature structures on their endings (tails). Vessels of other fibre types also often show characteristic patterns of
openings
7 associated cells
– cells of other plant parts present in pulp can often indicate the origin of the fibres,
despite the fibres themselves perhaps having less clear morphological
characteristics.
In [appendix XXII „descriptive elements of fibres” p.256]356 a list is given of all elements
to be found in fibres. This list mainly comprises botanical elements falling under level III.
The elements described below are sufficient for determining most paper samples. It is the intention in the future to find and photograph as many as possible elements that are described

356 most elements are also present in the images in [appendix XXVII: micrographs of fibres under λ-retardation in 45° increments]. Since
small details are present in most of the images, these can also be studied in their original size at:
https://www.papergnomon.net/fibre - password: fibre-universe.
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in existing paper samples. The sheer number of required photographs made the task impossible in the context of this research.

4.3.2.1 fibres and fibre wall
The fibre itself is the first thing that strikes the eye in a sample. Fibres in a properly prepared
sample are predominantly separate, except for mechanically pulped wood pulp, which
mostly contains lumps of fibres. The presence of such elements [figure 76] indicates (fully or
partially) lignin-containing pulp.
The shape of the collapsed fibre often indicates whether a fibre is cotton or not: the relatively thick fibre wall of cotton makes the collapsed fibre edges thicker than the middle. This
feature is less obvious in most other fibres.
Although the often typical shape of fibre endings is described in much of the (botanic) literature, due to fibre cutting and fibrillation the shape of fibre ends tend to be obliterated.
However, it is worthwhile considering the shape, even if only mentally, so that this property
is included in the analysis. The following aspects of a fibre ending or tip can be determined:
– are strongly fibrillated: particularly in older (handmade) papers, this indicates pulping by
stamper beater, or by Hollander beater in which the beating pressure was relatively low,
and the consistency high. This property is positively related to bast fibres.
– the tips are straight: characteristic of Hollander beater-pulped fibres, which were pulped
under high beating pressure, and low consistency with sharp tackle
– the tips retain their natural shape: low refined pulp types, the author postulates this is
also a property of refiner-pulped pulp types, because the fibres (from chips) in a refiner
are predominantly tangentially separated from each other, and remain in there for a
short time [for instance, see: figure 80 fibres 1 and 2-3].
The nature of fibrillation is dependent on fibre type. Cottrall gives an overview of the interrelationships between fibril angle, fibre type, and fibrillation. Bast fibres, with their steep
and almost parallel (high) fibril angle, are neatly split apart, whereas the medium fibrillar
angle and spiral structure of cotton results in a comparatively disordered twisted fibrillation
(see also [figure 79]). Wood fibres have a low fibrillar angle on the outside while the inside
fibre wall has a much steeper angle almost parallel to the fibre. This causes wood fibres to
fibrillate on the outside as well as at the fibres ends.

figure 77: fibrillation related to fibrillar angle in three types of fibres, from left to right: bast fibres (A), cotton (B)
and a generalised wood fibre (C) [adapted from Cottrall, 1952-p.78-figs.46, 47].

4.3.2.2 cross markings/dislocations
Cross markings are the most important morphological characteristic of bast fibres. These
perpendicular-oriented markings often have the shape of the letters V or X, and are irregu[ 151 ]

larly spread along the length of the fibre. These are compression zones where the micro-fibril
angle has become almost perpendicular to the fibre, and the S1 layer is often bulged due to
the displacement of the micro fibrils. Determination problems may arise when reaction
wood fibres357 are present in some CWP papers. Reaction wood features check marks caused
by expansive deformation in the fibre in the living tree, and these checks show as ‘false’ cross
markings. Careful study [figure 78] reveals that the difference between cross markings in
bast fibres, and checks in wood fibres, lies in the fact that the former show predominantly
dark-light alternating lines that are often accompanied by a bulge in the fibre. On the other
hand, a check shows a varied colouring of the mark with no or very slight, angular, barbed,
perimeter effects (bottom arrows). The markings in bast fibres show areas where the fibril
angle is extremely high (approaching 90°), due to compression. In reaction wood, the fibril
angle has become more shallow (less than 20°) and thus the light is refracted differently.

figure 78: linen (top) showing typical cross marks (arrows demark smooth lumen) and a CWP coniferous fibre
showing check marks (arrows, bottom). Samples 163 and 165 at 100x enlargement. [micrographs and z-stacks
BvV].

4.3.2.3 convolutions
The convolutions of cotton are its key determination characteristic. These convolutions
and associated bending of the fibre give cotton wadding its typical fluffiness. In determining
more complex cotton fibres, where the fibres have been extremely shortened by heavy beating, one can be deceived as convolutions might be lost altogether, but cross polarisation and
the retardation plate can come to the rescue. Due to a small zone between convolutions,
where the fibril orientation changes direction, there is often a typical, narrow, red stripe discernible that indicates cotton. Other fibre types do not show this feature.

figure 79: above, raw, unbeaten, convoluted cotton fibre at 100x, note thick fibre edges at left of the fibre (sample
136); below, cotton in a 1886 printing paper containing 37.5% linen and cotton rag (Mierzinski sample 040). A red
line (1) shows between two former convolutions that have been lost during the papermaking process. Note the
extremely fibrillated fibre end (2) that was probably caused by (Hollander beater) beating with relative high
consistency and low to medium beating pressure, resulting in a fibre rupture [micrographs and z-stacks, BvV].

4.3.2.4 openings
Openings in fibres have their own separate nomenclature [see appendix XXII], which is
placed at the third (botanical) level of fibre description. Nevertheless, it supplies a good and
fast way to distinguish between soft- and hardwood, based on openings. It is not necessary
to use descriptions from the third level; it is sufficient to determine whether the openings
are bordered pits (thus softwood/coniferous), or they are in vessels (thus hardwood/decidu-

357 [see note 228]
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ous). For the diehards among the fibre determiners, it can be useful to closely study and apply level III in order to add more data to the paper biography.
in softwood tracheids
Longitudinal softwood tracheids are indicated when many fibres exhibiting bordered pits
occur in a sample. Although these bordered pits can have many shapes, we can determine
that the openings between these tracheids have a predominantly round shape (for convenience, here these tracheae are named ‘fibres’, while botanically speaking they are not). This
property can be found quickly by looking out for the typical bi-coloured shape caused by
the circular opening structure. The other possible openings, with their specific shapes located between ray parenchyma and tracheids, are not considered at this level.

figure 80: bordered pits in two (1, 2) tracheids (sample 152, 1942 imitation kraft at 100x enlargement ). Note
colour mirroring in the two angles (original 45° and 135°). Lenticular, touching pit openings. Ray cell (3), these are
rather rare. Checked reaction wood fibre (a). Note the sharp, mechanically untouched fibre endings, this is probably
because the fibres are hardly beaten to keep long fibres in this imitation kraft. Sample image rotated 45°, right
bottom corner fell outside the original image in rotation and therefore background colour added to the right of the
fibre outline [micrographs and z-stack BvV].

in vessel elements
Hardwood vessels are so different from other fibre elements that they are fairly obvious
in a sample. They are classified by their pits and outer shape. Very few papers before the eucalyptus era (after ~1935) have been made from hardwoods only. Hardwoods in paper occur normally in combination with softwood where the hardwood plays the role of filler
fibre. Determining elements are pits on the cell wall and the shape of the opening at beginning and/or end of the vessel element..

figure 81: vessel element, probably aspen, in bulky (featherweight) printing paper (100x) (sample 166: Bass, 1930
paper sample 20). Vessel with crowded alternate intervessel pitting (1), the shape of the opening on the vessel ending
(if present) is not discernible because the vessel is collapsed. Softwood tracheid (2) [micrographs and z-stack BvV].
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figure 82: vessel element, probably birch, in half bleached, pre WWII sulphite pulp (100x) (sample 156) sample
rotated 90° clockwise from original image. The vessel has scalariform elements at the left ending (1) and near the
right end (1', 1"). The intervessel pitting consists of small, horizontal rows of crowded alternate pits with confluent
inner apertures which make the pits look like lines (2). The vertical fibre between 1 and 2 is a typical hardwood
libriform (nearly featureless) fibre [micrographs and z-stack BvV].

4.3.2.5 associated cells
Associated cells are small elements in grasses that show particular shapes that are characteristic for pulps made from the whole plant. Pulping liberates all elements from the original
plant matrix. Due to their small size associated cells are to be classified under ‘fines’ and are
therefore rather rare in paper. Their small size leads them predominantly situated on the felt
side of the paper. When in doubt about the fibre source because these elements are lacking
in a sample that otherwise shows characteristics of straw (barrel shaped cells) or esparto
(thin, curled fibres), a sample including the felt side, or of the felt side only should be
(re)taken. Serrated epidermal cells are indicative for both straw and esparto. Small comma358
shaped hair cells are indicative for esparto. The presence of barrel shaped cells [figure 119
p.270] and pitted vessels therefore indicate straw.

figure 83: left: serrated epidermal cell (1) and a rather straight comma cell (2) in esparto (sample 146). Right: a
group of serrated epidermal cells (1’) in straw (sample 155) both samples 100x [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].

4.3.2.6 other components
Other components of a sample are related to the colouring of pulp with smalt and other
pigments, and the filling of paper with minerals. Uncooked starch grains are used to suspend the blue colouring in paper. This can be to add colour depth to blue rags, or make paper appear whiter (white dyeing). The heavy pigments sink to the underside of paper and
thus colour it unevenly, so uncooked starch is added to the pigments to act on them as a
suspension agent. Starch grains show a typical cross-shaped structure under polarised light
(Maltese cross) [figures 84 and 123 p.274]. The fillers discussed in section 3.7 can be encountered as small, individual particles. Determination is relatively easy for the most common kaolins, due to the distinct shape of the kaolin particles [see: figure 125 p.276].The
other fillers are more difficult to distinguish between. A better visual typing based on the

358 comma cells are the hairs on the upper side of the leaves of esparto and are small, short cells having a thick head and a thin tail, because these cells mostly have a bent shape they resemble a comma.
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powder has not yet been developed for fillers in paper. The McCrone Atlas359 can be used as
the occasion arises.

figure 84: wheat starch A type (1) and B type granules (1’). The uncooked starch is probably added to keep the
kaolin (2-2”) in suspension as was customary for suspending smalt in blue paper. Sample taken from a ~1817 handmade writing paper (sample 173) made by van Houtum in Uchelen, which makes it an early example of a filled
paper [micrographs and z-stack BvV].

4.3.2.7 what fibre micrographs can tell us
Several aspects of paper can be discerned in micro-photos apart from the fibre type.
Studying lentils clearly shows that these clumps of fibre, that can can be regarded as a process fault, are created during the hammer-mill pulping of the fibres. Non-fibrillated and fibrillated fibres often occur together in lentils. This indicates that at the beginning of beating,
the fibres become so knotted together, that they no longer undergo fibrillation. The resilience in the fibre clump is probably enough to prevent fibrillation of the bast fibres. During
the process, other fibres that have been fibrillated are entangled in the fibre clump. This
demonstrates that lentils are created during and by the beating process. With Hollanderpulped paper, lentils occur rarely or never, because these clumps, a. are not created, and b.
the fibres are combed loose by setting the roller high, and letting the pulp circulate360 an extra 10-15 minutes.
The appearance of fibres can indicate something about the extent of pulping and the
manner of processing. In addition, it is sometimes possible to see an indication of the degree of deterioration, although this is open to interpretation. For these reasons, it is also important to always examine the prepared object under a small magnification, in order to gain
an overview of the most significant general characteristics of the fibres. Below are examples
of further observations that tell more about the way the paper was made, and how the condition of a sheet of paper can translate into a microscopically understandable image.

359 McCrone atlas of microscopic particles: http://www.mccroneatlas.com/
360 [Cross, 1907-186] “Ten minutes before emptying, the roll is lifted somewhat to clear or ‘refine‘ the stuff.”
[Cross, 1907-196] “At this stage [near the end of the beating] there will be occasional knots and clusters, these he gets rid of by raising
the roll so as just to brush the surface of the bed-plate...”
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traces of method of pulping and deterioration

figure 85: look through of blue (wrapping) paper from which the lentil is taken whose fibres are shown in the figure
below. This paper is rather roughly made as is evidenced by remnants of non-separated rag (1-1’) and parts of yarn
(2). Other lentils are visible (a, a’) [photo BvV].

figure 86: fibres in a lentil taken from a hammer beaten, probably 17th century blue paper (sample 172) showing
long and entangled bast fibres. Non-fibrillated blue (1) and red fibre (2) and well fibrillated bast fibre (3), which
proves that the formation of lentils is taking place during-, and is also caused by beating. Note the twisted yarn at
lower centre and the parallel orientation of the fibres in the rest of the bundle. The blue colour of the paper is
further enhanced by the presence of smalt (a-a”) [micrographs and z-stack BvV].
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figure 87: detail of Mierzinski sample 035 [figure 75] with traces of a bar (1) having deformed and cut the cotton
fibres in Hollander or refiner beating. Note the many small and loose fibrils that indicate a strong beaten pulp.
Micrographs taken at 100x enlargement. [micrographs and z-stack BvV].

figure 88: detail of a mixed printing paper that, as evidenced by the straight cut fibre ends, must have been beaten in
low(er) consistency with a high beating pressure (Mierzinski sample 026). The paper is composed of 40% rags, 40%
CWP and 20% MWP. The average lenght of the fibres in this detail is around 250 µm. Other samples of the same
paper show that the longest fibres are about 400-500 µm. The sheet still has substance and a good rattle.
Micrographs taken at 100x enlargement. [micrographs and z-stackBvV].
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figure 89: mixed pulp with rather long, light fibrillated fibres (KNP sample 113). Bank paper, most fibres are longer
than 1 mm. Note straight fibre ends; this indicates short beating with high beating pressure, probably to keep the
fibres as opaque as possible. Furnish consists of coniferous fibres for strength, aspen and straw as filler fibre. Furnish
description gives barium sulphate as mineral filler. [micrographs and z-stack BvV].

figure 90: mixed pulp with short deteriorated fibres (Mierzinski sample 62). Example of a paper that has lost its
strength (45° corner fold detachment at 5 folds). Beating characteristics are not discernible due to fibre
deterioration. MWP not in this micrograph. Cotton (1), CWP (2) and kaolin (3) [micrographs and z-stack BvV].
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conclusion
Fibre microscopy is a powerful means to quickly discover the composition of a paper. It
appears that the sample size can be limited, as only a small sample of less than one mm2
contains enough fibres to permit a reliable analysis. Using polarisation combined with a λretardation plate in a transmitted light microscope facilitates the observation of fibre details.
In this way, the analysis of a sample can supply extra information, which contributes to a
better understanding of the properties of a sheet of paper. Using botanical descriptions of
the components to be seen in fibres can help achieve a high level of description when so desired. The author is of the opinion that fibre identification is an important part of the conservator’s range of knowledge. This way of examining paper brings closer to the conservator
the core of what a paper is, what the paper is (still) capable of undergoing (literally or not),
and this extends the familiarity of the conservator with the material. Fibre identification is a
refined method of object-based research, by which materiality is not concealed behind other
more abstract methods used to research it.
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[5] tests to differentiate between fibre types and
constituents
The description and characterisation of materials is part of the conservation of objects,
Thus paper conservation also requires the description of its constituents. In fibre microscopy
stains are used to improve contrast and thus bring out otherwise invisible details. Stains can
also be used to determine chemical aspects of the tested materials. Tests that reveal such information are one way of doing this. In paper conservation, spot tests361 are chiefly used to
determine whether a material is suitable for use in storing paper-based objects. The main focus is then on the pH of the paper, whether it contains lignin, and which sizing has been
used. This approach is mainly based on the so-called tri-test, developed by the Barrow
laboratory362. Already in the 1930s, Barrow and his laboratory had conclusively demonstrated that acids degrade cellulose. Such acids can be created by the (inherent) deterioration
of paper, and by contact with acidic materials. Three spot tests are used to determine their
presence. These tests are used to investigate objects to be preserved, as well as to determine
the suitability of materials to be used for their storage. A material is rejected at the detection
of a low pH, the presence of lignin, and/or aluminium that shows that acidic alum-rosin
sizing is present.
During their training, paper conservators learn how to apply these tests, as well as techniques that reveal more about paper composition. These spot tests and micro-chemical techniques, together with microscopic fibre identification, provide insights into the fibre types
making up the paper. The most-used tests, especially the Herzberg test and the phloroglucinol test, allow the conservator to differentiate between mechanically pulped fibres, 'rags',
and chemical pulp. The microscopic view can distinguish further between linen/hemp and
cotton, and hardwood, or softwood. This micro-chemical approach teaches the student-conservator that the composition of paper can vary, and that this fits in a technical-historical
context. Such tests are seldom applied later in daily conservation practice, and then mostly
to investigate the previously mentioned suitability of materials. Only in the case of questions of authenticity regarding dating, or forgery, is micro-chemical research applied to
provide such answers. As the typifying of paper composition is not part of daily practice (at
least, it is not a widespread practice), the conservator works with a rather limited amount of
knowledge about the paper itself, and little attention is paid to the possibilities, or, perhaps
more importantly, the limitations of specific fibre types. As micro-chemical techniques are
(too) seldom carried out, the interpretation of results is dubious, which, in turn, is discouraging for applying this research methodology more regularly.

5.1 history of micro-chemical research into paper
The oldest micro-chemical tests used to investigate paper originate in botanical science.
In the 19th century, the supply of plant products diversified enormously, due, amongst other factors, to continuing exploration and trade in colonial products. In order to be able to
distinguish whether a particular product was genuine, or merely a similar but less valuable
one, the need grew for the means to detect this difference. The microscope was used to examine the structure of plants, so that they could be described in more detail than was possible by means of observing only outward characteristics. As many plant components are

361 the notions of spot test, micro-chemical test, and microscopic examination are used interchangeably, when they are really quite different techniques, each with their own aim. [see also: note 15 p. 6].
362 the Barrow laboratory performed research into the de-acidification of paper. William Barrow wrote already in 1930 about the fact
that acids introduced into paper by the production process were the primary cause of deterioration in modern papers. De tri-test was
the commercialising of the tests described in the book, 'Spot testing for unstable modern book and record papers', that was published
posthumously in the year of his death in 1969. The Barrow laboratory existed until 1977 [McCrady, Ellen, editor’s page: ‘Tri-test Kit',
Abbey Newsletter, vol 7, nº3 1983].
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transparent under the microscope, stains are applied to create improved contrast between
the various components.
A good example of such an approach focusing on material science is the book by the
botanist, Schacht (1853), in which textiles and paper are investigated using microscopic and
micro-chemical methods. Although this book chiefly investigates textiles, part is devoted to
describing paper fibre, including the then modern, mechanically pulped wood fibres. The
presence of starch is indicated with an iodine solution. The emphatic description of 'genuine' Chinese paper and French carbon-copy paper is a clear indication that material science
is the objective. The deterioration of paper quality due to the use of bleaching agents is also
mentioned.
In 1867, the Viennese professor of plant anatomy and -physiology, Julius Wiesner, mentioned the use of aniline sulphate363 to detect lignin, or 'Holzsubstanz', as it was then
known. Runge364, the discoverer of the substance aniline, first described the yellow colour
change in wood caused by aniline sulphate in 1834. However, Wiesner concluded that microscopic examination is the most important method of identifying (paper) fibres, because
the reaction gave no decisive indication of the presence of wood in paper: wood fibres may
be present, but bleached wood fibres do not show the reaction. In 1878365, Wiesner described his discovery of 1861366 in Vienna, that lignin can be much more clearly detected
with phloroglucinol than with aniline sulphate. The phloroglucinol test depends on hydrochloric acid (or another strong acid), and is therefore destructive, and poses risk to the user.
Wiesner, as a botanist well pleased with his discovery, did not mention this risk at all. With
his extensive knowledge of plant fibres, Wiesner developed into a major paper researcher.
Among other things, he established that cotton367 was not used in old papers (Middle Eastern fajum), as was previously assumed.
The French textile manufacturer, Vétillart, described in his ’Etudes sur les fibres vegetales
textiles’ (1876) the method he developed for determining textile fibres with microscopy and
stains. Vétillart described one stain368 that should improve the microscope image, and differentiate between cellulose and lignin. The first part of the recipe is recognisable as the Lugol
test based on iodine that stains starch, already described in 1829. The second part is a mixture of glycerine and diluted sulphuric acid, which creates the final stain after adding the
iodine solution. Although Vétillart indicated the damaging nature of sulphuric acid for the
fibres, and hence diluted the acid, the concentration used remained a risk to the user. Von
Höhnel described the same test369 in 1890, but without acknowledging the source. As author of ’Die Mikroskopie der technisch verwendeten Faserstoffe’ (1887), he also contributed sig363 [Wiesner, 1867-219] *TA -“The study of plant tissues shows that an exceedingly large number of plant cells, even linen fibers, the
constituents of straw, and in great measure hemp fibers are coloured by anilin sulphate. Further, the micro-chemical study of bleached
paper teaches that bleaching is nothing more than a destruction of woody substance. Since only papers made from unbleached hemp
fibers, flax waste, or not completely bleached straw fibers are colored yellow by anilin sulphate, while well-bleached wood papers
remain uncoloured it follows that aniline sulphate neither indicates the presence of wood fibers, nor that the deficiency of the colouring reaction means an absence of wood fibers in paper. The chemical means for the recognition of fibers are therefore only of secondary importance. Primarily a microscope is needed to make an indisputable judgment on the nature of a fiber.”
364 [Runge, 1834-517] *TA -“[anilin sulphate] The aqueous solution of this salt colours spruce wood dark yellow, a basic calcium sulphate solution violet-blue, and colours litmus red.”
365 [Wiesner, 1878-397] *TA -“In my studies of the chemical nature of the plant tissues I have lately discovered an exceptionally sensitive
reagent on woody substance, phloroglucinol, a substance very frequently found in the plant kingdom which is also produced by the
fission of many complex plant components, e.g. maclurin.” [C13H10O6 - (3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-(2,4,6-trihydroxyphenyl)methanone].
366 [Hlasiwetz, 1861-451] *TA - “In my first report on phloroglucine, which I had found to be a decomposition product of phloretin and
later of quercetin, I could only give the empyric formula of the substance C6H6O3 + 2H2O, and describe its properties in general”
367 [Kick, 1888-137] *TA -“It is considered historical truth or rather, it was considered as such that in the 13th or 14th century AD the
production of paper from rags was invented in Europe and that previous, older papers were made from raw cotton. Prof. Dr. Julius
Wiesner has shown in a recent publication that neither the invention of rag paper is European nor that so called cotton papers, i.e. papers made of raw cotton ever existed.” [see also note 106 p. 61]
368 [Vétillart, 1876-28] *TA -“The only reagents we use are iodine and sulphuric acid. They must be prepared with minute care and we
urge those who wish to employ them to follow exactly the indications which we shall give.”
369 [Isenberg, 1967-225] “Although both Herzberg and Klemm gave von Höhnel credit for this stain, Pontes (15) in describing a modification of it, gave credit to Vétillart.”
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nificantly to the distribution of knowledge about fibre identification and the use of stains
and spot tests. Another important source for the properties of plant fibres is Hanausek’s
’Lehrbuch der technischen Mikroskopie’ (1901), which collates the knowledge of the time, and
which was soon translated into English ('The microscopy of technical products’ (1907)). Behrens, the German mineralogist and chemist, holds a special place, and, as professor at the
Technical University in Delft and later in Amsterdam, is regarded as the founder of microchemistry. In 1896, he published ’Mikrochemische Analyse: die wichtigsten Faserstoffe’. Behrens is one of the first researchers who used stains and double stains containing dyes. He
also developed a chemical test kit of for the determination of inorganic substances, with
which nearly all substances known at the time could be identified. This kit [figure 91] was
known as 'Behrens' little box'370 (Du: Behrens kistje). With this, Behrens showed that the
chemical investigation of materials could be extensively systemised.

figure 91: illustrations of the Behrens box and its’ organisation [Monnin Chamot, Emile. Elementary chemical
micros-copy. second edition. New York: John Wiley and sons, 1921 p.146-fig 77-78] [scan BvV].

institutes
Shortages of raw materials in the first half of the 19th century made it tempting for paper manufacturers to upgrade less suitable rag types for use in more expensive paper types,
such as white writing paper. For this purpose, coloured rags were boiled in alkaline solutions, then bleached. As part of the fibres were extremely shortened by this treatment371, and
would be flushed away by the washing out of chlorine, intensive washing was often omitted
after a bleaching treatment. This resulted in a paper of very poor quality. In the Netherlands
in 1845, Van der Boon Mesch, the chemist and member of the Royal Dutch Institute372,373
complained to the Minister of Finance, Van Hall, about the poor quality of official paper,
which disintegrated at the slightest touch. The Minister commissioned him to research the
matter, and the results showed that machine-made paper in particular was of inferior quality, partly due to using chlorine-bleached rags, accelerated drying of the paper on the machine, and using the then new alum-rosin sizing. Van der Boon Mesch was not the first to

370 Kley, P. D. C. H. Behrens. Mikrochemische Analyse. ed.4. Leipzig: Leopold Voss, 1915 p.25. The pictured box could serve as an
example for assembling a kit of paper determination reagents, or for any kit containing bottles for that matter.
371 [Bower, 1994-52] “Not all papermakers have been convinced by the increasing reliance on complex chemistries to achieve results. As
early as the 1790s, when James Whatman the Younger was experimenting with the new bleaching powders, he decided not to go forward with them despite the fact that he would have been able to utilise inferior rags as part of his raw materials. He decided that such
chemicals were injurious, not only to people but to the paper itself.”
372 the Koninklijk Instituut [Royal Institute] existed from 1808 to 1851. It closed to become the Nederlandse Akademie voor Wetenschappen (KNAW) [Royal Dutch Academy for the Sciences]. https://www.knaw.nl/nl/de-knaw/geschiedenis-knaw/overzicht
(2012-09-16).
373 [Grijn, 1996-153] “On May 26 of the year 1845, the Dutch Minister of Finance, Van Hall, received a letter [from van der Boon
Mesch] containing a recommendation for setting up a large-scale investigation of the quality of paper. The Minister requested his colleague of Home Affairs to put the Koninklijk Nederlands lnstituut in charge of this proposed study. Many complaints had been raised
concerning the socalled stamped paper, and Van Hall decided that quality criteria for the paper of important documents should now
be worked out and put available.”
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make this observation: already in 1834 in England, John Murray374,375 expressed objections
to the deteriorating paper quality, however no research on the subject was initiated.
The German government also observed the decline in paper quality, through which the
archiving of (state) documents was compromised. This observation led to the establishment
in 1884 of a paper research laboratory at the Mechanisch-Technische Versuchsanstalt’, in
Charlottenburg376 (Berlin). The aim was to achieve standards that would improve the general quality of paper production. Wilhelm Herzberg, chemist and plant physiologist, and
Adolf Martens, engineer, devoted themselves to the task. As early as 1886, a classification
was formulated that correlated paper composition with paper quality377. Herzberg is best
known for his Herzberg test, which determines fibre sort and pulping method. The research
was published in ’Papierprüfung: ein Leitfaden zum Untersuchen von Papier’ (1888), in which
the mechanical testing of paper was also treated. This book resulted in the well-known
standard work, ’Papierprüfung: eine Anleitung zum Untersuchen von Papier’ (1902), which
would run to seven editions up until 1932.
The German focus on paper quality had consequences in other countries. In England in
1898, the Society for the Encouragement of the Arts published a report378 on the deterioration of paper, which referred to the institute in Charlottenburg. In the United States, the
National Bureau of Standards initiated research into paper in 1911, and the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry379 followed in 1915. In 1929, the Institute of Paper
Chemistry in Appleton was established, funded by the paper industry. Here it was not so
much the aim to promote paper quality as the extension of knowledge about forestry, logging and wood processing, and the streamlining of processes in paper factories, in order to
train specialists. As new methods of wood pulping were developed, the need arose for tests
to differentiate the resulting papers. The familiar tests, especially those based on iodine, were
further refined by adding other salts. These were tests that can distinguish between mechanical pulps, pulping methods, bleaching, and even a few fibre types. With the publication of
Graff's 'Pulp and Paper Microscopy’ in 1936, the determination of paper using spot tests
reached its peak. The A and C stains Graff developed can be regarded as the end point of
iodine-based tests. As the interpretation of such tests needs much precision, Graff published
his 'A color atlas for fiber identification’, with detailed colour plates. Graff's tests were not the
end of development in the spot test field. His student, Isenberg, collected many tests known
at the time in ’Pulp and paper microscopy’ (1958), which is probably the most complete work
on the subject. Later, some researchers, including Harders-Steinhäuser and Jayme, developed new tests based on aniline dyes.
Currently, many institutes carry out research into paper and paper manufacture. Research based on spot tests is no longer carried out so often after the development of modern
374 [Hofenk, 1999-9] “Van der Boon Mesch was not the first to complain about the quality of paper. In 1823 John Murray warned of the
declining quality of paper in Gentleman’s Magazine and later in a pamphlet in 1829. During the 19th century the warnings about the
quality of paper came at regular intervals and at the end of the 19th century librarians and archivists faced a serious paper deterioration problem.”
375 J. Murray, “Observations and Experiments on the Bad Composition of Modern Paper, with the Description of a Permanent Writing Ink
which cannot be Discharged” London, G. & W. B. Whittaker, 1824.
376 [Mayer, 2013-157] “Concern for the preservation of important documents as permanent records prompted the German government
in 1884 to establish a division of paper testing within the research laboratories Mechanisch-Technischen Versuchsanstalt at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, charged with developing procedures to measure the physical and chemical properties of paper. The resulting
standards that emerged from this laboratory were designed to inform consumers about the suitability of paper for a given purpose and
prompt paper manufacturers to produce paper of better quality.”
377 [Burns, 2002-36] “The understanding persisted that the durability of paper was a consequence of using rag although it was evident
that not all such fibres performed uniformly. An official German government standard, adopted in 1886, reflected this conviction; it
classified papers according to fibre composition, strength and intended function of the finished paper.”
378 [Mayer, 2013-157] “In response to the paper testing research at the Charlottenburg Institute, the Society for the Encouragement of
the Arts in England published the Report of the Committee on the Deterioration of Paper (Society for the Encouragement of the
Arts 1898), a report containing a review and commentary on the German scientific investigations.”
379 [Isenberg, 1967-223] “At the time of the founding of the Paper Section of the National Bureau of Standards in 1911 and the organization of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry in 1915, standard methods of procedure for fiber analysis were
employed to some extent.”
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instrumental techniques such as infrared analysis, X-ray diffraction, and so forth. This does
not mean that spot tests and micro-chemical tests have become superfluous. The comparatively low-tech aspects and simplicity of the spot test makes this research method highly suitable for those with no access to modern –and expensive– instruments. It is the author's
opinion that the performance of such tests sooner leads to insights into the material at hand
than the (simple) continuity testing resulting in a graph. This is because the direct, intimate
and tactile contact with the paper sheet, its fibres, and other constituents is not lost.

5.2 stains and their antics
5.2.1 differentiation possibilities
Fibres can be differentiated qualitatively using micro-chemical tests. This way, paper
fibres are distinguished on basis of differences in chemical composition. These are caused by:
– the fibre source, and the role the fibre consequently plays in the plant
– the chemical method used to liberate the fibre from the plant
– constituents which are not removed by the chosen pulping method: e.g. the sulphite
process does not remove fats
– the degree of bleaching of the fibre.
Although it is possible to determine the source of some fibre types, in most cases, the
available tests cannot indicate the type of tree or plant. With the chemical pulping of fibres,
it is desirable to determine the pulping method. Any bleaching carried out on the fibres can
also be determined, as well as the degree of treatment in many cases. In addition, it is important to know which (engine) sizing a paper has undergone, because alum-rosin sizing has
negative consequences for paper preservation. Ideally, research into paper using microchemical tests should provide the opportunity to distinguish between the following
properties:
1 fibre type
i
’rags’: linen, hemp, cotton
ii softwood or hardwood
2 pulping method
i
mechanical (lignin)
ii acid-sulphite pulped
iii basic-sulphate, soda pulped
iv bleached or not
3 (engine-) sizing
i
protein
ii starch, dextrin
iii alum-rosin
iv synthetic sizing.
In this study 79 tests were found in the literature that allow determination of one or
more of the aspects above. In [appendix XXIX „names of paper and paper related
(spot)tests” p.283] these tests are named and their possible findings given per test. The tests
were developed in the period 1834 to 1988. Many of these tests are destructive, complicated, or demand methods beyond the workshop context. Many claim to be able to differentiate multiple properties. The tests differ on basic principles:
a based on a combination of chemicals that produce a colour in the presence of certain
substances
b based on a specific staining of certain elements of a fibre by one or more dyes.
c a combination of the above.
The basic principles of the 79 tests is as follows: a - 43, b - 15, c - 21. According to the descriptions, the following distinctions can be made with the found tests:
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1

fibre type
i
rags: 18
ii lignin/mechanical wood pulp: 32
iii softwood or hardwood: 6
iv esparto: 5
v straw: 8
2 pulping and bleaching
i
chemical pulped: 10
– chemical pulped, bleached: 17
ii soda pulped: 11
– soda pulped, bleached: 2
iii sulphate pulped; 20
– sulphate pulped, bleached: 3
iv sulphite pulped: 23
– sulphite pulped, bleached: 5
3 (engine) sizing
i
starch: 2
ii protein: 5
iii resins/aluminium: 6
iv cellulose ethers: 1.
As many recipe descriptions as possible of each test have been entered into a database, in
order to be able to determine whether the recipes are congruous. This database plays an important role in the analysis of substances required for these tests.

5.2.2 disadvantages of (spot)tests
The investigated tests were mostly formulated in a period in which chemical safety was
indeed important, but the norms for handling chemicals were different. This can be seen by
the use of dangerous substances such as sulphuric acid, aniline dyes, and mercury. As one of
the aims of this research is the use of tests in daily practice, an important selection criterion
is to pose the lowest possible risk to the user. On the other hand, the concentrations of substances are mostly so low that no problems are to be expected, provided they are handled
sensibly.
Shelf life is a problem with these tests. The solutions380 must be regularly freshly made, as
many perish in four to six months, depending on the circumstances. This emerged as one of
the major drawbacks for their use. Chemicals must be held in supply, dangerous substances
must be diluted, and procedures carried out very accurately. These aspects of making up the
necessary reagents are all arguments for not using such tests.
Special cases are those tests derived from the Lugol test, which contains iodine. Without
exception, iodine-containing tests have a limited shelf life. To be kept in the dark, under refrigeration, and with a drop of ether on the liquid surface to limit contact with oxygen: yet
none of these measures extend the shelf life to an extent that dispels the drawbacks mentioned above. Furthermore, like all halogens, iodine is an element that is very difficult to
contain. Iodine readily escapes from practically every container, also when in solution, and
it colours brown the surfaces with which it comes in contact. Moreover, it can harm the lens
coating of microscope objectives. All these factors count against the use of tests containing
iodine.
Some tests require complicated procedures that are difficult to perform outside a laboratory. This can range from making an extraction of the sample (a technique often required for
380 [Clapp, 1981-71] “We use the “C” Stain and since it, like the other stains, has not a long shelf-life, we have a standing order with the
Institute of Paper Chemistry to send us a fresh bottle every four months.”
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determining the engine-sizing), to heating the sample with reagents, which can lead to the
evaporation of harmful substances. Some recipes prescribe the regular titration of one or
more of the composite solutions, in order to monitor their composition. Titration is basically a simple technique, but it does require experience and specific apparatus.
Taking the above issues into account, it follows that those of the evaluated tests must be
chosen that meet the following conditions as closely as possible:
1 the test must pose the smallest risk possible to the user
2 the test must have a long shelf life
3 the test should preferably not contain iodine
4 the test should be simple to make and maintain.

5.2.3 sample size, detection limit
An experiment to determine the limits of detection and scale was performed in order to
discover whether one of the still regularly used tests, the phloroglucinol or Wiesner test,
could be formulated to be safer for the user. This test is still being often used because it is a
spot test to determine the presence of lignin in a paper or cardboard (lignin being an indicator for mechanically-pulped381 paper). The Wiesner test is an iodine-free chemical test that
colours lignin magenta. The most common formula for the Wiesner test contains the following ingredients:
a phloroglucinol - 1 gr
b ethanol - 50 ml
c hydrochloric acid 37% - 1 drop
The phloroglucinol is dissolved in the ethanol. This destructive test (test 1) is carried out
on a piece of wood-pulp paper by applying a few drops of phloroglucinol in ethanol from a
Pasteur pipette [figure 92]. After the ethanol has evaporated, a drop of hydrochloric acid is
applied with a Pasteur pipette to the same spot. Using the micro-chemical method, the test
(test 2) is performed on a few fibres from the same paper placed on a preparation slide [figure 93]. The slide is prepared in de-mineralised water, then dried on a hotplate. One drop
of phloroglucinol solution is applied to the fibres with a Pasteur pipette. The ethanol evaporates in one minute, a drop of hydrochloric acid is applied to the mounted sample, and a
cover slip is placed over the sample. Excess hydrochloric acid solution is removed with filter
paper. The preparation slide is immediately placed on the microscope stage, and the colour
change observed at 50x magnification. Photos are taken at intervals of 60 seconds in order
to be able to study the process later. The experiment was performed with a series of decreasing concentrations of hydrochloric acid, in order to determine when the spot test and micro-chemical test would no longer give a positive result. In test 1 the concentration decreased in incremental steps of 50%. The series was thus hydrochloric acid in 18.5 - 9.25 4.6 - 2.3 - 1.15 and 0.6% solutions. Every dilution gives a magenta stain in this spot test.
The final depth of stain colour decreased below the 2.3% hydrochloric acid solution. The
time taken for the stain to develop increased in relation to the dilution of the solution. The
reaction at 2.3% began after 50 seconds and took 150 seconds to clearly develop, compared
with the first dilution (18.5%) where the stain occurred instantaneously. No further change
in depth of colour was observed after 45 minutes. With carrying out a spot test, it is possible to dilute the hydrochloric acid solution to 4.6% and still obtain a clearly readable colouring within 150 seconds: the colouring reaches its maximum development after 240
seconds. With the higher dilutions, the time required to observe the staining increases too
much to be practicable, although all dilutions do produce colouring. By having a good supply of the materials that play a part in the colour reaction, it is possible to initiate a colour
reaction using the Wiesner test as a spot test.
381 here we once again encounter the ‘brown is bad’ doctrine: the presence of lignin in mechanical wood pulp is used as an indicator for
the presence of alum-rosin sizing. Hence this test is still regarded as being important. However, the taking of a paper sample and studying it under the microscope can also be used to determine the presence of MWP and shows the same relationship with rosin-alum
sizing.
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figure 92: Wiesner test (test 1) on wood-pulp paper; above left, 18.5% hydrochloric acid; below right 0.6%
hydrochloric acid. This illustration was scanned 60 minutes after the performance of the last test. [scan BvV].

The same test performed at the microscopic level shows another picture [figure 93]. The
18.5% solution reacts with the prepared object immediately to produce a definite stain. The
9.5% solution produces a clearly observable colour change after 120 seconds. The 4.6%
solution colours up slowly, but gives no definite stain, while the test with the lowest concentration of 2.3% shows no colouring at all.

figure 93: Wiesner test (test 2) performed at the micro-chemical level. Mounted sample at 50x magnification in
transmitted light. 18.5% photographed after 60 seconds; 9.25, 4.6 and 2.3% photographed after a reaction period of
300 seconds. [micrographs BvV].

The microscope examination of mounted samples takes place under transmitted light. As
cellulose fibres are relatively transparent, flare occurs easily. The amount of material also
affects the amount of staining: the less material present, the less staining is created. A higher
concentration of hydrochloric acid should be used for micro-chemical testing: solutions
lower than 9.25% produce too little staining to give a readable test result.
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discussion
In order to perform micro-chemical tests, the material to be tested should develop
enough staining to always enable a clear reading of the result within a reasonable time. The
great objection to performing this test is the creation of a colour stain on the original. In addition, the cellulose is ultimately damaged by the oxidising action of the hydrochloric acid.
Performing this test on a micro-chemical scale means that stain no longer develops
clearly at lower concentrations of hydrochloric acid. Micro-chemical tests therefore set other
requirements for the manner in which the staining of the test comes into effect.
It has been noted that micro-chemical tests have the following properties that influence
the observation of the reaction:
– due to the small sample size, there is less material present that can show a colour reaction
– due to the limited thickness of the sample, the coloured material has a low density/
substantiveness
– due to cellulose being transparent, the stain is easily out-shined by the transmitted light.
The reduction of light has no effect, because this would hinder the viewing itself
– there is no control over the amount of dye/colour created in the reaction when using a
stain with which the produced colouring is the result of a chemical reaction.
For these reasons, tests must be found that produce enough staining with a micro-chemical
procedure on any amount of material, and contain as few substances as possible that are
harmful in their application to the user.

5.3 tests based on dyes
Some tests were found in the studied series that consist chiefly of dyes. The staining of
cellulose for microscopic research is a much-used method to obtain a better-differentiated
microscope image. The staining occurs by a selective dyeing that colours certain parts of the
fibre, and thus improves the microscopic image. Hence, it is possible to emphasise specific
properties of the fibre with well-chosen dyes, or combinations thereof. The fibre shows no
stain when these properties are lacking. As a result, the idea arose of skirting the problem
thrown up by the more classical tests (short shelf life and the frequent need to use dangerous substances), by only considering tests based on dyes. The drawback of tests that are
dependent on the amount of substance that causes a colour reaction is cancelled out, because the amount of dye is the determining factor.
However, dyes as such are not entirely above suspicion when it comes to harmfulness
and toxicity. Aniline is a dangerous substance, as are its derivatives. This disadvantage remains as large concentrations are used in the recipes, but the method is certainly manageable. Moreover, the required amounts for micro-chemical tests are minimal. Study of safety
data sheets (MSDS) shows that chronic exposure to these dyes sometimes results in problems to the skin and respiratory tract. In this case, chronic exposure would mean extreme
carelessness in handling dyes when performing tests, and that this takes place over long,
continuous periods. This is generally not to be expected with the character of the aim of
these tests. Therefore, the use of dyes here can be considered non-problematic.

5.3.1 selection of dye-based tests
Forty-eight tests remain from the 79 discovered tests after eliminating those based on
iodine salts. These 48 tests were selected based on dyes, and mixtures of dyes and other
chemicals. There remained 25 dye-based tests, which can distinguish between fibre type and
pulping method. Of these, 12 tests comprise only dyes (a - light grey), and 13 tests have additional chemicals (b - dark grey) [table 9]. In principle, with these tests it should be possible to find all pulping methods and fibre types except for straw382.

382 this disadvantage is not so important when fibres can be examined under the microscope: esparto and straw exhibit easily identifiable
characteristics on a preparation slide.
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test

rags/
lign- CWP sulph sulph soda bleached ⏃ - ⊖⊻ ⊖⊻e
cellulose in/
-ite
-ate
⏀
s
MWP

astrablue - safranin stain

a

Behrens bast fibre stain
Behrens stain

a

chlorazol black E stain

a

cold soda stain

a

Isenberg non-wood stain

a

Klemm stain

a

Klemm Sudan stain

a

lignin pink stain

a

Lofton-Merrit stain

a

Shaffer’s stain

a

siriuslichtblauw-azoflavine stain

a

Bright stain

b

carmine-azurol stain

b

congo blue stain

b

Du Pont V-stain

b

Du Pont W-stain

b

Green-Yorston stain

b

Jayme & Harders-Steinhäuser
stain

b

Kantrowitz-Simmons stain

b

x
x

x
x
x

b

aniline sulphate stain

b

Schulze stain

b

toluidine stain

b

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Lofton-Merrit Wisbarmodification b
Noll stain

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

table 9: colour-tests pre-selected for all properties

As many tests overlap, a further selection was made based on simplicity of the test procedure. The following six tests were selected for evaluation in experiments on papers of known
composition.
test

source

rags/ lign- CWP sulph sulph- soda bleached ⏃ ⏀ ⊖⊻
cellul in/
-ite
ate
s
ose
MWP

astrablue - safranin
stain

Wülfert 1999: 321

cold soda stain

Isenberg 1967: 265 a

Klemm stain

Franke 1993: 74

a

a

Bright stain

Graff 1940: 21
Harders 1974: 111

carmine-azurol stain

Isenberg 1967: 264 b
Franke 1993: 79

Lofton-Merrit stain
Wisbar modification

Lofton 1921: 12
b
Browning 1977: 61

table 10: final selection of tests
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x

x
x
x

x
x
x

b

x

x

x
x

x

For general information on these dyes and chemicals,[see: appendix XXX dyes and chemicals, general data].
dyes and chemicals
test

dye

chemical

solvent

astrablue - safranin
stain

astra blue - CI 48048
safranine - CI 50240
calcozine red 6G ex - CI
45160
methylene blue - CI 52015

acetic acid CAS 64-19-7

aqua dest.
CAS 7732-18-5
aqua dest.

aniline sulphate CAS 542-16-5

aqua dest.

Bright stain

benzopurpurine 4B - CI
23500

carmine-azurol stain

supranol blue - CI 50315
sirius red - CI 35780
malachite green - CI 567
basic fuchsine - CI 4251

iron(III)chloride CAS 7705-08-0
potassium hexacyanoferrate(III)
CAS 13746-66-2
sodium sulphate CAS 7727-73-3

aqua dest.
ethanol
CAS 64-17-5
aqua dest.

sulphuric acid CAS 7647-01-0

aqua dest.

cold soda stain
Klemm stain

Lofton-Merrit
Wisbarmodificatie

table 11: components of the selected tests

During the literature study into recipes, great effort was spent in finding the correct corresponding Colour Index (CI) name. A number of recipes contain common names, if possible
these were correlated to their CI and/or CAS name.

5.3.2 reference fibres
A selection was made from the author‘s fibre library, which also contains the Mierzinski
and KNP fibre samples (not used in this selection). This selection comprises all the important fibre types to be found in paper furnishes.
1 ⊕f - linen (sample 131)
a ⊕f - rag paper: linen (sample 132)
2 ⊕h - hemp (from thin rope) (sample 133)
a ⊕h - rag paper hemp (sample 134)
3 ⊕ f-h - rag paper mixed bast fibre (sample 135)
4 ⊕c - cotton, raw cotton from boll (sample 136)
a ⊕cl - cotton linter pulp (Whatman filter paper) (sample 149)
5 ⊖ - soda CWP (sample 138)
a ⊖ - soda CWP bleached (sample 139)
6 ⊖ - sulphite CWP (sample 140)
a ⊖ - bleached (sample 141)
7 ⊖ - sulphate CWP (sample 142)
a ⊖ - CWP bleached (sample 143)
8 ⊖⊻s - straw board (sample 144)
9 ⊖⊻e - esparto paper (sample 145)

5.3.3 characteristics of staining with dyes
The ability of certain dyes to stain fibre elements selectively, thus effecting differentiation
that enables different fibre types to be distinguished from each other, is strongly dependent
on the origin of the fibre and the pulping method. The composition of plants and trees is
difficult to classify, because the construction elements are closely associated with each other,
both chemically383 and structurally. Cellulose384 is the main constituent of all fibre types
383 [Fengel, 2003-28] “The main difficulty in general wood analysis is not the number of components, which are sometimes very diffe-
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used in paper, but cellulose does not permit any differentiation due to its highly uniform
composition. Differentiation is only possible on substances that occur in association with
cellulose in plants or trees. It is not possible to describe the typical composition of a plant or
tree due to the vast multitude of types, and the internal differences that depend on geographical conditions, like soil and climate, and events such as insect attack, fire and similar.
The composition of plant fibres385 can be generalised as follows [see also figure 44]:
1 cellulose: structural element in the shape of a macro polymer made up of glucose
2 hemicellulose: non structural element built up of macro polymers of various sugars,
amongst others:
i
mannose
ii galactose
iii arabinose
iv xylose
v rhamnose
3 lignin: structural element in and between the fibres that cements fibre elements
together
4 other, non structural elements such as,
i
fats, waxes
ii tannins
iii phenols
iv terpenes
v proteins
vi monosaccharides
vii oligosaccharides
viii pectic substances
5 minerals: non structural elements in the form of cations and anions.
The distinction that can be made using dyes is based chiefly on the presence of lignin in
the fibre, and to a lesser extent on the resins and fats that remain in fibres after (alkaline)
pulping. Various fibre types have by nature a varying lignin component. The oldest fibre
sources are secondary fibres, which by nature contain little lignin (flax and hemp) or none
(cotton). Primary fibres are mechanically liberated from the plant source (with full preservation of the lignin present), or chemically, in which case the cooking process and degree of
bleaching determines the final amount of lignin present. The lignin content of chemically
pulped primary fibres is thus inversely proportional to the extent of pulping. Paper fibres
can be classified according to lignin content as follows:
fibre

primary fibre

secundary fibre

cotton
nettle
flax
hemp
hardwood
softwood

0%
0%
2%
>2 <20%
20 ±4%
28 ±3%

0%
0%
2%
~3%
1-9%
1-9%

table 12: lignin content of fibres used for making paper

rent in their chemical composition and behaviour, but rather the fact that an intimate ultrastructural and chemical association exists
between the macromolecules of the cell wall.”
384 certain types of paper can contain other fibre types. Wool is used when paper and cardboard must be resilient. Rayon fibres are used
in certain, very pure types of paper used to filter various substances. Other types of fibre are used in some decorated papers to embellish the paper with their texture/colour and/or shape. Such fibres are not discussed here.
385 [Fengel, 2003-30]
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5.3.4 colouring mechanism per stain
The colouring of cellulose fibres has been known since antiquity. The colouring of thread
and cloth with natural dyes is a much-used way to make these products more attractive. The
stain tests described here use synthetic aniline dyes in addition to additives for adjusting pH
and to act as mordants. Dilutions are preferably done with distilled water, as it is important
that the water contains no metal contaminants.
The staining mechanisms of each stain test differ, and, amongst other things, depend on
molecule size and charge of the various fibre components. The recipes below are given in detail in [appendix XXXII: recipes for selected spot test stains]. The stains are denoted by a
successive alphanumeric code (A-F), and their name as found in the literature. None of the
stains are commercially available, except for the astra blue-safranin stain, which is used by
many (amateur) botanists.
A-stain: astra blue-safranin stain
solution A

solution B
solution C

astra blue CI 48048
tartaric acid
aqua dest.
safranin - CI 50240
aqua dest.
37% hydrochloric acid
70% ethanol

0.5 g
2g
97.5 ml
1g
99 ml
0.5 ml
100 ml

The astra blue386 dye has a large affinity for cellulose, but does not stain lignin. Safranin
stains lignin despite the presence of cellulose. This results in a triple stain:
1 cellulose stains blue
2 lignin stains red
3 lignin in association with cellulose stains increasingly red-purple as the amount of
lignin in a fibre increases.
B-stain: Bright stain
solution A
solution B
solution C

iron(III)chloride
aqua dest.
potassium hexacyanoferrate(III)
aqua dest.
benzopurpurin 4B - CI 23500
50% ethanol

2.7 g
100 ml
3.29 g
100 ml
0.5 g
100 ml

The ferric ferrocyanide solution, created by mixing equal parts of solutions A and B,
stains unbleached sulphite pulp green, due to the presence of lignin. The addition of the
substantive benzopurpurine changes the green to blue, but bleached chemical pulp stains
red.
C-stain: carmine-azurol (Kühnel) stain
solution A
solution B
solution C

supranol blue - CI 50315
aqua dest.
sirius red - CI 35780
aqua dest.
sodium sulfate
aqua dest.

0.25 g
49.75 ml
0.5 g
49.5 ml
10 g
90 ml

386 [Srebotnik, 1994-1363] “Astra-blue, a phthalocyanin dye, shows affinity for cellulose and is incorporated into cellulose fibers only in
the absence of lignin whereas the basic dye safranin stains lignin regardless of whether cellulose is present. The net effect was that the
degraded wood cell walls clearly stained either blue or different shades of red.”
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Lignin is stained blue by the supranol component, which leaves cellulose colourless. The
cellulose is stained by the addition of sirius red. This results in a clearly legible distinction
between lignin-containing and more pure cellulose components. According to Isenberg, the
stain can also be used to distinguish sulphite- from soda- and sulphate cellulose. The alkaline pulped CWP is stained lilac, while the sulphite pulp remains bright red. Contrary to
Kühnel‘s (the inventor of this stain) assertion387, the stain tends to dissolve in alcohols: it
stains glycerol (in the mountant). The mordant in the recipe, sodium sulphate, (Glauber’s
salt) does not counteract this.
D-stain: soda stain
solution A

rhodamine 6GO - CI 45160

1g

aqua dest.

99 ml

The disadvantage of this stain is that it requires a microscope equipped with a
UV light source. The stain is intended to distinguish between lignin-containing pulp
types, MWP and chemi-mechanical pulps. The presence of sodium salts in chemichemical pulp produces a bright orange fluorescence instead of the yellow-green as
seen in MWP.
E-stain: Klemm stain
solution A
solution B

aniline sulfate
aqua dest.
methylene blue - CI 52015
aqua dest.

1g
50 ml
10 mg
50 ml

The Klemm stain is based on the fact that softwood MWP does not take up methylene blue. Consequently, hardwood MWP stains blue-green, and softwood
MWP remains yellow, due to the aniline sulphate.
F-stain: Lofton Merrit stain, Wisbar modification
solution A
solution B
solution C

powder fuchsin - CI 42510
aqua dest.
malachite green - CI 42000
aqua dest.
hydrochloric acid
aqua dest.

1g
99 ml
2g
98 ml
0.5 ml
99.5 ml

The Wisbar modification of the Lofton Merrit stain indicates lignin in unbleached CWP. With more bleached and thus less lignin-containing pulp types, the colour becomes paler and paler, with very delignified pulp taking up no colour at all. A
distinction is to be seen between sulphite- and sulphate pulp: the sulphite pulp turns
red, while the alkaline sulphate pulp turns green-blue.

5.3.5 method of staining paper samples
Fibre preparations are mostly stained by applying the stain liquid under the cover slip by
capillary action, and then, after a while, rinsing the preparation to remove excess staining
fluid by applying water or a glycerine mountant under the cover slip in the same way: i.e.
only the fibre remains stained (this is called differentiation). This can however result in uneven- or incomplete staining. The following method was developed to give even staining,
and, given the small sample size, to avoid the risk of losing the sample material:

387 [Kühnel, 1960-97] *TA -“It is, however, better to mount the fibers in an aqueous solution of glycerol, to which is added to a small
amount of sodium sulphate to prevent bleeding from remaining in an aqueous solution for a prolonged period. The addition of glycerin prevents the drying, so that preparations embedded in such a mixture can be stored for weeks.”
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–
–

–

–

– the samples are placed directly in the barrel of a 5.5 mm Ø syringe, or transferred
from a 2 cc vial.
– the syringe plunger is removed and replaced with a rubber bulb
– a 5.5 mm Ø polyethylene frit388 is positioned at the bottom of the barrel to avoid
losing the sample
– a 6 ml, 9 mm Ø rimless glass test tube is partially filled with the chosen stain fluid
– a set of barrel and test tube is reserved for each stain to avoid cross contamination
the barrel with the sample is placed into the test tube with the rubber bulb squeezed
– the stain is drawn into the barrel using suction by slowly releasing the rubber bulb
the loaded test tube is placed in a bain-marie of ~85° C.
– the sample is thus exposed to the stain for 20 minutes
– after 20 minutes the stain is expelled by squeezing the rubber bulb
the sample is differentiated three times (or until no colour is detected) in distilled water
– a ‘clean’ test tube is partially filled with distilled water
– the rubber bulb is used to slowly draw in, then expel the distilled water, renew water
– the water filled test tube/barrel combination is again placed in the bain marie for 5
minutes
– this procedure is repeated three times or as necessary
the frit is pushed to the top of the barrel with a thin, flatpointed needle
– the sample is taken from the frit with sharp pointed tweezers
– the sample is placed on a microscopy slide and prepared in the normal manner.

figure 94: left: 2cc vial (a) and syringe barrel (A), with rubber bulb (B), and frit pushed down to the tip (C). Middle:
glass test tube (D), with stain (E), drawn into barrel with fibre sample. Right: test tube and barrel (d) placed into a
bain marie with Plexiglass rack (e) on heating plate (f ) [photos BvV].

This method is effective for staining every type of paper. Heavily-sized papers can be pretreated with a 1% solution of sodium hydroxide; a method commonly mentioned in the literature. Here one must be aware that the alkalinity of the sodium hydroxide may change
the pH of the fibre, which, in turn, could affect the colour reaction. This was found to be
the case with a MWP sample (MI-006), where the staining after treatment with NaOH
totally changed and was no longer indicative [figures 83 and 84].

388 Alltech frits for 1.5 ml reservoir, part# 211401
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figure 95: sample MI-006: a mechanical pulp stained with astra blue-saffranin (stain A), a differentiated sample with
lignin stained red (arrows A & B) and traces of blue cellulose [micrograph and z-stack BvV].

figure 96: another preparation of the same sample treated with 1% NaOH, rinsed and then stained with stain A: all
previous red elements stain blue (arrows A&B)[micrographs and z-stack BvV].
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5.4 problems encountered with stains: why stain tests might not
be applicable in the conservator‘s workshop
All stains were carefully mixed in a chemical laboratory, and individually stored in 100
cc dropper bottles. Some dyes are difficult to dissolve in water at room temperature, but by
warming and sonicating the solution, all dyes eventually dissolve without precipitating out
at room temperature. The first fibres were stained and micrographs made. Stains A, B and C
were carried out first. The results were good: the stains performed as expected, and displayed
sufficient sensitivity: stain A was especially selective [figure 97].

figure 97: raw cotton stained with astrablue-saffranin (stain A). Note the ends of fibres (arrows) that are coloured
pinkish-red because of a little lignin present where the fibres are attached to the seed [micrographs and z-stack
BvV].

The experiments were continued after a few weeks' pause, but it soon emerged that none of
the stains continued to produce good results. This could be attributed to two overlapping
causes:
– the stains were made with de-mineralised water
– when the stains were being made, the de-mineralised water system in the building was
under maintenance treatment which was not known at the time, and this could have allowed (metal) contamination to enter the system.
Taking the above into account, it was decided to make the stains anew, but with distilled
water. This was done at the end of 2015, and the same tests were repeated at the beginning
of 2016. Once again it emerged that the tests did not work, apart from stain A. Both the B
and C stains exhibited dye precipitation, despite the solutions having been warmed and
sonicated. The other stains did not produce the expected colours on the fibre samples. Now
the problem really loomed large, because no direct explanation for this undesirable phenomenon could be found. What is going on here?
1 were errors made in determining the most suitable dyes?
a in order to avoid such errors, extensive research was carried out into the correct
dyes by comparing various versions of the recipes
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b

much time was spent correlating names (including common ones) and designations with the Colour Index389
c are modern dyes manufactured differently to the dyes as described in historical
sources?
2 were errors made in mixing the solutions?
a the author worked with the utmost care in a well equipped chemical laboratory,
and followed the rules of chemical hygiene. All components, including the water,
were weighed on an electronic scale with an accuracy to one µg.
3 are the recipes in fact very ‘capricious’, and does the performance depend on very experienced laboratory technicians/researchers?
a Graff, for example, speaks of using thousands of tests when compiling his ‘Color
atlas for fiber identification’ (1940)390
b most of the researchers whose tests bear their name devoted the greater part of
their career to developing stains
c the sample size of the tests is much larger than the samples a conservator can take.
Most stains were developed for testing pulp samples destructively; it was nearly always the case that the stain in the pulp itself was evaluated, and under natural
light. Microscopic (colour) pictures of these stains were shown only in the modern
literature (e.g. Aitken 1988, Franke 1993), through which we know that such
stains can indeed produce a legible microscopic image.
Based on the preceding points, for now we must acknowledge that it is not achievable in
daily practice, even under optimal circumstances, for a conservator to apply these stains.
Consequently, these stains can not as yet be added to the conservator‘s repertoire. An unsatisfactory outcome, but, on the other hand, a negative result is also a result. Evidently, the
most used tests in paper conservation practice, such as the phloroglucinol- and Herzberg
test, stains that were initially rejected due to their relatively harmful ingredients, are still of
value to the conservator. In practice, the author has always mixed and applied these stains
with good results. The other part of this story is that the conservator will have to chiefly
depend on microscopic fibre examination for fibre analysis. Therefore, it makes sense to
analyse whether microscopic analysis can exhibit the same elements as do the selected stains
(when they do work). The aspects to be determined, as mentioned in [5.2.1: differentiation
possibilities], and the possibilities provided by the microscope, must therefore be compared:
property
1 fibre type

⊕ ’rags’ linen, hemp, cotton
⏃ ⏀ softwood or hardwood
⏀eu, ⊻e-s, ⍦a specific fibre sorts

2 pulping method

⊙ MWP (lignin)
⊖ CWP
soda pulped
acid-sulphite pulped
basic-sulphate
bleached or not

stain

microscope

A
E
no

yes
yes
yes

A, C, D, E

yes

B, C

yes

D
F
F
B

no
no
no
no

389 the author has at his disposal a digitised version of the Colour Index, published by the Society of Dyers (SDC) and the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorist’s (AATCC). The Colour Index comprises three editions, 1-3 (1924, 1963 and 1971 resp.),
each edition consists of multiple volumes.
390 [Graff, 1940-10] “The plates in this book are reproduced from hand-painted originals, which were prepared after the observation of
thousands of color reactions of the various stains with numerous samples of each kind of pulp as manufactured in the United States,
Canada, and Europe.”
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3 (engine-) sizing

fillers

protein
starch, dextrin
alum-rosin
synthetic sizing
⨸ kaolin

other test
other test
other test
other test
no

no
sometimes
yes (?)
no
yes

table 13: comparison of stain- and microscopical examination in determining paper components

The table above [table 13] shows that microscopy can determine all fibre aspects, except
for the pulping method and bleaching. Furthermore, fillers can be determined, and, with
practice, rosin and sometimes starch as well. The selected stains, provided they work, thus
win in the area of chemical sensitivity, but not in the determination of physical aspects of
paper components. While the staining and differentiation of fibre samples has been abandoned out of necessity, this does mean that a time-consuming treatment can be omitted.
Microscopy provides the means to perform a good determination of all physical fibre properties. The conservator can thus still record a large part of the (fibre) biography of paper.
conclusion
Stains have a long tradition with the aim to obtain more information about fibres used
in paper. The staining of fibres in order to be able to examine them in more detail under the
microscope is also a long-known technique. The wish to combine both techniques with a
simple-to-use set of stains, which, applied complementarily to fibre analysis, should give a
complete picture of paper composition, is apparently unattainable for the time being. Although one of the six selected stains still works as could be expected, the other five stains do
not give the desired results under the given circumstances. The precise cause for this could
not be found. It can be said that despite the lack of opportunity to apply these tests in paper
research, positive determination is still possible with microscopic research into most of the
properties that ought to have been found with the selected stains.
Due to the discovered effects of acidic- and alkaline pulping on possible ageing behaviour of (wood) fibres [as discussed in 3.6.4.1, p.112], it is important to be able to determine in a simple way which pulping method was used. Therefore, in the author’s opinion,
this is a major point for further research. Such research is even more urgent in view of the
absence of the stains discussed here.
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part of advertisement of the paper merchant Louis Muller on the back of [Colle, Armand. Les transformations du papier et du carton.
Paris: Publications Papyrus, 1926] [scan BvV].
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[6] paper typology: reading the sheet
“When a piece of paper is placed in front of you, the question of what to call it is often intriguing. Sometimes,
other than seeing that it is a piece of paper, one is hard-pressed in finding a name for the paper type.”
Krill, John. ‘Academic studies of Academies: the search for French academy paper'. in: Slavin, John et al ed.
Looking at paper: evidence & interpretation symposium proceedings, Toronto 1999. Ottawa: Canadian
Conservation Institute, 1999 p.44

Paper typology literature, i.e. literature that describes different sorts of paper, is rather
complex, and verbose. The oldest attempts seem to be mainly written by German authors.
This probably has to do with the fact, as mentioned earlier, that in 1884, in Berlin-Charlottenburg, the first research institute for paper was established and thus the first systematic
knowledge was gathered here. The complexity is partly due to authors following different
systems in categorising paper types, and emphasising different aspects of this type of knowledge, such as general properties, physical properties that can be tested, and the explanation
of standards that were soon developed. It is not by hazard that these titles bear names such
as “der Papierkenner” (Winckler, 1887), “Handbuch der Papierkunde”, and “Einleitung in
der Papierkunde” (Klemm, 1910 and Hoyer, 1941) In the English language ‘Paper and its
uses’ (Dawe, 1914) reflects the German publications. These publications were aimed at buyers and sellers of paper, e.g. paper producers, publishers, printers etc. and transferred knowledge from the newly founded institute in Charlottenburg and its later (international)
offspring. The post World War II literature is more aimed at buyers, and offers a more encyclopaedic approach in which different paper sorts are treated by name instead before function (as in Kotte, 1959 and 1981). Again, the fact that there is such a great, almost endless,
variety in paper types, their function, and the sometimes-eccentric nomenclature (e.g. ‘Elefantenhaut’, elephants’ skin paper) makes for daunting reading.
The author does not pretend to have written the definitive ‘guide to all papers’, since the
variety is simply too bewilderingly large, but it is worthwhile exploring the important concepts and properties of materials and their evidence in paper to obtain a good understanding of the subject.

6.1 paper types and their main detectable properties
Having established that paper is its own best descriptor, it must now be possible to determine the qualities locked away in a sheet of paper by using the information described in
the earlier chapters. Here, the distinction must be made between uniform- and non-uniform paper. The more uniformly composed papers are fundamentally simple in their pulp
composition, making them easier to interpret. Non-uniformly composed papers are more
difficult to translate into a typology, because the increase in fibre type diversity means more
possible interpretations. The formation and structure of the sheet can be read by examining
it in look-through. This simple research technique allows the following general properties to
be determined:
1 wire structure
i
laid mould (vergé)
ii wove mould (velin)
iii presence of water- and impressed marks
– real marks
– dandy roll mark, etc.
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2

sheet formation391
i
evenness of fibre distribution
ii presence of lentils, shives, parts of yarn, parts of repulped retree papers (handmade
paper) [figure 98] and knots (mainly in wood based machine made papers) [see
also: note 37 p.19]
– hammer beaten: lentils, shives, yarn, retree
– Hollander beaten: shives, no lentils, very rarely yarn and/or retree
– refiner beaten-machine made paper: no lentils, hardly ever knots, hardly ever
shives392

figure 98: parts of repulped retree (1-1’) and small pieces of yarn (2-2’) in look through of a folio sheet of thin,
unsized and flimsy printing paper from a book published in 1766 in Rome (Italy). Clear evidence of hammer
beating (although hardly any lentils present), note the relatively good sheet formation, although there are thinner
areas just below the printing [photo BvV].

iii

fibre length (as revealed by properties in the sheet)
– long fibres
– more random formation (wild, cloudy)
– watermarks and laid lines are less sharp393
– more porous paper
– higher bulk
– rougher surface area
– printed image of lower quality
– short fibres
– more even look-through
– sharp watermark, laid lines
– higher apparent density
– thin paper is more opaque
– smoother surface
– good printed image

391 poor sheet formation makes for less reliable paper in its strength properties, because it has more weak (thin) areas: a sheet of paper is
as strong as its weakest point. Therefore, a uniformly formed paper predominantly made of short fibres is more preferable for the user
than a paper with a cloudy look-through. However, cloudiness cannot be avoided in making the strongest paper, because strong paper
has the longest possible fibres.
392 the clean look-through of machine-made papers is largely the result of using of multiple deknotters in the refiner-beating processing.
Papers that use a mix of ‘clean’ fibres and shives for their character are, of course, more difficult to place. Such papers, however, do
show an even distribution of these elements (such as shives, wool, unprocessed fibres), which makes them discernible from papers
with the normal irregular distributed occurrence of these ‘defects‘, as they were then called.
393 [Beadle, 1906-686] “If it is desired to produce the best possible watermark effects, other qualities such as “rattle“ and strength may
have to be sacrificed. A clear and well-defined watermark is difficult to produce in a strong paper, as the long and coarse fibres tend to
obliterate the sharp outlines. The result is more satisfactory when the fibres are well milled, beaten, and carefully screened.”
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3

the degree of transparency at equal weight/thickness
iii free beaten pulp: more opaque
iv wet beaten pulp: more transparent.
Further, other properties of the paper in question can also be determined by close examination under reflected and/or raking light:
1 side of the paper, front and back:
i
felt side
ii wire side
2 the grain of the paper, see: [appendix 7 „surface treatment/finishing” p.219] and [figure
101]:
i
rough - course structure, well defined grain (Fr. torchon)
ii medium course but discernible grain, currently called NOT (not hot pressed) or
CP (cold pressed) (Fr. grain fin)
iii smooth, fine grain, currently called HP: hot pressed (Fr. grain satiné)
3 the smoothness of the paper in ascending order:
i
antique finish (see 2 above): felt impression still visible, grain visible but not
pronounced
ii MG: machine glazed, one sided smooth (e.g. kraft wrapping papers)
iii MC: machine calendered, two sided medium smooth
iv SC: super calendered, two sided very smooth
4 lamination of the paper:
i
paper consists of one layer
ii paper consists of multiple layers
– couched: layers394 can not be separated: layers hardly discernible
– glued: layers can be separated by mechanical deformation: often a thin glue layer is visible
– the order of the layers (both couched or glued):
– duplex: one thin layer of better quality than the other, usually thicker layer
– triplex: the outer, thinner layers are of better quality than the core layer.
– multiple layers: laminated cardboards of one pulp type, or duplex/triplex
composition; mat boards (passe-partout), paste boards etc.
iii layers conceal the paper (fibres) from view
– one-sided coated paper
– double-sided coated paper.
The determination of the visual properties of paper must ideally be followed by an analysis of the fibre composition to obtain a better idea of the relationship between the properties of the paper and its composition. The following properties of the pulp composition can
be considered:
1 uniform papers
i
⊕b - furnish is bast fibres only
– white, light blue, blued white or cream coloured: best rags [figure 99]
– writing, graphical and printing papers
– beige to dark brown: second, third quality rags
– art, wrapping, cartridge papers
ii ⊖s - furnish is (unbleached) straw
– wrapping papers, board

394 this, for example, was a requirement for cardboard for index card files: the corners must not split, and the couching of layers in such
cardboard prevents that.
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iii

2

⊙⏃ - furnish is mechanical (soft)wood pulp (MWP)

– paper made not before 1856 and likely after 1867
– cheap papers meant for ephemeral use, newspaper, magazines, cheap printing
papers, wrapping paper
iv ⊖⏃ - furnish is chemical (soft)wood pulp (CWP)
– good quality papers of all kinds produced after ~1885
v ⊖cl - furnish consists of cotton linters (after ~1950)
– imitation rag papers, watercolour papers, photo papers
– in combination with bast fibres (hemp, flax tow, and/or ⊖⍦ abaca) found in
banknote papers, which makes these non-uniform papers
non-uniform papers
i
⊕b-c - furnish is bast fibre and contains cotton
– wrapping, filter papers, board (prior to ~1780)
ii ⊕b-w - furnish is bast fibre and contains wool
– wrapping, insulating, cheap(er) filter papers (prior to ~1850)
iii ⊖⏃⏀ - furnish contains soft- and hardwood fibres CWP
– hardwood component serves to make a more compact, high apparent density
paper for writing, printing
iv ⊙⏃ ⊖⏃ - furnish contains softwood MWP and softwood CWP
– these are papers that are cheaper than full CWP papers, the largest component
steers the properties, these papers do discolour on ageing due to lignin component, cheap(er) writing and printing papers
v ⊖e ⊖⏃⏀ - furnish contains esparto, straw (more rare) and soft- and/or hardwood
fibres CWP
– graphic-, and printing paper, papers with a higher bulk (esparto), papers with a
lower bulk (straw)
vi ⊖cl - furnish consists of cotton linters (after ~1950), in combination with bast
fibres (hemp, flax tow, and ⊖⍦ abaca)
– banknote papers, paper in passports and the like
vii other compositions for specialty papers with addition of for instance: asbestos (fire
and heat resistant papers), glass fibres, textile yarns (safety papers) etcetera.

figure 99: colour description for uniform paper sorts with real paper samples in the Print Council of America paper
sample book. [Lunning, 1996, scan BvV].

Paper properties are determined by differences resulting from pulping methods, and the
choices the papermaker395 makes in the extent of their execution. The properties are dependent on variations in raw materials, chemical differences, and mechanical differences:
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– fibre sorts
– fibre length
– pulping method: acidic or alkaline (NB. currently this cannot be established)
– lignin content of the fibres
– extent of bleaching of the fibres
– extent of mechanical damage
– mechanical pulping
– chemical pulping
– degree of beating and resulting freeness or lack thereof
– sort and amount of sizing
– mineral additives
– in the paper
– on the paper.
The components in paper properties described above give the papermaker the tools to
shape paper to the requirements that can be imposed on it. Each paper type has its own
chief characteristics, and when its intended use is known, then, boldly speaking, the composition can almost be certain.

6.1.1 main typology of paper types
The following generalisations of paper types serve to help link a paper’s properties to a
type of paper. Again, this is done by looking at the properties the papermaker imparts to the
paper he makes for a particular purpose. Out of ignorance, or for their own specific reasons,
the eventual user of the paper can use it in a completely different way to that intended by
the maker. This is particularly the case with the more free use of paper, such as in the visual
arts (especially after ~1880). Here, a particular type of paper is used to achieve a desired
effect in a particular moment, and the intended use takes second place. This means that paper can always be used in an ‘incorrect’ manner, and one should be prepared for that. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile documenting the general properties so that the typology can be
applied, and exceptions can be recognised as such and be designated as research results.
It is important to remember that papermaking is primarily an economic activity: the papermaker has to make a living from the paper they make. Hence the papermaker must
make choices aimed at making the most profitable product. The papers can vary in quality
and therefore in price, depending on the intended purpose and where they can be sold. This
does not mean that cheap, low quality papers are not profitable compared to expensive,
high-quality papers, or those in the mid range. On the contrary, cheap papers often make
for larger profit margins than expensive, technically advanced, and hard to produce papers
with a limited ‘niche’ use. Again, it is the user of the paper, the one who lays out the money,
who determines which quality will be used for a certain application (and thus, the profit
THEY can make). Therefore, all types of papers come in a variety of qualities, and while
their main typology stays the same, their components may differ in quality, quantity, additives, and so forth.
In the first instance, the classification of paper developed for this study is based on the
determination of the intended use, the purpose of the paper such as it lies before us. This
can be established by determining the actual visible characteristics of the paper through answering simple and obvious questions, such as, is it written upon, is it printed, is it a greyish
colour, and thick? And so forth. This reveals the intended use, which, in turn, can attribute
a type. The second step is to determine whether the paper has the usual properties for that
application, as described below. In other words, do the paper and its application match the
observer's concept of paper in that application. An initial classification is achieved when

395 for a relation between fibre source and the paper produced from it see: [appendix XVI „from tree to paper: what makes what?”
p.257].
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these lists of actual and typical properties match. If that is not the case, the story becomes
more convoluted. An attempt must then be made to discover the true purpose of the paper,
and the motives for using it in a different way. Clearly, this process is a difficult one for the
inexperienced, and even for those who have been working with paper for a considerable
time, the true purpose of the paper on the table is not always obvious at first sight. The classification of paper types396 used here is as follows:
6.1.1.1 A - writing paper (writing)
General properties of writing paper:
– light coloured
– smooth surface area
– well-sized
– ink must not bleed into the paper
– good erasability NB: this is strongly related to writing with (iron-gall) ink and the use
of eraser knives.
pulp

sizing

surface

The points above mean that the pulp composition must be based on a light-coloured rag
quality, or a well-bleached cellulose, and a good range of fibre length in order to make a paper with an even structure and look-through. Of papers made after ~1675, the Hollanderpulped Zaandam rag papers can particularly be regarded as a typical example due to their
harder character and good sizing capability. Machine-made, wove writing papers are characterised by high uniformity in look-through. This means that writing papers have a medium
to short fibre length. The fibres are mostly beaten for a considerable time to achieve the required strength. Before ~1970 writing paper predominantly contains bleached sulphite
pulp.
The paper must be fully sized, and hence have a good rattle. The erasable requirement
translates to a paper that must be surface sized. Gelatin was traditionally used for surfacesizing, while in contemporary papers, starch sizing is usually applied on the paper machine.
Generally, (iron-gall) ink on protein tub-sized papers can be scraped off using an erasing
knife without compromising writability. Fountain pen inks, which are less viscous than
iron-gall inks, demand a certain degree of absorption to improve drying and hence the emphasis is on starch surface-sized papers that are smoothed to impart a closed, non-bleeding,
surface. These papers do not withstand the eraser knife anyway, and so a little absorption of
ink in the surface is considered not to be a problem so long as there is no sign of bleeding.
Although writing with water-based inks has dramatically decreased in recent times, modern
writing papers are still composed to support fountain pen writing as this means that other
writing implements also write pleasantly on them. With older gelatin-sized papers, it can often be determined if the paper is sized by using the sense of touch. Gelatin, being a protein
like the skin, allows the fingers to glide easily over the surface, which feels slightly greasy
(even though the paper is not at all greasy). Alum-rosin sized papers commonly occur and
this paper type is also erasable, provided it has been sized heavily enough.
The effective smoothness of writing paper has long been considered a problem due to the
laid character of old papers: writing with the ‘springy’ feather helped to alleviate this drawback. Hence, writing paper is more often smoothed than printing paper397, using every technique available at the time. This does not mean that writing papers are glazed or calendered

396 the way the classification is composed is described in[2.1 appearance].
397 traditionally printing papers were usually humidified to make them more flexible and malleable before printing, therefore the fibres
swelled back to their original size: previous smoothing was thus made undone. After printing often the bookbinder would smooth the
paper, this is then called ‘beating’ or in Dutch ‘planeren’. See for an explanation and history of this process: Peachey, Jeff. 'Beating, rolling, and pressing: the compression of signatures in bookbinding prior to sewing'. in: Miller, Julia ed. Suave mechanicals: essays on the
history of bookbinding. Ann Arbor: Legacy press, 2013: p.317-381
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to a high gloss: a paper that is too smooth is difficult to write upon, because the pen slides
off, as it were. The flattening of the surface of writing papers produces a closed surface. The
forced drying of machine-made papers on a heated cylinder produces a surface denser and
smoother than handmade paper. Writing papers are never coated with minerals.
weight

Although writing papers have a wide range of weight, it must be borne in mind that a
major part of this type (such as letter-, bond- and bank or bank post papers 40-100 g·m-2)
mostly comprise lighter papers. Since the fibres have been beaten 'long wet' for strength,
this means that these papers have a lower opacity than would be acceptable, for example, in
typographic papers of equal weight. The counterpart of these papers are the writing papers
used for official documents, office ledgers, and account books. These papers must be truly
opaque and are hence thicker (90-150 g·m-2), made from bleached CWP and are mostly
MC, machine-calendered, and are often printed and/or ruled.

figure 100: the weight of paper can be expressed in terms of 'paper', 'card' or 'board'. Despite the papermaker using
only the terms 'paper' and 'board', many paper sorts are called ‘card’. Since it is difficult to make heavier paper on a
paper-machine, 225 g·m-2 is chosen as the cut-off point between paper and board (although heavier cylinder
machine made papers do exist). Many other values are given in the literature: 180-250 g·m-2. Paper heavier than 225
g·m-2 is generally composed of two or more layers [figure: BvV]

6.1.1.2 B - drawing and painting paper (art)
General properties of art paper:
– light coloured, cream to brownish, blue for pre-1800 papers; thereafter, any colours are
possible
– grained surface
– gloss is avoided in art papers
– well-sized (tub-sized, engine-sized, double-sized)
– good erasability
– medium to heavy weight
‘Art’ as a paper type is difficult to describe, due to its wide variety. Papers with entirely
different intended uses can fall under ‘art’, because certain properties admit them to this illustrious group. Examples are academy papers398 and Ingres paper399, which are really glorified wrapping papers. Ingres paper is characterised by multi-coloured fibres in the sheet,

398 [Krill, 2002-97] “By studying academie drawings, a probable description of Academy paper can be formed. It was a brown paper made
of finer, rather than coarser, fibers. The predominant middle-tone of the fibers resembled that of unbleached linen. Added to the middle-tone were small amounts of dark fibers. The paper’s finish was a somewhat compressed rough surface with a slightly irregular
grain.”
399 [Labarre, 1952-184-8] “Papier Ingres, a French MOULD-MADE paper used more especially for drawing purposes (PV). A special
mingle-coloured paper made in France with a special grain and LAID mark, made on CYLINDER machines, prob. named after Jean
Auguste Dominique lngres, a French. artist (1780-1867).”
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which is a characteristic typical of wrapping paper with a percentage of wool in the furnish.
A variety of types can be distinguished under art papers:
– watercolour papers: best quality fibres (rag) and sizing, high grammage; sheets
– drawing papers: good quality fibres (also CWP) and sizing, high grammage; sheets
– school drawing papers: lower quality than drawing paper, average grammage; sheets
– technical drawing papers: characterised by high opacity, thickness and stiffness; sheets
and rolls
– transparent400 technical papers: characterised by heavy wet beating that makes them
compact and transparent; papers that acquire transparency by impregnation (oil, resin,
wax, etc.); those made transparent with the aid of sulphuric acid have other properties,
but are also wet beaten; relatively low grammages; sheets and rolls.
pulp

sizing

Art papers for ink drawing and painting are traditionally writing paper. Non-sized printing paper can also be used for other techniques. Hence, the pulp is the same as in these papers. Lower quality pulp types also occur in coloured papers. Blue paper, used for night
scenes and portraits, for instance, is actually made as wrapping paper, and is hence often a
fairly coarse paper. The best carefully-made types, or even individual sheets are preferred, in
order to avoid lentils and shives that hamper drawing and the even uptake necessary for wet
techniques.
Blue paper is made from coloured rags (indigo, woad, logwood, litmus), or an added
pigment (smalt, Prussian blue, synthetic ultramarine). The pulp for early blue papers is less
retted in order to preserve the colour, and hence contains many lentils. The presence of uncooked starch in pulp is related to the use of smalt: the starch serves as a suspension agent
for the heavy pigment401. Cream and beige papers are also made as wrapping paper: the
same applies as for the blue papers.
Machine-made, cheaper drawing papers are usually machine-calendered CWP papers.
Transparent drawing papers partly fall under the technical types of papers. Sketching paper
is often a cheap, thin, wood-containing paper type of low quality.
Art papers intended for wet techniques need to be sized: gelatin402 sizing is traditionally
used. More modern papers are heavily engine-sized with alum-rosin, and often also have a
surface sizing to ensure a good erasability; designated as double-sized’403. Hence, such papers
are often slightly discoloured due to the protein changing colour. Watercolour papers, traditionally somewhat rougher, sized papers, must be strong and well-sized, but not 100% water-repellent since they must be wet when used. Engine-sizing with gelatin is practically impossible for machine-made papers, because the paper would stick to the felt on the drying
cylinders. Sometimes small quantities of (cooked) starch or gelatin are added to the enginesizing. This is apparently more symbolic than useful for the sizing although starch can help
the ‘wettability’ of watercolour papers.
Papers for dry techniques do not have to be tub-sized. As the best, strongest handmade
papers were often tub-sized, paper was often specially prepared404 by removing the sizing

400 for a detailed description of the manufacture of transparent papers, see [Laroque, 2003, p. 34-60].
401 [Brückle, 1993-4] “Smalt, a finely ground cobalt glass was reportedly first used for blueing white paper in Dutch paper mills. The
Dutch also introduced uncooked starch as a suspension agent for the heavy smalt particles in the pulp.” see also: Brückle, Irene. 'The
historical manufacture of blue-coloured paper'. Paper Conservator, vol. 17, nº 1 (1993): p.20-31 [[also cited in note: #]
402 as is explained in detail in Bower’s: Turner’s papers. 1990-25
403 [Watt, 1890-126] “Double-sized paper - This term is applied to paper which, after being sized in the engine in the usual way, is afterwards “ surface sized,” as it is called, with animal size in the manner described.” The manner described is either to tub-size paper sheets
by hand or, for lesser papers, to size partially dried paper on the machine, by running it through a tank filled with liquid size and
squeeze the superfluous size between rollers. Then the wet paper is reeled for some time to let the size penetrate the paper well. After
this the paper is dried slowly by passing it over wooden cylinders each equipped with a revolving fan.
404 [Chaperon, 1788-334] *TA - “If very strong paper instead of parchment is used, such as the papers named grand aigle, impérial, grand
chapelet, it has to be prepared in the following manner. Wet it on a table and stretch it on a chassis as we discussed on blue paper.
When it is dry, it will be necessary to put it on a table and throw two or three times boiling water on it, each time rubbing it lightly
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with warm water, so that the paper's structure became more open: pastel papers are one example. On the other hand, dry techniques are also mostly successfully applied to sized papers, provided they have enough structure. Mixed techniques obviously require tub-sized
paper types.
surface

The surface structure plays a large role in art papers. The attraction of a textured surface
with a ‘tooth’, and its many possible variations, lends a distinct structure to pencil and charcoal drawings, for example. With handmade paper types, the shrinking of the paper while
drying results in an even grain, the extent of which depends on the fineness of the chosen
rags, but especially on the texture of the felt used. This texture can be further influenced by
submitting the paper to more pressing (either before, or after sizing) [figure 101].

figure 101: modern Arches aquarelle (watercolour) cylinder-mould papers made from cotton linters, gelatin-sized.
From left to right: hot pressed, cold pressed, rough [scan BvV].

Cheaper school drawing papers usually have a relatively smooth texture (comparable to
hot pressed). The possibility of erasing lines with an eraser is evidently considered important, a trait shared with technical drawing papers, which are mostly of a better quality then
these simpler drawing papers.
weight

The weights of art papers encompasses the entire range, from lightweight transparent papers to laminated art boards that enable the artist to work outdoors without the work blowing away. The suitability of an art paper for a given application is clear: thick (180-300
g·m-2) for wet techniques and techniques for which the paper must withstand considerable
force, such as the scratching of pens, pencils and suchlike. Thin papers are those for which
the look-through is important, such as transparent drawing paper (20-60 g·m-2). The medium-weights (100-180 g·m-2) encountered in technical papers must be strong and opaque,
yet also able to withstand rough treatment on the building site. The latter two papers are often used on the roll, with a piece being cut off as needed. Architectural drawings are preferably stored rolled.

6.1.1.3 printing papers
Although this may seem artificial, printing papers should be treated as two different
types:
1 typographical papers: papers intended for printed text, e.g. non illustrated books
[see C - printing paper (printing) below]
2 graphical papers - papers intended for printed illustrations
[see D - graphic paper (graphic) below].
The illustration techniques often require a different type of paper in order to make a
good print. This is why most old books are bound with the illustrations on separate sheets,
rather than having been printed together with the text on one page of the same quire. Generally it is only small woodcuts that are incorporated in a text. The book text is mostly printed on a general paper type that is usually cheaper through having a lighter weight, and/or
lower pulp quality.

with a soft brush to remove the glue with which it is coated. Do not spill boiling water on the edges, so it does not come off the chassis. After three or four hours it will be dry, at least in summer.”
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Printability is the most important requirement for printing papers. This fact, although
obvious, requires further clarification: the paper’s affinity for ink must be greater than that
of the print matrix, otherwise the ink will not transfer to the paper. Not all paper types are
easily printable, because they are not porous enough to take up the ink, or the binder (linseed oil). The absorption of the ink in the paper enlarges the ink's surface, by which the
drying process (the oxidative polymerisation of the ink) is accelerated. Sizing counteracts
the porosity of paper, and that means that the sizing of printing papers becomes a delicate
matter when such papers must also be used for writing. Printing papers must also be relatively soft in order to accommodate the print matrix, and to prevent wearing that out too
quickly. Hard fibre types are thus unsuitable. This is also the reason why printing papers up
to ~1780 were made from weak types of rags that were retted to obtain the softest form of
bast fibres. This is shown in thin (also cheaper) papers that satisfy the requirements of printability. Later, cotton, hardwood and esparto were especially used. The paper surface must be
flat so that the load of delivered ink is evenly transferred. Papers with a rough texture produce an uneven ink covering. Hence, an uneven, cloudy paper structure produces uneven
printing.
This distinction is mainly linked to the printing technique405. The different methods of
applying ink to a sheet of paper require different paper qualities. The print matrix determines how the paper conforms to it. For example:
– with relief prints, there is always space between the characters, which cushions the deformation of the paper web caused by the embossing of the type406
– the paper does not necessarily have to be smooth and even, although these qualities
make for a better print
– with intaglio and planographic (lithography) printing, the paper web is compressed over
a large surface
– the paper must be capable of being compacted; it must be smooth and even
– with offset (also a planographical technique), the paper is barely compressed, because the
rubber print matrix on which the ink is transferred (‘offset’) is soft, and conforms to the
paper surface
– the paper can be slightly rough, and a somewhat non-uniform composition causes
few problems (NB: besides being the simpler process, this is one of the reasons offset
is the major modern printing technique)
– multiplication (office) techniques such as typewriting but especially stencilling (mimeograph) demand papers that absorb the ink very fast407 to avoid smudging and staining
– the paper must be short fibered, porous and have a smooth (non reflecting) surface
and therefore they resemble blotting papers.
6.1.1.4 C - printing paper (printing)
General properties of printing paper:
– light coloured (although coloured papers are used increasingly over time)
– regular surface
– even-sided
– pulp must not contain too many long fibres
– machine-made: MC (machine calendered) or better

405 the possibilities that a skilled printer has at their disposal to make a good print are ignored here: the chosen technique, the printing
press, the ink composition, the hardness of the ink rolls, and the hardness of the tympan.
406 paper uniformity became more important when the relief printing technique developed, and it became possible to include images
with the type (autotype, relief halftone).
407 [Dawe, 1914-52] “Duplicating, impression, and multi-copying are different names for the same papers. They are used for the various
duplicating machines of the cyclostyle and mimeograph patterns, where a number of copies of written or typewritten matter is required quickly. A very thin ink is used, and it is necessary that it should be absorbed very speedily.”
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– porous structure
– but may not produce dust
– relative soft properties
– never hard-sized
– often contains fillers
– increased opacity
– improved printability due to more open structure
– often pigment coated after ~1900
– improved printability
– flexible; the paper has to be malleable to the print matrix
– since the mechanisation of the printing process, paper has to have a good 'runnability',
neither too flexible, nor too stiff
– high tensile strength: earlier this was often expressed as breaking length408, implying a
strong connection with endless paper in rolls, as used in rotation printing.
pulp

sizing

As mentioned previously, the pulp needs to have a soft character to prevent the paper being too hard and erosive. This was achieved in the bast fibre era by choosing softer rag types.
In later papers, the use of softer fibre types is mostly accomplished by using deciduous
wood, because the vessels and fibres in this pulp are thin-walled compared to coniferous
pulp sorts. The softer soda pulp, coniferous or deciduous, can be also used for this purpose.
Esparto has soft properties, due to its thin and supple fibres. Thus, printing papers often
contain coniferous fibres for strength, and deciduous, soda pulp, and/or esparto fibres for a
softer character and a more even see-through. The slightly harder and ‘glassy’ sulphite
pulps409 are used for papers containing a high percentage of fillers, which promote printability. The more ‘woolly’ sulphate pulps, at least before ~1950, are used for less filled papers.
Bast fibres are seldom found410 in post 1850 printing papers, and then only to ensure
strength. After 1950, the best printing papers contain cotton rag and cotton linters. Many
printing papers for books and magazines are mixtures of CWP and MWP pulps: the higher
the quantity of MWP, the lower the overall quality. The cheapest, lowest qualities (80-100%
MWP), which have a very good printability and opacity, are used for ephemeral publications, such as newspapers and cheaper magazines. Today, lower quality papers are mostly
made from thermo-mechanical coniferous (refiner) pulp (TMP), and contain much recycled paper stock.
Uniform printing papers are mostly low- or non-sized411 papers, not only to avoid wear
of the print matrix, but also because the sizing of handmade papers is expensive, and causes
a certain amount of retree paper, as the sizing process is anything but fail-safe.
Machine-made printing papers can be internally sized. These papers are often called
quarter-, half- or three-quarter sized. The use of fillers counteracts the lower porosity and
the resulting lower printability of these sized papers. This is the main reason for using fillers
in so-called ‘Werkdruckpapiere’, the mainstay of the printing industry: book and magazine
paper. Earlier, surface sizing was not possible in printing papers since this would make the
drying time of the ink prohibitively long, and cause smearing and offsetting of the ink onto
other printed copies. In modern, starch-based, surface-sized papers, these problems have

408 [Labarre, 1952-31-2] “Breaking length is the length at which a strip of paper, of any breadth and thickness, when suspended would
break by its own weight; the result of a method of testing the relative strength of paper, rarely used in US, says PTT.”
409 [see note 289]
410 of the sixty three 1886 Mierzinski printing paper samples 34 contain linen, four of which contain linen only, the other samples also
contain cotton, either named in the furnish of indicated by the term ’rag’. Thus the bast-linen-fibre content is a function of using
mixed (and mainly cotton) rags. We have to remember that this book also served as a showcase for printing papers thus the percentage of ‘good’ rag containing papers is probably exaggerated.
411 [Lalande, 1761-68/107] [because it is so difficult to size paper correctly] *TA -“the Germans even dispense altogether with sizing papers destined for printing.”
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been overcome and most modern papers are therefore surface-sized, especially those for offset printing, as this technique moistens the paper surface. Previously, this moistening led to
many problems with dimensional stability that were counteracted by using short-fibered paper with less shrinking tension, the use of esparto fibres, and by calendering to stretch the
paper. Printers often also did a ‘dry’ run (without ink) to pre-moisten and thus stretch the
paper.
surface

weight

Since a smooth and even surface is of ultimate importance in printing papers, this, together with an even see-through, is a good indication for a printing paper, be it printed or
not. A smooth surface is sought, but, at the same time, it must have many micro bumps
and pores. This helps in absorbing and adhering the ink to the surface. Therefore, high-gloss
coated papers do not print well. So-called art papers (coated papers that are designed to express small details), are therefore not calendered to a totally smooth, compacted, and thus
impermeable surface. MWP papers for newspapers and magazines were once calendered to
achieve a better printing surface when (relief halftone) illustrations were incorporated in the
printed text. Low quality papers nowadays are often coated to improve their visual
properties.
Printing papers are to be found in the light- to medium-weight range: 20-180 g·m-2.
Since printing paper in the handmade era was always an easily-sold, well sought-after commodity, and often scarce, these papers were churned out where possible in great quantities,
to the detriment of their quality (i.e. thickness and see-through), and are consequently
rather light-weight papers. We must not forget that more money could be made this way
than with the production of high quality412 papers. The lightest sorts, such as bible, and Oxford India papers, are heavily filled to ensure opaqueness and ink receptivity. Since heavilyfilled papers gain considerable weight (thus making a book unpleasantly heavy), lightweight, high-bulk papers were developed that combined softness, printability and opaqueness. These ‘featherweight’ papers are mostly made with a large component of esparto, deciduous woods such as poplar, and can now be made entirely from eucalyptus. Featherweight papers, due to their nature, can hardly be calendered since their raison d’être is to be
bulky. Therefore, these papers have a very open structure. Hence, their fibres are more exposed to the atmosphere, which possibly makes for accelerated ageing.

6.1.1.5 D - graphic paper (graphic)
General properties of graphic paper:
– light coloured
– regular surface
– wove papers413 for having a more even surface and internal structure (from ~1780)
– machine made: at least machine calendered but (super)calendered is preferred
– porous structure
– thick, compressible
– less fibrillated fibres414 (hand-made paper)

412 Fontenelle, 1828-5-7] [Fontenelle makes a calculation in which the cost and quality of rags is offset against the price the resulting paper commands. Her conclusion:] *TA -“Accordingly, if we take care that the cost of manufacture, of sizing, and of finishing, are nearly
the same for the products of all the rags, it will result that the greatest waste, on the coarsest, must be borne by the price of the paper
that comes from it. It is therefore evident: (1) That the highest quality of paper triples the value of the rags; (2) the lowest one sees an
increase of six times.”
413 [Hills, 1988-p.72] “Yet James Whatman the younger had realised at least by 1768 that wove paper was ‘infinitely better for copper
plates’.
414 [Krill, 2002-91] “When softness and absorbency were wanted in thick papers, the Hollander was used in a manner to produce less
fibrillation - that is, less brokenness or bruising in the fibers. Fibers with less bruising had fewer openings in them to take in water, expand, and loosen. If the fibers were cut and shortened during beating, they were “ free” to drain more easily when the thick sheet of
paper was formed on the mould.”
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– soft properties
– use of cotton, esparto, deciduous wood, soda pulps
– non-sized or soft sized
– often with fillers
– after ~1900, often pigment coated
– heavier and thicker than printing papers
– generally a better quality paper.
pulp

sizing

surface

Pulps for graphic papers are basically the same as for printing papers, although lower denominations of these pulps are normally not used, as the techniques chosen for illustration
printing demand more from the paper quality. Therefore, the stronger, but soft and therefore often retted rags are used to make uniform papers. As explained earlier, at the end of
the eighteenth century, cotton was added to improve paper softness. ‘Rag’ content is often
found in machine-made types of the best papers. These papers also contain bleached CWP
to lower the price. Even MWP-containing illustration papers have been made415 where the
pulp was further refined in beaters and ran over finer deknotter plates to get a more even
pulp composition. Soft esparto was also often present in the furnish to impart a smooth and
closed surface after calendering. In papers meant for manual printing (e.g. etching, woodcuts etc.), the sky is the limit and full rag CWP with added cotton, and later, pure cotton
linter papers were produced, either still as handmade papers, or on slow running cylinder
machines. Due to the thickness of the paper, the pulp has to be relatively free draining and
hence is free beaten. This makes for a weaker paper, but this is compensated for by the
greater thickness. Fillers to impart opaqueness and softness to the paper are common. For
fine printing papers, the amount of filler cannot be very high, otherwise the paper would
erode the print matrix. The exception is imitation art paper (see below).
The sizing of fine graphic papers and printing papers is the same, and any manner of sizing can be found. Generally, those printing techniques using a moist print matrix, such as
lithography, need a stronger sizing to protect the surface against swelling, and prevent a too
rapid change in format: this ensures a well-registered colour print.
The internal structure of these papers should be even better than those of printing papers, because of the small details that have to be conveyed to the papers’ surface. In uniform
papers, watermarks cannot be omitted, but are a disturbance of the paper structure. Therefore, watermarked papers are not often found in machine made papers. In watermarked
modern papers, the watermark (or countermark) has been transferred from the original
central position(s) to an edge, or corner of the paper sheet.
In the handmade era, graphic papers could not be smoothed, or only lightly, because the
paper needs to be compressible in order to make a good contact with the print matrix to
draw the ink out of it. The printing itself (intaglio and later, lithography) makes the paper
smooth. The plate mark of intaglio prints thus shows the hardness of the paper: the more
compressible, the more pronounced the mark will be. In the early days of lithography, techniques such as chine-collé416 to improve the surface of ‘natural’ papers were developed to accommodate the finer detail of the new printing techniques that were emerging during the
nineteenth century. The coating of papers was the following step in getting it right and
hence the so called ‘art’ papers emerged. These papers are coated and their surface is calendered to an easily recognisable eggshell, or slightly glossy finish. Imitation art papers contain a large amount of filler and are supercalendered to a smooth surface. They are ‘water
finish’ calendered, which entails a fine mist of water being sprayed on the paper surface just

415 MWP was used even for good quality papers to acquire a higher opaqueness. In the 1886 Mierzinski samples two papers (samples
026, 041), use up to 30% MWP in fine printing papers, sample 041 is also filled with 9% kaolin..
416 [see: pigment coated papers: p.125] for early techniques for improving smoothness in graphical papers.
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before it enters the calender rolls. This softens the fibres of the outside layers, but not the
core fibres. In this manner, the filling on the outside is more exposed as the surface fibres are
squashed towards the core. This gives a paper with a coated appearance, but fibres are still
visible in the surface, and not hidden as is the case with coated papers.
weight

Apart from the very thin paper used for chine-collé, which is adhered to a heavy paper in
the printing process, non-coated graphic papers are to be classed as heavy papers, or even
card. Thus the weight range is about 120-180 g·m-2, and, in our times, even heavier. The art
and imitation art papers are more lightweight since they do not need to be thick and compressible for good print detail, due to their filler-rich surface finishes. These papers were
normally printed in relief print for magazines, folders, and books.

6.1.1.6 E - decorated paper (decorated)
Decorated papers fall into two main types: papers decorated to embellish objects such as
books, boxes and furniture, and wallpaper. Furthermore, these two types can be made as a
decorated paper on the machine, or decorated after the paper is made. The literature on
decorated papers hardly ever mentions paper as a material. Paper is taken for granted in
these works, which go to great lengths in describing how colours, mordants and patterns are
to be made. One of the few mentions of paper417 is to be found in Fontenelle's 1828 book
on merchanting paper. Most of the handmade decorated papers are nothing other than
good-quality writing paper. Machine-made papers are often of a lesser quality since the purpose changed of using decorated papers for decorating file folders etc. Wallpaper was initially made with woodblocks and intaglio printed on sheets, and later rolls, of good-quality
printing paper. When more and more people started living in city dwellings, the emphasis
shifted towards the easily replaceable, fashionable and cheap(er) forms of mass-produced
wallpaper that permitted cheaper stock.
General properties of decorated paper:
– light coloured or coloured in the mass
– smooth surface
– well-sized
– strong even structure
– opaque
– machine made papers
– often lower qualities
– thin and smoothed, often varnished (decorated papers)
– wallpapers often contain MWP, multi-layered, coated
pulp

For handmade decorated- and wallpapers the furnish is the same as for writing papers.
Machine-made sorts fall into two types: CWP pulps are used for more expensive and
stronger papers, e.g. for covering ledgers and account books for heavy use. MWP is the major part for the cheaper and less handled folders and boxes. Cheap decorated papers must be
opaque, so MWP is the obvious choice. Many decorated papers made in Germany418 which
was the leader in the field are thin, highly calendered and varnished, papers often with high
percentages of MWP. These papers served the largely expanding offices, and their need for
uniform, but attractive, folders and files.
Most wallpapers consist mostly of MWP, and the better qualities have CWP mixed in
for strength. A well-known type consisting of MWP is the so-called ‘Rauhfaser’. These papers were mixed with wood-meal to give them a characteristic texture. Often wallpapers are
made as duplex papers, e.g. the weaker rauhfaser is couched onto a stronger core. Wallpaper

417 [Fontenelle, 1828-71] *TA -“The papers that are to be coloured or marbled must be strong, thick and very well-sized; these conditions are indispensable if the colours are to be beautiful and the paper is less speckled.”
418 the first decorated paper factory was founded in 1810 by Alois Dessauer in Aschaffenburg.
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furnishes often have a pulp coloured in the mass. This also is a special feature of so-called
‘cloud paper'419, a decorative paper made by sprinkling a differently coloured pulp onto an
already formed pulp layer on the wire.

figure 102: Piette experimented making decorated paper on the paper machine. By dripping ink on the wet paper at
the point water stood no longer above the fibres the colour was taken up by the wet pulp. The shake of the wire
causes the wavy patterns although Piette also states that this was a matter of choice. The pulp is bleached straw
[Piette, 1853-after page 340 UvA Bijzondere Collecties OTM:K94-12 - photo BvV].

sizing

surface

weight

Uniform handmade papers are gelatin surface-sized. Machine-made papers are alum-rosin sized, and modern papers starch-sized. Since the decoration is often applied wet, the sizing must give the paper wet-strength, but also allow the paper to absorb the binder. Therefore, machine-made papers are hardly ever full-sized. For handprinted wallpapers it is important that the binder of starch-based colours does not sink into the paper quickly, because
that would result in powdery print. Therefore, these papers have to be at least medium surface-sized.
Marbled papers often contain waxes in the colour, and therefore glaze easily to a smooth
and shiny surface. This is also reflected in many (machine-made) Aschaffenburg-type decorated papers that are calendered smooth, and have a varnish420 layer that protects the paper
from soiling. Decorated papers can have an embossed pattern that is part of the decoration.
In such papers, glossy parts are a result of the pattern, and not of smoothing the paper surface as a whole.
Decorated papers are true papers, and therefore their weight lies between 20-180 g·m-2
(but seldom lighter than ±50 g·m-2). Heavier decorated cards and boards are always composites of a heavier material with the (previously made) decorated paper adhered to it. The
only exception seems to be the embossing of such a material in a pattern to emphasise the
decoration already present on the decorated paper (e.g. perfume bottle boxes and other luxury packaging).

419 Du: ‘wolkenmarmer’, Fr. papier Chiné. Ger: Wolkenmarmor.
420 varnish in the paper context can be made from many materials such as: egg white, gum(s), shellac and resin based varnishes. Although
varnishes were used to render a paper transparent here a varnish is to be read as a water-resistant material that protects the paper and
gives it a shine. These varnishes are very thin solutions with quickly evaporating solvents or thicker water based gum-like substances in
order to form a layer on the paper but not penetrate the sheet (which would make it transparent). Varnish can also mean a colourless
printing ink printed as the last (top) layer.
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6.1.1.7 F - wrapping paper (wrapping)
Wrapping paper is another example of a large group very diverse papers. Wrapping papers are used for many different purposes and can be divided as follows:
1 protection:
i
against mechanical damage
ii against dust and dirt
iii against oxidation and tarnishing
iv against light
2 containing:
i
covering papers
ii paper cones, bags and sacks
iii grease proof papers
3 embellishing:
i
product packaging
ii luxury packaging.
These differing concepts are often present in one paper sort. The oldest wrapping papers
(also called 'grey papers') were made from the outshot of rag sorting, i.e. the roughest,
darkest qualities. Makulatur (discarded writing paper), old books, printers waste and binders cutoffs were also used as fibre sources. No attempt was made to alter the colour of the resulting paper, firstly because the low price of these papers did not allow for elaborate cleaning procedures, and secondly because bleaching was not yet possible. Thus, wrapping papers
were coloured either grey (a mix of dirty and coloured rags, and all of the rest), brown
(rope, nets), yellowish (dirty rags, bagging), or blue (blue rags). As remarked earlier, some
old types of wrapping papers such as blue-, Ingres- and academy papers double as art papers. Another well-known, multi-use wrapping paper is the so-called cartridge paper, a
strong, well-sized paper used to wrap gunpowder and bullet into a handsome package, but
also appreciated for its strength and surface grain.
In the machine era, the diversification in wrapping papers grew exponentially, driven by
industrialisation and the accompanying branding of products. New paper types were developed to accommodate a wide range of wrapping needs. Examples of these are grease
proof papers for butter and charcuterie; glossy, coloured, wrinkle-free wrapping papers for
tea, chicory, tobacco, etc.; thick, strong kraft papers for (cement) bags; corrugated boards
for boxes; the odd, heavy, blue and extremely filled421 ‘Zuckerhut’ sugar papers, and so on.
These papers used the newly developed pulp types such as brown, steamed groundwood
pulps for boards, wet-beaten sulphite pulps for parchment- and glassine papers, and the
later developed kraft pulp for very strong packaging papers. The invention of corrugated
board422, and a method to make boxes from that material423, revolutionised the way goods
were packaged and transported. The improved supercalenders and Yankee cylinder were often used to impart smoothness and gloss to make wrapping papers attractive. The invention
of the paper bag-making machine424 changed the way everyday products were wrapped.
These bags could be made in every size and could be printed and adapted to any use,
depending on the chosen paper. The printing of wrapping papers became an important industry and the wrapping surface, being the material itself, or a better quality adhered to another (mostly board material), became an important factor in the commercial success of the
wrapped, boxed or otherwise packaged product.

421 these papers are very limp because of their extreme filler load (up to 60%). Such blue or two sided purple/blue papers were used to
wrap sugar cones and since this rather expensive commodity was sold wrapped, it was advantageous to make the paper as heavy as possible. A micrograph of blue sugar paper’s low fibre, filler rich composition is shown on the front cover of this dissertation.
422 L. Jones, 1871 US patent 122.023.
423 Oliver Long, 1874 US patent 150.588.
424 Margaret Knight, 1871 US patent 116.842.
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Wrapping papers are thought by many to be solely strong papers, but this is seldom the
case: many wrapping papers are actually quite thin, as their function (for instance, the packing of lightweight goods) does not demand great strength. Grease-proof papers also are thin
papers, dense and semi-transparent as well, whereas product packaging such as cigarette or
detergent boxes is mostly made from thin duplex card, and is hence thicker and not transparent. This is why wrapping papers come in every possible configuration of pulp type,
thickness and weight. It is only the very strong papers that are sized to impart extra
strength. As a consequence, the scheme of describing pulp, sizing, surface and weight is not
very well suited for describing the typology of this paper sort without running into very
lengthy discussions. Besides, although they are collected, wrapping papers play only a minor
role in collections. This section is therefore limited to a short, selected list of some types of
wrapping paper, card and board:
name/application

function

bag paper
blacks

containing material
protection against light

blue paper
box boards

brown wrapping

caps
casing

cover
grease proof
impregnated papers

remarks

mostly kraft pulps
black out paper, wrappers for
photographic papers
wrapping sugar, linen, needles blue rags, pulps coloured in the
body
containing material
1.2 mm to 5 mm thick, stiff solid
one or two ply materials made
from every type of pulp, often
coated and printed for making a
wide range of boxes
containing material, protection often in rolls in shops, kraft pulp,
Yankee cylinder dried, felt marked (striped)
containing material
thin wrapping, glazed one sided,
e.g. for wrapping biscuits.
lining cases, crates
thin, strong brown papers, often
used by printers to cover printing
cylinders
envelopes, dust covers for
strong bleached CWP, 60-110
books
g·m-2
prevent staining of other
wet beaten CWP
materials
protection against humidity
rough, strong papers

6.1.1.8 G - technical paper (technical)
The diversity of wrapping papers equally applies to technical papers. Technical papers are
papers given individual properties that allow them to perform or make possible a certain derived function (e.g. copying paper), as well as papers changed after being made to perform
certain functions (e.g. blue print paper, sanding paper). These papers are made in a wide variety, and are often used in totally unconnected applications, such as:
application

example

remarks

abrasion

sanding paper
polishing paper
copy paper, copy books
hectograph paper
blotting paper
chromatography paper
beer mats
cyclostyle paper

solid, heavy, waterproofed

absorbing dyes
absorbing fluids

thin & light (-50 g·m-2)
porous, semi-transparent
cotton, wool, MWP, open
porous structure, opaque
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assemble materials

gummed tapes
pressure sensitive (paper) tapes

thin papers coated with
gum like mucilages or rubber based adhesives
building
roof paper (shingles, corrugated)
thick, asphalt impregnated
plasterboards
boards, paper covered
plasterboards
fire proofing
asbestos paper
paper containing asbestos
salt impregnated papers
fibres, paper impregnated
with salts (e.g. magnesium
sulphate)
indicator
pH indicator papers
blotting type paper imrH indicator papers
pregnated with pH sensitive- (e.g. litmus) or rH sensitive (e.g. copper (II)
chloride ) coloured
compounds
insulator
cable-, condenser paper (electricity) strong, heavily sized, checarpet underlayment paper (sound) mically clean papers free
wadding (climate)
from holes, thick, wool
containing papers made
from recycled paper, thick
fluffy papers sewed between water resistant impregnated papers
light sensitive matrix
blue print paper
strong, wet strength,
gallo-tannic techniques
opaque papers
diazotype paper
papier-mâché
carton-pierre, panel boards
three dimensional objects
paper based objects (bottles, urimainly based on a panals, egg cartons etc.)
perous structure
photographic support
baryta paper
strong, chemically clean
paper, coated one sided
with a baryta layer
separating fluid from solid chemical filter (Berzelius) paper
porous paper
coffee filter paper
transfer ink
carbon paper
thin, with a greasy colouarticulation paper
red layer
Technical papers found in collections are mainly archived papers, such as copies of manuscripts (e.g. hectograph), typewritten documents (often using carbon copy paper) and
technical drawings (blueprint etc.). Furthermore, we must not forget the vast numbers of
photographs present in all kinds of collections. Therefore only these sorts will be discussed
here.
The thin copying papers did not occur before 1780 when James Watt patented425 a hectograph-like technique that demanded such a thin paper. Paper for photographic images426
was used from 1841, after the invention of the calotype. Copies of designs on transparent
paper could be made from 1842 when Herschel invented the blueprint that was executed
on a paper substrate. Both blotting and filter paper, being 18th century technical paper
sorts, were discussed earlier [see page 64].

425 James Watt, 1780 English patent 1244.
426 James Fox Talbot, 1841 English patent 8842.
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pulp

sizing

surface

The pulps used for copying, and light-sensitive and photographic papers, must be pure
and finely made. This especially applies for those papers used in photography and office
copying, as these are part of another process that demands chemical purity. Hence these
pulps must be made extra pure, and be rid of any chemical contamination (especially chlorine and iron). Therefore, after the early nineteenth century, good quality rags were used in
papers for these applications, even in machine-made papers. In the 20th century, these rag
components were increasingly replaced by the best qualities of CWP427. The pulps for photo
papers should be in the middle range of beating, e.g. not so free so that the paper is not too
absorbent, and not so wet beaten that the paper is not very sensitive to dimensional
changes.
Copy papers are thin tissue-like papers mostly made from long beaten, well-fibrillated
(bast) fibres. The fibres in copy papers must be thin in order to give a sharper image and to
prevent the inks bleeding. Sometimes low amounts of filler are added to aid this. Even fibres
in well-made CWP papers are not thin enough, and do not fibrillate lengthwise, so the
choice of the papermaker is limited to bast fibres for this type of paper. Copy papers have to
be semi-transparent in order to be able to read the copy from the verso of the paper where
the writing is not mirrored. This is achieved through their thinness and thin, fibrillated
fibres. The thinness of these papers demand an even formation and the absence of knots. A
development of these papers is the thin papers used together with carbon copy paper in
making several copies at once on a typewriter (and are therefore more of a printing paper).
These papers must be hard, thin, and easily absorb the carbon colour consisting of pigments
in a mixture of oil and wax, or soap binder. Therefore, they resemble copying papers but can
be made from poorer pulp qualities that heighten their opacity.
Copying papers are not sized, in order to allow the dye to percolate through the paper.
For carbon copying paper and its derivatives, which need to resist the typewriter keys or the
impression of a pen, sizing can help strengthen the paper. The light-sensitive papers are not
hard sized as they should absorb the chemicals that will develop into an image; a threequarter alum-rosin sizing is normally used. Photographic papers are hard sized to make
them dimensionally stable, and to prevent too much water absorption while being developed. This was mostly a combined alum-rosin/starch sizing prior to the shift towards
neutral sizing strategies after World War II. True photographic papers are often gelatin tubsized to make them even more impermeable to water, but also to make the gelatin emulsion
layer adhere better to the substrate.
When it is smooth, thin copying paper makes better contact with ink containing the
gelatinous copying mass. The surface is calendered to make the paper, with its even formation and the absence of knots, even smoother and denser. Copying papers are often made
from a base paper that is called ‘onion skin’ or ‘pelure’, which typifies such papers
excellently.
Light-sensitive and photographic papers, due to their greater thickness, are machine calendered to give them a smooth surface. Photographic papers are either rag papers with a
light-sensitive layer (albumen paper), or rag and rag and CWP papers (a later development)
coated with a baryta layer. Baryta-coated papers are calendered during coating to impart a
smooth layer for the emulsion layer of collodion or gelatine. These papers are called fibrebased (FB) papers. After ~1970, most photographic papers were double-coated with a polyethylene layer to make them impermeable to water, and to speed up processing. These papers are called resin-coated (RC).

427 [Messier, 2005-125] “To summarize the findings: papers in the early part of the century used fibers mostly derived from textiles, either cotton or flax. A transition toward the use of solely softwood bleached sulfite took place in the 1920’s. By the 1930’s papers contained almost exclusively softwood bleached sulfite. By the late 1950’s mixtures of softwood bleached sulfite and hardwoods became
more common. Initial uses of hardwood kraft fiber are seen in the 1970’s. Also in the 1970’s alpha grade cellulose, usually mixed with
softwood bleached sulfite, begins to appear.”
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weight

Copying papers are amongst the lighter papers in the paper spectrum: they can weigh as
little as 17 g·m-2, and hardly ever more than 50 g·m-2.
Light-sensitive papers are relative heavy papers due to their required wet-strength, and
range between 100-200 g·m-2. The later processes (e.g. diazo) can result in lighter papers, as
these processes use semi-wet or gaseous developing methods. Photographic papers are either
rather thin and lightweight (± 60 g·m-2), and are then stuck to a heavier board to prevent
curling, such as with ‘carte de visite’. After ~1880, heavier papers came into use in the
110-250 g·m-2 range. The heavier papers were used for postcards and the like.

6.1.1.9 H - hygiene paper (hygiene)
The use of paper for hygienic purposes is already very old, as Hunter428 remarks. Still,
hygiene papers are a peculiar sort, and are strongly connected with how modern society uses
paper as a disposable commodity. A suitable paper can always be developed as paper can be
given many properties, also in the realm of (personal) hygiene. Hygiene papers can be classified in three types:
– wet strength papers that are discarded as waste after use;
– tissues, napkins, kitchen rolls, towels, diapers etc.
– papers that fall apart in water and that are flushed away in the sewer system after use;
– toilet paper
– those whose use prescribes sterility, and after use are discarded as waste that often needs
special treatment;
– bandages, female sanitary products.
With the increasing use of these products, this paper type has become greatly diversified.
The disposable diaper was not heard of until the early 1950s429, and since then has seen
many variants, often so impregnated with plastics that the paper character is lost. On the
other hand, the simple ‘Kleenex’ type tissue430 remains practically unchanged since its emergence on the market. All hygiene papers share two properties: they are soft to the touch and
absorbent. This is achieved by the choice of fibres and their beating.
The other important difference with other papers types is that they are either layered,
with the layers not fully adhered to create a cushioning effect, or are crêped to increase the
pliability and stretch of the paper and, with that, a decreased chance that the paper will tear
during use431. Crêping is achieved by drying paper on a Yankee drying cylinder that is
sprayed with a weak adhesive to make the paper stick to the cylinder on drying. A doctor
blade then scrapes off the paper, which forms the characteristic crinkles and creases. One
can feel the slightly harder adhesive where the paper was undisturbed. In this way, many
other different kinds of papers can be made. Crêping is used in many toilet paper sorts.
Modern hygienic papers are increasingly made from recycled paper with the admixture
of some virgin fibre to guarantee a basic pulp strength. We are all intimately familiar with
this type of paper since we use it every day in the bathroom, kitchen or elsewhere. Even so,
being a disposable product, not many institutions keep hygienic papers as a collection, despite its presence on their premises, possibly in large quantities! Maybe there exist reference
collections of these materials for company archival purposes. This subject will therefore not
be discussed further.

428 [Hunter, 1978-207] “It is of interest to note that the Chinese were the first to use toilet paper, for in a book published in France in
1718 it is recorded that Arabs travelling in China in the ninth century were confronted with such paper.”
429 Albert L. Best, 1948 US patent US2444973 A. This product was marketed by Johnson & Johnson.
430 marketed as facial cleaning tissue in 1924 by Kimberly Clark in the United States.
431 in the 1944 film ‘These are the people’ about the war effort of Kimberly-Clark paper mills in the UsA, the production of Kleenex, Kotex and wadded wrapping and insulation materials is shown. See for this movie: https://archive.org/details/TheseAre1944
(2016-09-22)
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figure 103: possibly the most twisted way to advertise paper hand towels. 1932 advertisement for Scot tissue towels
in Time magazine. [http://collections.museumca.org/?q=collection-item/20105419907 (2017-10-03)].

6.1.1.10 I - other paper (other)
Since other papers are the odd ones out, and so can be distinguished from the more normal paper types, this directly makes these papers special, and probably something of an anomaly. In fact, reflecting on the ‘other’, one is reminded of papers that have a novelty value
and are a bit earthy, such as elephant dung432 paper as made in France by Moulin à Papier
de Brousses et Villaret. This is reminiscent of an older idea for using ruminants as a fibre
source, as patented in France in 1841433, and was also suggested in an 1853434 article in the
Journal of the Society of the Arts. Therefore, this elephant paper is not even a real novelty.
Then there is 'extreme' paper. In his ‘Handbuch der Papierkunde’, Klemm discusses paper
extremities, by which he means very thin and very thick papers. Klemm mentions 0.02 mm
thick 12 g·m-2 silk paper. Other lightweight and thin papers comprise air mail and copy pa432 the elephants supplying this commodity live in the Réserve Africaine de Sigean, France, but in countries where elephants live in nature (i.e. Kenya, Thailand) this type of paper is also made (as a product to sell to tourists).
433 [brevet 12.558, 1841 - INPI nº 1BA9965] the patent applied for by Joseph François Tripot of Paris is titled: *TA -“Process for replacing rags in paper manufacture by the dung of all herbivorous animals”.
434 [Lloyd, 1853-368] “We have thus at command a natural and most economical “rag-engine“ for the separation and comminution of
the fibre in the jaws and teeth of the ruminant machine - a series of macerating vessels in the stomachs and alimentary canal in which
the soluble matters are detached and removed, not as waste, but destined not only to keep in repair the machine itself, but by increase
of weight to add most materially to its value.”
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pers that can be as light as 15 g·m-2, and lens tissues (inspired by lightweight Japanese papers) can be as insubstantial as 11 g·m-2. But that is nothing compared to ‘Berlin tissue’, a 2
g·m-2 repair paper used in paper conservation, made nowadays by Gangolf Ulbricht. With
this, Ulbricht sets the limit of what is achievable in (hand)papermaking. This extreme paper
needs meticulous and complex preparations and patience in the making, and is by nature
delicate and almost invisible: one can wonder if it is there at all? The other side of the spectrum is taken up by heavy boards, and Klemm mentions 2.55 mm thick boards of 2653
g·m-2. These boards are solid and their heavy weights can become unwieldy, but they are by
no means ‘other’, since they are produced in great numbers and classified simply under
‘board’. Also, extremities in size do not make a paper ‘other’ as a very large newspaper435 is
still printed on, well, newspaper paper. This illustrates that the concept of 'otherness' for paper is hard to meet, but it is easily recognisable when it does appear. The author asserts that
it is solely the user who makes the application of a paper ‘other’, and therefore, ‘other’ papers still fall under the earlier described paper categories, thus taking their basic description
from existing papers. In this study, objects made from paper fibres such as papier-mâché,
fibre-reinforced boards consisting mainly of resins, or concrete (’papercrete’), and other
more derivative peripheral applications [figure 104], are not discussed. These could well be
the real outsiders in our paper world.

figure 104: plastic reinforced paper bridge capable of supporting 30 tons [photo: International Paper Company,
New York, from: Unesco Courier vol. 24, nº6 (1971) p.23]

435 see: https://blogs.library.duke.edu/preservation/2015/10/19/the-largest-sheet-of-paper-ever-made-and-printed (2016-06-12)
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conclusion
Using the concepts discussed in this chapter, which, admittedly will take time to sink in,
it is possible to assign a type to most papers that could land on the conservator’s table. With
this knowledge, the conservator, or, for that matter, anyone working with paper in a professional manner, can describe the paper to a high level of detail. In historical research, the description of paper can help in establishing the period of manufacture, and give a better general understanding of the paper in its full context. It is this type of object-based research
that is particularly the field of the conservator. Their skill is based on ‘looking with knowledge’, a notion considered simple by many but more complex then one thinks. This observational manner of researching objects takes more than just the eye; it is experience and
knowledge combined that enables the conservator to accurately assign a typology. That is
not to say that this knowledge is complete. This chapter is a first attempt, a start in bringing
these typologies into the sphere of the conservator in order to help further the proper description of the many different papers existing in the conservators' world.
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[7] suggestions for further research and
conclusion
In this study, it was found that the testing of paper fibres for their pulping method is not
yet possible with methods known to the author. If such a test could be developed, provided
that it could be easily and quickly performed in the conservator's workshop, it would represent a marvellous opportunity to get a better understanding for predicting the deterioration behaviour of certain papers. Through the generation of data on the combination of
pulping method and condition of the tested papers, it would become possible to earmark
these papers on their pulping method only. Today, we can carefully conclude that these
would be acid, sulphite-pulped papers, as concurs with one of the conclusions of section
3.6. Should such a link be established by this test, it would mean a further streamlining of
collection management, and thus a possible improvement in how funding should be directed. Furthermore, this knowledge could help in the decision-making process for single objects, and also help improve existing and future treatment methods. All in all, such a test
would be of great help to the paper and book conservation profession. After all, it is not
enough to love paper. To truly serve it well, one must know paper in depth, in all its possible variations in the universe between felt and wire.
On the paper history front, a similar test for the presence of pectin (and ideally, its
quantity in rag paper as well) could help accurately establish the way a paper has been made
based on another quality than only the look through of a paper. This would add to the
overall knowledge of historical paper manufacture, and possibly aid in furthering our knowledge of the spread of the use of the Hollander beater over Europe after its invention in
North Holland's Zaan region. This seemingly unimportant detail in paper manufacture has
played an enormous role in the development of new paper types, and thus ought to play a
role in the proper description of a paper, thereby helping to assign the paper’s typology.
The typology of paper as described in this work is in its infancy. The profession can and
should further develop this manner of examining, and thus knowing paper. The sheer number of different types of paper, their variation of names, and the resulting confusion can, at
least partially, be counteracted by proper and understandable typology. It is certainly conceivable that typologies can be extended by other components not explored in this study.
We can, for example, think of linking typologies to ageing properties, treatment possibilities
and their limits, and so on. In this way, typology not only can serve the conservator as an
entry to understanding paper, but also steer this understanding to a possible, more finely
tuned treatment profile.
conclusion
By combining information from several different and often not well-connected areas,
this study has attempted to describe the material of paper under many of its aspects. By
choosing the papermaker as our guide, this study has shown that it is possible to get a good
grasp of this diverse substance. It is in this combining of different sources and realms of
knowledge that answers have been found on matters that previously were not so well understood, as is shown by the (non)-use of cotton fibres in white paper before ~1780; or even
matters hidden in past knowledge, such as the role different rag types play in the diverse paper sorts.
In the second section, the steps needed for making paper are analysed and discussed in
regard to the traces they leave in a sheet of paper. To the author's knowledge this is the first
attempt to systematically describe all steps in the papermaking process that is geared towards the typology of paper. It was inspired by, and more or less modelled after Loeber’s
“Criteria affecting the identity of watermarks” that is included here as [appendix II].
In modern literature, rags and the sorting of rags have never been discussed in depth,
and therefore the information on the role of rags needed an update. In this work, the sub-
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ject is now covered to a large extent, and new information on the diversity of rags is
presented.
In later developments in the paper industry, it is clear that the presence of lignin in the
newly developed fibre sources plays a further role in the diversification of possible papers the
industry could produce. This substance has undergone many misinterpretations, and an attempt has been made to clarify its role and problems. Lignin itself is not the culprit, as has
long been thought, but rather the alum-rosin sizing often found in combination with
lignin-containing paper. As mentioned above, the different damage patterns following different manners of pulping give rise to the need for developing a test to identify the pulping
method.
As the conservator is the designated person to write a paper's bibliography, the necessity
of analysing the paper's content requires them to have a tool to assess the fibres found in a
sample of the sheet. Therefore, this study includes a comprehensive study into sampling
methods, sample size and the best manner of studying the sample under the microscope.
The lack of an existing and systemised morphology of paper fibres under the microscope necessitated the combination of simple botanical information with micrographs of paper
samples. This made it possible to provide the necessary images so paper fibres can now be
better studied, secure in the knowledge that the conservator can produce a good analysis,
and in a relatively short time. Using polarisation microscopy with the aid of the λ-retarder
facilitates this analysis process.
For reasons yet unknown, it was found that the testing of paper samples with micro
chemical tests selected from 79 possible tests did not give the hoped-for results. Luckily,
most characteristics of a paper can be discerned using microscopy. The above-mentioned
test for the pulping method that these tests hoped to indicate, is therefore high on this conservator’s wish list.
The final section contains typologies of the nine main paper types the author has determined. These typologies are systemised according to pulp type, sizing, surface texture and
weight. With this, an attempt is made to give anyone wanting to describe a paper an understanding of the characteristics, and thus the typology of that paper. This brings closer the
possibility of making a definitive description of a paper, and should also make it easier.
Finally, this study has been made in the service of anyone with an interest in paper and
its materiality, be they conservators, art historians, librarians, archivists, papermakers, or
collectors. The author expresses the hope that this study will contribute to, and inspire further efforts in the on-going quest for a deeper knowledge of paper and all things made on
and of this beautiful material.
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appendix I
timelines in paper history

figure 105: timeline of first year of use of substitute fibre sorts and pulping methods for wood [figure:BvV].
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figure 106: timeline of pulping machines, paper machines, calenders and relief presses [figure:BvV].
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figure 107: timeline of paper sizing [figure:BvV].
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figure 108: timeline of cellulose and lignin chemistry [figure:BvV].
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appendix II
Loeber’s criteria affecting watermarks
Loeber: paper mould and mouldmaker p.75-77
APPENDIX VII CRITERIA AFFECTING THE IDENTITY OF
WATERMARKS

“Our starting-point is the manufacture of hand-made paper, moulded sheet after sheet,
couched, pressed, dried, possibly sized and glazed, and maybe printed. In this connection
the following principle is basic: no action ever repeats itself under exactly identical conditions.
This implies that theoretically the result differs from one case to the next. These differences may be minimal, but we cannot ignore them. Let us examine the causes of these differences between sheets of hand-made paper coming from one and the same mould (not from
a pair of moulds).
A

B

The stuff
1 After each dipping the fibre content in the vat not only diminishes, but
2 the proportion of long and short fibres changes, leaving more short than long
fibres.
3 Adding stuff to the vat alters the fibre content and the proportion of long and
short fibres once again.
4 The fibre content therefore changes constantly during the moulding of a whole
post; in the end this results in a predominance of short fibres. Remy Green (Maidstone) questions this. In his opinion it could be true for Richard de Bas (Ambert),
but unlikely to be perceptible -even under a microscope- at a mill like Hayle Mill,
with constant addition of stuff.
5 With each moulding the fibres settle themselves differently along the laid, chain,
and profile wires, on account of the shaking of the mould and the closing of the
sheet, whereas
6 in each sheet of paper the proportion of the fibres lying in the length and in the
breadth show slight varieties, the more so with semi-skilled vatmen.
7 When the composition of the stuff (linen, hemp, or cotton) is altered, considerable
differences in look-through occur, just as later in the shrinking of the paper when
dried.
8 The degree of retting and beating also has its influence. This becomes apparent in
differences of visibility of the watermark and in the final size of the sheet.
The mould
1 The object of our discussion is a single mould (i e. one of a pair) since even moulds
that form a pair never are completely identical in details of the facing, or in the
situation of the wire profile.
2 During the course of the work this (single) mould is subject to changes. mainly
during the couching when it is pressed upon the felt in the post.
3 Through the repeated strain on facing and wire profile metal fatigue will set in.
4 This occurs at first in the sewing and binding wires, but in the long run also affects
the twists, the laid, and the profile wires.
5 When sewing wires loosen or break the wire profile may start to slide from left to
right or in the opposite direction, but never up or down along the chain wires,
whereas
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the distance between the wires of the facing may also change.
In this way distortions of the wire profile may appear and finally
little bits of wire get detached or break off. Repairs consist of
mending the sewing wires,
the renewed sewing-on of the whole wire profile, or even
the sewing-on of a new wire profile (of a similar design) in either the same spot, or
possibly one or two laid wires higher or lower.
12 Occasionally an old wire profile (still in good repair) was sewn upon a new mould
when the old mould (its wooden frame or metal facing) had been worn out.
13 Cases as mentioned under 12 almost resemble the differences between twin
moulds, provided they were not executed differently on purpose.
The couching
1 When the coucher presses the mould upon the felt too firmly he may ‘crush’ the
wet pulp, thereby spoiling the look-through and often seriously deforming the
pattern of laid and chain lines, as well as the watermark.
2 When the mould slid slightly during couching the watermark became unclear and
differences in size might occur.
3 Careless couching harms both facing and wire profile and produces changes in the
mould surface, as explained above in B, items 3-8.
4 The water absorption of the felt also has an influence on the look-through of the
paper.
5 Places where the felt has been mended are often visible in the paper and may blur
the design of the laid lines or the watermark.
Pressing
1 The extent of pressing influences the consistency of the paper as well as its structure or even
2 the size of the sheet.
3 Rash and hard pressing may crush the paper to such an extent that laid and watermark design are hardly discernible.
4 Another effect of strong pressing may be that large-meshed felts cause their imprint in the surface of the paper and even show in its look-through.
5 Heavy pressing of paper at Dutch (and other) paper-mills sometimes caused the
imprint of the watermark in the left sheet-half to appear in the right one.
Drying
1 As a rule the shrinking of the sheets of paper is proportionally different in length
and breadth; for hand-made paper we nowadays calculate four to four-and-a-half
per cent of the long, and two to two-and-a-half per cent of the short-sides.
2 The proportion between these figures can be seriously influenced by the length of
the fibres and their main orientation.
3 Moreover, all sheets do not shrink in the same degree. Quick drying causes greater
shrinkage, e.g.
4 sheets hanging near the shutters or louvre boards in the drying loft - as also those
forming the outsides of each bundle - dry quickest and therefore shrink more than
the rest.
5 Finally, the weather conditions - changing from hour to hour or day to day influence the drying and shrinking of the paper.
6 Alterations in the composition of the pulp (see above under A, item 7), or modified methods of retting or beating (see A, item 8) have a pronounced influence on
the shrinkage of the sheets.

F

Sizing
1 Treatment of the paper with size and alum water and the subsequent drying may
cause similar differences to those mentioned under E, items 1-6.
2 The degree of influence upon the sheet of the thin layer of animal size covering the
paper is unknown. After sizing the paper will at any rate have a better rattle and
3 the acceptance of the writing-ink will differ considerably according to the quality
and strength of the sizing ingredients.
G Glazing
1 Though stone burnishing may produce considerable differences in the surface, we
do not assume that it causes great changes in the dimensions of the watermark, except in the case of
2 hammer glazing, where the sheet may stretch in both directions.
3 This may also be the case with calendering, though the ancient calenders did not
exercise the same amount of pressure that the modem ones do.
H Workmen
1 In some cases a change of vatman, coucher, layer, presser, etc. is clearly reflected in
the quality of the paper since each worker has his own habits and characteristics.
2 In this respect the employment of an apprentice may leave clear traces.
I Planishing*
1 As is generally known, early printers had to use sized writing paper which they
moistened before passing it through the press.
2 In the seventeenth century unsized or slack-sized printings were made to order for
printers. They were easier to moisten, but had to be sized after printing.
3 In both cases the actual planishing consisted of hammering and flattening the dent
of the letterpress, after which the ready sheets were hung to dry.
4 Moistening, sizing, and drying caused differences, as explained above (see E, items
1-6 and F, items 1-3), whereas
5 the planishing proper - performed with a heavy hammer - had the same effect as
that of the afore-mentioned hammer-glazing (G, item 2).
J Reproduction
1 We should keep in mind that the dimensions of copies made on tracing paper, as a
rule very sensitive to humidity, may alter due to this fact.
2 Since reproductions of watermarks in books were as a rule copied photographically
before having been transferred in letterpress or offset, small differences in size will
occur in comparison with the original.
3 It is a well-known fact that all copies made by means of Xerox or similar methods
show minor distortions of one kind or another.
Evidently many of the above-mentioned reasons do not cause differences that can be easily ascertained, or even established at all. Nevertheless, the study of paper from the beginning to the end of a make may reveal many more differences than expected, apart from the
ones that appear in subsequent’ makes, even though produced on one and the same mould.
Anyhow, one conclusion cannot be denied: no sheet of paper made by hand is identical to the
one before or the one after!
If we nevertheless want to speak of identical watermarks we have to make up our minds
about the differences that count and those that can be neglected. We leave this question to
be answered by professional filigranologists.
* G. Piccard kindly drew our attention to these facts.”
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appendix III
a paper typology
This systematic description is based on 10 main types, 42 subtypes, and 31 sub-subtypes. The 10 main types are described and further differentiated in the table below: still
further differentiation is possible. Oriental papers are not included in the counting of subtypes. The descriptions concern types of paper, as well as cardboard and (paste)board.
type

description

subtypes

writing

all types used for writing upon, or those which qualify as
such, such as folders used in offices

manuscript
covering
office
drawing
painting
drawing &
painting
book
covering
pamphlet
value
office
illustration
poster
print

art

all types specifically used for drawing and painting, regardless of any written notes

printing

all types used for printing for a typographical purpose; illustrations can be described with the terms of the graphic
main type when another special paper sort is clearly used.
Otherwise, apply the printing description.

graphic

all types intended as prints/illustrations, regardless whether they are hand-coloured or have added script

decorated

all types with the purpose of embellishing or decorating
objects, books or rooms (wallpaper)

wrapping

all types for the purpose of protecting other objects
against dust and damage: of containing multiple objects,
and book boards
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coloured
embossed
flocked
marbled
wallpaper
other
bag
bag/cornet
book board
box
capping/closing
cartridge
corrugated
encasing
lining
packaging
wrapping paper
other

sub-subtypes

end leaves
folder stock
crayon
mixed
oil painting
watercolour
intaglio printing
lithography
other
relief printing
serigraphy
intaglio printing
lithography
other
relief printing
serigraphy
general
book cover
end leaves

acid free
biocide
chemical resistant
food
grease proof
moist resistant
shock protection
waterproof

technical

all types that undergo technical treatment for their end
use, other than that for a printing press, or those with a
technical end use. Papers with a layer or impregnation
that makes copying- or photographic techniques possible.

hygienic

all types for the purpose of cleaning other objects, and/or
(more or less) absorbing liquids, and to isolate these from
their surroundings

other

all types not falling under one of the above types
(all types handmade with cambium fibres, bamboo, or
rice straw, using a floating-, or grass mould) NB oriental
papers are not described in this study but given here for
completeness.

(oriental
paper)

abrasion
blotting
building
clothing
coating
copying
filtering
medical
photographic
roofing
underlayment
other
kitchen
medical
personal
tissue
other

biocide
fire proof
inhaling
insulating
moist resistant
other

(Chinese
Japanese
Korean
Nepalese
Xuan)

(bamboo
gampi
kozo
mitsumata
wingceltis
rice straw)

absorbing
biocide
cleaning
perfumed
personal
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appendix IV
acronyms for paper description
1
2
3
4
5

where possible, abbreviations are based on the following works and standards:
IPH. International standard for the registration of papers with or without watermarks. version 2.1. 2012
Tschudin, Peter. Grundzüge der Papiergeschichte. Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 2002
i
specifically the norm DIN 827:1975-09 Faserstoffklassen p.15-20
Labarre, E.J. Dictionary and encyclopaedia of paper and papermaking. second edition, revised and enlarged: unchanged reprint 1969. Amsterdam: Swets & Zeitlinger, 1952
DIN 19303:2005-09 Paperboard - Terms and grades
DIN 6730:2012-02 Papier und Pappe - Begriffe. Berlin: Beuth Verlag, 2011

making [i.a. 1]
H handmade
CY (cylinder) mould-made
FO (Fourdrinier) machine-made
PM papier-mâché
fibre [i.a. 3]
MWP

RWP

CWP

GNP
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mechanical wood pulp: wood logs
– sgw: stone groundwood pulp
– pgw: pressure groundwood pulp
– tgw: thermo groundwood pulp
– bgw: brown thermo groundwood pulp
refiner wood pulp: wood chips
– rmp: refined mechanical pulp
– tmp: thermomechanical pulp
– crmp: chemical refiner mechanical pulp
– ctmp: chemical thermo mechanical pulp
chemical wood pulp: wood chips
– soda/natron: soda process
– sua: sulphate pulp
– sua/kraft: sulphate/kraft pulp
– sui: sulphite pulp
– dp: dissolving pulp (for chemical compounds on cellulose base)
– bl/chl: chlorine bleached pulp
– bl/ooo: ozone bleached pulp
– bl/enz: enzymatic bleached pulp
– org: organosolv pulp
generically-named pulp: no specific pulp treatment
– dip: de-inked pulp
– occ: recycled corrugated board

beating [3]
–
–
–
–
–
–

FFB: free beaten (dry beating)
WB: wet beaten
LFB: long free beaten (long fibre, dry beating)
SFB: short free beaten (short fibre, dry beating)
LWB: long wet beaten (long fibre, wet beating)
SWB: short wet beaten (short fibre, wet beating)

sizing
HS

TS

ES

WS

hand sized (surface sizing)
– gelatin
– gelatin: hardened
– starch
tub sized (surface sizing: penetrates the paper)
– gelatin
– gelatin: hardened
– starch
engine sized (internal sizing)
– rosin
– starch
wet strength
– melamine

transparency marks [1]
L vergé/laid
W velin/wove
L/W vergé/velin
LW watermark (line watermark)
SW shadow watermark
LSW combined line/shadow watermark
CL wire watermark (cylinder machine)
DR egoutteur mark (impressed mark from dandy-roll)
EMB embossed mark (impressed mark on wire side applied while paper is almost dry)
FM felt mark
MOL molette mark (impressed watermark)
UNT false watermark (heat set plastic, or oil makes paper transparent)
TL thread lines (a thread (or threads) of one material is embedded in the paper)
strength of sizing: furnish [1]
for simplification, no 1/4 and 3/4 sizing is given: this is hardly possible to determine
HS ½ sized (lightly sized)
FS full sized (strongly sized)
double sized (both internal and surface sized)
NS no size (waterleaf )
NS no size > HS ½ sized (very lightly sized)
NS no size > FS full sized (stronger sized)
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fibre composition/furnish [2]
[see also: codes for fibre description p. 278] German classification:
H 100 - 100 % rag
H 50 - min. 50 % rag, remainder CWP
H 25 - min. 25 % rag, remainder CWP
H 10 - min. 10 % rag, remainder CWP
Z 100 - 100 % cellulose
Z 70 - 70 % cellulose, remainder MWP
Z 50 - 50 % cellulose, remainder MWP
Z 30 - 30 % cellulose, remainder MWP
ZVF - <30 % cellulose, remainder MWP
notation of paper weight per surface area
normal notation is grams per square metre: g/m2
notation according to SI must be g·m-2 this notation equalises the disproportion between
gram (1000 gr = 1 kg) and metre (1000 mm = 1 m), and describes the weight as kg per
square metre
90 g/m2 = 0.09 kg/m2 = 90 g·m-2
– g·m-2 = 0.001 kg/m2
bleaching
bleached
semi-bleached
unbleached or semi-bleached
unbleached
BL-chl (chlorine bleached)
BL-enz (enzymatically bleached)
BL-ooo (ozone bleached)
colouring
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types

print council sample book
NB. no relation with column on the left

dyed
stained
stained S-single sided
stained D-double sided
dyed or stained
washed
coloured rags
natural colour
nuance (blueing)
different coloured fibres
many colours
white
cream
yellow
red
blue
green
brown
black
OBA optical brightener

light blue
blued white
bright white
white
cream I
cream II
cream IIII
beige I
beige II
brown

surface treatment/finishing
acronyms

print council sample book
NB. no relation with column on the left

PR pressed
HG hammer glazed
FG flint glazed
YG machine glazed
NOT not hot pressed
CP plate glazed cold
HP plate glazed hot
MC machine calendered
FC friction calendered
NC normal calendered
SC super calendered
CR crêped
CR crêped (one direction)
CR crêped (two directions)
EM embossed
brush polished

very smooth
smooth
slightly textured I
slightly textured II
moderately textured I
moderately textured II
moderately textured III
rough I
rough II

layers
solid
solid or duplex
solid or multi layered
multi layered
one sided or duplex
duplex
triplex
duplex or triplex
+3 layers
couched
pasted
couched or pasted
sandwiched
coating [i.a. 1]
coated
dip-coated
brush coated
A cast-coated
G pigment coated
U uncoated
impregnated
cemented
impregnated or cemented
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appendix V
rag classifications
In this appendix examples of three types of classifications:
– simple, pre industrial origin
– letter organisation
– modern, in order of strength
For rag terminology see: Annotated terminology of the rag trade (separate).
Hansard 1825
nº 1 London superfine (fit for writing and printing)
nº 2 (fit for writing and printing)
nº 3 (fit for writing and printing)
nº 4 (fit for news)
nº 5 coarse canvass (fit for news)
nº 6 rag bagging.
Hamburger Hadernmarkte (Mierzinski 1886)
– SPFFF
sup. f. w. lein
– SPFF
feine f. w. lein
– SPFF
2 Sorte f. w. lein
– FF
halbweiße f. w. lein
– CSPFFF
sup. w. bw
– CSPFF
feine w. bw
– LFB
blaue leinene
– CFB
blaubaumwollene
– CFX
graue baumwollene
– LFX
graue leinene
– FR
rothe baumwollene
– SFX
Segeltuch
– FWWS
weiß gestreifte
– FWW
weiß flanell
– FWS
bunt gestrickte
– FW
weichwollene
– HW
harte wollene
– NCWC
neue Tuch
– CWC
geschittene Tuch
– CW
Tuch- und unges.
– BB
Bombassin (halbwolle)
– BW
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Beyderwand, (große Wolle)
Theertau, altes
Wergtau, altes
altes Papier
Esparto
Esparto-Heede, gelb or grün
Jute ostindische.

super fine white linen
fine fine white linen
second quality fine white linen
soiled fine white linen
super white cotton
fine white cotton
blue linen
blue cotton
unbleached or soiled cotton
unbleached linen (canvas)
red cotton
sails (hempen canvas)
white striped
white flannel (wool or cotton)
coloured knittings
soft woollen
hard woollen
new fabric (cotton)
cuttings (cotton)
cloth and unsorted
drill (woollen wove, cotton or linen
weft)
woollen wove, linen weft
tarred ropes
tow, old
old paper
Esparto
esparto straw, yellow or green
jute from East-India (now BanglaDesh)

Piette 1853
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15

16
17
18
19

20

chiffons provenant des toiles de chanvre et de lin les plus fines ou les plus usées
– rags from the finest or most worn canvas of hemp and linen
chiffons provenant des toiles de chanvre et de lin, moins usées et un peu plus solides
que celles du nº 1
– cloths from hemp and linen, less worn and somewhat stronger than those of No. 1
chiffons provenant de toiles d’une grosseur moyenne, usées mais offrant encore un certain resistance
– rags from a medium weight cloth, worn but still offering some resistance
chiffons provenant des toiles demi-blanches, assez fines encore, ou usées
– rags from semi-white cloth, still rather fine, or worn
chiffons provenant de toiles demi-grises, d’un fil assez solide
– rags from half grey canvas of a rather strong thread
chiffons provenant de toiles grises, solides, de fibres nerveuses
– rags from grey canvas, solid, with thick yarn (fibres)
chiffons de cotonnades légères
– rags from light cottons
etoffes de fil en coton brodées, dentelles
– embroidered cotton fabric, lace
formé de débris souillés de coton, de ouate, etc.
– dirty cotton debris, cotton wadding etc.
chiffons provenant de cotonnades fines, imprimées ou teintes en toutes couleurs
– rags from fine cotton fabric, printed or dyed in all colours
chiffons provenant de cotonnades fines, imprimées ou teintes en bleu
– rags from fiine cotton fabric, printed or dyed in in blue
chiffons provenant de cotonnades fines, imprimées ou teintes en rouge
– rags from fine cotton fabric, printed or dyed in in red
chiffons provenant de toiles de chanvre ou de coton, teintes ou imprimées en toutes
couleurs, plus solides que celles du nº 10
– rags from hempen or cotton cloth, printed or dyed in all colours, more solid than
nº 10
chiffons provenant de toiles de chanvre ou de coton, teintes ou imprimées en bleu, plus
solides que celles du nº 11
– rags from hempen or cotton cloth, printed or dyed in all colours, more solid than
nº 11
chiffons provenant de toiles de chanvre ou de coton, teintes ou imprimées en rouge,
plus solides que celles du nº 12
– rags from hempen or cotton cloth, printed or dyed in all colours, more solid than
nº 12
chiffons provenant de toiles de chanvre, teintes en toutes couleurs: filamens demi
solides
rags from hempen cloth, printed or dyed in all colours, semi-solid thread
chiffons provenant de chanvre grises, ou teintes, filamens solides
– rags from (unbleached) hempen cloth, or dyed, strong thread
chiffons provenant de grosses toiles grises teintes ou non, dont les filamens sont fort
solides
– rags from hempen cloth, printed or dyed in all colours, very strong thread
chiffons provenant de sacs et toiles d’emballages, dont les filamens ont beaucoup
souffert
– rags from bags and wrapping cloth of which the thread is very worn
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21 grosses toiles, étoupes, toiles goudronnées et cirée etc.
– strong canvas, tow, tarred en waxed tarpaulin
22 toiles neuves
– new cloth
23 est composé de cordes de navires, de bateaux, de houillères etc. formées de chanvre de
bonne qualité
– ropes and cables from ships, boats, coal mines etc. made from good quality hemp
24 renferme les cordes fortement goudronnées, ou faites avec des étoupes chargées de
chenevottes
– strong tarred rope or rope made from hempen tow with a lot of shives
25 contient les chiffons demi-laine, c’est-à-dire ceux dont la trame est laine et la chaîne fil:
on les emploie, soit à létat brut, pour la fabrication des papier d’emballages, soit soumis
aux mêmes opérations que les autres chiffons, pour en faire des papiers blancs: dans ce
dernier cas, la laine est détruite dans le lessivage et le déchet important
– contains half-woollen rags, that is to say those woven with a woollen weft and a
thread chain: they are used either in the raw state for the manufacture of wrapping
paper or subjected to the same operations as the other rags and used in white papers: in the latter case, the wool is destroyed in the leaching and the waste
important.
26 laines tricotées qu’on place avantageusement dans les fabriques de draps, les laines pures
pour engrais ou comme matière première, pour la formation de divers produits
chimiques
– knitted fabrics which are advantageously sold to textile mills, pure wools for fertilizers or as raw materials, for the formation of various chemical products
27 soies pour engrais ou comme matière première, pour la formation de divers produits
chimique
– silks for fertilizers or as raw materials, for the formation of various chemicals
28 contient les filamens tenus en floconneux, recueillis sous le blutoir qui nettoie les
chiffons
– contains the filaments collected as dust fluff, collected under the willow that cleans
the rags
29 composé des balayures, mélanges de débris de chiffons, de pailles, de feuilles etc.
– composed of sweepings, mixtures of debris from rags, straws, leaves etc.
30 coutures et ourlets de nos 1, 2 et 3
– seams and hems from nos 1, 2 et 3
31 coutures et ourlets de nos 3 et 4
– seams and hems from nos 3 and 4
32 coutures et ourlets de nos 5 et 6
– seams and hems from nos 5 and 6
33 coutures et ourlets de nos 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 et 16
– seams and hems from nos 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16
34 coutures et ourlets de nos 17 et 18
– seams and hems from nos 17 and 18
35 coutures et ourlets des autres sortes de chiffons
– seams and hems from other types of rags.
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appendix VI
experimental paper fibres 1780-1850: succédanés
still in use

Agave
Aloes

x
x

Bent grass (Agrostis spica-venti)
Black reed (Claudium radula)
Blue flag (Enodium caeruleum)
Bracken (fern)
Brazilian grass
Broom
Bulrush (Typha angustifolia)
Cactus
Cat-tails (Typha latifolia)
Clover
Club rush (Scirpus Jluviatilis)
Coast sword grass (Lepidosperma elatius)
Cockle burrs (Althea frutex)
Cocoanut husks
Cord grass (Spartina cynosuroides)
Corn stalks and husks
Cotton-seed waste

x

Cotton stalks
Cotton waste

x

Couch grass ( Triticum repens)
Dog grass (same as couch grass)
Elder
Ferns
Flags
Grapevines
Hay
Heather
Hop vines
Indian mallow (Ahutilon indicum)
Jaggery palm (Caryota urens)
Maguey (Agave)
Mallow fiber
Malva fiber
Manure
Marsh grass (Glyceria aquatica)
Okra (Abelmoschus esculentus)
Palmetto
Pampas grass (Gynerium argenteum)
Pea stalks
Peat
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Pineapple (Biomelia)
Plantain (Musa)

x

Plume grass (Arunda conspicmi)
Beeds
Rice straw

x

River rush (Isolepis nodosa)
Rush (Juncus)
Rye grass (Hordem murinum)
Salt hay (Spartina juncea)
Seaweed
Sedge grass (Carex appressa)
Sorghum
Sugar cane

x

Sunflower
Sword grass (Gahnia psittacorum, Lepidosperma elatius)
Tobacco stalk
Tussock grass (Xerotes longifolia)
Water oats (Zizania aquatica)
Wire grass (Poa australis, Ehrharta tenacissima)

Veitch, F.P. Paper-making materials and their conservation. Washington: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1909 p.20
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appendix VII
mechanical pulping: acronyms and methods
after: Smook, Gary A. Handbook for pulp and paper technologists. second edition.
Vancouver: Angus Wilde, 1994 p.46 [see for additional information on these processes appendix IV]
C
GW
LF
M
P
P
PP
R
S
T

chemi
groundwood
long fibre
mechanical
pressurised
pulp (last position of acronym)
pressure/pressure
refiner
stone
thermo

– SGW

Stone Groundwood
– atmospheric grinding
Pressurised Groundwood
– grinding at temperature > 100 °C
Refiner Mechanical Pulp
– atmospheric refining with no pretreatment
Thermo Refiner Mechanical Pulp
– presteaming of chips at > 100 °C
– atmospheric refining
Pressure Refined Mechanical Pulp
– no presteaming
– first-stage refining at > 100 °C
– second -stage refining at > 100 °C
Thermo Mechanical Pulp
– presteaming of chips at > 100 °C
– first-stage refining at > 100 °C
– second-stage atmospheric refining
Pressure/Pressure Thermo Mechanical Pulp
– presteaming of chips at > 100 °C
– first-stage refining at > 100 °C
– second-stage pressure refining at > 100 °C
Chemi Refiner Mechanical Pulp
– atmospheric (low-temperature) chemical treatment
– atmospheric refining

– PGW
– RMP
– TRMP

– PRMP

– TMP

– PPTMP

– CRMP
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– CTMP

– TCMP

– TMCP

– LFCMP
– CTLF
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Chemi Thermo Mechanical Pulp
– presteaming with chemical treatment at > 100 °C
– first-stage refining at > 100 °C
– second-stage atmospheric refining
Thermo Chemi Mechanical Pulp
– presteaming with chemical treatment at > 100 °C
– atmospheric refining
Thermo Mechanical Chemi Pulp (or OPCO Pulp)
– first-stage refining at > 100 °C
– atmospheric chemical treatment
– second-stage atmospheric refining
Long Fiber Chemi Mechanical Pulp (or)
Chemically Treated Long Fiber
– long fiber is separated from mechanical pulp
– it is then chemically treated and refined

appendix VIII
(chemical) pulping of straw prior to 1838 as mentioned by Piette
Piette, Louis. Die Fabrikation des Papieres aus Stroh und vielen andern Substanzen : im
Groszen nach Zahlreichen Versuchen beschrieben und mit 160 Mustern von verschiedenen Papiersorten bewiesen nebst einer Beschreibung der neuesten Erfindungen in der Papierfabrikation
für Fabrikanten und alle Freunde der Fortschritte in Kultur und Industrie. Cöln: DumontSchauberg, 1838 p.53ff
year

name

location

1765
~1799
1801
1801
1818
1819
1820
1824
1824
1825
~1828
1831
*
*
*
*
*

Guetard, Gledilch
Schäffer
Delille
Seguin
Koops
Nessbit, Guestier
Dessaux
Sequin
Hirigoyen
Lambert
Bronzac
Polere
Chaptal, d’Arcet
Querini
Heinch
Schönfeld
Saurimont
Estler
Schintz

France
Germany
France
France
England
England
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Poland
Germany
Germany
Austria
Switserland

patent

FR [INPI 1BA140]
UK 2481
FR [INPI 1BA259]
FR [INPI 1BA1454]
UK 5401
FR [INPI 1BA3279]
FR [INPI 1BA2228]
attestors of Bronzac patent
FR [INPI 1BA3831]

NB rows in the column ‘year’ marked ~ have the chronology taken into account, or are
marked * for an unknown place in the chronology
INPI: Institut National de la Proprieté Industrielle http://bases-brevets19e.inpi.fr/
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appendix IX
chemical pulping processes chronology
year & name

source dissolving agent

method

patent nº

1840 Payen
1847 Montgolfier & Wright

1
6

nitric acid
sodium hydroxide

acid process
soda process

1852 Coupier & Mellier

1, 7

sodium hydroxide

soda process

1853 Watt & Burgess

1, 7

alkalies

soda process

1BA6625
1BB7923
US 5041A
FR 17387
UK 13979
UK 1942
US 11343

1855 Juillon
1857 Houghton
1861 Barré & Blondel
1864 Bachet & Machard
1864 Orioli, Fredet,
Matussière436
1866 Ekman

1, 7
1, 7
1, 7
1, 7
1, 7

alkaline bases
sodium hydroxide
nitric acid
hydrochloric acid
aqua regia

soda process
soda process
acid process
acid process
acid process

1866 Tilghmann
1867 Biron
1867 Fry
1870 Barré & Blondel
1870 Dresel
1870/1 Eaton
1871 Adamson
1871 Mitscherlich
1872 Ritter-Kellner
1872 Ungerer
1873 Roemer
1880 Cross
1881 Francke
1882 Flodquist
1882 Graham
1882 Pictet & Brélaz
1883 Archbold

1, 2, 3 magnesium sulphite

sulphite process
[M]?
1, 7
calcium sulphite/sulphurous acid sulphite process
3
(calcium?) bi sulphite
sulphate process
1, 7
water of high temperature
water+wood =
acid
6
nitric acid
acid process
1
sodium hydroxide
soda process
3
sulfides
sulphate
4
benzine
solvent
1, 3, 7 sulphurous acid
sulphite process
1, 2, 3 sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]
1
sodium hydroxide
soda process
1
nitric acid cold method
acid process
1
neutral sulphites
sulphite process
1, 2, 3 sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]
1, 2
sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]
1, 2
sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]
1, 2
SO2aq/sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]
2
sulphurous acid
sulphite process
[M]

1BB46842
1BB45645
1BB64876
US 253357
US 70485
BB74817

AT20024
US328066

UK4419

436 Orioli’s process is confusingly called Poncharac process by [Davis-1886, 307] and [Watt, 1890-68]. The Pontcharra mill situated near
Grenoble employed the Orioli process. Both Davis and Watt name Poncharac in combination with Grenoble as the geographical location: [Urbain, 1896-126] “M. Orioli, dans l'usine de Pontcharra, près de Grenoble, a employé comme oxydant une eau régale
étendue.”
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1883 Blitz
1883 Dahl
1884 Partington
1884 Young & Pettigrew
1885 Kellner
1890 Lifschutz
1920 Schacht
1921 De Vains
1922 Bradley & McKeefe
1925 Pomilio: Pomilio
Celdecor
1929 Weisshuhn: Lignocell

1, 4, 7 ammonium vanadinate &
sulphite
1, 7
sulfides
4, 6
calcium sulphite
4
nitric acid
1
NaCl, alternating +/-: HCl,
NaOH
1
nitric- & sulphurous acid
9
chlorine bleach removes lignin
9
sodium hydroxide, chlorine
8
sodium sulphite
9
sodium hydroxide, chlorine

sulphite process

10

sodium bi
sulphite
bi sulphite
bi sulphite
mono sulphiteacid bi sulphite
solvent
solvent

1952 Sivola

13

semi chemical pulp sodium bi
sulphite
sodium based two stage

1958 (pre ?) Magnefite437
1959 Stora Kopparberg

13
13

magnesium based two stage
sodium based two stage

1968 Kleinert: Organosolv
1985 ASAM

11
13

2013 Kroon
Arbisco
Billerud (variation on Stora)

12

water-ethanol
alkaline sulphite anthraquinone
methanol (also sulphates can be
used)
deep eutectic solvents

13

sodium based two stage

NSSC

neutral sulphite semi-chemical

sulphate process
sulphite process
acid process
electrolysis
process
acid process
soda-chlorine
soda-chlorine
‘Keebra’
soda-chlorine

DES

US 296935

UK 24542

CA480404
US2701763A
US2885317A
US3585104

EP2876202A1

mono sulphiteacid bi sulphite
sulphite + refiner

NB. processes marked [M] according to Mierzinski (source 2) are modifications of the
Mitscherlich process, for the Ekman patent this probably is not true.
Patent numbers starting with 1BA or 1BB can be found via the Institut National de la Proprieté Industrielle website: https://www.inpi.fr/fr (2016-11-20.)
We have to realise that this list is nothing more than a rendition of names and dates
found in existing literature. There are probably many more variations on existing processes
used in specific places that could be worth a patent but were never followed up in such a
way. Many paper mill chemists and engineers tweaked their installation to optimise the performance and in doing so changed parameters compared to the originating process. In other
words, this list is a summary of bookmarks and as such describes part of the historical development and for the reasons mentioned never will be complete.

437 the nearest mention found is: G. H. Tomlinson, G. H. Tomlinson II, J. R. G. Byrce, and N. G. M. Tuck. “The Magnefite process-a
new pulping method”, Pulp Paper Mag. Can. 59, Conv. 247 (1958)
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sources
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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Schubert, Max. die Cellulosefabrikation: Zelstofffabrikation. Berlin: Fischer’s technologischer Verlag, 1897 p.3
Schubert, Max. The manufacture of cellulose: a practical treatise for paper and cellulose
technologists, managers and superintendents. New York: Andrew Geyer, 1899 p.8
Mierzinski, Stanislaus. Handbuch der praktischen Papier-Fabrikation. Band 1, 2, 3.
Wien: Hartleben’s Verlag, 1886 Band II p.276ff
Davis, Charles Thomas. The manufacture of paper: being a description of the various processes for the fabrication, coloring, and finishing of every kind of paper. Philadelphia:
Henry Carey Baird & Co, 1886 p.295ff
Watt, Alexander. The art of papermaking: a practical handbook of the manufacture of paper from rags, esparto, straw and other fibrous materials, inclucing the manufacture of pulp
from wood fibre. London: Crosby Lockwood and son, 1890 68ff
Hofmann, Carl. A practical treatise on the manufacture of paper in all its branches.
Philadelphia: Henry Carey Baird, 1873 p.257
Griffin, R. B. A. D. Little. the Chemistry of paper-making. New York: Howard Lockwood & co, 1894 p.179ff
Cross, C. F. E. J. Bevan. A text book of papermaking. third edition. London: E. & F.
N. Spon, 1907 p.69
Schorger, A. W. The chemistry of cellulose and wood. London: McGraw-Hill, 1926
Keim, Karl. Das Papier: ein Lehr- und Handbuch für die papiererzeugende Industrie.
Stuttgart: Otto Blersch Verlag, 1951 p.86ff
Klemm, K. H. Neuzeitliche Holzschlifferzeugung. Papiertechnische Bibliothek Band 9.
Wiesbaden: Dr. Sändig Verlag KG, 1957 p.251
Kleinert, Theodor N. Organosolv pulping and recovery process. Washington: United
States Patent Office, 1971 patent US 3,585,104.
Visscher, Robert. ‘Revolutie’ in papierindustrie door nieuwe chemische stof. version
04-02-2014 web. retrieved 28-11-2014 http://www.kennislink.nl/publicaties/revolutie-in-papierindustrie-door-nieuwe-chemische-stof
Sixta, Herbert ed. Handbook of pulp. vol. I. Weinheim: Wiley-VCH Verlag, 2006
p.455f

appendix X
pulp classifications
after: Bjöörn, Erland O. Woodpulp. Stockholm: Ab Svensk Trävaru Tidning, 1954 p.204-207
[Bjöörn, 1954-202f ] “Such tables can, of course, only give a general idea of the division of
the various grades and it should be borne in mind that both physical and chemical properties may vary from mill to mill even though the pulps may be placed in the same general
category.”
p 204-205, table 8-9: Swedish classification of grades and qualities
sulphite pulp
A. PAPER PULP

bleached sulphite

prime
sulphite pulp for manufactu- prime B
re of paper, Prime board and lower qualities
cellulose wadding.
easy bleaching sulphite

sulphate pulp
F. PAPER PULP

prime
sulphate pulp for manufactu- prime B
re of paper, board and cellu- lower qualities
lose wadding.
easy bleaching sulphate

prime
prime B
lower qualities

(light and strong)
prime
prime B
lower qualities

bleachable sulphite

prime
prime B
lower qualities

strong sulphate

(kraft)

strong sulphite

prime
prime B
lower qualities

prime
prime B
lower qualities
B. VISCOSE PULP

bleached sulphite

sulphite pulp intended for
the production of viscose
products, both yarn and film.

bleached sulphate

G. SPECIAL sulphate

bleached sulphate

sulphate pulp intended for
chemical treatment (esterification and the like), e.g. for
making viscose and cuprammonium solutions, nitration,
acetylation, etc. for manufacture of yarn, film, celluloid,
plastics, lacquers, varnishes,
explosives, etc.

C. HIGH ALFA PULP
DISSOLVING PULP

bleached sulphite

sulphite pulp not included in
B and to be used for some
other chemical treatment (esterification and the like), for
making cuprammonium solutions, nitration, acetylation, for manufacture of yarn
film, celluloid, plastics,
lacquers, varnishes, explosives, etc.

high alfa pulp refers to a pulp
having up to 93 % alfa content, whilst pulps having a
higher content are described
as dissolving pulps.
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D. FODDER PULP

bleached sulphite
easy bleaching sulphite
sulphite pulp not included in strong sulphite

H. FODDER PULP

bleached sulphate
easy bleaching sulphate
sulphate pulp not included in strong sulphate

classifications A, B and C.

classifications F and G.

p. 206, table 10: Finnish classification of chemical wood pulp
I

alfa sulphite pulp

II

alfa sulphate pulp

III

bleached sulphite pulp

IV

bleached sulphate pulp

V

semi-bleached pulp

VI

unbleached sulphite pulp

VII

unbleached sulphate pulp

VIII

sulphite screenings

IX

sulphate screenings
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1. rayon
2. extra soft
3. soft
4. strong
5. extra strong
1. rayon
2. extra soft
3. soft
4. kraft
5. kraft, extra strong
1. easy bleaching
2. bleachable
3. strong bleachable
4. strong
5. extra strong
1. easy bleaching
2. bleachable
3. light & strong
4. kraft
5. kraft, extra strong

p.207, table 11: American classification of pulp
A. wood pulp
mechanical

book grade
manila paper grade
news grade
hanging grade
board grade
wallboard grade
brown grade
semichemical grade

chemical
sulphite, unbleached

easy bleaching
bleachable
strong
news
Mitscherlich

sulphite, semi-bleached
sulphite, bleached

bond
book
hardwood
Mitscherlich
dissolving pulps: rayon and alpha

neutral sulphite (mono sulphite)
sulphate, unbleached

kraft
light & strong
bleachable
easy bleaching

sulphate, semi-bleached
sulphate, bleached
soda
semi-chemical
screenings
miscellaneous
B. rag pulp
C. reclaimed papers

D. pulp from other sources

old rags and new rags
waste paper stock
de-inked paper stock
waste shavings and cuttings
hemp (rope)
jute
esparto
straw
bagasse
cotton linters
miscellaneous
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appendix XI
Schopper-Riegler to Canadian Standard Freeness
Schopper-Riegler °SR
2g-20° C

Canadian Standard Freeness
3g-20° C

ml CSF

0
1155
847 free draining pulp: free stuff
10
800
11.5
775
12.5
thicker & open papers
750
13.5
opaque
725
14.5
700
15.5
675
16.5
650
17.5
absorbent papers
625
18.5
600
20.0
575
21.0
550
22.5
525
24.0
500
25.5
475
27.0
450
28.5
425
30.0
400
32.0
375
34.0
350
36.0
325
38.0
300
printing papers 40.5
275
43.0
250
45.5
225
48.5
200
51.5
175
55.0
150
59.0
wear resistant strong papers
125
63.0
transparent
100
68.0
thinner & denser papers
84
73.0
57
80.0
transparent grease proof papers
16 slow draining pulp: wet stuff
90.0
0
93.5
Values after: Fiebiger, Harold. Einfuhrung in die Papier-, Zellstoff und Holzschliffprüfung. Wiesbaden: Vereinigung der Arbeitsgeberverbände der Deutschen Papierindustrie,
1953 p.36- fig.17 and the TEMAP calculator: http://www.temap.com/calculators/index.html# (2016-10-12). Although the conversion appears very precise, the exact calculation is unknown. The TEMAP calculator indicates that these calculations are approximate
values.
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appendix XII
kappa number to lignin content conversion
kappa number to lignin content conversion
kappa nº lignin %
K
L

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

0.15
0.29
0.44
0.59
0.74
0.88
1.03
1.18
1.32
1.47
1.62
1.76
1.91
2.06
2.21
2.35
2.50
2.65
2.79
2.94
3.09
3.23
3.38
3.53
3.68
3.82
3.97
4.12
4.26
4.41
4.56
4.70
4.85
5.00
5.15
5.29
5.44
5.59
5.73
5.88

kappa nº lignin %
K
L

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

6.03
6.17
6.32
6.47
6.62
6.76
6.91
7.06
7.20
7.35
7.50
7.64
7.79
7.94
8.09
8.23
8.38
8.53
8.67
8.82
8.97
9.11
9.26
9.41
9.56
9.70
9.85
10.00
10.14
10.29
10.44
10.59
10.73
10.88
11.03
11.17
11.32
11.47
11.61
11.76

L ≈ 0.147 · K

kappa nº lignin %
K
L

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

11.91
12.06
12.2
12.35
12.50
12.64
12.79
12.94
13.08
13.23
13.38
13.53
13.67
13.82
13.97
14.11
14.26
14.41
14.55
14.70
14.85
15.00
15.14
15.29
15.44
15.58
15.73
15.88
16.02
16.17
16.32
16.47
16.61
16.76
16.91
17.05
17.20
17.35
17.49
17.64

K≈c·L
kappa nº lignin %
K
L

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

17.79
17.94
18.08
18.23
18.38
18.52
18.67
18.82
18.97
19.11
19.26
19.41
19.55
19.70
19.85
19.99
20.14
20.29
20.44
20.58
20.73
20.88
21.02
21.17
21.32
21.46
21.61
21.76
21.91
22.05
22.20
22.35
22.49
22.64
22.79
22.93
23.08
23.23
23.38
23.52

c = constant = ~6.802
kappa nº lignin %
K
L

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

23.67
23.82
23.96
24.11
24.26
24.4
24.55
24.70
24.85
24.99
25.14
25.29
25.43
25.58
25.73
25.87
26.02
26.17
26.32
26.46
26.61
26.76
26.90
27.05
27.20
27.34
27.49
27.64
27.79
27.93
28.08
28.23
28.37
28.52
28.67
28.82
28.96
29.11
29.26
29.40

after: US patent 5229294, “Kappa” number calibration standard 1993-03-16
https://www.google.com/patents/US5229294?hl=nl (retrieved 2016-12-29).
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NB: one must take into consideration that this table is an idealised representation of the relation between kappa number and actual lignin content. Many factors influence the real
lignin content of a given pulp, McCrady indicates this:
McCrady, Ellen. 'The nature of lignin'. Abbey Newsletter, vol.4, nº 4 (1991)
“A succinct review of 45 methods for chemical analysis is on p. 17-20 of New Methods of
ring Wood and Fiber Properties in Small Samples (TAPPI Press, 1987; now on sale for $10;
a steal; buy it). This is followed by reviews of 12 studies on preparative lignins, of 25 studies
on characterization of lignins, and of 13 on chemical modification and degradation. In the
section on pulps (p. 41) the accuracy of lab tests for lignin content is discussed: “Accurate
analytical determination of the lignin content of pulps has constituted a particular problem
... . The kappa number-lignin content relationship differs with pulping method and species;
therefore it must be established for each combination of these factors.” However, for any
given combination, there is a straight-line relationship between kappa number and lignin
content.”
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appendix XIII
bleaching sequences
– Smook, Gary A. Handbook for pulp and paper technologists. second edition. Vancouver:
Angus Wilde, 1994 p.163f
– Wikipedia. Bleaching of wood pulp. version 2016-11-30 retrieved 2016-12-20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bleaching_of_wood_pulp
bleaching types
– C
– ECF
– TCF

chlorine bleaching (hardly used today)
elementary chlorine free (no use of Cl2)
total chlorine free

approximative ISO brightness ranges of unbleached pulp
15-30
kraft
40-50
NSSC, ammoniumbisulphite
50-65
groundwood, bi sulphite, sulphite
letter designations for bleaching steps
C
chlorination
reaction with elemental chlorine Cl2 in acidic medium (100% active
chlorine)
D
chlorine dioxide
reaction with ClO2 in acidic medium (38% active chlorine)
E
alkaline extraction
dissolution of reaction products with NaOH
H
hypochlorite
reaction with hypochlorite NaOCl in alkaline medium (93% active
chlorine)
O
oxygen
reaction with molecular oxygen O2 at high pressure in alkaline medium
P
peroxide (alkaline)
reaction with peroxide H2O2 in alkaline medium
Paa
peracids (peroxy acids)
Q
chelation for metal removal
transition metals have a detrimental effect on cellulose during bleaching
X
enzymes (esp. xylanase)
breaking down of hemicelluloses
Y
sodium hydro sulphite
brightening agent
Z
ozone
reaction with ozone O3 in acidic medium
Lignin-preserving bleaching treatment (brightening, non permanent). To preserve high
yield in mechanical and chemi-chemical pulps, does not solubilise reaction products of
lignin. Brightening agents are sodium hydro sulphite (Na2S2O4) and peroxide (H2O2).
sequence nomenclature
Each step followed by a washing stage to remove reaction products.
– CEDEC: conventional chlorine step based bleaching sequence
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– (D+E)EDED: first step combines two bleaching agents, largest component first
– (DC)EDED: first step combines two sequential bleaching agents in order of addition
– (D70C30)EDED: first step combines two bleaching agents with ratio of components
common sequences
– full bleach sequences (brightness 89-91)
– CEHDED (>1960) - NB: this step sequence is normal for sulphate pulps since they
need heavy decolouring [Bos, 1995-137]
– (D+C)(E+O)DED (>1990)
– O(D+C)(E+O)D
– intermediate brightness sequences
– CED
– DED, OCED
– CEHH
– CEHD
– CEPH
– low level bleach (brightness ~65)
– CEH - NB: CEH is a classical step sequence for sulphite pulps since they do not
need so much decolouring [Bos, 1995-137]
– OH
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appendix XIV
from tree to paper: what makes what?
The following table shows how various fibre sources make different paper. This table sits
in the post-war papermaking era and since different periods have different technology these
relations may have been different; today most papers are made with sulphate cooked fibres.
Still, the table gives a good insight in how papermakers select their raw sources and apply
different processes to them to make different papers.
Clapperton, Robert Henderson. Modern paper-making. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1952 p.11
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appendix XV
influence of additives in paper production
paper additives

technical & quality factors
–

+

–
–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

–

– tearing resistance

+

+

+

+

+ folding endurance

+

+ wet strength

+

+ abrasion resistance

+

+ pick resistance

+

+ dusting properties

–

– damping stretch

+

+ compactness, sound

+

–

– suppleness, pliability

–

+

–
–

+

–

–

+

+

+

–
+

+

+ burst strength

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

–

–

+

–

–

+

+

+

+

–

+

+

–

–

+

–

+

+

+

opacity

–

+

–

–

–

transparency

+

–

–
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
–

+

+

–

+

+

–

+

–

+

+

–

+

–

+

–

+

+

–

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+

–

+
+

+

+

glazing properties
whiteness

–
+

–

+

+

+

+
+

–
+

surface smoothness
see through (fibre distribution)

+

–
+

+

+

–

– absorbency

+

+ sizing

+

oil absorption capacity

+

+

beatability

+

–

+

+

+

+

–

+

degree of beating
parchmenting threshold

+

+

+

+

wire (machine) speed
+

ii

+ filler retention
colour retention

+
+

–

–

+

+
+

+

+

–

+

+
+

–

+

flatness (opposite of cockling)

+

–

+
+

+ format stability

+

+

+
–

+

i

fibre recuperation (white water)
resin problems
foam building
slime building

iii

static electricity

[after: Wultsch, Ferdinand. Hilfsmittel und ihre Anwendung in der Papiererzeugung. Biberach/Riß: Guntter-Staib Verlag,
1966 p.16-fig.2.] i: additives that influence paper qualities, ii: additives that aid the production process, iii: additives that
counteract problems in the papermaking process.
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appendix XVI
fillers in paper
Fillers marked ^ are also used as coating pigment: in this list lead sulphate is not mentioned, but has been used as coating
pigment. * refers to crystal system see [appendix XVII „crystal habits” p.244]
filler

crystal habit
crystal structure*

alumina trihydrate
Al(OH)3- Al2(OH)6
barium sulphate^
BaSO4

platelets
*hexagonal
equant to platy
*orthorhombic

calcium carbonate^
CaCO3
– chalk
– limestone
– gilder’s whiting
– marble white
– Paris white
– pearl white
– whiting
calcium sulphate^
CaSO4

0.1-10
ground - GCC:
– rounded
precipitated - PCC:
– rhombohedral (PCC-r)
– acicular (PCC-a)
– scalenohedral (PCC-s)
*trigonal

1.57-1.66 93-98

rhombohedral
euhedral
fibrous
*monoclinic

1.52

natural
– barytes
– flowers of baryte
– heavy spar
– permanent white
calcined, precipitated
– barytes white
– blanc fixe paste
– enamel white
– fast white
– permanent white
– process white
– albafixe™
– blancfix™

hydrated
– gypsum
– lenzine
– mineral white
– satinite
– terra alba
calcined
– annaline
– pearl hardening
– satin white438
– burnt gypsum
– hydraulic gypsum
– plaster of Paris

particle
size µm

refractive brightness pH
index n
GE % cellulose 457 nm
=1.53

date
Browning

1.58

1940

99-101

0.11-0.54 1.64-1.66 95-98

0.2

3.5

1820

7-10 ~1925-1927

1823

438 there is confusion of what is to be called satin white: sulphate of lime and alumina, a precipitation of calcium sulphate with lime, or
even calcium aluminium oxide. For a different use of the term satin white see,: Eastaugh, 2008-p.80-p.84-p.339. Satin white in the paper filler context should, according to author, be read as a precipitation of slaked lime (CaO) and aluminium sulphate (AlSO4)
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diatomaceous earth^
SiO2
– diatomite™
– kieselguhr
– dicalite™
– celite™
kaolin^
Al2O3 · 2SiO2 · 2H2O
– China clay
– clay
– Devonshire clay
– dutch white
– earth (‘erde’)
– pipe clay
– white bole
– white clay
calcined
satin white^
3CaO · Al2O3· 3CaSO4·
31H2O
talc (magnesium silicate)
3MgO · 4SiO2· H2O
– agalite
– asbestine
titanium dioxide^
TiO2
rutile, anastase
– duolith™
– kronos™
– ti-pure™
– titania
– titanox
– zopaque™

zinc oxide^
ZnO
– Chinese white
– flowers of zinc
– snow white
– zinc white
zinc sulphide^
ZnS

globular
biogenic silica

2-10

1.33

65-95

5

lamellar platelets
stacks-plates
*triclinic

0.2

1.57

65-91

4.3-7 1870
(first 1807)

0.8-2.9
<2

1.62
1.46

84-97

5-6

equant to platy
*monoclinic, triclinic

2.0

1.54-1.59

spheroidal
*tetragonal

0.2-0.5

2.55 (an)
2.70 (ru)

acicular

*hexagonal

*cubic

0.3

~1938

1879-1880

4-6

97-98

4-6

1930
(first 1906)

2.01-2.03

~1933

2.37

~1932

literature:
1 Brady, George S. et al. Materials handbook: an encyclopedia for managers, technical
professionals, purchasing and production managers, technicians, and supervisors. New
York: the McGraw-Hill Companies, 1997
2 Browning, Bertie Lee. Analysis of paper. second edition. New York: Marcel Dekker,
1977 p.336 (chronology)
3 Colour Index: natural and inorganic colouring (ed.1924 & ed.1956)
4 Eastaugh, Nicholas et al. Pigment compendium: a dictionary and optical microscopy of
historical pigments. Amsterdam: Butterworth Heinemann Elsevier, 2008
5 Hagemeyer, Robert W. ed. Pigments for paper. Atlanta: Tappi, 1984
6 www.pcimag.com/articles/83344-kaolin-clay-functional-optical-additives (2017-02-24)
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type and amount of filler used in different grades of paper (sorted for largest %)
paper grade

type of filler

purpose

amount of
filler added
%

bond and
writing
newsprint
offset paper
envelope
mimeograph

high-opacity pigment plus clay

opacity, calendering

1-6

ink absorption
printability
opacity
ink absorption, opacity

2-6
0 - 10
0 - 20
20 - 25

bible paper
cigarette paper

clay or calcium carbonate
clay plus high-opacity pigment
talc or clay plus high-opacity pigment
clay and diatomaceous silica plus high opacity
pigment
clay and chalk plus high-opacity pigment
fine chalk

20 - 30
35 - 40

book

clay plus high-opacity pigment

opacity
regular burning,
opacity
printability

5 - 40

adapted and extended from: Casey, James P. Pulp and paper: volume II - papermaking.
second edition, revised and enlarged. New York: Interscience publishers, 1960 p.990-table I
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appendix XVII
crystal habits
after: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_habit (2017-02-23)
* crystal system (cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, triclinic)
1
2
3
4
5

acicular
amygdaloidal
bladed
botryoidal, globular
columnar

6
7
8

coxcomb
*cubic
dendritic, aborescent

9 dodecahedral
10 drusy, encrustation
11 enantiomorphic
12
13
14
15

equant, stout
fibrous
filiform, capillary
foliated, micaceous

16 granular
17 hemimorphic
18 *hexagonal
19 hopper crystals
20 mammillary
21 massive, compact
22 nodular, tuberose
23 octahedral
24 plumose
25 prismatic
26 pseudo-hexagonal
27 radiating, divergent
28 reniform, colloform
29 reticulated
30 rosette, lenticular
31 sphenoid
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needle-like, slender and/or tapered
almond-shaped
blade-like, slender and flattened
grape-like, hemispherical masses
similar to fibrous: long, slender prisms often with parallel
growth
aggregated flaky or tabular crystals closely spaced.
cube shape
tree-like, branching in one or more direction from central
point
rhombic dodecahedron, 12-sided
aggregate of minute crystals coating a surface or cavity
mirror-image habit (i.e. crystal twinning) and optical char
acteristics; right- and left-handed crystals
length, width, and breadth roughly equal
extremely slender prisms
hair-like or thread-like, extremely fine
layered structure, parting into thin sheets
lamellar (layered)
aggregates of anhedral crystals in matrix
doubly terminated crystal with two differently shaped
ends
hexagon shape, six-sided
like cubic, but outer portions of cubes grow faster than in
ner portions, creating a concavity
breast-like: surface formed by intersecting partial spherical
shapes, larger version of botryoidal, also concentric layered
aggregates
shapeless, no distinctive external crystal shape
deposit of roughly spherical form with irregular
protuberances
octahedron, eight-sided (two pyramids base to base)
fine, feather-like scales
elongate, prism-like: crystal faces parallel to c-axis welldeveloped
hexagonal appearance due to cyclic twinning
radiating outward from a central point
similar to botryoidal/mamillary: intersecting kidneyshaped masses
crystals forming net-like intergrowths
platy, radiating rose-like aggregate (lens shaped crystals)
wedge-shaped

32 stalactitic
33 stellate
34 striated
35 stubby, blocky, tabular
36 platy
37 tetrahedral
38 wheat sheaf

forming as stalactites or stalagmites; cylindrical or coneshaped
star-like, radiating
not a habit per se, but a condition of lines that can grow
on certain crystal faces on certain minerals
more elongated than equant, slightly longer than wide, flat
tablet shaped
flat, tablet-shaped, prominent pinnacoid
tetrahedra-shaped crystals
aggregates resembling hand-reaped wheat sheave

figure 109: https://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/images/img_1529k_fig1.png (2017-02-24)
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appendix XVIII
coating components
after: Smook, Gary A. Handbook for pulp and paper technologists. second edition. Vancouver:
Angus Wilde, 1994 p.288-table 18.3
component

function

examples

pigments

builds fine porous structure
provides light scattering surface

adhesives/binders

binds pigment particles
binds coating to paper
reinforces the base sheet
fills the pores of the pigment
structure

additives
- insolubilisers
(waterproofing agents)

makes coating less sensitive to water

plasticisers

improves flexibility of coating film

- clay
- CaCO3(precipitated)
- TiO2
- plastic pigments (polystyrene)
water soluble:
- glues
- starches
- gums
- casein
- soya protein
polymer emulsions:
- latex
- acrylics
- polyvinyl acetate
- formaldehyde donors (to crosslink
protein)
- glyoxal
- latices
- stearates
- wax emulsions
- synthetic polymers
- natural polymers
- cellulose derivatives
- synthetic polymers
- polyfosfates
- ligno sulphates
- silicates
- formaldehyde
- beta-naphtol
- propietary agents

rheology control/thickeners controls coating viscosity
controls water retention properties
dispersants

optimises pigment dispersion

preservatives

prevents spoilage of formulation between runs
controls foam problems
eliminates air bubbles
used for tinted formulas

defoamers
dyes
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- lakes
- direct dyes
- acid dyes

appendix XIX
fibre metrology
one-dimensional
–
–
–
–
–
–

length of the fibre L: mm
thickness of the fibre D: µm
thickness of cell walls (cross-section) T: µm
circumference of the fibre (cross-section) p: µm
thickness of a sheet of paper t: mm
coarseness, decigrex [mg /(102·m]: dg

[Bogdan, 2011-248]
[Bogdan, 2011-248]
[Bogdan, 2011-248]
[Bogdan, 2011-248]
[Ek, 2009b-29]
[TAPPI, 2002-4]

–
–
–
–

size of lumen (cross-section) d: µm2
surface area of the fibre (cross-section) (πr2) πD2: µm2
weight per surface area, grammage (mass/surface) w: g·m-2
number of fibres in a sheet N [N = w/ωf lf ]: x ·106
w = grammage
ωf = coarseness of the fibres
lf = average length of the fibre

two-dimensional

[Ek, 2009b-29]

three-dimensional
– (apparent) density [mass/volume: w/t - ρ = w/t] ρ: kg · m-3
– bulk [volume/mass: t/w bulk = 1/ρ]: cm-3· g

[Ek, 2009b-29]
[Ek, 2009b-29]

no dimension
– shape, roundness factor C [C = √(4πA/p2)]: 0.0 - 1
A = surface cross-section
p = length circumference: perimeter
– the closer C is to 1, the rounder the fibre
– ratio length/thickness S [S = L/D]

Rünkel ratio: Ru = 2 · T/d
Mühlsteph ratio: Mu = 100 · (D2 - d2)/D2

[Olson, 2011-92]

[Bogdan, 2011-248]

[Bogdan, 2011-248]
[Bogdan, 2011-248]

D

d

p

L

T
figure 110: dimensions of a fibre [diagram BvV].
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appendix XX
fibres per gram > fibres per mm2
[H] - hardwood, [S] - softwood
(tables sorted on wood type and alphabetical name)
fibres: gram per million
[Leporte, 1966-22]
[H] Birch
[H] Eucalyptus
[S] Douglas-fir/spring wood
[S] Weyerhaeuser bleached sulphite grade W

calculated fibers per gram, millions
6.15
4.51
average 5.33 (σ 0.8) hardwood
1.82
2.16
average 1.99 (σ 0.2) softwood

[Horn, 1974-5]
[S] Alaska-cedar
[S] Douglas-fir
[S] Grand fir
[S] Lodgepole pine
[S] Ponderosa pine
[S] Port-Orford cedar
[S] Redwood
[S] Sitka spruce
[S] Western hemlock
[S] Western larch
[S] Western red cedar
[S] Western white pine

fibers/gram (106)
2.206
0.951
1.370
1.465
1.245
2.308
1.190
1.590
1.052
0.865
2.256
1.313
average 1.48 (σ 0.5) softwood

[Horn, 1978-2]
[H] American beech
[H] American elm
[H] Aspen
[H] Black gum
[H] Paper birch
[H] Red alder
[H] Shagbark hickory
[H] Sugar maple
[H] Sweetgum
[H] White oak
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fibers/gram (106)
7.596
10.83
11.890
2.235
7.612
8.160
9.750
12.790
2.420
6.891
average 8 (σ 3.4) hardwood

[Foelkel, 2007-16] “Coarseness in eucalyptus fibers varies from 4.5 to 11 mg/
100m. Fiber population, in opposition, varies from 12 to 30 million of fibers per
gram of pulp. Both properties have wide ranges of variability, and allow good selections of pulps in the market, depending on the desired end-use.” [H] (not evaluated)
www.tappsa.co.za/pps/B%20Palmer.pps (2015-08-03)
Palmer, B. “Refining characteristics of Northern and Southern bleached Softwood Kraft” Tappsa Conference October 2010
10e6/g
3.7
5.7
4.6
average 4.67 (σ 0.8) softwood

[S] Pinus patula
[S] Pinus menziessi
[S] Pinus mariana

[Hagiopol, 2012-15] “The relationship between paper structure and its mechanical properties can be studied probabilistically. The simplest model that can be used is
a random network of infinite straight lines lying in a single plane. If the mean fiber
length is ranging from 0.1 to 4.0 mm and the mean fiber width is ranging from
0.01 to 0.04 mm, then the estimated average number of fibers per gram of paper is
about 10 millions. These data are processed in terms of average number of fibers
within a chosen area, the average number of crossings per fiber, and the size of the
bonded area of the fiber-to-fiber contacts. The number of crossings per fiber ranges
from about 20 to about 60 depending on the pulp type and is higher for the sheet
obtained at higher pressure. The chemical structure of the fiber is not considered in
this model.” [wood not specified]
http://www.paperonweb.com/pulppro.htm (2015-08-03)
Fiber population of pulp is defined as the numbers of fibers per gram. It is expressed as millions fibers/g.
Raw Material
[H] Acacia
[H] Eucalyptus
[H] Scandinavian Birch
[H] tropical mixed hardwood

length (mm)
0.7
0.7
1.1
0.9

[S] Scandinavian pine
[S] Southern pine

3.0
3.5

width (mm)
0.016
0.016
0.004
average
average

population (million/g)
13-18
13-18
8.0
5.0
12.5 (σ 4.8) hardwood
1.5
1.0
1.25 (σ 0.3) softwood
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fibre type constant (f)
the average values for fibres per gram (106) split into soft- and hardwood. This
term does not appear in the literature, and must be regarded as an aid to understand
the different fibre sources, and their consequences for the (numerical) distribution of
fibres in paper. The fibre type constant is:
fibres/gram · 106
– f softwood = 2.4
– total average softwood: 2.4 (σ 1.4) pop. 4
– f hardwood = 7.5
– total average hardwood: 7.5 (σ 4.3) pop. 3
– average for soft- & hardwood 50:50 = 4.95
calculation of fibre/g > fibres/mm2
assuming 106 fibres per gram, how many fibres are there in 1mm2 of a standard 80 g·m-2
sheet of A4 paper?
A0 = 841 x 1 189 mm - ~1 m2 - A4 = 1/16 A0 (0.0625 · A0)
A = sheet surface area mm2 A4 = 297 · 210 mm = 62 370 mm2
B = sheet weight in g = A4 @ 80 g·m-2 = 80/16 = 80 · 0.0625 = 5 g
C = 106 fibres/g
f = fibre type constant
V = fC · (B/A) gives the number of fibres per mm2
with f = 1
V= 1 000 000 · (5/62 370) = 80 fibres per mm2
NB. this is equal to the grammage
average for softwood f = 2.4
V = 2 400 000 · (5/62 370) = 192 fibres per mm2
average for hardwood f = 7.5
V = 7 500 000 · (5/62 370) = 601 fibres per mm2
average for both wood types f = 4.95
V = 4 950 000 · (5/62 370) = 397 fibres per mm2
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appendix XXI
classification and botanical names of paper fibre
sources
spermatophyta
gymnospermae

angiospermae
monocotyledonae

dicotyledonae

grasses
sedges
leaf fibre plants
palms

deciduous trees (hardwood)
bast fibre plants
fruit fibre plants

coniferous trees (softwood)

softwoods

grasses

hardwoods

Abies alba - silver fir
Abies balsamea - balsam fir
Abies sibirica - Siberian silver fir
Abies firma - Japanese fir
Araucaria angustifolia - parana pine

Avena sativa - oats*
Dendrocalamus strictus - bamboo
Eulaliopsis binata - sabai
Hordeum vulgare - barley*
Lygeum spartum - albardine (esparto)

Acacia auriculiformis - papuan wattle
Acer platanoides - Norway maple
Acer pseudoplatanus - great maple
Acer rubrum - red maple
Acer saccharum - sugar maple

Chamaecyparis obtusa - Japanese
cypress
Cryptomeria japonica - sugi
Larix occidentalis - western larch

Miscanthus sinensis - eulalia*

Albizzia falcataria - white albizzia

Larix sibirica - Siberian larch

Phyllostachys edulis - moso bamboo* Anthocephalus chinensis - antocephalus

Larix decidua - European larch

Pleioblastus amarus - bitter bamboo* Betula maximowicziana - Japanese birch

Picea abies - European spruce
Picea glauca - white spruce

Saccharum officinarum - bagasse
Stipa tenacissima - esparto

Betula papyrifera - paper birch
Betula verrucosa - European white birch

Picea sitchensis - sitka spruce

Triticum sativum - wheat

Carpinus betulus - European hornbeam

Pinus banksiana - jack pine

Zea mays - corn

Carya ovata - shagbark hickory

Pinus caribaea - Caribbean pine
Pinus contorta - contorta pine
Pinus densiflora - Japanese red pine
Pinus echinata - shortleaf pine
Pinus elliottii - slash pine
Pinus halepensis - Aleppo pine
Pinus kesiya - Kesiya pine
Pinus lambertiana - sugar pine
Pinus merkusii - Merkus pine
Pinus monticola - western white pine
Pinus nigra - European black pine
Pinus palustris - longleaf pine
Pinus patula - patula pine
Pinus pinaster - seaside pine
Pinus ponderosa - ponderosa pine
Pinus radiata - radiata pine
Pinus resinosa - red pine
Pinus rigida - pitch pine

Oryza sativa - rice
Alnus glutinosa - black alder
Phragmites communis - common reed Alnus rubra - red alder

sedges

Cyperus papyrus - papyrus
Cyperus exaltatus Retz - rush*
Juncus effusus - bog rush*

Castanea sativa - sweet chestnut
Eucalyptus globulus - southern blue gum
Eucalyptus regnans - mountain ash
Eucalyptus saligna - saligna
Fagus sylvatica - European beech

Juncus setchuensis - rush*
Fraxinus excelsior - European ash
Phragmites communi - common reed Fraxinus mandshurica - Japanese ash
Gmelina arborea - gmelina
Juglans nigra - black walnut
leaf fibres
Agava sisalana - sisal
Juglans regia - European walnut
Calamus rotang - rattan*
Liquidambar styraciflua - sweetgum
Musa textilis - abaca, manila hemp
Liriodendron tulipifera - yellow poplar
Typha orientalis - common cattail*
Magnolia acuminata - cucumber tree
Magnolia grandiflora - southern magnolia
Musanga smithii - aga umbrella tree
palms
Elaeis guineensis - oil palm
Nyssa sylvatica - black tupelo
Raphia hookeri - raphia
Populus deltoides - eastern cottonwood
Populus tremula - European aspen
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Pinus strobus - eastern white pine
Pinus sylvestris - Scots pine
Pinus taeda - loblolly pine
Podocarpus spicatus - matai

Populus tremuloides - quaking aspen
Quercus alba - American white oak
Quercus robur - English oak
Salix alba - white willow

Pseudotsuga menziesii - Douglas fir

Salix koreensis - Korean willow*

Sequoia sempervirens - sequoia

Salix nigra - black willow

Taxodium distichum - bald cypress
Thuja plicata - western red cedar
Tsuga canadensis - eastern hemlock

Salix purpurea - basket willow*
Shorea polysperma - red lauan
Tilia cordata - European small leaf lime

Tsuga heterophylla - western hemlock

Ulmus americana - American elm
Ulmus glabra - mountain elm
bast fibres

Boehmeria nivea - ramie
Broussonetia kazinoki - hime kozo*
Broussonetia papyrifera - kozo
Cannabis sativa - hemp
Coix lacryma-jobi - adlay*
Corchorus capsularis - jute
Crotalaria juncea - sunn
Dalbergia hupeana - santal wood*^
Daphne odora - daphne*
Daphne pseudomezereum - daphne*
Edgeworthia papyrifera - mitsumata
Euonymus sieboldianus - spindle tree*
Hibiscus cannabinus - kenaf
Linum usitatissimum - flax/linen
Morus alba - mulberry*^
Morus australis - Japanese mulberry*^
Morus mongolica - Mongolian
mulberry*^
Pteroceltis tatarinowii - wingceltis*^
Pueraria montana - kudzu*
Sophora flavescens - kurara*
Tilia amurensis - amur lime*^
Ulmus cavaleriei - blue sandal wood*^
Wikstroemia canescens - gampi
Wikstroemia chamaedaphne - leatherleaf*
Wisteria floribunda - Japanese wisteria*
fruit fibres

Ceiba pentandra - kapok (pod)
Cocos nucifera - coir (husk)
Gossypium sp. - cotton (seed)
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after: Ilvessalo-Pfäffii, Marja-Sisko. Fiber Atlas: identification of papermaking fibers.
Heidelberg: Springer, 1995 p 61, 166, 307 and marked * Khartasia/Claude Laroque
(http://khartasia-crcc.mnhn.fr/en)
Hardwoods used only for their bast are listed under bast fibres and marked with ^.
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proportions of fibres
length (mm)

width (µm)

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

7.33
(σ 14.8)

32.36
(σ 63.3)

14.1
(σ 27)

11.92
(σ 6.6)

38.86
(σ 17.2)

23.18
(σ 10)

60
6
5
1.5
2
4
2
0.5
2
-

250
20
55
3.2
5
12
4
1
6
-

120
8.7
10
25
1.6
2
8
5
3
0.75*
5
12.2
2.2
-

11
25
10
7.5
10
25
7
14
-

80
35
51
29.7
25
50
14
33
-

50
22.5
30
25
23
20
30
9
21
30.2
30
-

9
1.99
2
1.66

70
9.94
3
9.94

33
5.97
2.5*
5.8*

5
8.3
8.3

38
25.4
25.4

19
16.85
9.12^

Wikstroemia canescens - gampi

2

4

3*

4

20

12^

Wikstroemia chamaedaphne leatherleaf*

-

-

-

-

-

-

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

9
(σ 1)

35
(σ 5)

18.5
(σ 0.5)

11
(σ 1)

34
(σ 4)

19.5
(σ 0.5)

Ceiba pentandra - kapok (pod)

8

30

19

10

30

19

Cocos nucifera - coir (hull)

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

40

18

12

38

20

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

0.77
(σ 0.4)

3.27
(σ 0.7)

1.72
(σ 0.4)

7.73
(σ 2.9)

26.7
(σ 5.7)

16.3
(σ 4.8)

Avena sativa - oats*

1.3

3.4

1.7

8.3

33.1

25

Dendrocalamus strictus - bamboo

1.5

4.4

2.7

7

27

14

Eulaliopsis binata - sabai

0.5

4.9

2.1

4

28

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

3.1

1.1

6

21

12

-

-

2

-

-

20

0.4

3.4

1.4

4

16

8

1

3

2

10

28

18

bast fibres
averages

Boehmeria nivea - ramie
Broussonetia kazinoki - hime kozo*
Broussonetia papyrifera - kozo
Cannabis sativa - hemp
Coix lacryma-jobi - adlay*
Corchorus capsularis - jute
Crotalaria juncea - sunn
Dalbergia hupeana - santal wood*
Daphne odora - daphne*
Daphne pseudomezereum - daphne*
Edgeworthia papyrifera - mitsumata
Euonymus sieboldianus - spindle tree*
Hibiscus cannabinus - kenaf
Morus alba - mulberry*
Morus australis - Japanese mulberry*
Morus mongolica - Mongolian
mulberry*
Linum usitatissimum - flax/linen
Pteroceltis tatarinowii - wingceltis*
Pueraria montana - kudzu*
Sophora flavescens - kurara*
Tilia amurensis - amur lime*
Ulmus cavaleriei - blue sandal wood*

fruit fibres
averages

Gossypium sp. - cotton (seed)

grasses
averages

Hordeum vulgare - barley*
Lygeum spartum - albardine (esparto)
Miscanthus sinensis - eulalia*
Oryza sativa - rice
Phragmites communis - common reed
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Phyllostachys edulis - moso bamboo*

1.2

2.4

1.8*

-

-

20

Pleioblastus amarus - bitter bamboo*

1.2

2.4

1.8*

-

-

20

Saccharum officinarum - bagasse

0.8

2.8

1.7

10

34

20

Stipa tenacissima - esparto

0.2

3.3

1.2

6

22

13

Triticum sativum - wheat
Zea mays - corn

0.4
0.5

3.2
2.9

1.4
1.5

8
14

34
24

15
18

length (mm)

width (µm)

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

1.5
(σ 0.5)

10
(σ 2)

4.5
(σ 1.5)

12
(σ 3.3)

37.67
(σ 4)

23
(σ 2.2)

Agava sisalana - sisal

1

8

3

8

41

20

Calamus rotang - rattan*

-

-

-

12

40

26

Musa textilis - abaca, manila hemp

2

12

6

16

32

24

Typha orientalis - common cattail*

-

-

1.7

-

-

22

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Elaeis guineensis - oil palm

-

-

-

-

-

-

Raphia hookeri - raphia

-

-

2.4

17

46

30

min

max

av.

min

max

av.

1
(σ 0)

3.3
(σ 0.5)

2.3
(σ 0.7)

29
(σ 21)

45
(σ 31.9)

28.1
(σ 24.2)

-

-

3.5

-

-

14.5

Cyperus papyrus - papyrus

1.0

4.0

1.8

8

25

12

Juncus effusus - bog rush*

1

3

2

50

90

70

Juncus setchuensis - rush*

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.0

3.0

2.0

10

20

16

leaf fibres
averages

palms
averages

sedges
averages

Cyperus exaltatus Retz - rush*

Phragmites communi - common reed

The sizes are given in a botanical context; the sizes in paper, particularly lengths, are
considerably shorter. When sizes are given as an average spread, these are considered
to be of minimum and maximum size. These sizes are averaged and indicated by ^.
after: Ilvessalo-Pfäffii, Marja-Sisko. Fiber Atlas: identification of papermaking fibers.
Heidelberg: Springer, 1995; marked with *, Khartasia/Claude Laroque (http:/
/khartasia-crcc.mnhn.fr/en)
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appendix XXII
descriptive elements of fibres
NB. this list is mostly focusing on botanical aspects of fibres and as such an elaboration on
simpler manners of describing fibres. Elements in this list can serve as additions for more
precise descriptions but are not necessary for describing the main fibre sorts that can be
found in paper. Often fibres are heavily distorted and damaged in the paper making process,
this makes detection of small botanical important elements impossible.
class part of fibre/element
I

nº property

proportions of fibre

1 fibre is long and narrow l:w = >40 av. lenght >1 mm
2 fibre is short and wide (see VIIa) av. lenght <1 mm
3 fibre is brick shaped, multi or singular celled, cells ~15 µm
long
II

cell wall

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

cell wall is smooth
cell wall has cross markings (I, V or X shaped) [figure 113]
cell wall shows S-rotation (pol + λ)
cell wall shows Z-rotation (pol + λ)
cell wall has longitudinal striations
cell wall has nodes
cell wall has openings
cell wall (partially) enveloped in cuticle

III convolutions present

1 fibre is convoluted [figure 114]
2 fibre is not convoluted
IV lumen

V

1
2
3
4
5
6

lumen is wide
lumen is narrow
lumen inner wall is smooth
lumen inner wall is dentate
lumen thickness is uniform
lumen thickness is variable

1
2
3
4
5

associated cell edges are serrated [figure 121]
associated cells are barrel shaped [figure 121]
associated cells are spiral shaped
associated cells are comma shaped [figure 121]
associated cells are ray cells (?)

associated cells

VI tracheids (softwood)
a thickness of cell wall

1 cell wall thickness is uniform
2 cell wall shows spiral thickenings
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b distribution of bordered pits on cell wall (see also VII - d)

1
2
3
4
5

single openings in vertical row (uniseriate storied)
single openings in staggered row (uniseriate staggered)
double openings opposite to each other (biseriate opposite)
double openings alternate to each other (biseriate alternate)
multiple openings opposite to each other (multiseriate
opposite)
6 multiple openings alternate to each other (multiseriate
alternate)
7 multiple openings touching each other (crowded alternate)
c pit aperture shape

1
2
3
4
5

circular
oval
angular
lenticular
slitlike

d extend of aperture (see also VII - f for 4 confluent)

1
2
3
4

inside pit outline
touching pit outline
extending pit outline
confluent (spanning several pits)

e shape of pits to ray parenchyma (non-bordered pits)

1
2
3
4
5

fenestriform
pinoid
picoid
cupressoid
taxidoid

VII vessel elements (hardwood)
a thickness of vessel wall

1 thickness of vessel wall is uniform
2 vessel wall shows reticulations (reticulate)
3 vessel wall shows spiral thickenings
b shape of vessel element

1 vessel element is relative long and narrow (linear) l:w = >5 <25
2 vessel element is almost as wide as it is tall (oblong) l:w = >2
<5
3 vessel element is wider than tall (drum shaped) l < w
4 vessel element has bulging sides, not drum shaped (barrel
shaped)
5 vessel element has a tail
c perforation of vessel ends

1
2
3
4
5

scalariform [figure 82]
scalariform
reticulate
foraminate
simple
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d distribution of inter vessel bordered pits on vessel wall (see also VI - B)

1
2
3
4
5

bordered pits alternate interspaced (alternate uncrowded)
bordered pits alternate touching (alternate crowded)
bordered pits opposite interspaced (opposite uncrowded)
bordered pits opposite touching (opposite crowded)
bordered pits scalariform

1
2
3
4
5

circular
oval
angular
lenticular
slitlike

e pit aperture shape

f extend of aperture (see also VI - d for the other types)

1
2
3
4

inside pit outline
touching pit outline
extending pit outline
confluent (spanning several pits)

g distribution of parenchymatic pits on vessel wall (non bordered)

1
2
3
4
5

pits linearly arranged, widely spaced (lines uncrowded)
pits are scattered and widely spaced (lines scattered)
pits in horizontal or vertical groups (groups, hor. vert.)
pits in horizontal rows (rows)
pits in vertical series of groups (series)

h shape of pits to ray parenchyma (non-bordered pits)

1 homocellular - top (identical shapes)
2 heterocellular - bottom (different shapes)
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illustrations from, and list based on:
Ilvessalo-Pfäffli, Marja-Sisko. Fiber Atlas: identification of papermaking fibers. Heidelberg:
Springer, 1995 (VI-b, c, d, VII-d, f, g)
Wagenführ, Rudi. Anatomie des Holzes. 3 auflage. Leipzig: VEB Fachbuchverlag, 1984 (VIe, VII-c)

figure 111: precursor to database: edge perforation cards with properties of wood fibres. (Strelis, 1967-26)
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appendix XXIII
polarisation and retardation: the modified Herzog
test explained
The structure of cellulose is predominantly crystalline. It has emerged that the crystalline
structure has properties that unite both a monoclinic- and a triclinic439 crystal. The crystalline structure of cellulose refracts light with three different refractive indexes along three
different axes α, β and γ, whereby the β axis is isotropic. Thus the crystal has two optic axes,
and is therefore bi-axial440. Birefringence is defined as the difference between the largest and
smallest refraction angles, which in cellulose are the α- and γ axes. This means that the fibre
refracts along these two axes with different refractive indexes. Polarising microscopy makes
this difference in refraction index visible.
Polarised light is natural (hence, non polarised) white light passed through a grid that restricts the direction in which light waves vibrate in one single direction, instead of every direction. In polarising microscopes, two polarising filters (polarisers) are placed in the light
beam of a microscope: the polariser (under the object, and mounted so that it can rotate to
make the polarisation angle variable) and the analyser (above the object, with a fixed polarisation angle of 0°, North-South). With birefringent materials, light is polarised into two
rays, in which the polarisation angles are at 90° to each other.
Passing light through the polariser restricts the light to move through in one direction.
When passed through a cellulose fibre, the polarised light ray is refracted into two rays
(double refraction). The two rays have different refractive indexes, and hence two different
velocities at which they pass through the object. The light ray with the highest refractive index441 passes through the material slower than that with the normal refractive index. In the
analyser rotated at 90° to the polariser, the remaining light of the two rays combines442,443, at
which the differing light ray velocities cause interference. This changes the colour of the
light, an effect that is visible, for example, in soap bubbles. This interference can be con439 [Hon, 1994-12] “In addition to the ‘bend’ conformation of the Meyer-Misch unit cell, evidence has started to accumulate in recent
years that the Meyer-Misch unit cell is not a correct representation of the crystal structure of cellulose. Thus, Honjo and Watanabe
(1958) have obtained electron diffraction diagrams of Valonia ventricosa cellulose which show certain reflections that cannot be indexed on the basis of the Meyer and Misch unit cell, but would require a- and c-axes twice as long as those shown in Fig. 5 and a space
group symmetry different from P21, which was selected by Meyer and Misch. These findings were confirmed later by Fischer and
Mann (1960), who further concluded that the unit cell must have triclinic asymmetry even though it has a monoclinic shape ( α = λ =
90°, β ≠ 90°) and therefore it must belong to space group P1.” The figure below shows this crystal shape:

440 [Delly, 2003-5] “Substances having three principal refractive indices, alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma (γ), belong to the orthorhombic,
monoclinic, or triclinic crystal systems. Crystals in these three systems have two views along which they appear isotropic; thus they
are termed biaxial.”
441 the normal broken ray is called the O ray (ordinary ray), the more broken, or slow ray, is called the E ray (extraordinary ray).
442 [Davidson, 1999-30] “When the ordinary and extraordinary rays emerge from the birefringent crystal, they are still vibrating at right
angles with respect to one another. However, the component vectors of these waves that pass through the analyzer are vibrating in the
same plane. Because one wave is retarded with respect to the other, interference (either constructive or destructive) occurs between
the waves as they pass through the analyzer. The net result is that some birefringent samples (in white light) acquire a spectrum of color when observed through crossed polarizers.”
443 [Wülfert, 1999-109] *TA “Fig. 62 Schematic representation of the polariser and analyzer: only one polarisation plane (indicated by
H) characteristic of the polariser is transmitted. All waves, except those which oscillate exactly in the plane perpendicular to the transmission direction (left wave), have components that can be transmitted (right and centre wave). Thus, 10-20% of the original light intensity is linearly polarised by the polariser in the analyzer. If this is perpendicular (N-S) to the polariser (E-W), no light is passed.”
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structive or destructive. The interference shifts normal white light to another colour in proportion to the difference in refractive index of the two rays, and the thickness of the material. Different interference colours occur, because the various fibre parts have different structures. Amorphously arranged areas of the cellulose chains exhibit no birefringence; areas of
tangled arrangement, or where one type changes to another, are revealed by changing interference colours. Thus, by means of interference colours, these differences in arrangement
display the fibre morphology. The crossed polariser and analyser restrict light not bent by
the fibre, so that the background of the image is without light, and thus shows as black.
This isolates the image of the fibre from the background, which improves observation. Given that the passage through filters and fibre blocks out much light, the black background is
beneficial, as this compensates, as it were, for this lack of light.
A retardation plate444 (lambda- or λ-plate) consists of a birefringent material that uniformly retards light. With this, the polarised character of light is lost, due to the birefringence of the material: two rays are formed, again one with high and one with low birefringence. A λ-plate has a negative retardation γ445 that produces the following properties: when
the direction of the retarded ray of the sample is parallel with that of the λ-plate, a positive
interference occurs, as – x – = +. Conversely, negative interference (β) also occurs when the
direction is not parallel: – x + = –. The lambda plate is placed in the light beam at an angle
of 45° to the crossed polarisers. The modified Herzog test uses a lambda plate with a retardation of 551 nm446. Magenta is the matching interference colour, which lies in the first order of the Michel-Lévy chart: magenta I. As a consequence, the background of the image is
magenta. The retardation undergone by light is thus relative to the retardation of the λplate. Total extinction in a fibre under cross polarisation occurs when the orientation is 0° or
90°. By orientating a fibre, or part thereof, under crossed polarisation in such a way that
total extinction (blackness) occurs, and then sliding the lambda plate in the light beam, it
becomes possible to see the direction of the crystalline structure arrangement by its positive
or negative interference. In addition, rotating the rotary stage and determining the direction
of the interference colour shift, reveals the twist direction of the cellulose chains.

figure 112: simplified colours resulting when the orientation of a sample is parallel or not with the slow axis of the λplate. The order of the elements is from bottom to top: polariser, birefringent sample (here an oval shape), analyser,
λ-plate. Left shows the subtraction position where the slow rays of the sample and the λ-plate cross; and the right
where the slow ray of the λ-plate and slow ray of the object are parallel and cause additive refraction. In 0° and 90°
positions fibres will show different colours [adapted from: Wülfert, 1999-p.123 fig. 72].

444 here the term lambda plate, λ plate, or λ is used: other terms to be found in the literature are colour tint plate, first order plate, full
wave plate, gypsum plate, red plate, red I (one) plate, retarder plate, selenite plate, sensitive violet, and wave plate.
445 [Wülfert, 1999-p.118 fig.70].
446 various thicknesses of λ-plates with different retardation have been used in the past. Today the norm is to use a λ-plate with a retardation of 551 nm as described in DIN 58879.
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appendix XXIV
interference colours according to Newton
(Quincke)
table 4.1: the first two orders of Newton’s colour scale (modified from Quincke)
[Experimental – Untersuchungen. Uber Newton’sche Farbenringe u.s.w.” G. Quincke Pogg.
Ann. CXXIX, pp. 177-218. (1866)]
path difference
(nm)
(λ = 589 nm)

order

0
40
97
158
218
234
259
275
306
332
430
505
536
551
565
575
589
664
728
747
826
843
866
910
948
998
1101
1128
1151

I

II

colour between crossed
polarisers

colour between parallel
polarisers

black
iron-grey
lavender-grey
greyish-white
clearer grey
greenish white
almost pure white
pale straw yellow
light yellow
bright yellow
brownish-yellow
reddish-orange
red
deep red
purple
violet
indigo
sky blue
greenish-blue
green
lighter green
yellowish-green
greenish-yellow
pure yellow
orange
bright orange-red
dark violet-red
light bluish-violet
indigo

bright white
white
yellowish-white
brownish-white
brownish-yellow
brown
light red
dark reddish-brown
indigo
blue
greyish-blue
bluish-green
pale green
yellowish-green
lighter green
greenish-yellow
golden-yellow
orange
brownish-orange
light carmine
purplish-red
violet-purple
violet
indigo
dark blue
greenish-blue
green
yellowish-green
impure yellow

after: Preston, R.D. The physical biology of plant cell walls. London: Chapman and
Hall, 1974 p.83
NB: the retardation of a λ-plate is normally 551 nm, obviously Quincke used a λplate with a different thickness, the thicker line in the table indicates the modern
DIN normative 551nm.
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appendix XXV
micrographs of fibres under λ-retardation and
polarisation in 45° increments
Colour rendition is optimal under the microscope, in photography and print, colour
rendition changes due to many factors. Moreover choice of camera, lighting source and
lenses in a particular microscope influence colour rendition. Light intensity is influenced by
the enlargement, increasing enlargements decrease the amount of light that passes through a
microscopes’ optical path. Colours in the following figures only give an indication of the
(real) colour under the microscope.
In isolating details from the full micrograph the relation between pixel size and micrometer bars are lost. Therefore images composed of details of larger micrographs do not
show a measure bar. The enlargement of the original micrograph is given in the text, this at
least gives an indication of the enlargement and the interrelation of size between different
elements in the image(s).
As can be seen in the first two series of images, in all 45° increments, the same patterns
of colour are mirrored in the pairs 0°- 180°, 45°- 225°, 90°- 270° and 135°- 315°. In order
to see all occurring colours it is thus sufficient to study the samples at 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°.
The other angles will give the same colours and can therefore be omitted. Here for linen and
cotton all angles are shown, for the other samples the four steps from 0° - 135° rotations are
shown only. In the micrographs an important element is selected and oriented to east-west,
this is the 90° orientation but it is indicated in the micrographs as 0° since the starting point
is the horizontal orientation. Normally this element is the most important fibre component
in the image. In slides showing four angles these are incremented clockwise in 45° steps. The
colour wheels are an attempt to show the colours per angle. When more colours are present
in the fibre(element) the second most important colour is shown in the other half of the
colour wheel sections.
NB: the following micrographs can be studied as much larger images on:
<https://www.papergnomon.net/fibre> - password: fibre-universe.
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figure 113: four mirrored pairs of flax/linen at 200x (sample 154). Although not immediately clear in the 0°/90°
and 180°/270° micrographs: horizontal is ‘blue’ and vertical ‘orange’ and thus the fibres show S-twist [micrographs
and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 114: four mirrored pairs of cotton in a 1886 Mierzinski paper consisting of 50% cotton fibres, 40% soda pulp
and 10% kaolin (sample 004). Note the red delineation between colour changes in horizontal and vertical
orientation (1). Convolutions (2) repeat themselves over the lenght of the fibre [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 115: clockwise half rotation of softwood tracheids with bordered pits (sample 168). Small, multiseriate
alternated, with inside outline lenticular aperture pits (1), uniseriate storied with circular pit aperture (2), uniseriate
staggered pits (3), and multiseriate alternated pits with lenticular openings (4). The shape of the pits would
probably be more easy to see in stained fibres in transmitted light. Note that on each rotation the apparent size of
the circular outside pit changes, the inside pits either show or disappear [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 116: clockwise half rotation of modern sulphate pulped coniferous wood pulp (sample 165). Reaction wood
tracheid (1) with bast like striations, fibre shows Z-twist, and tracheid showing bordered pits (2), the rotation
colours for (2) are not given because of misalignment to the 45° position [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 117: clockwise half rotation of eucalyptus pulp (sample 157). The libriform fibre (1) shows Z-twist, the vessel
(2) is not totally horizontally aligned and therefore shows a more confused colour pattern, note the flag typical for
eucalyptus vessels (a), and fibre tracheid (3) [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 118: clockwise half-rotation of an aspen(?) vessel from a 1930 bulky printing paper (sample 166, Bass paper
sample 20). The vessel shows circular crowded homocellular non bordered pits (1) and a clear tail (2) [micrographs
and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 119: clockwise half rotation of straw (sample 155). Colour wheels represent colours from pitted vessel (1),
fibre (2) and barrel shaped parenchyma cells (3). Note that fibre (2) shows Z-twist (orange EW) as hemp and
esparto do [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 120: clockwise half rotation of straw elements (sample 024) from a 1886 printing paper containing 20%
kaolin (a). The kaolin shows more colour changes than the modern kaolin in the following sample, this is probably
due to the thicker particles. The straw elements are a serrated epidermal cell (1), elongated barrel shaped
parenchyma cell (2) and a rare hair cell (3). The 45º and 135º images show reversed colouring blue/yellow in the
serrated epidermal cell, the reason for this is unknown. [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 121: clockwise half rotation of esparto (sample 146). Note thin and curved fibre, comma cell (1) and serrated
epidermal cell (2). Fibre shows Z-twist (orange EW) [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 122: clockwise half rotation of a 1930 blotting paper ‘Vampyr” (sample 170: Bass paper sample 113) with no
trace of cotton but apart from coniferous pulp contains hemp (2) and wool (1) which on rotation remains firmly
coloured orange in all positions [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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figure 123: clockwise half rotation of wheat starch granules. Wheat starch has a bimodal size distribution with A
type - lenticular shaped, large av. 17-20 µm (1) and B type - spherical, small av. 3.9-4.2 µm (2) granules. Wheat
starch is birefringent and the large particles show a white ‘Maltezer cross’ in polarised light, under retardation this
shape becomes colourised.
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figure 124: calcium carbonate is birefringent and the main colours are blue and yellow under retardation (although
in the selected particle (1) blue does not show). Note the size distribution with an emphasis on small particles that
under the chosen enlargements show as dark ‘dust’. The streaks in the image are due to the fact that the particles are a
smear on the slide. Sample courtesy Hugo Geerdinck, Coldenhoven papier, Eerbeek [micrographs and z-stacks
BvV].
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figure 125: although kaolin is a mineral, little colour change occurs on rotation in this sample, probably due to the
thinness of the particles but mainly because kaolin is only slightly birefringent. Note the different, mostly angular,
shapes. Sample dispersed in water, the dispersion was diluted and smeared on microscope slide and left to dry before
micrographs were taken. Sample courtesy Hugo Geerdinck, Coldenhoven papier, Eerbeek [micrographs and zstacks BvV].
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figure 126: rosin does hardly show any colour change in rotation with polarisation and retardation plate, This is not
a surprise as rosin is amorphous. Colour differences are probably caused by light dispersion due to different focus
per layer in the z-stack the images are composed of. Rosin dispersed in water, sample was diluted before mounting.
Sample courtesy Hugo Geerdinck, Coldenhoven papier, Eerbeek [micrographs and z-stacks BvV].
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appendix XXVI
codes for fibre description
taking the analogy of the symbols used in biology for female (♀) and male (♂), a main
specific symbol has been assigned to the types of fibres used in paper:
basic codes

the name of the symbol and the mapping codes for latin script are given in parenthesis:
⊕
rag (circled plus - unicode U+2295 - UTF-8 E2 8A 95)
⊖
chemical pulp (circled minus - unicode U+2296 - UTF-8 E2 8A 96)
⊙
mechanical pulp (circled dot operator - unicode U+2299 UTF-8 E2 8A 99)
⏃
coniferous fibre (dentistry symbol light vertical with triangle - unicode
U+28C3 - UTF-8 E2 8F 83)
⏀
deciduous fibre (dentistry symbol light vertical with circle - unicode
U+28C0 - UTF-8 E2 8F 80)
⊻
grass (Xor - unicode U+22BB - UTF-8 E2 8A BB)
⍦
leaf fibre (APL functional symbol down shoe stile unicode - U+2366 UTF-8 E2 8D A6)
⨸
mineral filler (circled division sign - unicode U+2A3 - UTF-8 E2 A8
B8)
these symbols can be used to extend the brief notation of fibre furnish descriptions in conjunction with the following (letter) codes:

rag ⊕

⊕c
⊕cl
w

flax/linen (f for flax is chosen, also meaning linen; this is analogous to h
for hemp, and c for cotton, being the name of the plant)
hemp
both flax and hemp are present
jute
bast fibre (no specific type) preferably the twist direction is added
in capital S or Z between parenthesis: ⊕b(Z), ⊕b(S)
cotton
cotton linters
contains wool

⊝⏃
⊝⏀
⊝⏃⏀
⊖⏀eu
⊖⍦a
⊝⊻e
⊝⊻s

coniferous chemical pulp
deciduous chemical pulp
coniferous and deciduous chemical pulp (largest component first)
eucalyptus chemical pulp
abaca chemical pulp (sisal - s)
esparto chemical pulp
straw chemical pulp

⊕f
⊕h
⊕fh
⊕j
⊕b

chemical ⊖

mechanical ⊙
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⊙⏃
coniferous mechanical pulp
⊙⏀
deciduous mechanical pulp (rare)
⊙⏃⏀
coniferous and deciduous mechanical pulp
combinations of fibre type use symbols and the letter codes divided by a hyphen: ⊕f-c ⊖⊻s-e

filler ⨸
⨸
⨸b
⨸g
⨸p
⨸k
⨸s
⨸t
⨸sta

(mineral) filler
barium sulfate, baryte, blanc fixe (BaSO4)
calcium carbonate CaCO3 (ground - GCC)
calcium carbonate CaCO3 (precipitated - PCC)
kaolin
smalt (SiO2 (65%) + K20 (15%) + Al2O3 (5%) + CoO
(10% - CI PB 32)
titanium oxide (TiO)
starch used as filler
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appendix XXVII
codes for micrographs
50x
100x
200x
400x

enlargement 50 times
enlargement 100 times
enlargement 200 times
enlargement 400 times

tl
ppol
xpol

transmitted light
parallel polarisation (polariser and analyser parallel)
crossed polarisation polariser and analyser crossed)

not all elements need be given;
λ
λ ew

lambda retarder in light path
direction of main fibre in image is east to west (left to right 90°
horizontal)
λ ns
direction of main fibre in image is north to south (top to bottom 0°
vertical)
(λ) 0°
direction of main fibre in image is zero degrees from horizontal starting
point (east to west, horizontal)
(λ) 45°
direction of main fibre in image is forty five degrees from horizontal
starting point (top left - bottom right)
(λ) 90°
direction of main fibre in image is ninety degrees from horizontal starting point (north to south, vertical)
(λ) 135°
direction of main fibre in image is one hundred and thirty five degrees
from horizontal starting point (top right - bottom left)
since the interference colours repeat after these 45° degree increments, thus giving the same
colours as a mirrored image, angle pairs can be given:
0° = 180° colour(s) mirrored (horizontal, right to left)
45° = 225° colour(s) mirrored (top left - bottom right)
90° = 270° colour(s) mirrored (vertical, top to bottom)
135° = 315° colour(s) mirrored (top right - bottom left)
z02
composition

z-stack composed of two photos (micrographs) (03, 04, 10 etc.)

enlargement - light type - retarder - angle - stack - fibre type - twist direction
50x xpol λ ew z09 ⊕b(S) ⊖⏃
AB 01 - 50x xpol λ ew z09 ⊕b(S) ⊖⏃
Sample nº AB 01 photographed at 50 times enlargement under polarised light and retarder
plate, with the main fibres in east-west (horizontal) direction, made into a stack of nine micrographs of bast fibre with S-twist, and coniferous chemical pulp.
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appendix XXVIII
procedure followed in making Z-stack fibre
micrographs
microscope
–
–
–
–

Zeiss Axio Lab.A1 trinocular transmitted light microscope
objectives Zeiss N-Achroplan 5x/10x/20x/50x Pol
oculars E-PL 10x/22 Br.foc.
polarisation filters: polariser fixed-bottom, analyser rotational-top. Both fitted in one fixture under rotary stage
– λ retarder plate mounted in 45° slot above nose piece
– precision of Z-direction of stage is approximately 0.4 mm per revolution of the fine adjustment screw = 4 µm scale interval
– micrographs for Z-stacks are taken in sequence with a manually rotated ±0.5 interval
= 2 µm
– this means that in a Z-stack of 10 micrographs the image is about 20 µm high.
camera
–
–
–
–
–

Canon EOS 50D mounted on photo tube and T2-T2 DSLR 1.6x. adapter
iso 100
picture style: faithful
colour temperature: tungsten
speed depending on enlargement and chosen optical treatment in microscope (1 - 1/20
sec.)
– size of micrographs taken = 4 752 x 3 168 pixels @ 300 dpi.
samples
– samples temporarily mounted on standard Menzel Super Frost slides 76 x 26 mm, thickness 1 mm, sonicated 10 minutes in 1.5 l, ~60° C demineralised water, wetting agent
7ml Amalco H10, slides dried with chamois leather
– covered with Menzel nº1 cover slip 22 x 22 mm, thickness 0.13-0.16 mm
– mountant 50:50 water : glycerol.
composing z-stack
– computer Macbook pro late 2010 model and middle 2015 model (respectively)
– Macintosh OSx Yosemite (10.10)
– Macintosh OSx El Capitan (10.11)
– Macintosh OSx Sierra (10.12.5)
– Adobe Photoshop CS5
– Adobe Photoshop CS6 version 13.0 x64 extended.
In Adobe Photoshop the following (numbered) actions where recorded and played back
with buttons:
1 > file > scripts > load images into stack
i
choose folder and then images, files will be loaded
ii make selection by showing/hiding layers via the layer palette (erase unused layers)
iii select layers to be included into stack by shift-clicking layers in the layer palette
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2
3
4

> edit > auto blend layers > stack images, check > seamless tones and colours
> layer > flatten image
> pattern fill (choose 1 of 12 measure bar patterns: choice of enlargement, colour,
direction)
i
pattern consists of measure bar made into custom pattern, measure bars calibrated
by taking micrographs of micrometer at 50x, 100x, 200x and 500x
enlargement, pattern measures 4 752 x 3 168 @ 300dpi pixels to fit image
5 > make layer > text (“.”)
i
position fixed by indicator text “.” to be erased before:
ii pasting text from dedicated name generator database (Filemaker)
– or type text
iii text font: myriad pro, symbol font: cambria
6 > save as > paste (same name as text in image)
i
image saved as TIFF uncompressed 4 752 x 3 168 pixels @ 300 dpi, background
layer (image & space bar), text layer
7 > save (image) > close image.
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appendix XXIX
names of paper and paper related (spot)tests
Adamkiewicz stain
Alexander modification stain
Alexander stain
aluminon
ammonium chloride alcohol
anilin sulphate
astrablue - safranin stain
Behrens bast fibre stain
Behrens stain
Beilstein test
Biuret test
Boast stain
Bright stain
bromo phenol blue stain
Bucher stain
carmine - azurol stain
cellulose-ether test
chlorazol black E
cold soda stain
congo blue, cotton brown
Cross & Bevan stain
Du Pont general stain
Du Pont V stain
Du Pont W-stain
Du Pont X stain
Du Pont Y stain
ferric chloride-ferricyanide stain
Graff A stain
Graff C stain
Graff F stain
Green-Yorston stain
Halphen-Hicks test
Herzberg stain
iodine-iodine potassium Lugol
stain
iodine-iodine potassium stain
Isenberg non wood stain
Jayme & Branscheid stain
Jayme & Harders-Steinhäuser
stain
Jenke stain
Kantrowitz-Simmons stain
Klemm stain
Klemm Sudan stain

casein
distinction between fibres: soft- and hardwood chemical pulp
distinction between fibres: soft- and hardwood chemical pulp
aluminium sizing (indicating rosin)
distinction between mechanical and chemical pulp
lignin
distinction between lignin - chemical pulp
distinction between bast fibres
distinction between unbleached and bleached sulphite pulp
presence of chlorine
protein
distinction between cellulose, sulphite (bl/unbl), soda pulp
distinction between bleached and unbleached chemical pulp
protein
lignin
distinction between lignin - chemical pulp
MC, CMC
general stain, contrast improvement
fluorescence of soda and mechanical pulp
distinction between mechanical and chemical pulp
lignin
cellulose, hardwood soda-, sulphite-, softwood kraft
distinction between unbleached and bleached chemical wood pulp
distinction between unbleached softwood pulp sulphite, and kraft
distinction between bleached kraft, and bleached sulphite
distinction between bleached kraft, and bleached sulphite
distinction between fibres
distinction between fibres
distinction between fibres
distinction between fibres
distinguishes unbleached sulphite pulp
resins
distinction between fibres
starch, dextrine
starch, dextrine
distinguishes cotton, linen, hemp, jute
ureum-formaline, melamine formaline
distinction between sulphite whole- and half-stuff
distinction between fibres
distinction between fibres
distinction between hard- and softwood ground wood
pith rays in sulphite and sulphate pulp
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lignin - chemical pulp
distinction between bleached and unbleached sulphite, sulphate, soda
Laughlin stain
pulps
resins
Lierbermann-Storch stain
lignin
lignin pink
distinguishes fibres: sulphite- and soda cellulose
Lofton-Merrit stain
Lofton-Merrit Wisbar modification distinguishes fibres: sulphite- and soda cellulose, lignin
hardwood - softwood
Mäule stain
resins
melamine-ureum resins test
casein, soya, proteins
Millon stain
distinction between mitsumata and gampi
mitsumata vs gampi
protein
Molisch stain
protein
ninhydrin test
distinction between mechanical, bleached and unbleached chemical pulp
Noll's stain
ay cells in sulfite/sulfate pulp, resin and fat
Noll-Hahn stain
distinction between esparto, bleached and unbleached sulphite pulp
p-nitroanilin stain
resin in chemical pulp
potassium permanganate test
distinction between mechanical and chemical pulp
Schulze stain
demonstration of cellulose
Schultz’s stain
distinction between sulphite and sulphate pulp
Schwalbe stain
distinction between fibres
Selleger stain
distinction between bleached sulphite and sulfate chemical pulp
Shaffer's stain
demonstration of chlorine
silver nitrate test
degree of processing/pulping of fibres
Simon's stain
bleached - unbleached chemical pulp
Singer stain
sirius light blue - azoflavine stain distinction between lignin - chemical pulp
distinction between mechanical and chemical pulp
sulfanilic acid
differentiates fibres
Sutermeister stain
protein
tetrabromphenolphtaleinKratochvil stain

ethylester

toluidine blue B
Vétillart stain
Wasicki stain
Watt chlorine stain
Wiesner stain
Wilson stain
Wisbar II stain
Wisbar stain
Wurster di-stain
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lignin
distinguishes cellulose lignin
distinguishes sulfite and natroncellulose
indicates chlorine
lignin
differentiates fibres
differentiates fibres
distinction between cellulose & chemical pulp (parchment paper)
lignin

appendix XXX
dyes and chemicals, general data
All dyes were purchased at: Chroma-Waldeck GMBH, Havixbecker Str. 62, D-48161 Münster/Germany. Website: https://www.waldeck-ms.de/.
The other chemicals from the UvA stock at the Ateliergebouw, Amsterdam were used.
name

* dye, # solvent, ^ chemical
* astra blue FM
* safranin
* benzopurpurine 4B
* sirius red
* supranol blue
* rhodamine 6GO
* methylene blue
* basic fuchsin
* malachite green
* anilin sulphate
# aqua dest.
# ethanol
^ acetic acid (anhydr.)
^ iron(III) chloride
^ potassium hexacyanoferrate(III)
^ sodium sulphate
^ anilin sulphate
^ hydrochloric acid

CI number name/description

test

chroma
waldeck nº

CI 48048
CI 50240
CI 23500
CI 35780
CI 50315
CI 45160
CI 52015
CI 42510
CI 42000

astrablue - safranin stain
astrablue - safranin stain
Bright stain
carmine-azurol stain
carmine-azurol stain
cold soda stain
Klemm stain
Lofton- Merrit Wisbarmod.
Lofton- Merrit Wisbarmod.
aniline sulphate stain
all stains
Bright stain
astrablue - safranin stain
Bright stain
Bright stain
carmine-azurol stain
Klemm stain
Lofton- Merrit Wisbarmod.

1B-163
1B-457
1B-273
1A-280
1A-056
1B-399
1E-228
1A-388
1B-241
-

CI direct blue 140
CI basic red 2
CI direct red 2
CI direct red 80
CI acid blue 59
CI basic red 1
CI basic blue 9
CI basic violet 14
CI basic green 4
CAS 542-16-5
CAS 7732-18-5
CAS 64-17-5
CAS 64-19-7
CAS 7705-08-0
CAS 13746-66-2
CAS 7727-73-3
CAS 542-16-5
CAS 7647-01-0

MSDS of the selected dyes
name

CI number MSDS

carcinogenic

mutagenic

reproduction

benzopurpurine 4B CI 23500

LD50 not known

not known

not known

not known

sirius red

CI 35780

LD50 not known

not known

not known

not known

malachite green

CI 42000

LD50 80mg/kg mouse oral

not

not known

not known

basic fuchsin

CI 42510

LD50 not known

probable

not known

not known

calcozine red 6G ex CI 45160

LD50 400mg/kg rat oral

not known

not known

not known

astra blue FM

CI 48048

LD50 not known

not known

not known

not known

safranin

CI 50240

LD50 not known

not

not known

not known

supranol blue

CI 50315

LD50 not known

not

not known

not known

methylene blue

CI 52015

LD50 not known

not

not known

not known
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appendix XXXI
recipes for selected spot test stains
terminology
– differentiate: washing in aqua dest. or aqua dem. until no colour is detected in the water
running of
– by diffusion in a small test tube (change water after 5 minutes, repeat)
– by pulling water under the cover slip with a strip of filter paper until clear
– dry: dry the fibres on the slide using a warm plate (not exceeding 85° C.) until all fluid
is evaporated (the fibres will adhere to the glass)
– mount: apply a drop of mounting medium to the sample on the slide, cover with a cover
slip, place under microscope
– for temporary slides: use a 50:50 solution of aqua dest. and glycerine as mounting
medium
– for permanent slides: dry sample on the slide, then apply mounting medium
– sample preparation: in this method the separation of fibres is mostly done after staining
and other wet treatments (NaOH washing, washing in aqua dest. or aqua dem. staining
etc.). Separate the fibres on the slide using needle and scalpel in water or water/glycerine
– remove excess liquid: imbibe fluid in a strip of filter- or bibulous paper to remove fluid
from the sample, repeat until filter paper does not take up any more fluid.

A-stain: astrablue - safranin
separation of lignin containing and lignin free cellulose
Wülfert, Stefan. Der Blick ins Bild: Lichtmikroskopische Methoden zur Untersuchung von
Bildaufbau, Fasern und Pigmenten. Ravensburg: Ravensburger Buchverlag Otto Maier
GmbH, 1999 p.321
solution A

solution B

0.5
0.5
99
2
98

g
ml
ml
g
ml

astrablue - CI 48048
acetic acid (glac.)
aqua dest.
safranine - CI 50240
aqua dest.

mix, dissolve mix
10A : 1B

stain sample
20 min. 60° C

differentiate prepare
sample,
mount

mix, dissolve

colour
cellulose: blue
lignin: red, brownish red

B-stain: Bright stain
separation of bleached and unbleached cellulose
Harders-Steinhauser, Marianne. Faseratlas zur mikroskopischen Untersuchung van Zellstoffen und Papieren. Biberach/Riß: Güntter-Staib Verlag, 1974 p.111
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2.7
100
solution B 3.29
100
solution C 0.13
100
solution A

g
ml
g
ml
g
ml

iron(III)chloride
aqua dest.
potassium hexacyanoferrate(III)
aqua dest.
benzopurpurin 4B - CI 23500
50% ethanol/aqua dest.

mix, dissolve mix small
quantity of
equal parts
mix, dissolve
A:B
mix, dissolve
in ultrasonic
bath at 60°C
20 min.
When the solution becomes cloudy
after some
time repeat

stain sample 1 min.
(A+B), remove excess
and rinse in aqua dest.
remove excess water

stain sample
2 min. with
C. remove excess, differentiate, mount

colour
unbleached cellulose: blue
bleached cellulose: red
further differentiation according to Graff (Graff, John H. A color atlas for fiber identification. Appleton: the Institute of Paper Chemistry, 1940 p.21)
– blue
20 percent cooked
– grey-blue
40 percent cooked
– blue-red
60 percent cooked
– red-blue
80 percent cooked
– red
100 percent cooked
this indicates that the separation is based on lignin content

C-stain: carmine-azurol (Kühnel)
separation of mechanical-, soda/sulphate- and sulphite pulp
Franke, Werner. Prüfung von Papier, Pappe, Zellstoff und Holzstoff. Band 2. Berlin: Springer
Verlag, 1993 p.79
supranol blue - CI
50315
49.75 ml aqua dest.
0.5 g sirius red - CI 35780
solution B
49.5 ml aqua dest.
10 g sodium sulfate
solution C
90 ml aqua dest.
solution A

0.25 g

mix,
mix A & B mix,
dissolve then add C dissolve
mix,
dissolve
mix,
dissolve

the solution
has a tendency to settle: shake
well before
use

stain sample differentiate prepare
20 min. 60° C
sample,
mount

colour
mechanical pulp, lignin: blue
sulphite: bright red
soda, sulfate: lilac red
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D-stain: cold soda stain
separation of mechanical- and soda pulp
Isenberg, Irving H. Pulp and paper microscopy. third edition. Appleton: the Institute of Paper Chemistry, 1967 p.265
solution A

1 g rhodamine 6GO - CI 45160
99 ml aqua dest.

mix, dissolve stain sample
differentiate prepare sample,
20 min. 60° C
mount, study
on UV equipped microscope

colour
soda: fluorescence bright orange
mechanical: fluorescence yellow green

E-stain: Klemm stain
separation of mechanical hard- and softwood in pulp
Franke, Werner. Prüfung von Papier, Pappe, Zellstoff und Holzstoff. Band 2. Berlin: Springer Verlag, 1993 p.74
1
50
solution B 10
50
solution A

g
ml
mg
ml

aniline sulfate
aqua dest.
methylene blue - CI 52015
aqua dest.

mix,
dissolve

prepare
sample

mix,
dissolve

stain sample with A stain sample mount
until yellow, remove with B
excess

colour
hardwood: blue green
softwood: yellow

F-stain: Lofton-Merrit Wisbar modification
separation of unbleached sulphite- and sulphate pulp
Franke, Werner. Prüfung von Papier, Pappe, Zellstoff und Holzstoff. Band 2. Berlin: Springer
Verlag, 1993 p.80
1
99
2
solution B
98
0.5
solution C
99.5
solution A

g
ml
g
ml
ml
ml

fuchsin - CI 42510
aqua dest.
malachite green - CI 42000
aqua dest.
hydrochloric acid
aqua dest.

mix,
mix
dissolve 4.4 ml A
2.2 ml B
mix,
20 ml C
dissolve

add aqua stain sample differentiate prepare
dest. to 20 min. 60° C
sample,
make
mount
100 ml

mix

colour
mechanical pulp, thermomechanical pulp: blue
semichemical pulp: deep violet
unbleached sulphite: light violet
unbleached sulphate: light blue
colouring can occur in the form of ’eyes’: pores in the fibres of sulphite pulp stain while the
fibre itself will remain uncoloured.
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appendix XXXII
SurveNIR measurements
values and bandwidth of measurements
good

1.0 - 1.4
≥ 7.2
pH
≥ 45
tensile strength N
≥ 25
tensile strength - fold N
< 75
lignin content mg/g
>3
protein content %wt
<1
rosin content mg/g
NOT
OBA
ME index

fair

poor

critical

1.5 - 2.3
≥6
≥ 30
≥ 10
< 150
>0
<2

2.4 - 3.0
≥ 4.2
≥ 15
≥3
< 250

3.1 - 4.0
< 4.2
< 15
<3
≥ 250

<4
YES

≥4

low

medium
YES
YES

strong

weight factor

20
15
30
20
5
5
5

relative values (not weighted)
kaolin
talcum
gypsum
table 14: values and their bandwidth

not
NOT
NOT

conventions and symbols
In the following tables, the respective figures of the SurveNIR paper type count (below)
will be added to the counts as a reference and shown between parenthesis (1). In this way
the specified performance can be compared at a glance to the overall ME index
performance.
Rag, bleached pulp and groundwood samples in lists are indicated in the following
manner: rag⊕, bleached pulp⊝, groundwood⊙ and fillers⨸ (123⊕, 123⊝, 123⊙, 123⨸)
SurveNIR measured samples can be indicated by ’SvN’, conclusions based on the recipes
can be indicated by ’rcp’.
The two sets can be indicated by MI (63 Mierzinski samples) and KNP (67 total or 41
measured samples).
The grammage of the samples was established by measuring the weight and the surface
of the samples g·m-2 = weight /(height · width).
general remarks
The total number of samples in the collected set is 130, of which 63 belong to the Mierzinski books (MI), and the publication date is 1886. The other part of the set comprises 67
samples of the Koninklijke Nederlandse Papierfabriek (KNP), where the samples were produced between 1897 and 1979. Of all samples present, 11 samples were entered without a
given recipe (samples 64, 80, 102, 106, 121-127). These samples are all in the KNP set and
are included because they are present in the three original ring binders in which these
samples were gathered. Four of these are not measured and, as explained below, 22 samples
did not return results, therefore there are 104 samples in total that can be evaluated. These
samples can be compared between their furnish and what SurveNIR thinks the furnish is.
The paper type differences between measurement and furnish in each sub-set are distributed
as follows:
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paper type

Mierzinski

rcp SvN

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝
⊝
⊝
⊙
⊙
⊙

20
5
3
0
8
4
0
0
23
63

⊕
⊝
⊙
⊕
⊝
⊙
⊕
⊝
⊙

total

KNP

rcp SvN

Δ

rcp

28

20

-8

12

13

1

23
63

30
63

7
0

4 5
0
1
0
35 36
1
0
0
0 0
41 41

total
SvN

Δ

4

-1

35

-1

2
41

2
0

24
5
4
0
43
5
0
0
23
104

table 15: spread of count of paper types for recipe and measurement
paper type

Mierzinski

KNP

total

rcp SvN

rcp SvN

rcp SvN

28 20
12 13
23 30
63

54
36 35
02
41

32 24
48 48
23 32
104

rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total

table 16: simplified from the table above

NB. the recipe paper type is established on the basis of largest component first (of the
three possible fibre types in the furnish). The differences between the two counts are based
on comparing the largest component to the SurveNIR paper typology.
As can be seen from the above tables, there can be a difference between the way SurveNIR establishes the fibre furnish and what the recipes tell us. A total of 14 samples
(104/14 = 13.5%) show a difference between the interpreted (recipe) and the measured
furnish.
sample nº difference paper type
Δ

rcp

kaolin

SvN rcp fibre furnish spread %

005
7.5
⊕
⊙ 37.5% ⊕ > 30 % ⊙ > 22.5% ⊝
004
10
⊕
⊝ 50% ⊕ > 40% ⊝
050
10
⊕
⊝ 50% ⊕ > 40% ⊝
026
20
⊝
⊙ 40% ⊝ > 40% ⊕ > 20% ⊙
035
20
⊕
⊙ 50% ⊕ > 30% ⊙ > 15% ⊝
037
25
⊕
⊙ 50% ⊕ > 25 % ⊙ > 15 % ⊝
038
30
⊕
⊝ 60% ⊕ > 30% ⊝
049
31
⊝
⊙ 63% ⊝ > 32% ⊕
063
31
⊝
⊙ 63% ⊝ > 32% ⊕
062
45
⊝
⊙ 60% ⊝ > 20% ⊕ > 15% ⊙
031
80
⊕
⊝ 90% ⊕ > 10% ⊝
029*
100
⊕
⊝ 100% ⊕
the two KNP papers are dark blue in colour
071*
100
⊕
⊙ 83% ⊕ > 16% ⊖
087*

100

⊝

⊙

95% ⊕ > 5% ⊝

set

rcp

SvN

10%
10%
10%
3%
10%
10%
5%
5%
5%
-

low
med
not
med
med
str
str
low
low
low
not
not

MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
MI

-

-

KNP

-

-

KNP

table 17: samples that differ in paper type between recipe and measurement (ascending) * confirmed recipe furnish
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The incongruent samples are spread as follows:
– rcp ⊕ to SvN ⊝: 5
– rcp ⊕ to SvN ⊙: 5
– rcp ⊝ to SvN ⊙: 4
[Table 17] is sorted according the quantity difference between the two differing fibre
types, which gives an insight into the probability of the difference. For the first three of all
rag samples, it is probable that the measured outcome is correct, but this must be discussed
regarding the larger differences (starting at 20%). We must also discuss whether the jump
from rag to pulp, or the jump from rag to groundwood, are equal jumps, or whether they
have a significant difference. This is because in the human perception, the jump from rag to
groundwood is large, whereas the jump from rag to (low lignin containing) bleached pulp is
smaller.
NB: the columns for kaolin are shown because kaolin in the Mierzinski set is given as a percentage of the total furnish: the SurveNIR values are added as extra information.
paper type
Of the 130 samples, 104 samples produced enough measured spectra to give results. Of
these, 24 are rag paper⊕(23.1%). 48 were categorised as bleached pulp⊝ (46.2%). and 32
as ground wood paper⊙ (30.8%). The NIR ME index is respectively: good, 11; fair, 58;
poor, 19; critical, 16.
ME index count per
paper type (SvN)

good

rag ⊕ (21.3%)
bleached pulp ⊝ (46.2%)
groundwood ⊙ (30.8%)

fair

critical

MI

KNP

MI

KNP

MI

KNP

MI

KNP

2
2

2
7
9

18
9
3
30

2
26
28

4
11
15

2
2
4

16
16

0

11

total

poor

58

19

16

total

24/104
48/104
32/104
104/104

table 18: index count per fibre type

32 - 30,8%

24 - 23,1%

48 - 46,2%

graph 5: distribution of paper types in 104 samples according to SvN measurement
50

40

30

20

10

0

critical
poor
fair
good

graph 6: ME Index count per paper type in 104 samples
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All 26 samples that could not be evaluated are included in the KNP set. This is for two
reasons: some of the KNP samples do not give a recipe that is related to the paper (sample
four, the other papers without a recipe (samples 121-127) could be measured), and 22
samples measured less than eight spectra. These 22 papers have a low grammage in common: min, 10 g·m-2, max, 37 g·m-2, ave, 22 g·m-2
sample

064
066
068
070
075
076
077
078
080
081
082
084
085
086
088
090
092
096
097
098
101
102
105
106
109
128

paper
type g·m-2 filler⨸
recipe

⊕
⊝
⊝
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

22
29
20
18
22
21
21
17
10
28
37
18
20
20
15
31
22
17
29
18
13
25
27

no
nº
ash % recipe spectra

calcium carbonate, titanium

14-15
1
1
titanium
2
titanium
24
titanium
24
titanium
titanium
1
titanium, blanc fixe
18-20
31-37
calcium carbonate
10
calcium carbonate
16
3.5-8.5
2.5-7
kaolin, diatomaceous earth
16
2.6
4-4.5
9
kaolin, diatomaceous earth, titanium
14
7-8

x

x

x
x

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

table 19: 22 non-measured samples

The non-measured papers are predominantly rag papers with a typology of cigarette-,
carbon- and pelure papers hence their light weight. It seems that the KNP was maybe not
specialised, but, in any case, made many thin, lightweight, strong (hence rag) papers. There
are four papers falling in the very lightweight category that produced enough spectra to be
included in the measured set; all pulp papers according to SurveNIR.
sample type
SvN

069
083
093
107

⊝
⊝
⊝
⊝

g·m-2

27
33
31
28

filler⨸

titanium, blanc fixe
kaolin
kaolin, titanium

table 20: lightweight papers measured
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ash %

kaolin

14
16
13

NOT
NOT
MED
LOW

nº spectra ME index

14
10
11
10

fair
fair
poor
poor

pH
The pH of all samples as measured by SurveNIR has a spread of 4.5 points (min 3.5 max 8.0). This is not surprising since many different papers are present in the sample set.
The lowest pH value measured is from a mainly rag-containing blue-coloured paper, classified by SurveNir as a groundwood paper with a high rosin content (sample 71⊕: KNP
01-07). This paper has a low lignin content, thus supporting the rag rich fibre furnish given.
A very similar blue paper (sample 87⊕: KNP 02-07) has a pH of 3.9 and has a rather vague
recipe (rognures). These two papers share a dark blue colour and fibre analysis has shown
that the papers do not contain groundwood pulp. The second lowest pH (3.6 - sample
002⊝ (MI I-08-97) is more in line with expectations, as this is a 50% mechanical pulp paper with alum-rosin sizing. Both highest pH scoring papers are rag papers; one has an alumrosin sizing, hence the ME index is ’fair’.
When pH is set against the pH categories the count is as follows:
pH

good

fair

poor

critical

total

rag ⊕

2 (9)
0 (7)
0 (0)
2 (11)

8 (20)
18 (35)
0 (3)
26 (58)

14 (0)
30 (6)
24 (13)
68 (19)

0 (0)
0 (0)
8 (16)
8 (16)

24 (104)
48 (104)
32 (104)
104 (104)

bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total
table 21: pH category spread count

50

40

30

20

10

critical
poor
fair
good

0
graph 7: count of pH value per paper type

tensile strength, tensile strength folded
The following table shows tensile strength and tensile strength after one fold for
all samples, and specified per paper type. As can be expected, the folded values are
lower. Bleached pulp papers come out better than rag papers. This can be explained
by the fact that most rag papers are older compared to the pulp papers.
N

minimum

all
rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
table
22:

tensile

maximum

average

ts

folded

ts

folded

ts

folded

0
17
0
12

0
12
0
0

62
57
62
38

53
43
53
20

34
37
38
25

25
31
31
9

strength

values

per

fibre

type
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Tensile strength for bleached pulp shows that 52% (25/48) of the samples are in the
'good' category where the rag samples perform less well with 25% (6/24) which is counter
intuitive.
N
rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total

good

fair

poor

critical

total

6 (4)
25 (7)
0 (0)
31 (11)

15 (20)
4 (35)
7 (3)
26 (58)

3 (0)
11 (6)
21 (13)
35 (19)

0 (0)
8 (0)
4 (16)
12 (16)

24/104
48/104
32/104
104 /104

table 23: tensile strength category count
50

40

30

20

critical
poor
fair
good

10

0
graph 8: tensile strength count per paper type

Tensile strength after one fold gives overall lower values but remarkable is that all paper
types perform better, because samples move to a better state
N folded
rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total

good

fair

poor

critical

total

21 (4)
24 (7)
0 (0)
45 (11)

3 (20)
19 (35)
11 (3)
33 (58)

0 (0)
2 (6)
17 (13)
19 (19)

0 (0)
3 (0)
4 (16)
7 (16)

24 /104
48 /104
32 /104
104 /104

table 24: tensile strength after one fold count
50

40

30

20

10

0
graph 9: tensile strength folded count per paper type
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critical
poor
fair
good

N < N folded

good

fair

poor

critical

69: 4-24
79: 6-12
83: 6-22
104: 8-18
108^: 0-18
111: 18-21
120*: 15-16

107^: 2-14

rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝

46*: 12-13

groundwood ⊙
table 25: folded strength larger than tensile strength

Nine samples (8.6%) show a tensile strength folded value larger than the tensile strength
value. Two of these have a difference smaller than 2N (marked *) which is within the fault
margin447. Two of these papers should be the same according the recipes (marked^), they
have different values for both papers. What can explain this phenomenon?
lignin content
50

40

30

20

critical
poor
fair
good

10

0
graph 10: lignin content count per paper type
lignin content
rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total

good

fair

poor

critical

total

23 (4)
45 (7)
2448 (0)
70 (11)

1 (20)
3 (35)
7 (3)
11 (58)

0 (0)
0 (6)
22 (13)
22 (19)

0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (16)
1 (16)

24 /104
48 /104
32 /104
104 /104

table 26: lignin content category count

447 see: Lichtblau, Dirk, Sebastian Dobrusskin, Agnes Blüher. Das SurveNIR-System zur Bewertung des Zustands und des Alterungsverhaltens von Papier. Bern: Berner Fachhochschule, 2009 p.20 (8.5)
448 as fibre analysis has shown, these two papers are in fact rag papers: SurveNir does not evaluate dark coloured papers well.
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lignin content mg/g
minimum
maximum
average

rag ⊕

bleached pulp ⊝

groundwood ⊙

rcp

SvN

rcp

SvN

rcp

SvN

18
146
45

18
85
37

18
167
62

18
95
54

122
254
199

55
254
173

table 27: lignin content values per fibre type

For the rag containing samples, the highest measured lignin content is 146 mg/g (sample
035 MI II-35-81), a paper that contains 30% groundwood and is classified by SurveNIR as
groundwood paper, the ME is index 3.15 (critical).
The highest lignin content measured in a bleached pulp paper is 95 mg/g (sample 103
KNP 02-23). This makes sense because lignin is hydrolysed in the pulping process and
therefore bleached pulp papers should have a relative low lignin content.
Groundwood papers transfer most lignin present in the tree to the paper, it is therefore
remarkable that the spread of the lignin content in the SvN groundwood population is
55-254 mg/g (rcp ⊙122-254). The lignin content of wood449 is 20-40%. Thus, in 100%
groundwood papers, the amount of lignin should start at around 200 mg/g and be slightly
lower for bleached groundwood450 papers. We have to look at these values because some of
the papers designated as groundwood papers are actually rag or pulp papers. The fact that
many papers have a mixed furnish451 may explain the relative low starting values for lignin.
When groundwood containing papers are selected, the lowest lignin content is 71 mg/g in a
paper that contains 25% groundwood furnish, this is a normal amount of lignin for such a
paper (25% of 200 =50mg/g), but cannot be called a true groundwood paper. If a ~200
mg/g lignin content would be the requisite for a true groundwood paper only eleven papers
would fall in this category [table 28].
percentage of groundwood ⊙ in furnish (MI)
(preceding number = numerical position ⊙ in furnish)

3-25%
3-25%
3-20%
2-20%
4-30%
3-15%
1-35%
1-40%
3-30%
1-46%
1-58%
1-50%
1-57%
1-70%

40% ⊖, 32% ⊕, 25% ⊙
30% ⊕c, 20% ⊕f, 25% ⊙, 15% ⊖sfi
28% ⊕c, 15% ⊕f, 28% ⊖so, 20% ⊙
40% ⊖sfi, 20% ⊙, 20% ⊕f, 20% ⊕c
22.5% ⊕c, 15% ⊕f, 22.5% ⊖so, 30% ⊙
60% ⊖so, 20% ⊕, 15% ⊙
35% ⊙, 35% ⊖so, 15% ⊕f, 5% ⊕cot
40% ⊙, 25% ⊕f(col), 12.5% ⊕f(bl), 12.5% ⊖sfi
25% ⊕f, 25% ⊕cot, 30% ⊙, 15% ⊖
46% ⊙, 22% ⊖, 18% ⊕cot, 10% ⊕f
58% ⊙, 15% ⊖sfi, 15% ⊕cot
50% ⊙, 25% ⊕f, 10% ⊖so, 7.5% ⊖str
57% ⊙, 17% ⊕cot (nº 15), 16% ⊖sfi
70% ⊙, 20% ⊖sfi

sample nº
* = ⊙ SvN lignin con^ = ⊙ rcp tent mg/g

033
037*
041
026*
005*
062*
006*^
040*^
035*
055*^
048*^
007*^
047*^
028*^

071
083
085
093
097
109
122
132
146
167
171
176
179
180

449 [Fengel, 2003-132] “The amounts of lignin present in different plants is quite variable. While in wood species the lignin content ranges from 20 to 40% aquatic and herbaceous angiosperms as well as many monocotyledons (e.g. horse-tail species) are less lignified.”
450 since groundwood papers are high-yield papers, the bleaching is aimed at retaining of matter in the pulp, and therefore reducing bleaches are used to mask the colour of the lignin (’brightening’) rather than hydrolysing the lignin so it becomes soluble:
[Biermann, 1996-123] “Bleaching mechanical pulps is achieved by chemically altering the portions of the lignin molecule that absorb
light (i.e. have color). Obviously, lignin removal in mechanical pulps is counterproductive; bleaching mechanical pulps is referred to
as lignin-preserving. Sometimes bleaching mechanical pulps is called ‘brightening’ to distinguish it from bleaching of chemical
pulps.”
451 in fact, pure groundwood papers are mostly newspaper, wrapping papers and wood boards, most groundwood containing papers are a
mix of different pulp types.
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percentage of groundwood ⊙ in furnish (MI)
(preceding number = numerical position ⊙ in furnish)

1-50%
1-58%
1-50%
1-60%
1-65%
1-50%
1-55%
1-66%
1-62%
1-50%
1-75%
1-66%
1-66%
1-60%
1-66%
1-60%

sample nº
* = ⊙ SvN lignin con^ = ⊙ rcp tent mg/g

50% ⊙, 20% ⊖sfi, 10% ⊖so, 10% straw
58% ⊙, 13% ⊖, 13% ⊕cot, 12% ⊕f
50% ⊙, 24% ⊖so, 16% ⊕cot
60% ⊙, 30% ⊖
65% ⊙, 20% ⊖sfi
50% ⊙, 30% ⊕, 14% ⊖so
55% ⊙, 40% ⊖
66% ⊙, 10% ⊕, 8% ⊖
62% ⊙, 12% ⊕cot, 12% ⊖, 10% ⊕f
50% ⊙, 25% ⊖sfi, 25% ⊕
75% ⊙, 5% ⊖, 5% ⊕cot, 5% ⊕f
66% ⊙, 20% ⊖sfi
66% ⊙, 22% ⊖sfi
60% ⊙, 30% ⊖so
66% ⊙, 20% ⊖sfi
60% ⊙, 30% ⊖sfi

015*^
034*^
008*^
052*^
010*^
061*^
053*^
051*^
054*^
027*^
039*^
045*^
016*^
009*^
046*^
057*^

184
189
194
194
198
205
206
210
210
217
221
238
241
242
242
254

table 28: papers in the Mierzinski set containing groundwood in their furnish

Furthermore in [table 28], it can be seen that the paper with the highest percentage of
groundwood pulp is not in this category (sample 028, 70% ⊙). The table shows that the
cut-off point for a paper that can be assigned to be a groundwood paper, and hence can be
suspected of showing the associated problems lies around 50% groundwood in the fibre furnish. The corresponding values for lignin would then be about 165 mg/g, which is slightly
higher than SurveNIR lignin content classification of ’poor’ >150 mg/g.
rosin content
In general, the SurveNIR designated rosin-containing papers are credible: there is a
strong relation between recipe and measurement. Only sample 056, a 100% rag paper,
which states a protein sizing, is also given a rosin content of one. Thus, it seems that the
term 'rosin' is coupled to alum content (which is also used in protein sizing as a thickener
and mordant), and not directly to rosin as such. Also, alum was added to pulp regardless of
rosin sizing since it influences dewatering on the wire positively and is also used to fight
pitch problems in the papermaking process. The papers that state 'no sizing' in their recipe,
were all found to contain rosin sizing, so this is congruent albeit basically confusing.
sample sizing rosin
fibre
MI
rcp
content typology

sample sizing rosin
fibre
KNP
rcp
content typology

055
021
022
023
024
042
054
057
011
012
032
041
013

083
121
125
065
099
123
127
079
122
089
100
087
071

-

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5

⊙>⊕>⊖
⊕>⊖
⊕
⊖>⊕
⊖>⊕
⊕>⊖
⊙>⊕>⊖
⊙>⊖
⊕
⊕>⊖
⊖>⊕
⊕>⊖>⊙
⊖>⊕

-

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
8

⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊖
⊕>⊖
⊖
⊕>⊖
⊕>⊖
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sample sizing rosin
fibre
MI
rcp
content typology

014
015
016
020
025
027
033
035
038
040
052
053
026
028
034
036
037

-

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

⊖
⊙>⊖
⊙>⊖
⊙>⊖
⊖>⊕
⊙>⊖>⊕
⊖>⊕>⊙
⊕>⊙>⊖
⊕
⊙>⊕>⊖
⊙>⊖
⊙>⊖
⊖>⊕>⊙
⊙>⊖
⊙>⊕>⊖
⊕
⊕>⊙>⊖

table 29: samples that state no sizing in their recipe

protein content
Six papers (marked *) state a protein sizing in their furnish. All these papers have high
rag content (90-100%). SurveNIR assigns protein content to 24 papers. All but two contain
rag in their furnish: there is a clear relation between protein sizing and rag content. Notwithstanding their protein content, all but one paper contain rosin. Groundwood papers in
this set are never protein sized, which coincides with the relatively high cost of protein sizing, where groundwood-containing papers are meant to be cheap(er). The hydrophobic
character of the high lignin-content of (true) groundwood paper also makes sizing for writability unnecessary when these papers already contain alum-rosin sizing.
sample protein rosin
fibre
MI
content content typology

sample protein rosin
fibre
KNP
content content typology

042
043
058
059
031*
036
030*
013
012
018
017*
002
029*
022
011
056*

083
069
107
089
065
130
129*
067

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.6
1.0
0.8
0.3
0.9
1.7

3
4
2
3
3
6
3
5
4
2
4
3
4
3
4
1

table 30: protein content
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⊕>⊖
⊕>⊖
⊕
⊕
⊕>⊖
⊕
⊕
⊖>⊕
⊕>⊖
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.8

2
3
6
5
3
0
1
3

⊖
⊖>⊕
⊖>⊕
⊕>⊖
⊖
⊕
⊕
⊕

kaolin
Of the 104 measurable samples, 65 samples have a low, medium, or strong measured kaolin content (62.5%). Of these samples, the recipes of 52 papers (50%) state a kaolin452
content in their furnish. Of the 65 samples with a measured kaolin content, 19 are stated as
having no kaolin in their furnish. Contrarily, 6 samples that state kaolin content in their
furnish are measured as 'NOT'453 regarding kaolin. This means that 52 + (19-6) = 65
samples have been measured as containing kaolin. Thus, this also means that recipe and
reality are not the same.
The measured quantity of kaolin also shows an incongruence. Values for kaolin are not,
low, medium and strong. The cut-off points (bandwidths) are not known to me. Only the
Mierzinski recipes can be used in this comparison because they express the kaolin content as
a percentage and the KNP recipes cannot be quantified454 in such a way. Different sizing
strengths, addition of retention aids and the degree of beating all influence the retention of
kaolin in the paper. So although kaolin will be washed out during the time the pulp is
dewatered on the wire, kaolin will be present in the final paper. The quantification of kaolin
by their SurveNIR measured kaolin content seems very random. A remarkable spread between category and actual percentage as given in the recipe is seen:
quantity measured

% ⨸k given in recipes (Mierzinski)

not

4% (1) - 9% (1) - 10% (4)
2% (1) - 3% (1) - 4% (3) - 5% (4) - 6% (1) - 7.5% (1) 8% (2) - 10% (5) -15% (1)
5% (4) - 8% (1) - 10% (6)- 12% (2) - 14% (2)
10% (2) - 12% (1) - 20% (1)

low
medium
strong

table 31: kaolin content: spread in % per category

The number given in parentheses is the count of the percentage. In all categories the
spread is remarkable and when looked at highest value in each category, for the next category there are lower percentages given. For example: for the highest in the low category
(15%) all percentages in the following medium category are lower. Therefore the transfer
from one category to another is–on recipe level–not congruent.
relation between kaolin and state
kaolin containing
papers

good

fair

poor

critical

total

rag ⊕

0
1
0
1

8
23
2
33

0
5
11
16

0
0
15
15

8/65
29/65
28/65
65/65

kaolin in rag
8/24/104

good

fair

poor

critical

total

low ⨸k

0
0
0
0

5
3
0
8

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5/65
3/65
0/65
8/65

bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total

medium ⨸k
strong ⨸k
total ⨸k

452 of all 130 papers, 54 samples state kaolin in their furnish, so it seems that in the period covered, it can be assumed that about half of
the papers were intentionally loaded with kaolin. The fact that 65 (62.5%) of the samples are measured as containing kaolin may be
attributable to factors such as the re-use of fines, contamination of process water, or –and this is not unlikely– interpreting the recipes
incorrectly. Some KNP recipes contain sequences of numbers that are not interpretable, but could be coded, implicit ways of describing loading (17 samples: 065⊝, 067⊕, 071⊙, 079⊝, 084⊕, 087⊙, 088⊕, 089⊕, 090⊕, 096⊕, 097⊕, 098⊕, 099⊝, 100⊝, 128⊕,
129⊕, 130⊕). Half of these papers are under 40 g·m2, and thin papers are often loaded to improve opaqueness.
453 samples: 034⊙: 4%, 039⊙: 10%, 040⊙:10%, 041⊕: 9%, 042⊕: ~10%, 050⊝: 10%
454 the KNP recipes are very difficult to pinpoint in quantities because they give these values in such a way that absolute values cannot be
calculated, these recipes are therefore not counted in the totals for this property.
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kaolin in bleached pulp good
29/48/104

fair

poor

critical

total

1
0
0
1

11
6
6
23

1
3
1
5

0
0
0
0

14/65
9/65
7/65
29/65

kaolin in groundwood
28/32/104

good

fair

poor

critical

total

low ⨸k

0
0
0
0

1
1
0
2

5
5
1
11

9
6
0
15

15/65
12/65
1/65
28/65

low ⨸k
medium ⨸k
strong ⨸k
total ⨸k

medium ⨸k
strong ⨸k
total ⨸k

table 32: relation between kaolin and state classification

Examining the population of the three fibre types, it emerges that kaolin is added more
often to groundwood papers (28/31 = 87.5%) with bleached pulp second (28/48 = 60.4%)
and rag papers last (8/24 = 33.3%). The tendency is that kaolin lowers the quality, especially
of groundwood paper: larger counts of kaolin-containing paper are present in the poor and
accurately measured groundwood paper. This means that kaolin is an indicator for (mechanically) weaker paper. The values for mechanical strength (tensile, tensile folded) are on average lower in the kaolin-containing population:
kaolin vs mechanical strength

NOT
tensile

kaolin
tensile

NOT
folded

kaolin
folded

41
4
62

29
0
62

35
6
53

18
0
50

average
min
max
table 33: kaolin versus mechanical strength

This shows that kaolin makes for a mechanically weaker paper due to less inter-fibre
bonding, which is not surprising as this phenomenon is well documented in the literature.
other fillers
talcum ⨸k
rag ⊕
bleached pulp ⊝
groundwood ⊙
total
table 34: other fillers used

good

fair

poor

critical

total

0
1
0
1

0
2
0
2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0/104
3/104
0/104
3/104

It appears that seen the character of the papers containing talcum (sample 74⊝, 103⊝,
114⊝) the talcum was added as a calendering aid (to improve gloss/smoothness(?)) and not
as an aid to fight pitch problems. Talcum also has little influence on quality since it is found
in good and fair qualified bleached pulp papers. Gypsum was not present in any of the
sample papers.
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averages
averages 104/130

Mierzinski
63
rcp

NIR ME index

SvN

2.39
⊕ 1.94 1.67
⊝ 2.35 2.19
⊙ 2.95 2.95

5.6
⊝ 4.9
⊙ 4.3

5.8
5.1
4.3

⊕

848
870
⊕ 832
815
⊝ 900
⊙

⊙

⊝
⊙

40
39
23

35
37
25

32
34
-

27
30
10

3
4
4

35
57
63

45
62
199

200-2400
200-2400 200-2400
200-2100 200-2100
-

37
38
25

13-59
0-62
12-38

31
31
9

0-51
0-53
0-19

37
54
173

0.10
0.3 0.36
0.01 0.04
0
0

3

4
4
3
4

17-57
0-62
12-38
0-53

87

3
3
7

4.7-8
4.6-6.6
3.5-5

0-62

0.05
0.32 0.40
0.01 0.01
0

4
3
-

3.5-8
3.9-6.6
3.6-4.8

25

55

4
4
4
4

6
5.7
4.3

34

34

0.13
0.35
⊕ 0.3
⊝ 0.01 0.11
0
0
⊙

⊕

5.7
5.6
4.3

38

⊕

rosin

6.9
5.9
3.7

1428
1163
1375 1375 907 954
1434 1434 1335 1267
-

42
57
-

⊝

protein

6.2
5.9
-

108
46
38
47
⊝ 78
181
⊙ 199

⊕

SvN

3.5-8

32
34
-

26
19
10

rcp

5.3

19

tensile folded

SvN

5.9

31
22
9

⊝

rcp

1.20-3.40
1.20-3.15 1.20-2.15
1.30-3.20 1.30-2.95
2.20-3.40 2.20-3.40

37
38
-

⊙

34
33
25

SvN

min. - max. set
104

2.16
1.91 1.64
1.95 1.89
2.95 2.95

37
35
25

⊕

set average
104

1.82
1.79 1.49
1.82 1.79
3

31

tensile strength

lignin content

rcp

5

pH

dP

KNP
41

12-43
0-53
0-20

18-254
18-146
18-85
18-167
18-95
122-254
55-254
0-1.7
0-1.7
0-0.1
0-0

0-1.7
0.8-0.04
0-0
0-8

3
3
4

0-8
1-6
2-6

0-6
1-6
2-8

table 35: averages of SurveNIR measurements
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averages 104/130

Mierzinski
63
rcp

SvN

KNP
41
rcp

75

g·m

-2

⊕
⊝
⊙

84
80
65

⊕
⊝
⊙

95
83
83

SvN

rcp

53
79
88
67

88
68
-

88

thickness µ

set average
104

73
96
68
55

82
94
65

78
94
93
82

130
97
-

SvN

100
71
83

SvN

82
74
66

101
97
82

41-245
60-245
41-220
55-115

0.856
0.651
0.792
⊕ 0.856 0.841 0.664 0.685 0.826 0.815
⊝ 0.976 0.970 0.695 0.691 0.766 0.768
0.705 0.795 0.810
⊙ 0.795 0.817

0.416-1.387
0.579-1.025
0.416-1.387
0.549-1.012

1.193
1.597
1.300
1.178
1.196
1.518
1.466
1.230
1.241
⊕
⊝ 1.042 1.049 1.462 1.469 1.355 1.353
1.465 1.289 1.265
⊙ 1.289 1.252

0.721-2.404
0.976-1.727
0.721-2.404
0.988-1.821

density aD g/cm3

bulk cm3/g

rcp

27-166
38-165
27-166
42-95

93
139
98
80

min. - max. set
104

table 36: averages of physical measurements

NB: the values in this table are derived from physical measurements executed in Amsterdam. They are only given for completeness, and have no value for comparing recipes and
SurveNIR measurements. It is possible to separate the sets, since there is a difference between fibre type sets resulting from both recipe- and SurveNIR analysis. Maybe tendencies
can be discovered, or confirmed, by the juxtaposition of the given sets. As the values of g·m2
and thickness are related, and density and bulk are calculated from the former two values,
analysing the first two values predicts the outcome of the analysis of density and bulk.
The papers with valid spectra are included in the table above. This means that very thin
papers (with low(er) aD) are not represented: these papers have a spread in aD of
0.283-0.786.
apparent density
Since the weight and thickness of all samples was known and the results did not lead to a
more or less coherent conclusion other than that this type of analysis of paper does not give
straight answers as to composition and paper type of the individual sample, it was felt that
maybe apparent density could give a better insight in the collected numerical data and their
state of these papers. Apparent density (aD) is not an indicator for strength in paper but
gives an indication of the amount of air enclosed in the papers’ interstices compared to solid
cellulose in the cell wall (aD 1.50). It is derived from the calculation455 mass per unit area of
the paper r divided by the thickness t of the paper: r/t and expressed as g/cm3. All samples
were calculated for their grammage by weighing456 (precision 0.1 g) and measuring their size
(h · w in mm) expressed in the formula: weight /(height · width) · 1000000. Their thickness
(precision 5 µ) was measured using a spring loaded analog thickness gauge457 with a 16 mm

455 according to: TAPPI T 220 sp-01. Physical testing of pulp handsheets. Atlanta: TAPPI, 2001
456 O’Haus triple beam balance series 700 definition 0.1 gr.
457 Lorentzen & Wettre definition 0.005 mm
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circular contact face (200mm2). The bulk of paper is the inverse of apparent density and is
calculated as t/r and expressed as cm3/g.
The higher the aD the more dense the paper is. The table below shows that the bleached
pulp papers in this set are on average slightly less dense than rag and groundwood papers.
Rag papers show higher average density compared to groundwood papers so the order of
density is: rag > groundwood > bleached pulp. Bleached pulp papers are more heavily exposed to chemical and mechanical action therefore their fibres are on average shorter than
those in rag paper and fill in gaps more easily. Groundwood paper has more weight per fibre
since the lignin is present. Also, the spread of fibre size is considerable, because the mechanically separated wood splinters and comes apart in a wide array of fibre shapes and sizes. On
the other hand, groundwood paper is generally less beaten, and the shape of the fibres is
more uneven (less homogenised). Since all lignin is still present, the fibres conform less (in
papermaker terms, are ’harder’) than low-lignin containing papers, and therefore adapt
themselves less to the other fibres, hence leaving more gaps. Rag papers (especially the ones
that are made from actual rags) need less treatment, and conform easily as they are worn
and were well worked during their existence as textiles. The result of these measurements for
rag papers is therefore counterintuitive as the aD increases where the state of the paper deteriorates, and is the reverse in the chemical pulp and groundwood papers.
apparent density
(aD) averages
104/130

rag ⊕
rcp

total
good
fair
poor
critical

pulp ⊝
SvN

0.815
0.741 (4) 0.741 (4)
0.834 (22) 0.830 (20)
0.856 (7)
0.839 (1)
-

rcp

grw ⊙
SvN

rcp

SvN

0.764
0.810
0.675 (7) 0.675 (7)
0.768 (34) 0.770 (35) 0.897 (2) 0.890 (3)
0.828 (4) 0.836 (6) 0.827 (8) 0.837 (13)
0.835 (2)
0.759 (13) 0.773 (16)

table 37: apparent density averages per sample set and total

can apparent density predict state?
Is there a relation between density and the way paper deteriorates? Apparently two
factors can be juxtaposed:
1 in a dense paper where the fibres have a large contact surface with each other less atmospheric oxygen is present in the fibre system and as a consequence less cellulose is exposed to oxygen which could lead to a lower degree of deterioration:
2 in a dense paper the influence of the chemical make-up is larger since the paper is more
compact and the presence of deleterious agents will have more effect: autonomous
damage is built in.
This means that a well made, dense, acid-free, alum-free paper should have a good chance to
last long where the opposite (rough and open structured, alum rich) paper will deteriorate
much more likely and will do so in a shorter period. As the question is whether there is a relation between aD and ME-index the table below was made. From the table no coherent relation can be established, the ME-numbers are scattered along the board when the table is
sorted ascending on apparent density. So, although aD can give some insight in the deterioration behaviour of paper there is no direct relation between aD and the measured surveNIR state.
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apparent density (aD) & ME index, sorted aD
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sample
nº

lignin content

Survenir fibre type

recipe fibre type(s)

ME
index

aD

115
048
071
047
083
120
107
108
123
067
104
010
009
122
103
073
069
065
121
089
074
091
130
125
118
127
072
093
110
124
042
126
111
045
114
079
002
016
119
015
055
054
099
129

062
171
070
179
063
067
081
084
060
040
062
198
242
059
095
050
069
062
052
042
054
036
025
054
054
053
056
074
051
056
045
052
061
238
053
068
025
241
040
184
167
210
018
031

2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
1 rag

pulp (bl)
mech
rag
mech
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
rag
pulp (bl)
mech
mech
pulp (bl)
pulp
pulp (bl)
pulp
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
rag
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
rag
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
rag
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
mech
pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
rag
mech
pulp (bl)
mech
mech
mech
pulp (bl)
rag

1.35
3.35
3.00
2.60
2.10
2.15
2.55
2.35
1.55
1.75
2.30
3.20
3.35
1.70
2.35
1.30
2.10
2.00
1.65
1.60
1.35
1.55
1.20
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.30
2.95
1.45
1.65
1.70
1.45
2.15
3.35
1.45
2.35
1.35
3.40
1.35
3.40
3.15
3.15
1.85
1.40

0.416
0.549
0.579
0.585
0.600
0.615
0.622
0.622
0.632
0.633
0.633
0.635
0.636
0.643
0.650
0.652
0.659
0.663
0.667
0.673
0.673
0.674
0.676
0.676
0.678
0.678
0.688
0.689
0.692
0.695
0.696
0.696
0.700
0.700
0.704
0.730
0.731
0.738
0.740
0.744
0.744
0.746
0.755
0.759

pulp
pulp
rag

rag
pulp

rag
rag

pulp
pulp
rag

mech

rag

pulp
rag

rag

pulp (bl)

pulp

pulp
pulp
rag
rag

pulp
pulp

112
116
008
095
001
057
029
113
056
020
041
100
005
052
094
017
050
019
087
049
063
035
039
018
044
058
021
117
053
022
046
003
027
034
011
061
026
004
030
040
012
014
025
043
006
007
059
031

053
053
194
038
045
254
026
045
019
028
085
047
097
194
061
018
061
038
055
167
157
146
221
032
052
039
034
054
206
038
242
038
217
189
037
205
093
047
019
132
035
058
059
052
122
176
033
028

2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
1 rag
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
1 rag
1 rag
1 rag
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
1 rag
3 groundwood
1 rag
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
1 rag
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
1 rag
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
1 rag
2 bleached pulp

pulp (bl)
pulp (bl)
mech
pulp (bl)
rag
mech
rag
pulp (bl)
rag
rag
rag
pulp (bl)
rag
mech
pulp (bl)
rag
rag
rag
pulp
pulp
pulp
rag
mech
rag
rag
rag
rag
pulp (bl)
mech
rag
mech
rag
mech
mech
rag
mech
pulp
rag
rag
mech
rag
pulp (bl)
pulp
rag
mech
mech
rag
rag

pulp

rag

pulp
pulp

pulp
pulp
mech
pulp

mech
pulp

pulp (bl)
pulp
rag
rag
mech
rag

pulp
pulp

pulp (bl)
pulp
pulp
pulp
pulp
pulp
rag

rag
pulp

rag
rag
pulp

pulp
mech

rag
pulp

pulp

rag
pulp
pulp
pulp
pulp

rag
rag

1.45
1.35
3.35
2.00
2.00
2.75
1.60
1.40
1.30
1.70
1.95
2.05
2.95
2.60
2.15
1.60
2.95
2.15
3.00
3.20
3.15
3.15
2.45
1.65
1.75
1.50
1.70
1.45
3.20
1.70
2.75
1.50
2.60
2.60
1.75
3.20
2.25
2.80
1.55
2.40
1.75
2.20
2.20
1.55
2.20
3.25
1.50
1.55

0.760
0.768
0.770
0.771
0.773
0.776
0.784
0.790
0.797
0.800
0.800
0.807
0.811
0.813
0.816
0.819
0.823
0.825
0.831
0.833
0.836
0.839
0.842
0.843
0.843
0.843
0.847
0.850
0.850
0.855
0.855
0.863
0.863
0.872
0.875
0.877
0.878
0.882
0.886
0.888
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.903
0.905
0.905
0.926
0.952
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032
051
013
023
024
036
028
062
038
037
033
060

037
210
048
044
038
044
180
109
038
083
071
056

2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp
1 rag
3 groundwood
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
3 groundwood
2 bleached pulp
2 bleached pulp

pulp
mech
pulp (bl)
pulp
pulp
rag
mech
pulp
rag
rag
pulp
pulp

rag
pulp
rag
rag
rag
pulp
rag
pulp
mech
rag
rag

rag

mech
pulp
mech

1.60
3.20
2.80
2.15
2.00
1.75
2.45
2.80
2.80
3.00
1.60
2.20

0.971
0.971
0.988
0.988
0.988
1.000
1.012
1.012
1.013
1.025
1.029
1.387

table 38: apparent densities sorted in ascending order compared to ME-index numbers (all samples)

conclusion
The SurveNIR instrument is meant to support collection management by quickly measuring large numbers of paper sheets. The instrument is basically a black box, because the algorithms used in the software that interprets the measurement are unknown. This becomes
clear, for instance, in the incongruency found in the kaolin measurement. The fact that rosin content is probably measured through the presence of aluminium sulphate does not take
into account that aluminium sulphate is added to the pulp for reasons other than alum-rosin sizing. The term rosin, when this stipulation is correct, is therefore a misnomer for alum
content. Also, the fact that very thin or dark-coloured papers cannot be measured mean that
this type of papers are excluded from the results. The author does not wish to challenge the
role the instrument can play in collection management, however, the instrument is not suitable for the for paper typology necessary analysis of a (single) sheet of paper as it appears on
the conservators’ table.
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appendix XXXIII
questionnaire
aim of the questionnaire
the proposition, “what do paper conservators know about the paper on their work
table”, implies that paper conservators know little of this subject. The research methods necessary to discover what paper contains, and which fall within the scope of this research, are
micro-chemical (spot) tests in combination with microscopic examination. The reason that
conservators do not know the composition of paper is that the tests and microscopic examination that they could apply to discover the properties of paper are not carried out. Many
reasons can be put forward to relieve the conservator from reproach:
a the tests are not readily available (cannot be purchased)
b the tests have a short shelf life (3 months maximum)
c the tests are difficult to make oneself, because an accurate composition is critical
d the tests' outcomes are sometimes difficult to interpret:
– the test is not carried out regularly, which gives rise to lack of confidence in one's
ability
– in sources, the possible outcome of the test is often described only in general terms
e the tests were perhaps not covered during the conservator's training (for reasons above)
f the existence of specific tests is not known
g the tests are not carried out in the organisation where the conservator works, because no
time is reserved for such tests:
– through work pressure
– through lack of requests to discover more about the composition of paper
h through lack of adequate infrastructure (polarisation microscope with lambda plate, opportunities to take pictures of samples, etc.)
i the required sample size is not known
– the actual required sample size is smaller than expected
– sampling of originals is often deemed to be as limited as possible, due to the perceived damage that could be caused
j the aim of the tests and microscopic examination was not related to the opportunities
this information offers:
– improved documentation
– opportunity to use the information to formulate a well-founded treatment plan
It was chosen to use a survey to substantiate or refute this assumption, which possibly
does not do justice to the knowledge paper conservators apply in their work. This survey
can answer many questions related to training level and differences in approach concerning
geographical location and any associated work culture. Furthermore, existing knowledge can
be charted regarding the choice of test and type of microscopic examination related to the
aim of the outcome. Participants were requested to answer the following questions:
1 geographical location
a where was training undertaken?
b where does the conservator work?
To what extent does geography play a role in the mastery and performance of certain
types of research? The history of paper conservation is relatively short, and therefore could
show quite large differences (especially previous to the rise and use of the Internet). Regional differences and associated emphasises on certain components of the profession can thus
lead to differences in the distribution of knowledge.
2 differences within the conservator's working environment
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a
3

4

5

6

does the conservator work independently, or in an institution? To what extent does
the type of institution influence the performance, or not, of further research into
paper composition?
in the case of no research being done:
a what are the chief reasons?
b is there a relationship between location, training level, working environment, and
not performing research?
when paper composition is researched:
a what is the aim of the research?
b which research methods are used?
c how are the requisites for the tests acquired?
d what is the frequency of the research?
e is there a relationship between location, training level, working environment, and
chosen methods?
are conservators informed of the relationship between research outcome, and possible
consequences for treatment choice?
a source of fibres of the paper?
b manner of pulping?
c manner of bleaching the pulp?
d manner of sizing the pulp/paper?
e presence of additives in the paper?
f
degree of ageing of the paper?
would research be performed more often if the required information could be better
structured? What is the desired form of information?
a a handbook?
b courses?
c digital courses?
d improved availability of tests?
e improved knowledge of requisites?
f
improved knowledge of sampling and sample size?

metadata
1

2
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training:
a self-taught
b atelier training
c vocational training
d university training
training: region and/or country
a region:
i Africa
ii America-Central
iii America-North
iv America-South
v Asia
vi Caribbean
vii Europe-West
viii Europe-East
ix Middle East

3

4

5

6

7

8

x Oceania
b country:
year of completion of training lies between:
a 1950-1960
b 1960-1970
c 1970-1980
d 1980-1990
e 1990-2000
f
2000-2010
g 2010-2015
specialisation:
a paper conservator
b book conservator
c paper and book conservator
d other specialisation:
working in: region and/or country
a region:
i Africa
ii America-Central
iii America-North
iv America-South
v Asia
vi Caribbean
vii Europe-West
viii Europe-East
ix Middle East
x Oceania
b country:
employment type, please choose:
a part-time
b full-time
employment:
a self-employed
b employed in an institution
i library
ii museum
iii archive
iv other:
c a combination of a and b
d I am a student
in my work I carry out research/am allowed to carry out research:
a yes
b no
c depends on object
d depends on assignment
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A use of spot tests
training
If you never used spot tests during your training please go to section B
1 I learnt to use spot tests during my training
a no (if no go to section B)
b yes (stay in this section)
2 which spot tests did you perform during training?
a list of choices (mark any)
3 the tests were used to: (mark any)
a test materials to be used in conservation and establish their suitability
b as part of documenting the objects’ properties
c to find the best treatment option
d other:
4 the spot test(s) I learned during training were performed on: mark any
a the material itself
b sample(s) taken from the object
c samples studied under a microscope
5 the spot tests were used to determine the:
a pH
b fibre source
c lignin content
d presence of aluminium
e other:
6 did you learn about the Barrow tri-test?
a yes
b no
7 do you use specific names for the tests used?
a list of names (mark any)
8 have you read about any of these tests?
a list of names (mark any)
9 which of the tests did you find to best answer your (research) questions:
a list of tests (mark any in order)
work
If you never use spot tests please go to section B
1 what is the frequency of performing tests?
a on a more or less regular basis as part of working procedure
b every two weeks
c once a month
d once every six months
e once a year
f
less than once a year
g irregular
i when object is very important
– for client
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– for institution
ii when data is needed to support research
iii when data is needed to support forensic research
iv when data is needed for authentication
v when data is needed to support treatment options/choices
vi a client/conservator/librarian/archivist requests extra information
vii other:
2 which spot tests do you perform for your work?
a list of choices (mark any)
3 the tests are used to: (mark any)
a test materials to be used in conservation, to establish their suitability
b as part of documenting the object’s properties
c to seek the best treatment option
d other:
4 the spot test(s) I use for research are performed on: mark any
a the material itself
b sample(s) taken from the object
c samples studied under a microscope
5 the spot tests are used to determine:
a pH
b fibre source
c lignin content
d presence of aluminium
e other:
6 do you use specific names for the test used? (skip if answered in training
section)
a list of names (mark any)
7 do you know any of these names for tests? (skip if answered in training section)
a list of names (mark any)
8 which of the tests did you find to best answer your questions:
a list of tests (mark any in order)
9 do you base treatment decisions on tests?
a no
b yes: please state type of decision:
10 how do you document the outcome of the test(s)?
a in writing, as part of the documentation of the object
b photo(s) taken of the test added to the documentation of the object
i using macro photography
ii using a microscope
iii combination of i and ii
B no use of spot test
training
If never used during training, please answer the following: (mark any)
1 this type of information was not available in the period I was trained
2 in the atelier where I trained this type of testing was never conducted
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3
4
5
6

the possibility of testing was mentioned but never conducted
the possibility of testing was mentioned but deemed too complex for conservators to perform
the materials needed were not available at the time
the programme/training followed was constrained in time

work
if never used in your work please answer the following: (mark any)
1 did not learn to use spot tests in training
2 have difficulties in interpreting the results
3 have trouble purchasing test(s)
4 difficult to make test(s)
5 cannot allocate time to do this type of research (mark any)
a not required by client
b client will not pay for this type of work
c there is no time for this type of research
d institution does not want this type of information
e institution is not aware of this type of information
6 do not need this type of information to find treatment options
C microscopy
training
If you never used a microscope in relation to paper during your training please go to
section D
1 during my training I learnt to use the microscope:
a no (if no go to section D)
b yes (stay in this section)
2 the microscopy techniques I learned were: (mark any)
a reflected light
b transmitted light
c polarisation
d lambda (λ) plate (red plate, gypsum plate, retarder plate)
e UV fluorescence
f
other:
3 the type of samples studied:
a reflected light
i object, no sampling
ii sample
iii cross-section
– manner of sectioning:
– type of embedding:
iv cross-section stained with spot test:
– please state test(s)used
b transmitted light
i paper sample as such
ii fibre sample with fibres separated
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4

5

6

7

iii fibre sample stained with spot test
– please state test(s)used
c polarisation of fibre sample (same sample as above)
d lambda plate (same sample as above)
sampling of paper was instructed with regard to:
a size (yes, no)
b representativeness (yes, no)
the microscope was used to establish:
a fibre type (e.g. linen, cotton, mechanical pulp)
b fibre morphology (e.g. linen/hemp, hardwood/softwood)
c the general look of the fibres of a paper
i fibrillation
ii state of the fibre (long/short)
iii degree of deterioration
d presence of fillers
e presence of pigments
f
other:
was a relation established between microscopical observations and treatment
decisions?
a no
b yes: please state type of decision:
how did you learn to study a sample:
a under the microscope
b a (digital) micrograph and study the micrograph (when more types are taken study these in conjunction with each other)
i transmitted light
ii polarised light
iii lambda plate
– above unstained
– above stained
c I make a z-stack of the sample and study the produced image (these are
studied in conjunction with each other when more types are taken)
i transmitted light
ii polarised light
iii lambda plate
– above unstained
– above stained
d how did you learn where to store the information of the microscopical
image:
i making a permanent preparation and keep the sample for an extended
period
ii add the micrographs/images taken to the documentation of the object

work
1

the microscopical techniques I use in my work are (mark any)
a reflected light
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2

3

4

5

6
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b transmitted light
c polarisation
d lambda (λ) plate (red plate, gypsum plate, retarder plate)
e UV fluorescence
f
other:
the type of samples studied:
a reflected light
i object, no sampling
ii sample
iii cross-section
– manner of sectioning:
– type of embedding:
iv cross-section stained with spot test
– please state test(s)used
b transmitted light
i paper sample as such
ii fibre sample with fibres separated
iii fibre sample stained with spot test
– please state test(s)used
c polarisation of fibre sample (same sample as above)
d lambda plate (same sample as above)
I feel confident that I take a sample that is:
a not damaging the object (yes, no)
b representative of the paper sampled (yes, no)
the microscope is used to establish:
a fibre type (e.g. linen, cotton, mechanical pulp)
b fibre morphology (e.g. linen/hemp, hardwood/softwood)
c the general look of the fibres of a paper
i fibrillation
ii state of the fibre (long/short)
iii degree of deterioration
d presence of fillers
e presence of pigments
f
other:
do you base treatment decision(s) on microscopical observation?
a no
b yes: please state type of decision:
how do you study a sample:
a under the microscope
b I make a (digital) micrograph and study the micrograph (these are studied
in conjunction with each other when more types are taken)
i transmitted light
ii polarised light
iii lambda plate
– above, unstained

c

d

– above, stained
a z-stack of the sample and study of the thus produced image (when more
types are taken these were studied in conjunction with each other)
i transmitted light
ii polarised light
iii lambda plate
– above, unstained
– above, stained
where do you store the information of the microscopical image:
i a permanent preparation and keep the sample for an extended period
ii add the micrographs/images taken to the documentation of the object

D no use of microscope
training
if never used during training, please answer the following: (mark any)
1 in the period I was trained microscopes were not available
2 in the atelier I learned my profession microscopes were not available
3 the possibility of the use of microscopes was mentioned but never carried out
4 the possibility of the use of microscopes was mentioned but deemed too complex for conservators to perform
5 the program/training followed was constrained in time
6 I learned to use the microscope but in a very limited way
7 I learned to use the microscope but during a very limited time
8 I only learned to use reflected light microscopy
9 I only learned to use low magnification, reflected light technique (loupe, head
loupe)
10 other instrumentation/investigative technique was taught or preferred to the
use of microscopical technique
a please state other instrumentation/investigative techniques:
work
if never used in your work please answer the following: (mark any)
1 I did not learn to use microscopy in training
2 there are no microscopes available in my workshop
3 there is only a stereo microscope available in my workshop (reflected light
microscope)
4 have difficulties in interpreting a microscopical image
5 I do not know how to sample an object safely
6 I know how to sample but I do not know the proper sample size and therefore
omit this type of research
7 I am not allowed to take fibre samples of objects
8 have difficulties in preparing a sample
9 cannot allocate time to do this type of research (mark any)
a not required by client
b client will not pay for this type of work
c there is no time for this type of research
d institution does not want this type of information
e institution is not aware of this type of information
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10 do not need this type of information to find best treatment options
condensed main results
–
–
–
–

481 participants joined the conference
76 participants filled out the questionnaire
the response was 76/481 * 100 = 15.8%
the percentages are given for the total population that participated.

The profession is highly trained: 86.8% university level.
training
type of training

period of training

specialisation

number

%

number

%

number

%

0
7
3
66

0
9.2
3.9
86.8

0
0
1
13
20
24
18

0
0
1.3
17.1
26.3
31.6
23.7

34
6
32
4

44.7
7.9
42.1
5.3

self taught
job/apprenticeship
vocational training
university training

1950-1959
1960-1969
1970-1979
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2015

paper
book
book/paper
other

The majority of the profession works in an institution.
work
time
number

55
11

%

71.4 full time
14.5 part time

employment

student

number

%

number

15
7
17
16
7
11

19.7
9.2
22.4
21.1
9.2
14.5

self-employed
private business
library
museum
archive
other

10

%

13.2 student

Water sensitivity is the major reason for performing test(s).
pre-treatment test
technique/material on paper

paper

number

%

number

%

70
40
52
8

92.1
52.6
68.4
10.5

56
47
47
55
3

73.7
61.8
61.8
72.4
3.9
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water sensitivity
flaking/powdering
glue or att. materials
other

fibres

pH
sizing
water sensitivity
solubility stains
other

number

%

21
36
9
4

27.6
47.7
11.8
5.3

MWP/MWP
type
fillers
other

The majority perform spot-tests at least once a month.
A microscope is less frequently used.
Testing and microscope are mainly used to support treatment decisions.
more specialised pre-treatment test
frequency spot-test

frequency microscope

specific reasons

number

%

number

%

number

%

29
4
11
8
3
9

38.2
5.3
14.5
10.5
3.9
11.8

20
5.3
9.2
11.8
3.9
10.5

26.3
5.3
9.2
11.8
3.9
10.5

16
41
38
4
13
59
13
3

21.1
53.9
50
5.3
17.1
77.6
17.1
3.9

regular
two weekly
monthly
half year
once a year
less

regular
two weekly
monthly
half year
once a year
less

for client
for institution
research
forensic
authentication
treatment
extra
other

Spot-tests learned during training are used less during actual work.
Testing is mainly performed on adhesives and lignin content of materials.
Testing is performed to support treatment decisions and documentation.
more specialised pre-treatment test
spot-test during training

spot-test during work

reason for testing

number

%

number

%

number

%

20
20
16
23
18
37
45
7
45
6

26.3
26.3
21.1
30.3
23.7
48.7
59.2
9.2
59.2
7.9

8
5
3
11
7
18
17
1
24
5

10.5
6.6
3.9
14.5
9.2
23.7
22.4
1.3
31.6
6.6

21
35
44
1

27.6
46.1
57.9
1.3

aluminon
anilin sulphate
Barrow tri-test
Biuret
Graff C
Herzberg
iodine-iodine
Lofton-Merrit
phloroglucin
other

aluminon
anilin sulphate
Barrow tri-test
Biuret
Graff C
Herzberg
iodine-iodine
Lofton-Merrit
phloroglucin
other

suitability
documentation
best treatment
other

Spot-tests are mainly not made by the user.
Spot-tests are possibly kept too long (not clear if iodine containing).
more specialised pre-treatment test
purchase of spot-test

keeping of tests

number

%

number

%

17
18
20
1

22.4
23.7
26.3
1.3

6
3
1
13
20

7.9
3.9
1.3
17.1
26.3

purchased
other makes test
I make test
other

3 months
6 months
1 year
> 1 year
indefinitely
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Most conservators can use a microscope on the work spot.
Only 4 respondents can perform polarisation + λ retarder observation on the work spot.
Although the majority has at least a basic training in fibre recognition more than 50% indicates ‘would like to learn’. One respondent wrote on this: “As I was trained so long ago
and fibre sampling has almost been abandoned as a practice at the workshop.”
more specialised pre-treatment test
type of microscope

use of microscope

level of training

number

%

number

%

number

%

8
43
24
14
7
20
4
33
7

10.5
56.6
31.6
18.4
9.2
26.3
5.3
43.4
9.2

47
30
25
23
10
34
29
23
19
5

61.8
39.5
32.9
30.3
13.2
44.7
38.2
30.3
25
6.6

8
48
35
8
41

10.5
63.2
46.1
10.5
53.9
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no microscope
stereo microscope
bright-field microscope
reflected light microscope
reflected + fluorescence
polarisation
polarisation + λ retarder
digital camera
other

sample drawing
micro chemical test
micro pigments
micro fibres
micro fillers
fibre identification
fibre type
fibre name
fibre state
other

no training
fibre type
fibre name
botanical
like to learn

appendix XXXIV
original text of French and German citations
[note: 29]

[Desmarest, 1788-486] “[En Angoumois] Lorsque le chiffon est ainsi bien humecté, on prend
une ancienne mouillée qui a séjourné dans le pourissoir environ un mois, & on la place sur le tas
de chiffon nouvellement arrosé. Comme l’ancien tas a déja, depuis ce temps, éprouvé un certain
degré de fermentation, dans cette nouvelle position, il s’échauffe d’avantage que dans la première;
d’un autre côté, la derniere mouillée prend insensiblement de la chaleur, étant converte par
l’ancienne.”
[note: 33] [Lalande, 1761-6/10] “Les chiffons de Bourgogne sont les plus estimés chez les Fabriquants
d’Auvergne, parce que, disent-ils, on a soin en Bourgogne de les lessiver avant que de les vendre,
& qu’ils pensent que des chiffons bien lessivés font du plus beau papier; si c’est-là leur véritable
raison, il ne tiendroit: qu’à eux de faire lessiver aussi tous les vieux linges qui leur viennent d’ailleurs; le bois n’y est pas rare, puisque la plûpart de leurs moulins sont au pied des forêts: cependant ces lessives ne sont usitées nulle part, & bien des personnes croient qu’elles sont totalement
inutile; la meilleure lessive, disent-ils, c’est une forte & longue trituration.”
[note: 42] [Cornely, 1951-25] “So wurden verarbeitet: Waid, Indigo, Krapp, Safran, Gelbholz, Rotholz,
Blauholz, Katechu, Curcuma, Querzitron. Das Färben mit diesen Produkten war sehr umständlich, und wir haben im einleitenden geschichtlichen Teil des Färbens feststellen können, mit welchen Geheimnissen diese ’Färbekunst’ umgeben wurde.”
[note: 52] [Lalande, 1761-70] “Il est nécessaire qu’il y ait beaucoup de fenètres aux étendoirs pour que le
papier puisse sécher promptement, c’est-à-dire, en deux ou trois jours; car il roussit lorsqu-on le
laisse trop long-temps au grand air: on a soin cependant de fermer les volets pendant la nuit...”
[note: 57] [Weiss, 1983-190] “1892 Streichanlage für beiderseitigen Strich (Kunstdruckpapier).”
[note: 58] [Weiss, 1983-139] “1673 - für Lehens- und Lagerbücher wird in Frankreich die Verwendung eines besonders gestempelten Papiers, papier Terrier, angeordnet. Dieses Stempelpapier zeigte
vielfach mit den aufgedruckten oder geprägten Stempeln am Kopf des Blattes übereinstimmende
Wasserzeichen im Bogen. Die Papiermüller waren verpflichtet, im Stempelpapier Wasserzeichen
anzubringen. Die Stempel auf dem Papier wechselten mit den alle 6 bis 7 Jahre erneuerten
Pachtverträgen.”
[note: 59] [Weiss, 1983-153] “~1700 - die zu den Buntpapieren zählenden Gold- und Silberprägepapiere,
auch Brokatpapiere genannt, kommen erstmals in Augsburg vor. Sie wurden in alter Zeit als
Augsburger Papiere bezeichnet. Auf der Kupferdruckpresse mittels Kupferplatten geprägt, wobei
das verwendete Blattmetall nicht aus Blattgold oder geschlagenem Silber, sondern aus Messingfolie oder Zinnfolie bestand.”
[note: 68] [Figuier, 1873-219] “Les chiffons sont bien différents d’après leur origine. Ainsi, par exemple,
ceux des villes sont plus fins, mais plus usés par les opérations du blanchissage au chlore, que
ceux des campagnes.”
[page: 64 iv] [Baudrimont, 1840-10] “Papier de coton. Longtemps le papier fabriqué avec cette substance a
offert des caractères défavorables; de nombreuses difficultés ont déjà été surmontées, et tout fait
prévoir que le coton, dont l’usage se répand chaque jour de plus en plus, finira par remplacer le
lin et le chanvre.”
[note: 76] [Dümler, 1664-442] “Die ersten acht Namen gehören [von ‘Meister’ via ‘Büttenknecht’, nach
‘Lehrjung’] eigentlich zum Handwerck der Papyrmacher / und die letzten zwo arbeiten / als
Lumpen sammlen und reissen / kan von denjenigen / so der Kunst nicht zugethan / noch das
Handwerk gelernet / getrieben werden.”
[note: 77] [Keferstein, 1766-12- §9] “Eine Mittelmäßige Papermühle in Deutschland, welch auf StaberZeug eingerichtet seyn kann, erfordert, als die Hauptsache, eine Circumferenz von einigen Meile
zu Einsammlung der Lumpen.”
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[note: 78]

[Schmidt, 2013-54] “Vernachlässigen wir einmal die Entwicklung der Masssysteme im Lauf der
Jahrhunderte und lassen das Pfund ein Pfund sein, können wir eine Feststellung aus dem frühen
19. Jahrhundert mit in die Überschlagsrechnung einbeziehen, dass pro Einwohner und Jahr in
etwa 3 Pfund Lumpen anfallen würden. Setzen wir diese Angaben in Beziehung mit den Mengen, die in Reutlingen benötigt wurden, so wird man nicht falsch liegen, wenn man für die vier
Papiermühlen ein Rohstoff-Hinterland von etwa 50 000 Einwohnern für erforderlich hält.”
[note: 79] [Wehrs, 1789-369] “Die Lumpen bekommt der holländische Papierfabrikant aus allen Theilen
der Welt. Die aus Lissabon sind sehr grob; die er aber aus Deutschland bekomt, großtentheils
feiner. Die Holländer finde in ihrem eigenen Lande vielleicht nicht den zehnten Theil der Lumpen oder Vodden die darin verarbeitet werden. Sie ziehen auch viele aus Frankreich und jeder
Centner von daher wenn sie nicht als Contrabande ausgeführt werden kommt ihr höher als 38
Livres in französischer Münze; da hingegen sonst der Centner nicht mehr als acht bis neun Livres
gilt.”
[note: 80] [Wehrs, 1789-342/343] “Böhmen ist besonders wegen der schönsten weißen Druckpapieren im
Rufe. Ob es aber wahr sey, daß im siebzehnten Jahrhunderte die böhmischen Druckpapieren
nach Holland geführt, umgearbeitet und zu neuen geleimten Papieren genacht wurden, bedarf
einer genauern Untersuchung q). Vielleicht sind er bloß linnene Lumpen gewesen. q) Bohusl.
Balbinus in miscell. regn. Bohem sagt dieses.”
[note: 85] [Halle, 1762-126] “Es werden die alten weggeworfnen Lumpen in der Pappiermüle nach der
Feinheit ausgesucht, die weissen leinenen zum Schreibepappiere, die farbigen zum blauen, die
wollnen zum Löschpapiere.”
[note: 89] [Halle, 1762-127f ] “Diese unansenliche Abgänge lange gebrauchter Kleidungen werden wenigstens in sieben Haufen sortirt; von den leinenen Hadern macht man eine grobe, mittelfeine und
feine Abteilung. Die kattunenen Lumpen dienen nur zum mittelmäßigen Schreibpapiere, indem
die Stamfen nicht vermögend sind, die aufgedrukkten Beizfarben vollkommen herauszuwaschen.
Nesseltuch und Klar giebt die Materien zu dem feinsten Postpappiere her; welches auch vom
Battiste und den feinen holländischen und andren Leinwandten gilt. Die wollnen Hadern, die
blauen leinenen, jede werden durch Mädchen in besondre Haufen geworfen.”
[note: 91] [Keferstein, 1766-15-§19] “Dieß sind, wie jedermann weiß, die zwey bekannten Arten, wollene
und leinene kommen wenig oder gar nicht in Anschlag. Denn es ist allzu bekannt, daß man aus
denselben nichts, als graue Pappen und Maculatur verfertigen kann, und vor diese letztern forgen
schon mehr als zur Gnüge unsere Gelehrten zum Theil. Es bleibt also bloß beym Linnen, diese
werden theils nach ihrer Feinheit, Weise und Farbe, in verschiedene Sorten gebracht. Man kann
sie füglich in fünferley Arten theilen, als erstlich in feine, in mittlere, in schlechtere, in braune
und in blaue. Oder mich handwerksmäßig auszudrücken: in Post, Canzeley, Schreibe, Concept
und blaue auch grobe Lumpen.”
[note: 99] [Figuier, 1873-219] “Voici la classification qui fut adoptée par Louis Piette. L’auteur avait remplacé, dans son usine, les dénominations telles que blancs fins, blancs mi-fins, durs, gras, bons,
gras pailleux, etc. qui ne sont pas toujours exactes et varient selon les pays, par des numéros qui,
admis et retenus, représentaient mieux la qualité de chaque espèce.”
[note: 101] [Lonitzer, 1703-156] “Unser Papier wird jetzt gemacht auß gestossenem Tuch/ in keinem Weg
geringer mit der Gute oder Krafft/ dann der Alten Papier/ sondern viel trefflicher und besser/
doch ist dessen ein grosser Unterscheid /dann eins das ander weit übertrifft. Das eine so gantz
büß/ und gar nicht zum schreiben tauglich/ nennet man Pack- oder Caßpapier/ das die Krämer
und andere gebrauchen/ ihre Waar darein zu wickeln /daß sie sauber bleibe/ und nennet mans
Griechisch Chartam emporeticam, auf Lateinisch Chartam Mercatorium das ist/ Krämer Papier.
Das ander aber ist sauber und gut/ glatt und dick/ das man zum schreiben braucht/ ist wol geleimet/ daß es die Dinten hält/ und nicht durchschlägt /desselbigen seynd auch etliche Unterscheid/ dann je eins besser/ dann das ander erfunden wird.
Weiter so ist auch das Truckpapier welches/ wol sauber und weiß ist/ dienet aber nicht zum
schreiben/ dann es die Dinten nicht hält/ sondern wird allein zum trucken gebraucht/ sintemahl
es mit dem Leim nicht wol verwahret ist.”
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[note: 106] [Briquet, 1954-141] “Il ressort de l’examen de ce tableau que, si, dans certains papiers (nos n°s 6,
7, 55, 56, 57, 58, 73 et 74), on voit quelques fibres de coton, c’est par suite du mélange, en très
petite quantité, de chiffons de coton parmi ceux de chanvre et de lin.
Nulle part et en aucun temps, on ne trouve du papier composé exclusivement de coton, comme
celui dont on a admis l’existence jusqu’à ce jour. Un produit semblable ne devrait renfermer que
des fibres pures de coton à l’exclusion de toutes autres, et ce cas ne se présente pas. Nous croyons
même pouvoir dire qu’il serait plus difficile de fabriquer du papier avec de la bourre de coton
qu’avec des chiffons, aucune substance, dans la nature, ne fournissant la cellulose à un état aussi
pur et aussi favorable à la manutention que la toile usée. En outre, cette matière n’a point de valeur intrinsèque; voilà pourquoi, en se plaçant au seul point de vue technique, il est fort peu probable qu’on ait commencé par utiliser la bourre de coton pour passer ensuite aux chiffons.”
[note: 107] [Wiesner, 1887-237] “In dem vorhergehenden Paragraphen ist gezeigt worden, dass sich die
Hauptmasse der Faijümer Papiere aus mechanisch mehr oder weniger stark angegriffenen Leinen- und Hanffasern zusammensetzt.”
[Kick, 1888-137] “Prof. Dr. Julius Wiesner hat in einer vor Kurzem erschienenen Schrift bewiesen, dass weder die Erfindung des Hadernpapieres eine europäische Erfindung sei, noch dass es
jemals sogen. Baumwollenpapiere, d.h. Papiere aus roher Baumwolle, gegeben hat.”
[note: 112] [Rudel, 1857-254] “Die Fasern der baumwollenen Hadern besitzen wenig eigene Festigkeit und
Elastizität und müssen darum vorsichtig und immer nur in Verhältnissen, wie sie der Charakter
des darzustellenden Papiers erlaubt, den Leinenfasern beigemischt werden. Zugleich finden hier
grosse Unterschiede zwischen Schreib - und Druckpapieren statt, denn die ersteren vertragen nur
geringe, die letzteren schon sehr bedeutende Zusätze dieses materials. Aber auch hier ist zu beachten, was wir von den Leinenhadern gesagt haben. Die dunkelfarbigen Kattune darf man nicht
höher hinauf verwenden, als bis zu der geringsten Kanzleisorte; die hellfarbigen, sogenannten
weissbodigen, lassen sich zu den besseren sorten Druckpapier recht gut benutzen, und die weissen Baumwollstoffe sind zur Zutheilung für feine Druck-, Kupferdruck- und Lithographie - Papiere ein vortreffliches Material”
[note: 115] [Reissek, 1852-23] “Die Zwischen den Leinfasern vorkommenden Baumwollhaare besitzen eine
viel dichtere und innigere Schichtung als die Flachsfaser, sie werden daher viel schwieriger zertheilt, verkleinert und zermalmt.”
[note: 114] [Winckler, 1887-9] “Baumwolle liefert zwar in seiner Gespinnstfaser, sowohl direkt von der
Pflanze, als von den Abfällen aus Spinnereien und aus der Hadern der betreffenden Gewebe entnommen, brauchbares Material zur Papierfabrikation, allein ist es das daraus gefertigte Papier
weich und ohne genügende Festigkeit, weshalb die Baumwollfaser ohne grösseren Zusatz für specielle Zwecke, nicht aber mit anderen festen Stoffen vermengt, zur Papierbereitung genommen
wird.
[note: 119] [Planche, 1853-16] “En outre, l’établissement très-dispendieux d’un appareil pour le collage animal, collage sans le lequel les papiers anglais (vu la grande quantité de coton qui entre dans leur
fabrication) auraient peu de consistance, ne présentera pas le même degré d’utilité dans les pays
où l’on emploie généralement beaucoup moins de chiffons de coton...”
[note: 130] [Hoyer, 1941-147] “Den Löschpapieren nahe verwandt sind die Filterpapiere, die in den verschiedensten Sorten für die verschiedensten Verwendungszwecke hergestellt werden. Sie werden
ausschießlich aus reinen Baumwollfasern hergestellt.”
[note: 133] [Müller, 1855-190] “Von einem noch bei weitem nachtheiligeren Einfluss auf die Festigkeit des
Papiers ist ein Zusatz von Wolle; schon 4 bis 5 Procent geben ein rauhes, weiches Papier ohne allen Angriff.”
[note: 134] In Piette’s rag classification both removing wool using alkalis as using it in wrapping papers are
mentioned, number 24: [Piette, 1853-13] “contient les chiffons demi-laine, c’est-à-dire ceux
dont la trame est laine et la chaîne fil: on les emploie, soit à létat brut, pour la fabrication des papier d’emballages, soit soumis aux mêmes opérations que les autres chiffons, pour en faire des papiers blancs: dans ce dernier cas, la laine est détruite dans le lessivage et le déchet important.”
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[note: 136] “Als Löschpapier kann auch Probe 21 bezeichnet werden, da es sich für diese Zwecke recht gut
eignet und auch dazu, vornehmlich zum Einlegen der Pflanzen, welche für Herbarien gepresst
werden sollen, benutzt wird. Dieses Wollpapier zeichnet sich durch bedeutende Rauh- Wollpapier. heit und durch den allen Papieren mit Wollfaser eigenen sonderbaren Griff aus. Man
braucht Wollpapier zu vielerlei weiteren Zwecken, z. B. zu Zwischenlagen in Kleidungsstücken,
besonders in Mützendeckel, in Cravatten, Westen und dergl. wo sie die Dicke erhöhen sollen,
ohne den Gegenstand steif zu machen. Für Umhüllung feiner Metallwaaren, besonders für Stahlwaaren, und zur Herstellung der Calanderwalzen ist Wollpapier schon wegen seiner absoluten
Freiheit von jeder Säure allgemein in Anwendung.”
[note: 140] [Lalande, 1761-10] “... ainsi l'on ne peut rien fixé sur la durée du pourrissage. Il dépend aussi de
la qualité du chiffon; le linge le plus fin se pourri moins promptement que le grossier, & le linge
plus usé plus difficilement que le linge neuf, parce que l'humidité interne qui dispose les fibres à
la fermentation est plus considérables dans le linge neuf ou grossier que dans le linge linge fin ou
usé.”
[note: 142] [LeNormand, 1833b-21] “On distingue deux sortes de tissus, le tissu uni et ordinaire ou à deux
marches, et le tissu croisé ou à quatre marches, au moins. Il n’y a personne qui ignore que de
deux étoffes, tissées avec le même fil, celle qui sera à tissu croisé présentera plus de solidité, et par
conséquent une plus grande résistance que l’autre, qui serait à tissu uni.”
[note: 143] [Mierzinski, 1886-27] “Die größe dieser Stückchen richtet sich nach der Natur der Hadern.”
[note: 144] [Müller, 1855-21f ] “... dann aber auch, dass sie möglichst gleich gross sind, da durch die verschiedene Grösse und die mit ihr verknüpfte ungleichzeitige Zermalmung wiederum nicht unbeträchtliche Verluste herbeigeführt werden.”
[note: 151] [Lalande, 1761-125f ] “M. Desventes a trouvé la même différence [between lyes made from
wood ash in the countryside and those from Paris] dans le produit entre le chiffon de Bourgogne
et celui qui venait de Paris. Ayant pris cinq cents livres de chacun, on les a mise en même tems
au pourrissoir; on les a traités de la même façon; on les a fait battre dans deux piles voisines et
égales, avec la même eau; pendant le même tems, ou les a fait travailler tout de suite par le même
ouvrier de cuve, avec les mêmes formes; enfin on a pesé le papier, et l”on a trouvé que les chiffons
de Bourgogne avaient rendu près d”un sixième de papier de plus que ceux de Paris.”
[note: 153] [Lalande, 1761-125] “On ne sera pas étonné que la différence soit très considérable, si l’on compare le chiffon de Paris avec celui de Bourgogne: on sait que les blanchisseurs à Paris n'épargnent
pas la chaux, la soude, la potasse; matières corrosives qui leur abrègent le travail, mais détruisent
la substance du linge, et qui suppléent au peu d'activité des cendres de Paris. En effet, le bois flotté qui se consume dans la plus grande partie de Paris, ayant séjourné long-tems dans l'eau et y
étant détrempé, perd avec son écorce les matières salines qui forment l'efficacité des cendres
lixivielles.”
[note: 156] [Piette, 1853-20] “Les Nos. 11, 12, 14 et 15 [coloured rags] étant employés dans leur état naturel ne sont pas lessivés: un peu d’alcali, ajouté aux chiffons rouge, avive cependant leur couleur au
lieu de la détruire.”
[note: 157] D’Arcet en Merimée mention this in their treatise [d’Arcet, 1827-442] “Ainsi que nous l'ayons
reconnu, la macération du chiffon est indispensable dans les petites fabriques; où l'on ne peut triturer qu'avec des maillets.” and Desmarest earlier writes about this in his discussion of the differences between the Dutch and French paper making in the chapter “De l’insuffisance de nos machines pour broyer le chiffon non pourri.” [Desmarest, 1778-84].
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[note: 159] [Lalande, 1761-12] “On a cru observer aussi dans une expérience faite à Montargis sur du beau
chiffon qui n’avoit point été pourri, que la fécule étoit comme engagée dans une substance visqueuse, ce qui l’empêchoit de se précipiter uniformément sur la verjure; cela prouverait que le
pourrissoir aide encore à dégraisser le chiffon.”
[d’Arcet, 1827-439] “Le chanvre, le lin et toutes les substances filamenteuses végétales dont on
peut faire du papier, contiennent, en quantité plus ou moins grande, une espèce de gluten, tenir
lieu de colle dans le papier et le rendre imperméable à l’encre.
Cette matière est tellement abondante dans le chanvre et le lin écrus que le papier de filasse est
transparent et naturellement collé. Elle est aussi tellement tenace que l’action répétée des lessives
ne l’enlève pas complétement: il en reste encore un peu dans le linge usé; elle n’est entièrement
détruite que par la fermentation putride.”
Kurrer describes the bleaching of (new) linen en observes the same phenomenon: [Kurrer,
1822-321] “Die rohe, vom Weber gekommene Leinwand wurde aufgefacht in einen geräumigen
Bottig, der zu 40 Grad nach Reaum. Thermometer erwärmtes Flußwasser enthielt, eingesezt, beschwert und ruhig stehen gelassen. Nach 8-10 Stunden schwoll die Leinwand auf; nach zwei Tagen zeigten sich Erscheinungen, die eine vorgehende Veränderung in der Flüßigkeit andeudeten,
indem sich schleimartige Floken auf die Oberfläche des Wassers warfen, welche sich am 4ten Tag
der Weichung so beträchtlich anhäuften, daß die Oberfläche damit ganz bedekt wurde. Diese
Floken hatten eine zähe klebrige Natur, die dem Pflanzenschleim analog zu seyn schien.”
And when one thinks the practice of retting is by then antiquated Charpentier mentions this in
the Encyclopédie chimique of 1890: [Charpentier, 1890-47] “Cette opération du lessivage est
une des plus importantes de la fabrication du papier. Elle a pour but de débarasser les chiffons
des matières grasses qu'ils renferment souvent, puis aussi de décomposer une substancece particulière qui est une sorte de gluten végétal, lequel donne aux filaments de la raideur, et par suite nuit
à la fabrication du papier.”
[note: 165] [Lalande, 1761-12] “Du moins dans l’état actuel ou l’on emploie généralement le pourrissoir, il
seroit très-utile d’observer les précautions que nous avons indiquées l’occasion du délissage, art.
14. Les chiffons qui sont plus ou moins forts, plus ou moins usés, resistent inégalement au pourrissage, les uns sont déja gâtés lorsque les autres n’ont pas encore éprouvé la premiere fermentation; il faudrait donc fuire pourrir ensemble des chiffons assortis avec grand soin si l’on ne veut pas
courir risque d’altérer toute la mouillée par le mélange d’une portion de drapeaux trop différente
de tout le reste.”
[LeNormand, 1833b-110] “Chaque qualité est lavée àpart et mise en tas séparément dans le
pourrissoir.”
[note: 166] [Lalande, 1761-12] “Si d’un autre côté on laissoit le chiffon fermenter trop longtemps, il y auroit
pour le fabriquant un déchet considérable, il faudroit beaucoup plus de matiere pour une mème
quantité de papier, parce que les parties atténuées par la fermentation seroient trop promptement
emportées par le lavage: si enfin on laissoit la mouillée s’échauffer encore plus long-temps, elle se
réduiroit comme en poussiere, ou s’en iroit en fumée & en charbon.”
[note: 167] [Lalande, 1761-11] ”...observant toujours de mettre sous le tas les drapeaux qui étoient dessus le
précédent, & d’arroser souvent; car il en suinte une eau rousse dont il est très-bon de délivrer les
chiffons.”
[note: 170] [Lalande, 1761-12] “La fermentation ou le pourrissage rend le papier uni, caillé, doux & lui
donne du poids...” continuous in the following note
[note: 172] [Lalande, 1761-12] “...si elle est arrêtée trop tôt, le papier en devient crud, dur, léger, fort, mais
exige plus de temps pour être travaillé; la fécule voltige & se dépose moins façilement; c’est une
matiere sauvage suivant le langage des ouvriers.”
[note: 178] [d’Arcet, 1827-440] “Cette matière est tellement abondante dans le chanvre et le lin écrus que le
papier de filasse est transparent et naturellement collé.”
[d’Arcet, 1827-442] “La pâte qui provient d'un pareil chiffon retient l'eau, et le papier fait avec
cette matière prend beaucoup de retrait en séchant; il n'a par conséquent ni le poids ni la mesure
qu'il doit avoir.”
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[note: 180] [Desmarest, 1778-80] “Que le papier de Hollande est bon pour certains usages, quoiqu'il ne
puisse servir à d'autres; que s'il se coupe quand on le plie, s'il ne prend pas, comme il convient,
l'empreinte des caractères & des planches en taille-douce...”
[note: 182] [Desmarest, 1778-80] “...que la lenteur du travail des Hollandois est encore une conséquence de
la nature de ces mêmes pâtes, qui ne livrent point à l’eau un passàge aussi facile que les pâtes
pourries.”
[note: 183] [Desmarest, 1778-22] “Le désavantage de la lenteur du travail des ouvriers Hollandois, a été réparé, autant qu’il étoit possible, par cette Nation industrieuse; car elle a trouvé le moyen de fabriquer par une seule levée de forme deux feuilles des petites sortes, en divisant le cadre en deux
formats. Comme ces petites sortes font d’une grande consommation, leur fabrication occupe un
grand nombre des moulins de Sardam & des environs.”
[note: 186] [Mierzinski, 1886-133] “Im Allgemeinen kann man annehmen, daß am Halbstoffcylinder nicht
mehr wie 38-40 Schienen angebracht und weiter auseinandergestellt werden. Beim GanzzeugHolländer gefestigd man gewöhnlich je drei Schienen in einer Nuth und steigert ihre Zahl auf
60. Die Stärke der Schienen ist verschieden und wechselt zwischen 5-10 millimeter.”
[note: 189] [Piette, 1853-129] “Je diviserai les échantillons qui suivent en 12 groupes et remarquerai, dés içi,
que les quantitées de chiffons et de matières indiquées, se raportent à 50 kilog. de pâte sèche.”
[note: 194] [Opherden, 1979-201] “Für die Praxis genügt aber oft die Bestimmung des Mahlgrades. Nach
dem Mahlgrad kann man folgende Einteilung treffen: bis zu 30 °SR röscher Stoff, 30-50 °SR
mäßig gemahlener Stoff, 50-70 °SR schmieriger Stoff, über 70 °SR sehr schmieriger Stoff.”
[note: 203] [Payen, 1839-23] “En comparant l’action de divers corps sur le tissu élémentaire pur, et sur le tissu ligneux, je découvris bientôt que la substance épaississant à l’intérieur les cellules fibreuses, est
attaquable par les agens auxquels la première résiste; entre ces agens, je citerai la soude, la potasse
et l’acide azotique.”
[note: 210] [Brockhaus Conversations Lexicon, 1840-29] About Piette: “Er hat praktisch und im Großen
gezeigt, daß sich aus den verschiedenen stroharten, mit und ohne Lumpenzusatz, auf sehr einfache Weise ganz vorzügliche, auch feine Papiere, erzeugen lassen, welche in der Anwendung der
weißern strohsorten auch ohne Bleiche so wenig gefärbt sind, daß sie sich als schreibpapier eignen, und durch Chlor völlig gebleicht werden können. Ungebleichtes strohpapier hat den Vorzug, natürlich geleimt, d. h. auch ohne Leimung nicht dringend zu sein.”
[note: 212] [Keim, 1951-101] “Die Strohstoffabrikation bildet den Grundstein, auf dem sich später die Natron- und Sulfitzellstoffabrikation aufbaute.”
[note: 215] [Müller, 1922-196] “Die Vorbereitung des Strohes in der Häckselei mit der trockenen Vorreinigung ist wesentlich vervollkommnet, und mit pneumatischen Transport kann man die feuergefährliche Häckselei und die Stromagazine von dem Hauptteil des Strozellstoffanlage und der Papierfabrik ablegen.”
[note: 217] [Keim, 1951-102] “Der Strohzellstoff ist für die Herstellung mittelfeiner und feiner Papiere besonders wichtig. Er verleiht denselben einen guten Griff und macht sie klangvoller ; die Papiere
sind nicht mehr so lappig und normalerweise leimfester. In Anbetracht des immer knapper werdenden Faserholzes hat die Strohzellstoffabrikation in den letzten Jahren sehr an Bedeutung
gewonnen.”
[note: 221] [Thon, 1844-4] “Auch Schnüre von Esparto, einer Gattung Spartogras, verfertigt, sind überaus
dauerhaft und verdienen anwendung [‘Planirschnüre’ um geleimtem Papiere zu trocknen].” and
[Beckmann, 1787-128] “Im Trockenhause werden die Bogen auf Stangen, oder auf hanfene Seile
gehenket; aber beyde schmutzen, und letztere faulen auch leicht, und verursachen kleine Falten
und Runzeln; besser sind die härenen Seile. Stat ihrer brauchen die Holländer das zarte spanische
Rohr, was sechs oder sieben Linien im Durchmesser hat, cordes de rotin. In Paris ist im Jahre
1776 eine manufacture de sparterie angelegt worden, welche aus genet d’Espagne, vermuthlich
eine Genista oder Art von Spartium, nicht nur Zeuge und Matratzen, sondern auch Seile zu verfertigen versprach, welche letztere nicht schmutzen, und deswegen den Wäscherinnen, den Färbern und Papiermachern vorzüglich dienlich seyn solten.”
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[note: 226] [Bartels, 2011-170] “Ihm fehlte allerdings das Kapital, um seine Erfindung für den industriellen
Einsatz weiterzuentwickeln, und so erwarb der Papierfabrikant Heinrich Voelter aus Heidenheim
am 20.06.1846 das Patent von Keller. Voelter war zwar Kaufmann, erwies sich aber als ausgezeichneter Techniker und Erfinder. ... Mithilfe Voiths brachte Voelter das Verfahren zur technischen Nutzung. Er konstruierte nunmehr einen Schleifer, der, mit Wasser- oder Dampfkraft
angetrieben, gleichzeitig mehrere Holzstämme schliff. Das Schleifgut wurde durch Wasser aus
der Anlage befördert.”
[note: 227] [Klemm, 1957-9] “Die praktische Holzschlifferzeugung begann um das Jahr 1856 in Kriebstein
und Sandow. Als aus Anlaß der “Allgemeinen Pariser Ausstellung von 1867” eine Holzschleiferei
im Betrieb vorgeführt wurde, war das Interesse der Weltöffentlichkeit für den neuen Papierrohstoff erweckt.”
[note: 278] [Sieber, 1943-361] “Diese Tabelle, der Arbeiten von NOLL zugrunde liegen, ist hier in erweiterter Form wiedergegeben, durch Aufnahme einer Reihe von Aufschlußgradzahlen, welche in der
ursprünglichen Aufstellung nicht enthalten sind (Tabelle 18). Damit wird es moglich, die bekanntesten dieser Zahlen ineinander umzurechnen. Wie schon früher bemerkt, kann ein solches
Verfahren doch immer nur angenaherte Werte ergeben. NOLL hat seiner Tabelle als grundsatzlichen Vergleichsmaßstab für die Harte den Ligningehalt der Stoffe zugrunde gelegt. Sie gilt infolgedessen strenggenommen nur für Sulfitzellstoffe; bei den Sulfatstoffen fallen zufolge des Mitreagierens von Nichtligninsubstanzen die Werte für den Hartegrad etwas zu hoch aus.”
[note: 289] [Klemm,1923-p.31] “Von den Holzzellstoffarten finden alle Verwendung, Sulfit- und NatronSulfatzellstoff, doch haben die weicheren, wolligeren, durch alkalische Laugen aufgeschlossenen
Natron-Sulfatzellulosen gewisse Vorzüge vor der Sulfitzellulose; ... . Ist viel Sulfitzellulose verwendet, die leicht glasige und harte Papiere gibt, ... . “
[note: 296] [Lalande, 1761-6/11] “On peut rapporter aux effets de la lessive l’expérience qui a été faite avec
de la glaise pour dégraisser les chiffons; ayant mêlé de la glaise dans les mortiers, on l'a soumise à
l’action des pilons, qui’ avec le courant d’eau qu’on y menage toujours, ont donné une pâte parfaitement dégraissée, & qui paroissoit fort blanche; cependant le papier qui en a été formé avoit
un oeil grisâtre parce que la matiere métallique & colorante qui se trouve ordinairement dans la
glaise s’étoit unie avec le chiffon d’une maniere si intime que le lavage n’avoit pu suffire pour
l’extirper.”
[note: 299] [Lalande, 1761-11/18] “Il y a des Fabriquants qui, pour accélérer l’opération du pourrissoir, mettent de la chaux avec les chiffons. Peut-ètre q’une très-petite quantité de chaux pourroit y ètre
utile; mais si l’on en met trop, le chiffon attendri & corrodé se réduira trop tôt en pâte, passera
par le couloir avec l’eau qui ne devroit en emporter que les ordures, & formera un déchet
considérable.”
[note: 301] [Weiss, 1983-265] “1820er Jahre - Beginn der rasch zunehmenden Verwendung von mineralischen Füllstoffen bei der Papierbereitung (von schwefelsaurem Baryt, gefälltem schwefelsaurem
Kalk, Kaolin oder feinem weißen Ton, ungebranntem Gipsstein und künstlichem kieselsaurem
Kalk).”
[note: 303] [Piette, 1863-ix] “Ces matières, non filamenteuses ne font sans doute, en se plaçant entre les fibres de la pâte, qu’augmenter sans la fortifier, sa quantité; mais elles ont puissamment contribué
a rendre moins sensible la disette du chiffon et une de ces substances surtout, le kaolin, par son
onctuosité, sa blancheur, sa qualité alumineuse et son union intime a la pâte, a rendu des services
qu'on ne saurait méconnaître.”
[note: 321] [Weiss, 1983, 248] “Das ‘Kreidepapier’ kommt auf den Markt. Weiße, mit Kreide (Calciumcarbonat) unter Zusatz von Leimlösung gestrichene Papiere für Druckzwecke (Steingravuren und
Halbtonverfahren) - die unmittelbaren Vorläufer der Kunstdruck- und Chromopapiere.”
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[note: 363] [Wiesner, 1867-219] “Nun lerht aber das Studium der Pflanzengewebe, dass eine ungemein
grosse Zahl von Pflanzenzellen, selbst die Leinenfaser und die Bestandthteile des Strohhalmes, im
hervorragenden Maasse die Hanffaser, durch schwefelsaures Anilin gefärbt werde; ferner lehrt die
mikrochemische Untersuchung der gebleichten Papiere, dass die Bleichung nichts anderes als
eine Zerstörung der Holzsubstanz bezweckt. Da nun Papiere, welche aus ungebleichter Hanffaser, aus Flachsabfällen oder aus unvollständig gebleichter Strohfaser bereitet werden, durch
schwefelsaures Anilin gelb gefärbt werden, während gut gebleichte Holzpapiere ungefärbt bleiben, so folgt hieraus, dass das schwefelsaure Anilin weder die Anwesenheit der Holzfaser anzeigt,
noch das Nichteintreten der Farbereaction auf die Abwesenheit von Holzfaser im Papiere schliessen lässt. Die chemischen Mitttel zur Erkennung der Faser haben deshalb nur eine untergeordnete Bedeutung. Es wird doch erst des Mikroskopes bedürfen, um über die Art einer Faser ein
unumstössliches Urtheil fällen zu können.”
[note: 364] [Runge, 1834-517] “[Schwefelsaures Kyanol] Die wässrige Auflösung dieses Salzes färbt Fichtenholz dunkelgelb, basische Chlorkalkauflösung veilchenblau und röthet Lackmus.”
[note: 365] [Wiesner, 1878-397] “Bei meinen Studien über die chemische Beschaffenheit der Pflanzengewebe habe ich jüngsthin ein ausserordentlich empfindliches Reagens auf Holzsubstanz entdeckt, das
Phloroglucin, ein im Pflanzenreiche sehr häufig vorkommender Körper, der auch durch Spaltung
vieler höher zusammengesetzter Pflanzenstoffe, z.B. des Maclurins, entsteht.”
[note: 366] [Hlasiwetz, 1861-451] “In meinem ersten Bericht über das Phloroglucin, das ich als Zersetzungsproduct des Phloretins, und später des Quercetins gefunden hatte, konnte ich nur die empyrische Formel des Körpers C6H6O3+ 2H2O geben, und seine Eigenschaften im Allgemeinen
beschreiben.”
[note: 367] [Kick, 1888-137] “Es gilt als historische Wahrheit, oder vielmehr es galt als solche, dass im 13.
oder 14. Jahrhundert unserer Zeitrechnung die Erzeugung von Papier aus Hadern in Europa erfunden worden sei, und dass die früheren, älteren Papiere aus roher Baumwolle bestanden.
Prof. Dr. Julius Wiesner hat in einer vor Kurzem erschienenen Schrift bewiesen, dass weder die
Erfindung des Hadernpapieres eine europäische Erfindung sei, noch dass es jemals sogen. Baumwollenpapiere, d.h. Papiere aus roher Baumwolle, gegeben hat.” zie ook noot 65
[note: 368] [Vétillart, 1876-28] “Les seuls réactifs dont nous nous servions sont l’iode et l’acide sulphurique.
Ils doivent être préparés avec un soin minutieux, et nous engageons ceux qui veulent les employer à suivre exactement les indications que nous allons donner.”
[note: 387] [Kühnel, 1960-97] “Besser ist es jedoch, die Fasern in einer wässerigen Lösung von Glycerin, der,
um das Ausbluten bei längerem Verweilen in der wässerigen Lösung zu vermeiden, eine geringe
Menge von Natriumsulfat zugesetzt wird, einzubetten. Der Glycerinzusatz verhindert das Austrocknen, so daß in einem derartigen Gemisch eingebettete Präparate wochenlang aufbewahrt
werden können.”
[note: 404] [Chaperon, 1788-334] “320. Si l’on employé du papier très-fort, au lieu de-parchemin, tel que
les papiers-nommés grand aigle, impérial, grand chapelet, il faút lé préparer de la manière suivante. Mouillez-le sur une table, tendéz-le énsúite sûr lé châssis-comme nous- l’àvons dit, en parlant
du papier bleu. Quand il sera sec il faudra le coucher sur la table & jetter dessus à deux ou trois
reprises de l’eau bouillante, puis le frotter légèrement chaque fois avec une brosse douce, pour
emporter la colle dont il est enduit. Ne répandez pas l’eau bouillante sur les bords, afin qu’il ne se
détache pas du châssis. Au bout de trois ou quatre heures il sera sec, du moins en été.”
[note: 411] [Lalande, 1761-68/107] [because it is so difficult to size paper correctly] “les Allemands se dispensent mème totalement de coller les papiers qu’ils destinent à l’impression.”
[note: 412] [Fontenelle, 1828-5-7][Fontenelle makes a calculation in which the cost and quality of rags is
offset against the price the resulting paper commands. Her conclusion:] ”D’après cela, si l’on fait
attention que les frais de fabrication, de collage et d’apprêt sont à peu près les mêmes pour les
produits de tous les chiffons, il en résultera que le plus fort déchet, qu’on fait sur les plus grossiers, doit être supporté par le prix du papier qui en provient. Il est donc evident: 1º Que la première qualité de papier triple la valeur du chiffon; 2º. Que la dernière la sextuple.”
[note: 433] [brevet 12.558, 1841 - INPI nº 1BA9965] “Procédé pour remplacer le chiffon dans la fabrication
du papier par la fiente de tous les animaux herbivores.”
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[note: 417] [Fontenelle, 1828-71] “Les papiers qu'on veut colorer ou marbrer doivent être forts, épais et très
bien collés; ces conditionssont indispensables si l'on veut que les couleurs soient plus belles et
que le papier soit moins taché.”
[note: 443] [Wülfert, 1999-109] “Abb. 62 Schematisch dargestellte Wirkung von Polarisator und Analysator:
nur eine für den Polarisator charakteristische Schwingungsebene (hier durch H angedeutet) wird
transmittiert. Alle Wellen, ausser denjenigen, die genau in der zur Durchlassrichtung senkrechten
Ebene schwingen (li. Welle), haben Komponenten, die transmittiert werden können (re. u. mittlere Welle). So kommen 10-20% der ursprünglichen Lichtintensität durch den Polarisator linear
polarisiert beim Analysator an. Steht dieser senkrecht (N-S) zum Polarisator (O-W), so wird kein
Licht durchgelassen.”
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